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Winter Seclusion

Verse and picture by Teiga, Wffi, 1755-1825, a pupil of Quson.
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My only companion: 
Winter seclusion. I
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To the right, books; to the 
left, a tea-cup. In front of me, 
the fire-place; behind me, the 
post. There is no greater happi
ness than this.
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PREFACE

Japanese Literature stands or falls by haiku, in my 
opinion, but its unique characteristic makes it a difficult 
matter to assess its position in world literature. It is not 
merely the brevity by which it isolates a particular group 
of phenomena from all the rest; nor its suggestiveness, 
through which it reveals a whole world of experience. It is 
not only in its remarkable use of the season word, by which 
it gives us a feeling of a quarter of the year; nor its faint 
all-pervading humour. Its peculiar quality is its self-effacing, 
self-annihilative nature, by which it enables us, more than 
any other form of literature, to grasp the thing-in-itself. Just 
as we are to be in a state of muga, self-lessness, when 
we compose haiku, so the haiku is not a thing of beauty 
and a joy for ever, but a finger-post, a raft unwanted when 
the river is crossed. If, like waka, the haiku itself has 
literary charm and value, we are distracted from the real 
region of haiku, the experience, the mutual, reunited life of 
poet and things.

The position which haiku has or should have in world 
literature may be brought out by comparing and contrasting 
Basho with Shakespeare, Homer, Dante, Goethe and Cer
vantes. If he can hold his own with these, the 17-syllabled 
haiku may well claim an equality with the world master
pieces of epic, drama, and lyric.

i



PREFACE

Basho has not the grim strength of Dante, but he also 
sees how

ii

;
'

The little flowers, bent and shut by the chill of 
night,

Soon as the sunlight whitens them,
Erect themselves quite open on their stems.

Inferno II, 127-120

He has not Shakespeare’s power to create forms more real 
than living man, but has the universality of

Truly, sir, I am a poor fellow that would live,

as applied to all the tilings in the world, animate and 
inanimate:

iJ: <

Looking carefully,—
There is a shepherd’s-purse 

Blooming under the hedge.

He has not Homer’s grasp of the primitive nobility of men 
and women, but he has his pleasure in the plain and ele
mental things of life:

In the bitter radish 
That bites into me, I feel 

The autumn wind.

Goethe’s understanding of science was to Basho unknown, 
but he shares with him the knowledge that there is nothing

1 The transliteration of the verses quoted in the Preface is given 
in an Appendix.



PREFACE iii

behind phenomena; “ they are themselves the meaning.” 
On the other hand, Basho is an idealist like Cervantes, but 
he does not tilt at windmills either real or symbolical; he 
does something just as destructive however, in taking away 
from things their (apparent) heavy, stupid meaninglessness, 
and shows us them as the world of grace and nature in 
one.

In what point is Basho equal or superior to these great 
men? In his touching the very nerve of life, his unerring 
knowledge of those moments in time which, put together, 
make up our real, our eternal life. He is awake in the 
world that for almost all men exists as a world of dreams.

Basho gives us the same feeling of depth as Bach, and 
by the same means, not by noise and emotion as in Beethoven 
and Wagner, but by a certain serenity and “ expressiveness ” 
which never aims at beauty but often achieves it as it were 
by accident. This comparison between Basho and Bach may 
seem to be far-fetched. They have little in common except 
their profound understanding of vital inevitability, and the 
meaning of death. As Confucius implies, he who understands 
either life or death, understands both. The hymn says, in 
its rather sentimental way,

Days and moments, quickly flying.
Blend the living with the dead,

and Bach and Basho felt this so deeply that the average 
mind finds the one too intellectual and difficult, the other 
too simple.

Many people must have had the experience of reading 
haiku which have not seemed very good or striking, and
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yet, for some strange and unknown reason, were unforget
table. To take some examples; the first by Bashd:

1
;

3

AN jij '\b Me ^ SI $0 )il Hi

In the Sixth Month,
Mount Arashi

Lays clouds on its summit.

To explain the poetic point of this would be very difficult. 
It lies partly, no doubt, in the personifying of the mountain, 
or rather, in realizing the “life” of it, but the simple 
sublimity of the verse is Homeric; it is that of. the cloud- 
capped mountain.

Summer lightning !
Yesterday in the East,

Today in the West.

There could be nothing less “poetical” than this bald 
statement of meteorological fact by Kikaku, and yet we 
feel the vastness of nature, together with the underlying 
willing acceptance of man. The same is true of the following, 
by Yayu:

I

:

!

A few stars 
Are now to be seen,—

And frogs are croaking.

Two or three stars have come out, dusk falling; a few 
frogs are croaking. The unity of nature is seen without 
a word about it; without, indeed, a glance at it.

;
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There is a short poem by Robert Frost, The Pasture, 
that expresses to me almost the whole meaning of human 
life,—and with it the nature of haiku:

I’m going out to clean the pasture spring;
I’ll only stop to rake the leaves away 
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may):
I shan’t be gone long.—You come too.

I’m going out to fetch the little calf 
That’s standing by the mother. It’s so young 
It totters when she licks it with her tongue.
I shan’t be gone long.—You come too.

We see these things, the pasture spring and the water 
clearing, the cow and her wabbly calf, and in them our life 
is fulfilled,—but not entirely; you, the other person, humanity, 
must come too; myself and Nature and man, the tender 
and strong relation between us.

There are two elements in this relation, a systole and 
a diastole. There is eternity and infinity, and there are the 
"minute particulars.” In life and art it is as well perhaps 
to allow the eternity and infinity to be overheard, overseen. 
Where haiku is unrivalled is in its power of expressing the 
whole world of inanimate, or animate, or human life, and 
at the same time entering into the minutest details of fact 
or feeling. The following example, by Bonchd, of this delicacy 
applies to visual sensations:

Throwing away the ashes. 
The white plum-blossoms 

Became cloudy.
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This does not mean that the blossoms became dirtied by the 
grey ash, nor does it mean that they became more beautiful. 
It is something between the two, leaning towards the second, 
but more indefinite, more hesitating than it. Not so delicate 
and more a matter, of sensation, but still revealing the whole 
through the parts, a verse by Sodo:

^ L
Spring soon to be over,

The yellow rose whitening,
Lettuce becoming bitter.

Another example of the delicacy of the haiku poet is the 
following verse by Buson, where the feeling is quite a nameless 
one, without words to express it in any language, yet 
expressed, faultlessly and unequivocally:

<
Plum-blossoms here and there.

It is good to go north,
Good to go south.

There is here a feeling of the newness of spring, and yet of 
the luxury, the bounty, the universality of the season; in 
truth, anywhere will do in these days of renewed life and 
beauty. One more example, also by Buson, in which the 
delicacy is so great as to require the maximum of effort on 
the part of the reader:

^ © IE it ft& it -C tr
Rape-flowers;

Not visiting the priest,
But passing by.

vi

!

;i
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PREFACE
Buson is walking along a road on both sides of which rape- 
flowers are blooming. For some reason or other he passes 
by the monk’s house he intended visiting. To say that he 
chooses nature instead of religion, the rape-flowers rather 
than talking with the monk,—this is not only saying too 
much, it is destroying the very life of the poetry which is in 
a realm that transcends (while including) thi3 “Shall I, or 
shall I not?” of hesitation and dubiety. There is a similar 
verse by Taigi:

vii

Pretending it is on purpose,
And passing through a temple,—

The hazy moon.

Going out for a walk in the evening, the poet mistook the 
way and found himself in such a place that, to avoid going 
round a long way, he had to go through the temple grounds, 
so going in the gate, and bowing to the main temple and 
to the Buddhas enshrined in other buildings, he went out of 
the back gate, feeling that his religious actions had been 
more than usually spiced with practical requirements and 
hypocritical observances. And the moon, quite properly, is 
hazy. The tenderness of mind which is the most prominent 
characteristic of the writer of haiku is distinctly (almost 
too distinctly) seen the following verse by Shiki:

ffe £> Irf X b A/ t i~ ti & ft
Lifting up the hatchet 

To cut it down,—
It was budding.
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This has been compared to the verse by Meisetsu, composed 
thirteen years later:

viH

m * t « £> X & t tr ^ fc &
Sharpening the sickle,

The goose-foot1
Looks as if grieving.

Though haiku are so restricted in their subject matter, 
we have no feeling of monotony as we read them. There 

however five main types: verses that record sensations; 
pictures of life; self-portrayals; verses that express human 
warmth; and romantic verses.

1. Examples of sensation :

are

Morning cold;
The voices of travellers 

Leaving the inn.

The voice of the men who are setting out early this autumn 
morning, and the coldness of the air, reinforce each other. 
The sound is clearer, chillier; the cold has a human meaning. 
There is another verse by the same author, Taigi, but the 
time is evening:

:

ft a * # ^ m x> & & & & tc
Travellers,

Asking about the cold at night, 
In sleepy voices.

;

:
’

:
1 Named from the shape of the leaves. _
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£ X *) it T> X < & fa "fa1
On the point of scooping up the water, 

I felt it in my teeth,—
The water of the spring.

To Bash6, it was not merely the sight of the cold water 
but the action of putting the hands together to scoop it up 
that caused the strength of the sensation of chill in his 
teeth. The following is by Shiko:

The horse lays back his ears; 
Flowers of the pear-tree 

Are chill and cold.

The flowers of the pear, unlike those of the cherry and 
plum, have no brilliancy or gaiety, but rather some lone
liness and melancholy. The horse on his way home this 
cold spring evening puts back his ears, and they are in 
momentary accord with the flowers.

t' it ft V' it h fa V' It ft 
These flowers of the plum,—•

How red, how red they are,
How red, indeed!

Also by Izen, a contemporary of Basho famous for his doctrine 
of spontaneity, the two following verses:

This has a variant:
IS * l) < f?r tK b£
The clear water, I felt it first in my teeth.
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& if it K g £ 0 # £ 0 t ilk *T h x 
Along the sea-shore 

Fall the waves, fall and hiss, 
Fall and hiss.

X

# © zk K11 5 -t 5 JR o Vk # it 0 
Through the cedars 

Whew, whew, whew,
Whistles the breeze.

The next two are by Issa :

“oft t ft t ±;n^ &
The hottest day of the year; 

The only fozsc I had,—
Stolen!

We have here the inhumanity of man added to the 
inhumanity of nature. Issa nearly always gives us this, and 
in the following also:

§t t * ft © nn k. & it o
A hot night;

Sleeping in between
The bags and baggages.

2. Pictures of life.

&W: L * 5 © J:
The bright autumn moon: 

Sea-lice running 
Over the stones.
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This verse, by Torin, is peculiarly vivid and mobile. The 
moonlight is so bright that we can see even the sea-lice 
running about on their business over the stones left dry by 
the falling tide. But in some way or other we feel that the 
moonlight has itself come alive in the silvery creatures that 
move so smoothly here and there. The stones too share in 
this light-life. The first of the two following verses is by 
Raizan, the second by Basho:

xi

ft M ^ ft B ft L <D ft
In the spring breeze 

The snowy heron flies white 
Among the pine-trees.

Baby mice in their nest 
Squeak in response

To the young sparrows.

The young mice in the ceiling and the young sparrows under 
the eaves are both chirping. These so different forms of 
life have the same pathos and faint humour of all incomplete 
things. Basho, like Wordsworth, is saying,

I have heard the call 
Ye to each other make.

The following verses, the first by Gojo, the second by Kozan, 
go beyond mere pictures; they have three or more dimensions.

Summer grasses;
Along the path to the mountain temple. 

Stone images of Buddha.
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Stone Buddhas line the path to the temple in the mountains, 
almost unseen until we turn a sharp corner, and one of the 
images gives us a profound impression of the divine in 
nature, part of it, and yet above and beyond it.

h. t £? 'ttft it i? Z> ft i> ft L
A hoioiogisu sings 

Among the evening shades;
No sound of the woodcutter.

This absence of things never fails to deepen the meaning 
of those that remain. The verse actually says: “No sound 
of wood-cutting.”

Green seaweed;
In the hollows of the rocks,

The forgotten tide.

This verse belongs to spring; the following, also by Kito, 
to summer:

xii

A mountain temple;
Clear water running under the verandah, 

Moss at the sides.

For a poet, or a child, this is the ideal dwelling place. The 
following, by Seira, has the simplicity of W. H. Davies :

Lifting up their horns,
The cattle look at people,

On the summer moor.
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The grass is rank, the day hot, the cattle moving slowly 
with their heads down. When someone approaches them 
they raise their heads, or rather, they raise their horns 
above the tall grasses, and we feel something menacing yet 
mild that tells of the wonder and power and danger of nature.

xiii

m ? * & £ ^ vflt A' JO Hi Irf K
Tilling the field,

Not even a bird cries.
In the shadow of the hill.

In this verse, by Buson, we feel the season, the beginning 
of April, the lateness of the coming of warmth here under 
the hill-side, the young leaves unfolding, no breeze, complete 
silence,—and with all this, the softly-harsh sound of the hoe. 
The following verse, by Shiro, is at the opposite extreme:

fc 5 fc 5 C ism 0
The waterfall 

Thunders down
Into the rank leaves.

The tremendous rush of water and tumultuous sounds have 
their correspondence in the wildly growing plants and weeds 
and trees all around.

How many butterflies 
Winged their way across 

This roofed wall!

What struck Basho was not merely the contrast between
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the wings of the lightly flying butterflies ancl the heavily 
tiled earthen wall, but the way in which they appear from 
the unknown, and disappear into it with that levity and 
aimless purposefulness that characterise them. The follow
ing, by Gyodai, is a wonderful and powerful verse:

xiv

is * ific © «l jLzmvm
In the dawn,

Whales roaring;
A frosty sea.

The beginning of day, the spouting of the whales, the 
sea, the frost,—all these have something primitive and 
primaeval in them.

The people next door 
Have stopped grinding the mortar:

Cold rain at night.

The connection between one thing and another is always 
incredibly strange, even when it is simple cause and effect. 
How much more so here, where the mere cessation of one 
sound causes Yaha now to understand the meaning of the 
rain that has been falling all the time. Compare the 
following by Boncho:

The drip-drip 
Of the lye-bucket ceases: 

The voice of the cricket.

i
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The following three verses, by Uritsu, Gusai, and Kikaku, 
bring out well the vitality and variety of haiku:

xv

fill © A ti © <’ b < ffe & L 
The sound of the carp, 

The water faintly dark,
The plum-blossoms white.

A spring day;
They open the folding-doors 

Of the great temple.

t tk Rft < & ^ ft L © A' tf
Here and there,

Frogs croaking in the night,
Stars shining.

The following small picture of country life by Basho is more 
of sound than of sight. The next, by Gyodai, is larger:

v 0

#©*K: L <"*
Winter rain falling 

On the cow-shed;
The voice of the cock.

B&fi/c 'O H##T£-#© A 
The day darkening,

They come down from Mii Temple,
People of the spring.

We see here the shades of evening fall over a wide scene.



=
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Lake Bivva in the distance, the Temple above, the long 
flight of stone steps, and in ones and twos, people who arc 
reluctantly leaving the cherry-blossoms behind, so aptly 
termed “people of the spring.”

Kvi

A % 5 b <om
A spring unseen of men,—

On the back of the mirror,
A flowering plum-tree.

This verse by Basho is one that Keats would have appreciated. 
There is a world of art which hardly belongs to this world 
except as a kind of perversion of it, a sort of back-of-the- 
mirror which our mind holds up to nature. This is the 
world that Basho was also drawn to, but like Wordsworth, 
the real world was the one he earnestly desired to live in.

The uguisu 1
Earth of the rice-fields sticks 

On the supports of the clogs.

Two extremes of the whole of spring are given here by 
Boncho, the heavenly voice of the uguisu, and the mud on 
the two “teeth” of the geta, or wooden clogs.

S51& <
A hototogisu cries;

Between the trees 
A comer turret.

The bird suddenly cried, and looking round, Shiho saw

i
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through a gap in the trees, the white corner of the donjon 
silhouetted against the blue sky of summer.

Fields for sowing beans.
Firewood sheds,—

All famous places.

This was written by Boncho at Rakushisha, fill in Saga, 
Kyorai’s villa, where Kobori Enshu,1 a great landscape 
gardener, had his tea-ceremony house. These fields sown 
with beans, sheds for firewood, were once scenes of splendour 
and of the cultural life of the community. Both the glory 
and the misery of human existence are powerfully contrasted.

% * t & tz t t vf £ m <D m 
In the winter storm 

The cat keeps on 
Blinking its eyes.

This by Yaso is on the one hand a vivid picture of the cat, 
its hatred of wind and confusion, the ears back, head down, 
blinking its half-shut eyes. On the other hand it is a de
scription of one aspect of the essential nature of the winter 
wind, its make-cats-blink-ness.

With the young trout in the valley 
A leaf of the dwarf bamboo 

Floats away.

1 See page xxx.
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If we take this as a real experience of Buson, we cannot 
help admiring the presence of mind (of Mind) that could seize 
such a moment, such a world of meaning in miniature. If 
we take it, as some do, as pure imagination, we shall be 
even more struck by Buson’s power of pictorial creation.

The stillness;
Peaks of cloud

In the bosom of the lake.

We are reminded of Wordsworth’s lines:
that uncertain heaven received 

Into the bosom of the steady lake.

In Issa’s verse we have rest only; in Wordsworth there is 
both motion and rest. The next is by the same author.

Before and behind 
Jizo Bosatsu,

Pinks are blooming.

Jizo is the patron of travellers and children, and his statue 
is often found at cross-roads and o'/Jier lonely places. His 
relation to the pinks may be taken in either of two ways : 
the sweetness of Jizo and the pinks; and the contrast between 
his calm indifference and their eager little faces.

jll

White dew ;
Over the potato field. 

The Milky Way.

i
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The Milky Way is the dew of heaven; the dew on the 

potato leaves is the stars of this earth. But as so often, 
there is something a little dead about Shiki’s still-lifes. The 
next is better.

& jL ^ & K
A summer shower;

Green pine-needles 
Stick in the sand.

We feel here the force of the shower, that breaks off 
the pine-needles and thrusts them into the sand, so that they 
stand up in it.

< 'f fc 5
The leaves of the paulownia 

Having all fallen,—
The tree-lotus in bloom.

When the great leaves of the paulownia' have all fallen, 
it is late autumn, but just at this time the flowers of the 
tree-lotus bloom. There is sometimes an unnaturalness 
about nature which makes her akin to us.

The above and all the remaining verses of this second 
section are by Buson.

aii t nifr t okom 
In the spring rain,

The pond and the river 
Have become one.

We have here the omnipresence and omnipotence of
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water; and realize that what seemed three different things, 
lake, stream, and rain; are intrinsically one.

SIJ- ft iJb A, t? J& © ;b fc & $g ft
The autumn storm 

Stopped blowing;
A rat swam over the stream.

Though he has not Basho’s mysticism or Issa’s humanity, 
Buson is not shallow however. It is Nature without God or 
man, but not that of science. As so often in Thoreau, 
Nature speaks for herself.

ft
A camellia;

It fell into the darkness 
Of an old well.

This has something deeply symbolical in it,—but we are 
not to think of what, just to be feel it so, and stop there.

< mitts** l tjgssa
Passing the bank,

The sail fearful
The young leaves 1

This literal translation of the original shows the way in 
which the speed of the boat and the luxuriance of the young 
leaves are seen as aspects of one awful energy of nature.

El) < m&tc <
How awesome!

Not a leaf stirs
In the summer grove!
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The feeling seems to belong rather to tropical forests; 
it reminds one of W. II. Hudson’s stories of South America.

xxi

m&o&o in] k $ irr 6 & n 
The short night;

The peony opened 
During that time.

In this verse Buson has expressed the power of nature 
that can make the great flower bloom in such a short time 
as the summer night.

Beating down the green plums,
As the same time,

Green leaves fall.

This is a good example of how nothing escapes the eye 
of the haiku poet, and how this slight accompanying fact of 
some leaves being knocked down too is perceived as deeply 
significant of the way in which purpose and accident are 
mingled in our world.

The bottom seen clearly,
The fish seen clearly,—

Deep is the water of autumn.

Not only is the sky of autumn high, the water is deep. 
These seems to be a double infinity in this season, one 
above us, one below. Compare the following; the season is 
summer:
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— p k IE. b & fi!J- A J:
The clear water,

Not enough for a mouthful,—
But how wonderful!

Thoreau says: “ The shallowest still water is unfathomable/’

xxii

m & ts. * fa <v & it b ® n
How calm

The persimmon orchard,
Under the wintry moon!

Dorothy Wordsworth notes in her Journal, 24th March, 1798 :

The crooked arm of the old oak-tree points 
upwards to the moon.

M. W 0 7k K £$ ^ X M <0 %
A tree stands withered.

And on it a cicada crying;
Billowing clouds.

This verse seems to be one of contrast, contrast between 
the bare, wintry angularity of the tree with the shrill-crying 
insect, and the softly-swelling clouds that rise up in the 
summer sky; or perhaps the cicada unites with its hard 
warmth the tree and the clouds.

w o o z ts* s & m
The flowers of the u 

Spill on the broad leaves 
Of the bog-rhubarb.
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The small, white, snow-like flowers of the u fall on the 
round, dark leaves of the bog-rhubarb.

& W < rife VT L
Mandarin ducks;

A weasel is peeping 
At the old pond.

Compare Shiki’s verse, which seems a more homely version :

The chrysanthemums withering,
A weasel is watching 

The hens.

There are two more verses by Buson that we may give 
here; the first belongs to summer, the second to spring :

Driving away with blows 
A fox stealing the rice;

The autumn of barley.

Everyone is out in the summer fields, and the fox comes to 
the kitchen. In the following there is a contrast between 
the fine threads of rain and the broad expanse of water, 
and a harmony in their mild vagueness:

M 0 41 * Z> ^ £c
Flowing through the midst 

Of the spring rain,
A great river.
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3. In the following verses, the poets are speaking to 
some extent of themselves; Onitsura’s haiku is well-known:

xxiv

ft A <D & X E C 6 ft L- ft o
The bath water—

Where can I throw it away? 
The voices of insects.

The hesitation and at-a-loss-ness of the poet is heightened 
by the fact that he cannot see the insects, he can only hear 
their sweet voices trilling out from every bush and plant. 
The immaterial conquers the material, men do not live by 
bread alone. There is a waka by Kageki, jp: 131, 1768-1843, 
very similar in meaning, but more aristocratic in mind-colour:

l' o* < X OttJfcXfitrSfiJH© 
$ ZtiK 5 o

Whence shall I ride my horse 
Into the River Saho?

White chrysanthemums 
Are reflected 
On the pebbles.

A breeze blowing 
On the hairs on thin shanks: 

The change of clothes.

This, by Buson, is one of those verses which make us 
wonder at the delicacy of the poetical mind of the Japanese, 
and their faith in what is small and insignificant. In Moby 
Dick, Melville says:
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We expand to bulk. To produce a mighty volume 
you must have a mighty theme. No great and enduring 
volume can be written on the flea, though many there 
be who have tried it.

This is true, but it is not the only truth. The hairs on the 
legs of the man who has put on his new spring clothes has 
a meaning, a slender rapier-like meaning that is not as big 
as a barn door,—but ’twill suffice. Toho says:

When one petal flies away, spring is over.

.ft 6 t &
Out in the fields 

Together with the birds,
I will be surrounded with mist.

Chora walks the fields. He also could say, no doubt,

Casting the body’s vest aside 
My soul into the boughs does glide;
There like a bird, it sits and sings,
Then whets and claps its silver wings.

but to say so seems somehow to spoil it. Together with the 
birds he will be surrounded by the morning mist. That is 
enough.

Lying with arms and legs outstretched. 
How cool,—

How lonely!
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When we are alone, we can do as we like, lie as we 
please; but this is, as Issa says, because we are alone.

lit O K ^ A K 5 fa £ Hk <0 _k
Summer in the world;

Floating on the waves 
Of the lake.

This verse by Basho reminds us of Thoreau, with his 
power of feeling and portraying the present and the past, 
the near and the far, in one place, at one moment.

± tzti # 0 0 't
Grasshopper !

Be the keeper of the grave-yard,
When I die.

This verse contains everything of Issa, his feeling of 
impermanence, of kinship with other creatures, and the all- 
pervading humour. The same may be said of the following, 
but the humour is fainter.

& §• X h Z> fa D ZJb t Iff L O JE
Just simply alive,

Both of us, I
And the poppy.

Issa was the most democratic man (or should one say 
“ biocratic ” ?) who ever lived. More implicit still is the 
next verse:

xxvi

o m<om
A butterfly came,

And flew off
With a butterfly in the garden.

.
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n n o * m % & <* h m: % o n
Mushroom-hunting;

Raising my head,—
Tiie moon over the peak.

This verse of Buson, which shows that dusk has fallen 
unawares, is quite different from Ritaihaku’s:

I raise my head, and gaze at the moon over 
the mountains;

I lower my head, and think of my native place.

Buson’s verse simply describes the two worlds, that of minute 
particulars near the eye, and that of the vast and distant.

xxvii

Turn this way;
I also am lonely,

This evening of autumn.
Unchiku, a monk of Kyoto, seems to have painted 

a picture of himself with his face turned away, and asked 
Basho to write a verse on it. Basho said, “ You are sixty 
and I nearly fifty already. Both of us, in a dream-world, 
are portraying a dream. To this (picture of a dream) I add 
this somniloquy.” In this verse we see more strongly than 
in perhaps any other verse the intense subjectivity of Basho’s 
mind. Even a few smears of ink on a piece of paper, and 
he feels our loneliness, our isolation in the sea of life.

The unplumb’d, salt, estranging sea.
So he begs the monk in the picture not to turn his face 
from him in the evening twilight.
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4. Basho and Issa are the poets of humanity. The 
following is by the former:

jcxviii

)i ^ m K =T & < H'f O
The moon about to appear,

All present tonight
With their hands on their knees.

This is a verse praising the moon through a picture of the 
poets and moon-lovers who are gathered to gaze at it. The 
moon has not yet risen, but all are sitting waiting. Basho 
glances mildly round, and notices that each man has his 
hands on his knees, a form of polite deportment. In the 
hands is seen the minds of those present; in the hands the 
moon too is seen, the yet invisible moon that whitens the 
horizon above the dark mountains in the distance. Hardy’s 
The Oxen strongly reminds us of Basho’s haiku.

Christmas Eve, and twelve of the clock.
“Now they are all on their knees,’* 

An elder said as we sat in a flock 
By the embers in hearthside ease.

We pictured the meek mild creatures where 
They dwelt in their strawy pen.

Nor did it occur to one of us there 
To doubt they were kneeling then.

$ b tc fa it n k m & & 0
Hail-stones on the ground;

The “night hawks” come back home 
In the moonbeams.
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"Night-hawks” were the lowest kind of prostitute in Edo. 
They appeared after dark carrying straw-mats. Issa is 
sleeping alone in the cold, and hears them walking by or 
talking. lie also knows what cold and hunger and suffering 
mean, and the softness of the language he uses, kaerumeri, 
shows his compassionate feeling.

m t ± r-t-
Do the tea-pickers also,

Hidden in the bushes,
Hear the hototogisu?

The tea-trees are quite high, and women picking the tea- 
leaves can hardly be seen, only the towels on their heads, 
or their faces and hands occasionally visible. The hototogisu 
is singing, and Basho is thinking, not of himself, but of 
humanity, of those hardly-to-be-seen workers in the bushes, 
—are they too entering into their heritage of poetic life 
as the notes of the hototogisu ripple over the field?

«# © ffl JL fc * * IE t' fc 
These violets!

How the courtezans must want 
To see the spring fields!

The courtezans of Edo were never allowed out of the 
enclosure. Ryoto sees a distant connection of grace between 
the violets and the women.

Falling summer rain;
Walls with their remaining 

Pictures peeling.
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This verse comes in the Saga Diary, 1691, being written 
after Basho had looked through each room of a small house 
for the Tea-Ceremony, Rakushisha, “ falling persimmon hut,” 
built by Kobori Enshu;* it was a temporary residence of 
Basho’s pupil Kyorai. On the walls of these rooms were 
once put paintings and sketches. Now faded and stained they 
are seen in the half-darkness of the summer rains. Basho 
and the rain and the dark, damp rooms with their discoloured 
walls are indeed in harmony. The following five verses are 
by Buson, showing the humanity of the artist-poet, much 
greater than usually supposed:

;

ft t S & K: r o

I go;
Thou stayest:

Two autumns.

The Japanese has seventeen syllables, the English only 
eight, but the whole of life is given here, our meetings, our 
partings, the world of nature we each live in, different yet 
the same.

A K ft t & 5 ti % JL Wfr fc
The travelling pedlar; 

Passing each other
On the summer moor.

Buson here expresses, (by not expressing) that faint 
feeling of sympathy and respect we have for man in his 
struggle with heat and weight and loneliness and poverty.

1 Kobori Masakazu, 1579-1647, whose name EnshQ, jjUjf'H, is the 
Chinese name of Totomi, from his name Totomi no Kami. He 
was famous in all the arts of Japan.
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45 J! * jfc * U * PQ ^ f* ^ IB frc 
The harvest moon,

Calling on the master of the house.
He was digging potatoes.

The bright moon, the dark earth, the dully gleaming pota
toes, and his friend who is enjoying the moon in the English 
way, digging the field in the moonlight. A stage lower:

m J] ft fe K.J&® r to Hi e < b
The mountain guide 

Simply takes no notice
Of the cherry-blossoms.

There is something good in this too, the animal indifference 
that takes beauty for granted.

m a © m
A palanquin passes,

With a sick man in it:
The autumn of barley.

“ Barley’s autumn” is summer. The farmers are cutting and 
threshing and stacking the barley; all is bustle and energy 
and healthy activity in the sunshine. But as the pale, sick 
man is slowly carried through their midst, they realise that 
the world is larger and darker than they thought.

A cool breeze,
The grasshopper singing 

With all his might.
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What is interesting here is Issa’s conscious subjectivity. 
He attributes his own feeling of coolness to the grasshopper, 
who sings so joyfully “ under some pleasant weed.”

5. Examples of romantic verses. The following is by 
Bash6, whose verses are more various than usually thought:

ttxxii

m & £u b to 7E fc 0 0: o &
A flower unknown 

To bird and butterfly,—
The sky of autumn.

In The Story of My Heart, Richard Jefferies writes:
The rich blue of the unattainable flower of the 

sky drew my soul towards it, and there it rested, for 
pure colour is rest of heart.

< jft.

Autumn evening:
Life has its limits,

But its moments too of leisure.

We live in time, but also in eternity. This short autumn 
evening is for Buson one of theso moments, moments of 
vision, “spots of time” Wordsworth calls them.

Now chiefly is my natal hour,
And only now my prime of life.
I will not doubt the love untold,
Which not my worth nor want has bought,
Which wooed me young and woos me old,
And to this evening hath me brought.1

1 Thoreau.
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The butterfly is perfuming 
Its wings, in the scent 

Of the orchid.

xxxiii

This verse was composed by Basho in response to a request 
by a Miss Butterfly of a tea-house he stopped at on the way 
back from visiting Ise Shrine. It was once the custom of 
ladies of high rank to perfume their clothes in the smoke 
of certain scented trees such as sandal-wood.

ft' UO/i
Its voice hoarsening,

The white teeth of the monkey.
In the moon over the peak.

This was written by Kikaku about a place in China, Hako, 
Q it, famous for its screaming monkeys. Its romantic, 
“poetical” flavour may be contrasted with Basho’s homely, 
everyday verse:

In the fish-shop,
The gums of the salt bream 

Look cold.

In the next example, however, Basho is once more romantic:

M t' o* t ffi fi ft * t ffi <o m 
Where is the moon?

The bell is sunk
At the bottom of the sea.
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This was written on the fifteenth of the month, at the time 
of the full moon, when it was obscured by rain, at Tsuruga. 
The host told them that there was a story that in the sea 
a temple bell had sunk and that it could not be raised 
because it had sunk upside down. Basho uses this legend, 
found in various parts of the world, to bring out the unseen 
beauty and mystery of the moon in the poetical mind.

IKO^fc t ± g-f
Should I die of love,

O hotoiogisu,
Cry at my tomb!

This verse is well-known from its being written by a woman, 
Oshu, said to have been a courtezan of the Yoshiwara in Edo. 
There is something Elizabethan about it, reminding one of

Come away, come away death,

and other lyrics. This haiku belongs to the world of the 
mind rather than that of the body, and is about to bid adieu 
to the real, the poetical world, but with such a pang as 
moves us in spite of ourselves.

Enough examples have been given perhaps to show that 
haiku are infinitely varied within their very limited scope. 
Somehow or other, when we read them, all the important 
things they omit, sex, war, and the struggle for existence 
generally, do not seem to matter quite so much after all. 
There is a repose, a serenity about them which makes the 
tragedies of life and art seem somewhat hysterical, some
what vulgar.

To conclude this over-long preface, I would like to say
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something about the translation of haiku into English, taking 
as an example the most famous of all, Basho’s Furu-ikc ya

This was translated inkawazu tobikomu mizu no oto. 
Volume 2, page 254, as follows:

The old pond;
A frog jumps in,—

The sound of the water.

The three-line translation used in these volumes obscures 
something fundamental in the originals, something that 
belongs to the Japanese mind, the Japanese language and 
the literature it produced and which produced it. We see 
it in linked poems, in the puns of the language of No, in the 
empty spaces of pictures, the absence of things in rooms, 
the silences of conversation. This “something” is a certain 
continuity, a lack of division, a feeling of the whole when 
dealing with the parts.

In the present haiku, the first line, that is, the first five 
syllables are “end-stopped” by the particle ya, which we 
can represent only by a semicolon, since “ ah ” is senti
mental, “ yes ” too much like smacking the lips, and an 
exclamation mark just ridiculous. But the second and third 
lines, that is, the middle seven and final five syllables, may 
either be divided, as in the above translation, or taken continu
ously. The verb tobikomu, “ jumps in,” has also an adjectival 
function, qualifying oto, “sound,” thus meaning, “the water 
jumped into by a frog.” We may therefore translate the 
verse as follows:

The old pond;
The sound

Of a frog jumping into the water.
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But besides lookingl a bit odd, this translation, though un
doubtedly nearer to the original than the former one, isolates 
the sound from the rest of the elements of the experience 
and makes it subsidiary to them. A point of interest and 
importance is whether the verse is one of sound only, or of 
sight and sound. Did Bash6 see the frog jump in, and hear 
the sound of the water? This seems rather matter-of-fact. 
Did he hear the sound, and deduce the frog from past 
experience, or a balance of probabilities ? This is too rational 
and logical. Basho’s real, that is, ideal experience must 
have been that represented by the following:

The old pond;
The-sound-of-a-frog-jumping-into-the-water.

But even this is too exact, too definite, too much of a com
plete and grammatical w.iole. The original haiku is more 
fragmentary; it is indeed just a link or two of what Pater 
calls “the great chain wherewith we are bound.”

This fourth volume concludes an anthology of what 
seem to me to be the best haiku from the beginnings to 
Shiki. In a supplementary volume I wish to bring together 
in the same way all the finest haiku that have been written 
since Shiki, (died 1902,) up to the present time.
“ testify ” in conclusion that haiku, together with the music 
of Bach and Chinese paintings, have given me the greatest, 
purest, and most constant pleasure of my life.

I must

R. H. BLYTH,
Tokyo, 3 Dec. 1951
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The snow ceases to fall,
The ruddy sun glows on the trees: 

The evening scene.
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ID &
Yubare ya asagi ni narabu aki no yarna

Clearing up in the evening;
In the pale blue sky,

Row upon row of autumn mountains.
Issa

This, for Issa, is an unusually objective verse. Not only 
Issa but no other person, nothing human, is present here. 
It is nature as it was before the advent of man, as it will 
be when man has disappeared from the face of the earth.

m »
Tachisaru koto ichiri mayuge ni aki no mine samttshi

One league away,
And to the eyebrows

The autumn peaks are cold. Buson

’'his has the postscript Myogisan, Ijp §£ |lj, a mountain of 
peaks in Gumma Prefecture. Buson is walking away 
*:he mountain. When he has reached a point about 

dies from the foot, he looks back and up, and the 
‘nmn breeze strikes his hot forehead. He feels the

2
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coldness of the distant mountain with his eyebrows. They 
are the link between him and the heights far away.

Buson has several verse3 in which hairs play an important 
part. Another example, besides that on page xxiv:

L b % $ o D) <D m -15 to 5 i & 3£
Shiratsuyti ya satsu otoko no munagz nuriiru hodo

The white dew,—
Enough to wet the hair

On the chest of the hunter.

Ie futatsu to no huchi miete aki no yama

Two houses.
The doors are open:

The autumn mountains.

2t n

Michihiko

These two black, mouth-like open doors have some strange 
meaning. There are invisible existences which enter and 
come out of them, though not a soul is to be seen, not a 
sound is heard.

& <D Hi t £ 6 £ C. KLggj&O m &
Aki no yama tokorodokoro ni ketnuri tatsu

The autumn mountains; 
Here and there 

Smoke rising. Gyodai
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This is of an extreme simplicity but combines with it
of mystery in the unportrayed details. The smoke,a sense

of that mysterious blue that Spengler would call Faustian, 
rises from unknown depths of mountain valleys to unknown
heights of autumn sky. One cannot help recalling a water
colour by Turner, called The Crook of the Wye.

Noji no aki waga ushiro yori hito ya kuru

The road over the autumn moor: 
Someone is coming along 

Behind me! Buson

It is interesting, to compare this to a verse from The 
AncienI Mariner, Part VI:

Like one that on a lonesome road 
Doth walk in fear and dread,
And having once turned round, walks on 
And no more turns his head,
Because he knows a frightful fiend 
Doth close behind him tread.

Coleridge’s verse expresses the exceptional occurrence which 
is the foundation from which arises the general state of mind 
portrayed in Buson’s poem. We are always surrounded by 
a multitude of witnesses, sometimes frightful, but there is 
always something, if only Time’s chariot, hurrying near.

f
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Af:iO>tiS5L< tc 0 ib co Hi * m
Ilito ni oite osoroshiku narinu aki no yanta

Meeting someone,— 
How fearsome

The autumn mountains! Shiki

When we are alone with nature, that is, nature of 
the temperate Zones, we feel something lacking, but when 
a man, unknown and questionable, is seen passing by, the 
whole mountain is full of the evil influences which emanate 
from the mind of man alone. Man is the most ferocious of 
all the animals, man is the measure, the limit, the beginning 
and the end of all things. Mountains are in themselves only 
lumps of earth and stone; it is the mind of man, of this man, 
which makes them teachers, comforters, monsters, enemies.

Another interesting point is the fact that it is the 
mountains of autumn that cause this vague feeling of 
apprehension on his meeting with someone among them. It 
is perhaps the receding of life that we feel also within 
ourselves. There is something in the ebb, the evening of 
the year that disturbs us. The mountains are so silent the 
heart is constricted with something like fear.

p'j *ffix + mm L
Mon wo dete jnppo ni aki no uml hiroshi

¥ m

Going out of the house. 
Ten paces,—

And the vast autumn sea. Shiki
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The ocean often looks boundless, and especially so in 
uturan, when not even a far-off swell lessens the distance 
f the horizon. But what strikes Shiki is the contrast between 
le expanse of sea and the few paces he makes to survey 
. At one moment the four walls of a small room. A 
loraent or two after, and the whole scene of the illimitable 
cean pervades the mind.

* O# ^ L7k
Mura mura no negokoro fukenu otoshimizu

m ti

In every village. 
Sleep grows deeper; 

Falling water. Buson

The rice is ripening and the surplus water is being run 
)ff from the rice-fields. The farmers feel relieved for the 
noment. u Grows deeper ” contains two ideas, that of sound
er sleep, and the passing of time. It is midnight, and Buson 
istens to the trickling sound of the water which has a 
tiling effect on the mind, as though it were making sounder 
\e sleep of the villages. The meaning of the sound of the 
ling water is not that of Keats’

The poetry of earth is never dead.

far deeper, less intellectual, neither explanatory nor 
cable.
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m km'bxm*K'bft < *%k(07k m «
Ta ni ochite to. too ocJiiyuku ya aki no mizu

Falling into the fields, 
Falling from the fields, 

The water of autumn. Buson

This is what a haiku should be, perfectly clear without 
any admixture of intellectual elements. At the end of autumn, 
after the rice has been reaped, the water is run off from 
each field into the next until it is all gone. This water, 
which you may think is merely water, is not. It is the 
water of autumn. Contrast this with a verse on the same 
subject by the same poet:

?£ L 7h H % <D m t ft 0 K 0
Otosliimizn tagoto no yatni to narinikeri

The water run off 
Becomes the darkness 

Of each field.

This is obscure and intellectual. It is a kind of poetical 
thinking, a semi-verbal mysticism. At night, the shining ex
panse of water in each field becomes the black mud, that is, 
the water of light becomes the field of darkness.
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GODS AND BUDDHAS

* •$ * % **t*5*n Lffeg # HA-

Mazarttaza to imastt ga gotoshi tanta-tnatsuri

Vividly present,
As though here before us, 

The Feast of All Souls. Kigin

This is an echo of The Analects, 3, 12:

&*n&> T-ra,

He sacrificed as if they were present; he sacrificed 
to the spirits as if they were there. Confucius said; 
“ If I am not myself present at the sacrificing, it is the 
same as not sacrificing at all.”

The Feast of All Souls is from July 7 to July 16. In 
every house the tamadana, literally, “spirit-shelf,” is set out 
with various symbolical offerings, and the spirits of the dead 
in that household are comforted with a ceremony, reading of 
sutras, etc. The common Japanese expression for All Soul's 
Day, O Bon, is an abbreviation of Ullanibana, ]$
The masses said for the sake of souls in purgatory are first 
heard of in the 6th Century A.D., and are of course opposed 
to the general teaching and spirit of Hinayana Buddhism of 
the primitive type. The official attitude of Zen is hard to 
get at; unofficially, it is agnostic in theory and orthodox in

10
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practice. Its attitude might be better described as the poetic 
one with which we are to read the present verse. Christ 

‘ also tells us,

11

God is not the God of the dead, but of the living, 
for unto him all live.

Tama-matsuri kyo mo yakiba no keburi kana
•£ m

The Feast of All Souls; 
Today also arises smoke

From the burning-ground. Bash 6

Today is the Festival of the Dead, but even today brown 
smoke is rising from the crematorium out in the fields, away 
from the town. This verse is rather intellectual, not so much 
in content as in the relations of the ideas; poetry transcends 
these cause-and-effect, is-or-is-not ideas. Also, Basho seems 
to have remembered a passage from the Tsurezuregusa:

hid L IBP o S3 ffi & Z> [ft & <, Ill © ft £ 0
fr P> X>t£ I'JMC

b /U Ifctt
If human beings did not disappear like the dews 

of Adashino, if they did not vanish like the smoke of 
Toribeyama, how could there be any pathetic beauty? 
How good the changeableness of the things of the 
world!
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GODS AND BUDDHAS12
■a mfgcflli lb -e :JI-1 t HE 4 O

Hasti-ike ya orade sono mama tama-matsuri

The lotus pond ;J 
Just as they are, unplucked, 

For the Feast of All Souls. Bash 6

Instead of picking the lotus flowers, and placing them on 
the altar, Bash6 wishes to leave them where they are in the 
small pool as offerings to the spirits ot the dead. lie may 
have remembered a waka by the Empress Komyo:2

41? 0 o- ti hi tz £ ^ K. r% 2> tz X fa ** b 
H1ifc©0ilMEfct

Should I pluck it,
My hands

Would defile the flower;
I offer it, as it stands,
To the Buddhas of the Three Worlds.

awn® fit m
Tama-dana wa tsuyu mo namida mo abura kana

The table of the spirits; 
Dew, and tears,

These are the oil. Ransetsu

These three things are thrown together in this verse in 
the same indifferent, half-accidental way that they are in fact.

1 Lotuses belong really to summer.
* 701-760. She personally washed one thousand beggars. >
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The clew is the dew on the flowers that are offered. The 
tears are those for near and dear children and fathers and 
mothers that have died not long ago. The oil is in the lamps 
that are lit to console the spirits of the dead.

Tama-dana wo hodokcba molo no zashiki kana
m ti

The table of the spirits; 
Taking it down,

The same room as before. Buson

At the time of the Festival of the Dead, a shelf is put 
up in front of the Buddhist altar, and on it various offerings 
to the spirits of the dead are made. At this time an ordinary 
room becomes a kind of Buddhist chapel, and everything done 
in it is done in a kind of religious atmosphere. When the 
shelf is taken down again, everything relapses into the normal 
again, and we realize, with a shock, what a simple room 
really is.

Aki kinu to shxrann koinn go hotoke kana
- X

The puppy that knows not 
That autumn has come,

Is a Buddha Issa

mb in
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This is Issa’s poetical version of the 1st Case of the 
Mumonkan; it has the prescript:

“ The dog has the Buddha nature.” The puppy even more 
than the mature dog takes each day, each moment, as it 
comes. It does not

14

look before and after 
And pine for what is not.

When it is warm, it basks in the sun; when it rains, it 
whimpers to be let in. There is nothing between the sun 
and the puppy, the rain and the whimper.

3?
Toma-dana ya joza shite tiaku kirigirisn

At the altar,
In the chief place, 

Cries a cricket. Issa

The tamadana, more correctly written is a kind 
of shelf put up in front of the Buddhist altar at the time of 
the Ullabon, All Souls’ Day. Rush matting is spread upon 
it and various herbs of autumn consecrated there.

. By chance, a cricket has hopped in, and, occupying the 
place of honour, is chirping quietly to himself. Issa knew 
that the crying of crickets and the chirping of men are the

1 This should be ft.
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same: he also knew that they are different. It is in this 
region of the sameness of difference, this different sameness, 
that religion and poetry lie.

Inc tsunde jizn wnhishi ya michi no hata
* m

The rice being stacked up, by him, 
Jizo looks forlorn

At the side of road. Shiki

While the rice was standing in the field, Jizo in his shrine 
at the side of the road looked complacent, as befitted a 
patron of the life of the people. Now that the rice has been 
reaped and piled up, leaving bare and desolate fields, Jizo 
also looks neglected and wretched, perhaps a little uncom
fortable.
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m nD
Kaji no ha wo rocishh no shiori ham

The leaf of the kaji-tree.
As a book-mark 

In the Roeishu.

This has the prescript -fc Tanabata, Seventh Night. 
On the sixth day of the Seventh Month, hawkers went round 
the streets selling leaves of the kaji-tree, a species of mul
berry. The next day, seven leaves were taken and poems 
written on them as offerings. Another name for the star 
Shokujo (there are seven names) is MMM, “Kaji Leaf 
Princess.”

The Roeishu,l an anthology of Japanese and Chinese 
poetry arranged in seasonal order, was formed during the 
Heian Era, 794-858. There is a section in it devoted to the 
Tanabata, and it is possible that the leaf of the kaji-tree 
was used to mark this place in the book. Anyway, it is clear 
that Buson used the leaf, on which was probably written some 
verse or other, to mark the place where he was reading. 
There is a subtle pleasure in marking with a leaf those 
poetical words which deal with mountains and rivers and 
leafy trees. It is as if one were marking the poem with 
the thing itself, the subject of the verse. And the leaf of

1 See Vol. 1, pages 105-7.

Buson

18
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a kaji-tree, with its poetic and human relations, theRoeishu, 
so well-thumbed,—these have overtones of meaning which we 
can hardly realize. Compare a modern verse, by Kyoslii:

19

'b ^ o ::ik m < A k ft o ffi x> aa
Tanabata no uta kaku hito ni yorisointt

The Festival of the Weaver; 
One is writing a poem,

The other leans towards him.

This is as charming as something from the Tale of 
Genji. One of the two people, the man probably, is writing 
a poem, a waka. The other, a woman, leans towards him 
watching the brush move down the paper. The appropriate
ness of the first line, “ The Festival of the Weaver,” is 
perhaps a little overdone, but not according to Japanese 
ideas, since every season and festival has its fixed observance. 
The following is the story connected with the Tanabata.

The daughter of the Master of Heaven, Ji ftf, lived East 
of the Milky Way, 5^ © JII, and passed her time weaving 
cloth, whence the name of weaver, which was given
to her. Her father chose a husband for her in the person 
of Kengyu, J*jl ■*{=•, (herdsman) who ruled on the other side of 
the Milky Way. But their honeymoon lasted so long that 
the young couple neglected work altogether. The Master 
of Heaven condemned them to be separated. They were 
allowed to see each other only once a year, on the 7th night 
of the 7th month, and when the time arrived a raven extend
ed its wings over the Milky Way to enable them to meet. 
This feast is especially kept by young girls who ask the Weaver 
Star to make them as skilful as she was in the art of sewing.
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and perhaps also, one day to be united to a husband as faith
ful as Kengyu. According to popular belief, the petitions 
made on this day are sure to be fulfilled in a space of les3 
than three years. This feast is also called Kikoten,
and was celebrated for the first time in the Imperial Palace 
in the year 755 A.D., whence it gradually spread over the 
whole country. It is one of the Five Fete Days, jQljSli /i»J-

60

m
Koi samazama negai no ito mo shirohi yori

All kinds of love; 
The petitioning threads 

.Were white at first. Buson

This verse also belongs to the Tanabata festival. Be
sides the verses written on the leaves of the kaji-tree, there 
are offered up variously coloured threads. It is women espe
cially who keep this festival, and their petitions are usually 
for a certain man as their lover or husband. Their feelings, 
their states of mind are of various kinds, corresponding to 
the different colours of the threads, but the threads, like the 
minds of the women, are originally white, simple and pure. 
Buson is probably thinking of the Tsurezuregnsa, 26, 
where there is a reference to Motsu, f&T*, who said, “ when 
I see white threads I weep, because they can be made yellow 
or black,” «^mil. This verse is
allusive and fanciful, with a kind of tenderness, a grief for lost

if
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innocence far away behind it, that fits the feminine subject 
and the myth it is based on.

SI

5 5 M ft &
Mo mo to itshi nakit hoslti no toakare kana

* m

The cow goes 
Moo! Moo!—

The parting of the stars. Shiki

This also is a fanciful verse, yet it has some effect in 
bringing out the meaning of the lowing of the cow. The 
relation between the voice of the cow and the parting of 
the star lies of course in the fact that one of them is the 
herdsman. The lowing of the cow seems to have the same 
function here as the crowing of the cock in the case of 
ghosts.

Toro too tomoshite rusu no koie kana

Having lit the garden lantern. 
The people of the small house 

Have gone out. Shiki

As he walks by the house, the poet notices that all is 
dark within; the occupants are absent. But in the lantern 
in the small garden a light is burning, shedding its beams
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and shadows on the winding stepping-stones, the shrubs and 
small trees. In the small yellow light is shown the will of 
man to persist in spite of change. But more deeply, it shows 
the indifference of things to other things. The light will 
burn, sink, gutter and go out whether the human beings 
who lighted it return or not. It burns for itself, just as 
the Thames for Wordsworth glided “ at its own sweet will.”

22

Tor6 kiete basho ni haze no ivataru olo

The lantern having gone out,— 
The sound of the wind

Passing through the basho. Shiki

Just as when the sun is obscured for a moment by 
a cloud the wind seems to blow more chill, so when the 
light of the garden-lantern goes out, the soughing of the 
wind in the broad leaves of the banana plant seems to 
grow louder and more melancholy. (See also page 128.)

ffi - &
En hana ya ninton hanabi mo yortt no tei

On the edge of the verandah, 
A pennorth of fireworks also, 

Gives the feeling of night, Issa

iT
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Issa has bought a few fireworks to please hi3 wife and 
family, and they all sit on the verandah watching the feeble 
spluttering things with bated breath and eyes as big as 

The brightness of the fireworks brings out, some
how or other, the meaning of the darkness.

23

saucers.

A ^ S VE A <0 Jb t <0 0jj- # fr is
Hito liaern lianabi no ato no kuraki kana

The fireworks over, 
The people all gone,— 

How dark it is! Shiki

This is no mere psychological observation. The darkness 
was felt by the poet in a physical way. We may explain 
the matter as a physiological reaction, but what Shiki is 
telling us is something about the absence of two things and 
the presence of one as a unity of deep experience.

There is a verse by Shoha, who died in 1771, that Shiki 
may have remembered:

A A o x %K <D 7K
Hanabibunc yitjin satte aki no tnizu

In a boat seeing the fireworks; 
When the spectators had gone,—

The water of autumn.

To see the darkness of the water, the fireworks were 
sary. To see the meaning of the water of autuf 
loneliness and inevitability, its silence, the sightsee
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necessary. Water has all the seasons in it; and in solitude 
when all have departed we see it under the aspect of 
autumn.

24

L $fc k OiiOlU
Sabishisa ya hanabi no ato no hoshi no tobu

T- M

Loneliness; 
After the fireworks, 

A falling star. Shiki

The “ loneliness ” that Shiki speaks of here is a feeling, 
a iveltschmerz, a cosmic emotion that is at the back of most 
great poetry and much great literature, but unnamed in 
the English language. This “ loneliness ” denotes an un- 
nameable state of mind that has only a distant and biologi
cal connection with feeling lonesome and wanting someone 
to talk to. The falling star that glides so silently across 
the autumn sky, without meaning, without object, gives us 
the feeling of nature as opposed to that of man. Instead 
of the fireworks with their many-coloured lights, we have 
a single faintly curved, faintly bluish line of light. It is

The night in its silence, 
The stars in their calm.

The real meaning of “calmness” here and that of sabi- 
shisa is the same.
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Sumif-ania ni teoi no shislii no tuorekeri
^ %

A wounded boar 
Fell down

By the charcoal kiln. Boncho

This subject is a very unusual one for haiku, which 
avoids anything vast, anything violent or heartrending. Shot 
by some hunter, the great animal plunges out of the thicket, 
seeks shelter beside the charcoal-kiln, stumbles and falls. 
Charcoal-kilns are usually found in the recesses of deep 
mountains, and here we have that always impressive combi
nation of nature, living creatures, and the works of man.

Ikka mina shiraga ni tsue ya haka-mairi

All the family visiting the graves. 
White-haired,

And leaning on their sticks. Basho

Graves are visited and flowers offered in the Seventh 
Month, between the 13th and 15th. As the group walk 
along, we notice that most of them are aged, grey-haired, 
and using sticks. Even while we go to the grave of others 
we move towards our own. In the womb or in the grave,

1 Another form is It ft,:
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in this life or in any other, piety never leaves us. It is not 
something for the young and not for the old:

Truly thy goodness and mercy shall follow me all 
the days of my life.

In the following verse, by Issa, we have the same picture but 
with the interest focussed on the other end of human life:

26

Sue no ko ya ohaka ntairi no hoki-mochi

Visiting the graves;
The youngest child 

Carries the broom.

Another' of Issa’s goes further and deeper still, by 
bringing in the lower creation:

■£ o fr 0 0
Fitru-inu ga saki ni talsu nari haka-mairi

Visiting the graves;
The old dog

Leads the way.

There is something deeply pathetic in the unknowing 
knowledge of the old dog. We feel, by inference, the shal
lowness of our own understanding of the meaning of life and 
death. The dog’s attitude towards the visit to the graves is 
not far from that expressed in another verse by Issa:

Tsukikage ni ukare tsuide ya haka-mairi

Carried away by the moonlight! 
Incidentally

Visiting the graves.
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m PH**** *&*&&&
ICoc Itikeba fur tiki otoko ya ondo-tori

Listening to the voice 
Of the leader of the singing,— 

He was an old-timer. Taigi

The old man’s voice takes us back to the past. We feel, 
without knowing it, the past is present, and the present is 
future. It is timeless, and yet it is a thing of this moment. 
Besides this, we see in the voice of the leader, his wrinkled, 
leathery face. It is like the House that Jack built. In his 
voice, we see his past life; in his past life, we feel what 
Arnold describes in Resignation;

Before him he sees life unroll,
A placid and continuous whole;
That life, whose dumb wish is not miss’d 
If birth proceeds, if things subsist.

ft £ <* £ t <D Fifj fa ft
Natnagtisdki gyoson no tsuki no odori kana

* m

A fishing village; 
Dancing under the moon

To the smell of raw fish. Shiki

When we read this verse, we may feel a tendency 
towards cynicism, and check this with some philosophic 
thoughts concerning human life being composed of two 
elements, the real and the ideal, the mundane and the
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beautiful, fish-guts and moonlight. But neither of these states 
of mind, the emotional and the intellectual, has anything to 
do with this verse. It is to be read with a kind of “ blank ” 
mind in which the intellect is subsumed and the emotions 
universalized. There is dancing and there is the smell of 
fish; the dancing in the moonlight is “poetical”, and the 
smell of raw fish is disagreeable and “ unpoetical ”, but both 
are as they are, that is, poetical, because they are seen so.

28

K ft
Hito-nagaya jo too oroshite odori kana

The whole tenement house,
Having locked their doors,

Are dancing and dancing.

There is an unmentioned contrast between the dark, 
shadowy, silent hovel, and men, women and children dancing 
in the bright moonlight. They dance because they must:

To tunes we did not call, our being must 
keep chime.1

Kikaku

ra as: a k n & i & m & &
Shi go nin ni tsuki ochikakaru odori kana

The moon beginning to fall 
On four or five people,

Dancing!
1 Arnold, Empedocles on Etna,

Buson
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A great many people, men and women, have been 
dancing since dusk, but the moon declines, time goe3 on, and 
one by one the dancers leave for home. Now the moon, 
increasing in size and deepening in colour, hangs upon the 
horizon. Only four or five people are left still unsatisfied in 
their dancing. They take upon themselves something un
earthly, something immortal, eternal. The last line reminds 
one of Cory’s Heraclitus:

I remembered how often you and I 
Had tired the sun with talking, and sent him down 

the sky.

Buson’s verse has the prescript: ^ A* 3$ §? e 11 "C*
"‘Being asked to write a verse for a picture by Hanabusa 
Itcho.” (A celebrated painter, 1652-1724, a friend of Bashd 
and Kikaku.) The picture must have represented several 
people dancing.

& fill h it & M.© &£
Bonoiori ato wa matsukazc mushi no koe

After the dancing.
The wind in the pine-trees, 

The voices of insects. Sogetsu-ni

We oscillate between man and Nature, and it is right 
that we should do so, for we belong to both. On the one 
hand we may say that man is everything and Nature is 
nothing, but this is false in experience and false in theory.
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Though Buddliism teaches that without man there are no 
tilings, it is also true to say that without things there are 
no men. And so the poet, after he has seen and heard the 
dancers, their songs and rhythms, listens to the quieter 
sounds and pulsations of nature, and finds something deeper 
in them.

30

S&Wfc&'f-KiM 0 It D m #
OihagL too deshi ni sorikeri oki no tabi

He tonsured the highwayman, 
And made him his disciple,

On a journey in autumn. Buson

There are many stories of such incidents both in China 
and Japan. One form is the following: A robber met a high 
priest in a deserted spot and demanded everything he had. 
The priest gave all willingly, all but the Buddhist robe he was 
wearing. This alone he firmly declined, and when threatened 
with death, calmly stretched out his neck to receive the 
sword. The robber, knowing the meaning and value of 
courage, was overcome with remorse, and falling on his 
knees, begged to be admitted to the Buddhist life. The 
priest, realising the depth of his enlightenment, made him 
a monk and shaved his head.

Poetically speaking, the interesting point is Buson’s choice 
of the season for this incident. Spring might at first sight 
seem a suitable time in which to place the rebirth of a soul, 
but it is autumn, the season when we feel most deeply the
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transitoriness of things, that leads us to the painful serenity 
of the life of truth.

31

Koe sumite hokuto ni hibiku kinuta kana
IE m

The clear voice 
Of the fulling-block echoes up 

To the Northern Stars. Basho

Thoreau, listening to a similar sound, the thud of the 
oars, felt the same relation to the stars of the sky,

a sort of rudimental music suitable for the ear of 
night, and the acoustics of her dimly lighted halls;

Pulsae referunt ad sidera valles,

And the valleys echoed the sound to the stars.

Both Thoreau and Basho have that remarkable objective- 
subjective quality that is not a mixture of the two. The 
mind that composed Basho’s verse and the passage from 
Thoreau, is that which Ikkyu speaks of in one of his Songs 
of the Way, H Sfc •*

fob it. V' & 3 % <0 &
-f *k # l feao -if

The mind,—
What shall we call it?

It is the sound of the breeze 
That blows through the pines 
In the indian ink picture.
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w:j8 < pa^ & «R JJ
Koji yukeba tokit kikoyuru kinuta kana

Walking along the narrow path, 
Listening to the far-off 

Fulling-block. Buson

Distance is that through which we realize infinity. In
finite space is unknowable as such, in fact, does not exist as 
such, for us. The infinite and the finite are mutually depen
dent. Without the whole there would be no part; without 
the part there would be no whole. There is no apparent 
reason, other than the constitution of our minds, why great 
distances should lend themselves especially to the perception 
of infinity, but it is so, and as an artist, Buson felt the open 
spaces of his canvas to be of greater meaning, of quite 
other meaning, than those that he filled in. That space 
between the fulling-block and the listener, only perceptible 
in the clear ringing sound of the mallet, stands for the 
otherwise non-existent infinite. Other verses of his which 
show this continual nostalgia for something which we have 
not only never experienced but in itself has no reality (the 
essence of all poetry and religion), are the following:

Rakuyd ni toku narikeri ustt no oto
The leaves having fallen,

The hand-mill sounds 
Far off.

ft A <0 JCL® * t r&m
Machibito no ashioto toki ochiba kana
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The longed-for footsteps 
Are distant,

On the fallen leaves.

IKJ K hK L X & t *l:: & PfJ # ft* ft:
Kahn ni zasliite tolii kawazu wo kiku yo liana

Seated in the palace.
Listening at night

To the distant frogs.

ft>fr
Rtistonori no uguisu toku kiku hi kana

Left in charge of the house all day, 
Listening to the uguisu,

Afar off.

K £ & tz 5 X ^ it t 1z Jh 5 ft ft
Uki ware ni kinuta ute ima tva mala yamine

Beat the fulling-block for me.
In my loneliness;

Now again let it cease. Buson

It is late evening. The sound of the fulling-block in
creases the poet’s feeling of the value of life, its meaningless 
meaning, until he begins, in a vague way, to wish, the 
hollow, echoing sound to stop. It ceases, and the current 
of his life moves once more at its wonted pace. There is 
in life, in experience, in poetry, a certain limit of human 
endurance, both in time and intensity, beyond which our 
mortal nature does not allow us to go. •J
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- o gt rc. um usa ft:
Hitotsuya ni nakigoe majirtt kinuta ham

=f m

In one house,
A voice of weeping,

The sound of the fulling-block. shiki

Who is it that weeps, and why ? For what reason does 
the beating of the fulling-block continue in spite of the voice 
raised in tears? Grief and woe, with the ordinary things of 
life going on all the time,—this is human existence, and 
it is heard in the mingling of wailing and rythmic beating 
of the mallet, heard directly without moralizing, heard not 
with the head, but with the belly, with “ bowels of com
passion.”

;fc
Neyo to iu nezame no tsiima ya sayo-gbinta

“ Why not come to bed ? ”
The husband, awakening, says:

The sound of the fulling-mallet in the night.
Taigi

The wife is working late at night, perhaps at needlework. 
Her husband, tired out, has been asleep some time, and 
waking, says to her compassionately, “ Come to bed, and get 
some sleep.” At this moment, through the night comes the 
sound of the fulling-mallet, bringing the eternal note of 
sadness in.
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m o i m <o /]> ^iii k u &
Saruhiki iva saru no kosodc wo kinuta kana

& m

The monkey showman 
Beats the tiny jacket 

On the fulling-block. Basho

Basho imagines 
that the man looks upon the monkey as his own child, and 
in the autumn evening will sit “ ironing ” the monkey’s 
clothes.

This verse is of course half-fanciful.

i <d 41 ( * ffi m ^ m
Yo no naka wa ineliaru koro ka ktisa no io

My thatched hut; 
In the world outside 

It is harvest time? Basho

The life of retirement is one way of living, and it is 
not perhaps wise to attempt too many modes of existence. 
Basho looks out and sees the farmers cutting the rice. 
Under their hands the whole aspect of the scene is changing. 
As a result of their work, the world is fed. What has the 
poet to offer? He is to give meaning to their work by his 
all-embracing, life-giving gaze over their activities from the 
door of his thatched cottage. Emerson says in The Apology:

Tax not my sloth that I 
Fold my hands beside the brook.
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m *J
Ochibohiroi hiataru ho e ayumiyuku

Gleaning the fallen ears. 
Moving towards

The sunny part. Buson

This is a simple picture of rural life, of poor people- 
in the style of Millet. A woman and her children are 
picking up the ears of rice that have remained. The mother 
puts them in her apron; the youngest child is picking 
flowers. They move unconsciously towards that part of 
the field not in the shade, for it is the end of autumn and 
the wind is cold. As Meisetsu the best of Japanese com
mentators says, we are not to take this too heavily. It 
is not a picture of poverty, but of poor people, a reaped 
field, the sun low in the sky. As contrasted with the 
grinding poverty of The Man with a Hoe, the atmosphere 
of humanity overwhelmed with toil and privation, we have 
the softness of the Japanese scene, conveyed through the 
echo of the sounds hiroi, hiataru; ataru, ayumi.

m. < tz *) ft I> 3b o ib X ‘M Hi T A* ta mm 
Michikudari hiroi atstcmete kakashi kana

Picked up on a pilgrimage 
And put together,—

The scarecrow. Torin
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This describes the nature, not the origin of the scarecrow. 
Like so many haiku, this has the appearance of causality, 
but the relation is a poetic, not a scientific one.

Ms- ^ L n if b ti £ L ft
Kosliiracslii told kara furuki kakashi kana

From the day it is made, 
It is ancient,—

The scarecrow. NyofQ

The scarecrow knows no youth; it is born old. A 
broken kcisa, an old stick taken from a fallen fence, some 
tattered garment or other,—from such things it is made, 
and is an old man from the day it begins to keep away the 
birds from the field. It is at heart a melancholy object, and 
we feel in it the faded sadness of things; Chigetsu-ni says:

^ ^ -M Hi T- <0 <0 41
Kiri girl su naku ya kakashi no sode no naka

A grasshopper is chirping 
In the sleeves

Of the scarecrow.

Ware yukeba totno tii ayuminu to-kakashi
H ±
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The scarecrow in the distance; 
It walked with me 

As 1 walked.

38

Sanin

This is a kind of illusion,—and yet the best are but 
shadows. Men are trees walking, and a scarecrow is a good 
companion. The verse also implies what it does not say, that 
when the poet stopped still, the scarecrow also stopped still. 
(Sanin is a modern poet, born in 1879.)

•til #
Ashimoto no mante nusttmaritru kakashi liana

Under his very feet 
The beans are being stolen,— 

What a scarecrow! YayQ

God says,

Thou shalt not steal,

and we steal the beans under his very nose. God says,

The wages of sin is death.

We sin, and nothing happens. Most haiku show the power 
of things, but we perceive here the impotence of things. 
Life the unpredictable, subtle beyond the thought of man, 
life which indeed makes a man think as he does, lives in the 
mute outstretched arms of the scarecrow, the hurried move
ments of the thief. Life takes off, for a moment, its mask 
of tragic dignity, and we see once more, in a corner of tliis 
very field, the cosmic Punch and Judy Show.
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3?
Chinomigo no kazeyoke ?ii tatsu kakashi liana

The scarecrow
Stands there, keeping the wind 

From the sucking child. Issa

The mother has put the baby to sleep under the scare
crow, and is working together with the father. The scarecrow 
holds out his arms as if protecting the child from the autumn 
wind that blows across the harvest field. In actual fact, 
of course, the scarecrow is of no use whatever as a shield 
from the wind, but Issa sees into the hearts of the parents, 
as from time to time they straighten their backs and look 
over towards the child. For them, in their feelings, in the 
poetic love they have for their offspring, the scarecrow is 
guarding it while they are at work. Another by Issa:

<o jg * -M Hi T- o At It
Mi no oi ya kakashi no mae mo hazukashiki

In my old age,
Even before the scarecrow 

I feel ashamed of myself!

fK M <D ‘ft & t? 5S 5 '& III T- fa ft:
Akikaze no honemade toru kakashi kana

SB «

The autumn wind 
Goes through into the very bones 

Of the scarecrow.

I

Choi
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The clothes are tattered, the colours faded, the whole 
tiling wabbly, and the cold wind penetrates the scarecrow to 
its very marrow. It is the poet who feels the cold for the 
scarecrow, but it is the scarecrow that enables him to do it* 
Neither can exist without the other.

40.

a* b x ts m
Karite nemu kakashi no sode ya yowa no shimo

Frost at midnight:
I would sleep, borrowing

The sleeves of the scarecrow.
Basho

As he lies shivering in bed, Basho thinks of anything lie 
might throw on it to keep him warm, and remembers the 
ragged clothes on the scarecrow in the fields. Nearly all 
haiku on scarecrows are good. This is because the subject, 
being a naturally humorous one, does not lend itself to 
fanciful, “ poetical ” treatment. The scarecrow is man 
himself with all the stuffing knocked out of him. man as he 
one day will be, and therefore as he now is. This is the 
thought of Onitsura in the following:

Gaikotsu no ue wo yosote hanami liana

Their skeletons wrapt 
In silk and satin,

They view the cherry-blossoms.
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n K H- b b £ A L i u Aft
Meigetsu ni her or i to tnchishi kakashi kana

- X

The bright full moon,—
As if it were nothing special.

The scarecrow standing there. Issa

The moon is nothing special, exactly as the scarecrow 
All truth is a simple, elemental suchness of things.supposes.

and the poet perceives this through a self-identification with
the scarecrow.

m-tii'M Hi T-KM b tiifc
Inasuzume kakashi ni irare umi ni iru

Harvest sparrows;
Shot by the arrow of the scarecrow, 

They fall into the sea. Shiki

There is a rice-field that breaks down to the sea, and 
above it a crowd of sparrows is flying. They pass over the 
scarecrow that stands on the brink, a bow and arrows in 
his outstretched arms; they swoop down and are lost to 
sight over the edge of the field. Shiki fancies them to have 
been shot by the arrows the scarecrow holds. It is a fancy, 
but of such power that it becomes imagination, and the 
vital connection between scarecrow and sparrows and sea 
is grasped instantaneously where logic or intellect could 
only by painful and cumbrous endeavour abstract that
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The difference between the creativerelation from life, 

imagination of this verse and the mirror-like reflecting 
character of most haiku may be seen by comparing the 
above with the following verses by Shoha and Setsugyo, :

Asakaze ni yutni kaeritaru kakashi kanci

The scarecrow’s bow 
Is turned the other way 

In the morning breeze.

Yoso no ta e yumi hiiteiru kakashi kana 
The scarecrow

Is stretching his bow towards 
Another man’s field.

IQS
Miyttki ni mo amigasa miganu kakashi kana

Even before His Majesty, 
The scarecrow does not remove 

His plaited hat. Dansui

This is hardly poetry, but brings out the nature of 
Royalty, of man, and of the scarecrow. We tend to see 
differences rather than identities, and the scarecrow corrects 
us, or rather, adds the other side of the matter. There is 
a somewhat similar verse by Shirao:

i
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V<T Z> El It m $ ^ 5 III -r- A' &
Ochiru hi ni kao sae uloki kakashi kana

To the rays of the setting sun 
The scarecrow 

Is indifferent.

Instead of lowering its kasa as the level rays of the sun 
strike its face, the scarecrow stands there quite philoso
phically.

AX b % A' ^ L <0 £ # fir tc
Hi to yori mo kakashi no oki zaisho kana

% fi?

Where I live,
There are more scarecrows 

Than people. Chaser

There is something naive and rustic about the simplicity 
of this verse. The scarecrows have a friendly, companion
able air; there is nothing fearful about them.

hi -T- % n >) tto m «
Hatannshi no kakashi mimoute modori keri

The owner of the field 
Goes to see how the scarecrow is, 

And comes back Buson
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These scarecrows have far more life than real people. 
Why is this? It is because they obey all the Buddhist and 
Christian precepts naturally. They do not take care for the 
morrow; they let the dead bury the dead. And they are 
meek and pure in heart, merciful to all who seek a shelter 
in their rags and tatters. It is but right that owner of the 
field should go and pay his respects to this superior being, 
superior not in power or wealth, but in long-suffering and 
natural piety.

44
I

:

:
i

AKGkX R & © III T-Ifc ft ft 0 T- m
Hi to ni nite tsukiyo no kakashi moarc nari

On a moonlight night 
The scarecrows look like men, 

So pitiful. Shiki

It is hard to tell here whether Shiki is pitying the men 
for looking like scarecrows, or the scarecrows for looking 
like men. Certainly the scarecrow seems more alive, a more 
fearsome thing than in the light of day. Even the shadow 
looks human as it lies along the irregular ground.

Seibi has a different idea:

AKi i <&*>$£ Hi T &
Ante fureba Into ni yoku niru kakashi kana

The scarecrow 
Looks like a human being, 

When it rains.

/
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ffi fr b X fc 'k to b b -t Hi -T* t£ m ti
Inc Uarctc bake ivo arawasu kakaslii kana

The rice being reaped, 
The scarecrow

Seems transformed. Buson

While the rice was standing, the scarecrow looked like 
a man, but now the rice has been cut, the scarecrow only- 
looks like a scarecrow, a patchwork of old clothes.

7k ffr ~b X Jin JFS1 ?.‘5 ^ L t£
Mizu ochite hosozunc takaki kakashi kana

m ts

The water becoming lower.
How thin and long

The legs1 of the scarecrow! Buson

What is so remarkable is the contrast between the 
ordinariness of the fact that as that the water lessens more 
of the stick supporting the scarecrow is visible, and the 
intensity of the interest and depth of meaning of the 
impression it makes. In this particular case, it is quite 
arithmetically “out of all proportion,” for poetry is seen 
where the relative eye sees nothing but the relative.

* This is also given as M, “ waist.”
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& B wjrnL $ t? HI O 5 ^ Hi T* J&> ft: « a
YUhikage mi chi made izurtt kakashi kuna

In the evening sun,
The shadow of the scarecrow 

Reaches the road. Shoha

The rays of the setting sun are almost level, and as the 
poet walks along the country road, the shadow of the 
scarecrow is seen extending from the middle of the hedgeless 
field right up to the edge of the road. In the long shadows 
there is some deep meaning, and when it is that of a scare
crow there is something deeper still, almost of foreboding or 
warning.

Hito toa iza sugu na kakashi mo nakarikeri

The people, of course!— 
But not even the scarecrows 

Are upright. Issa

The malignancy, the violence and bitter depth of con
tempt, is strong enough to see all obliquity, whether moral 
or geometrical, as obliquity, without discrimination, without 
respect of persons. Swift’s writings are full of the contempt 
that clever men feel for fools. And this feeling is not so 
reprehensible as it seems, for it is in large part a rejoicing
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in the power we feel within ourselves, 
hypocrite! ” “ Laughing hyaena! ” “ Whitecl sepulchres I ” 
belong to the same state of elation, when the spirit of God 
is running freely through us.

The verse seems a kind of parody on a well-known waka 
of Tsurayuki, 883-946:

47

Christ's “ Thou

A V' % L b -f & Z $ t ft 
IE LO&KtejD'frZ)

I know not the mind 
Of the man himself,

But in his old home. 
The plum-blossoms 
Smell as sweet as ever.

3£ t ft X ffi H t ^ Of =f- ft m «
Kasa torete memmoku mo naki kakasJd kana

His hat fallen off. 
The scarecrow

Looks discomfited. Buson

There are few more painful situations in public than 
being compelled to run after one’s hat. Looking serious is 
the mark of a prig, and grinning like a fool is only con
temptible. Even God himself could not do run after-his hat 
and keep his dignity. The scarecrow, one would imagine, is 
too low in the scale of created things to fall lower, but not

E
u
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he suffers when his hat is blown off, revealingso; even 
a hairless poll.

t fc ^ fc * 'M 111 -t* m
Omiztt too fumite taetarti kakashi kana

The scarecrow 
Plants his feet in the flood, 

Enduring it all. Shiki

The heroism of the scarecrow is just the same as that 
of the heroic man. It consists in doing one’s job thoroughly 
without thinking about its value or results. And so we need 
not resist a feeling of admiration, a fellow-feeling, for this 
insensible bundle of rags. Compare the following by Hagi-jo :

h X HI mm ft 5 & Hi
Kasa toretc ame muzan naru kakashi kana

His hat fallen off.
How pitiless the rain 

On the scarecrow!

% Uj t- k % n & $> » tf- s
Kakashi ni mo mehana arikeru nkiyo kana

In this fleeting world. 
The scarecrow also 

Has eyes and nose. Shiki
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In this world, all things are human. Whitman says:

I find I incorporate gneiss, coal, long-threaded moss, 
fruits, grains, esculent roots,

And I am stucco’d with quadrupeds all over.
And have distanced what is behind me for good 

reasons,
But call anything back again when I desire it.

Potatoes have eyes, and boats have noses; nature has a face.

b%< ft * % X L fix
Do chi r a liar a samuku naru zo yo kakashi-dono

Prom whence 
Does the cold come, 

0 scarecrow? Issa

The humour of this is light and shallow, but intimate. 
The scarecrow stands out here in the field in all weathers. 
It does not chatter or gossip but stores up its wisdom 
in silence. The cold comes from some mysterious place, 
and with no perceptible reason. Issa asks the scarecrow 
because he himself is no better than the scarecrow in his 
ignorance.

Shiki has a verse somewhat similar, but hard and con
temptuous in feeling:
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ib £ 4* iii % i'& teZ'S Ui -r- Vj5j
Aru ga naka ni samo oroka naru kakashi ham

Among existent things,
The stupidest

Is the scarecrow.

This is true, but “ a truth that kills. ”

50

it x 7k <o <o ^ Hi T- ft
AM fukete ko-no-ha-goromo no kakashi liana

Zi til

Autumn deepens; 
Scarecrows are clad 

In fallen leaves. Otsuyfi

Such a simple verse as this brings us back to the purest 
and most elementary pleasures of life. Many leaves have 
fallen and the trees are beginning to show their bare 
branches. The scarecrows stand solitary in each deserted 
field, and the late autumn wind carries the dead leaves 
around them. Just a few leaves on the scarecrow and it 
wears a robe of fallen leaves. One word is uttered and the 
world is never the same again.

Kesa tnlreba kochira miataru kakashi katia
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Looking at it this morning, 
The scarecrow

Has turned this way. Taigi

The explanation of the fact is simple. The scarecrow 
stands upon a single stick and if this becomes loose, the 
scarecrow will turn this way or that, almost like a weather
cock, according to the direction of the wind. But for the 
poet, it is a change of feeling, of his own feeling, because 
of the way in which the scarecrow has turned round, that 
strikes him.

t k r& o x ft s * m Hi i{L: m
Clukazuki m natte wakaruru kakashi kana

We have been friends, 
And now we must part. 

Scarecrow. Izen

One scarecrow bids farewell to another, taking

Without more thinking, in good part. 
Time’s gentle admonition.

©ffl-Ki *i tz * m m
Ittabune ?u noriokuretaru kakashi kana

E S

The scarecrow,
Too late

For the harvest boat. Shihyaku
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There is a tragic feeling hidden beneath the fancifulness 
ot this verse. The field has been reaped, the rice dried, and 
loaded on the boat that floats on the canal-like stream near
by. As the farmers look back they see the scarecrow still 
standing there, keeping the absent birds away from the 
noil-existent grain. He has “missed the boat;” he is one of

The friends to whom we had no natural right.

52

/h Vi
Kakasld kara kakasld e wataru suzicme kaita

The sparrows are flying 
From scarecrow 

To scarecrow. Sazanami

This is a very beautiful picture. The troop of sparrows, 
first one, the boldest, flying off and all the rest following, 
moves in flying festoons from field to field, from scarecrow 
to scarecrow, quite unafraid of them. There is a verse of 
Soseki, another modern poet, in which the scarecrow reproves 
the familiarity of the sparrows in dignified terms:

* L lb T- k X fa® £ <D
Soregashx tva kakasld mte soro suzimie dono

“ Your Honour the Sparrow;
It is The Scarecrow 

Addressing you | ”
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45- m x kt % Hi -T-1 5 & d* fc
/vow kite toa kaliasH ni tomaru karasu kana

-1C- ft

Winter having come, 
The crows perch

On the scarecrow. Kikaku

The value of things is in their use. All things may be 
used for every kind of use. Modern Science may prove this 
before it is generally accepted on the authority of the sages 
and poets. All things have therefore infinite value. (This 
is not quite syllogistic but ’twill suffice.) The crows, like the 
poet, perceive that the scarecrow that can be called a scare
crow is not an eternal scarecrow, the name that can be 
named is not an eternal name.1 What is the eternal scare
crow? The answer to this is the poem itself.

The picture of the poem is a bare, colourless field, not 
an “ eye of green ” in it, with one miserable scarecrow, 
almost naked poles; a single crow on one arm of this scare 
crow and several on the ground nearby.

® O 5 Cl* aft* L X < $£ IU 
Akikaze no ugokashite yukn kakashi kana

** ft

The autumn wind 
Moved the scarecrow. 

And passed on. Buson

2 o
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There is a tragic feeling hidden beneath the fancifulness 
ot this verse. The field has been reaped, the rice dried, and 
loaded on the boat that floats on the canal-like stream near
by. As the farmers look back they see the scarecrow still 
standing there, keeping the absent birds away from the 
non-existent grain. He has “ missed the boathe is one of

The friends to whom we had no natural right.

52

$£ m =*& b % in a « /j' &
Kakasld kara kakaslu e wataru suzwne kana

The sparrows are flying 
From scarecrow 

To scarecrow. Sazanami

This is a very beautiful picture. The troop of sparrows, 
first one, the boldest, flying off and all the rest following, 
moves in flying festoons from field to field, from scarecrow 
to scarecrow, quite unafraid of them. There is a verse of 
Sdseki, another modern poet, in which the scarecrow reproves 
the familiarity of the sparrows in dignified terms:

Sore&isld wa kakasld mtc soro suzwne dono

“ Your Honour the Sparrow;
It is The Scarecrow 

Addressing you I ”
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M X tt % Hi T* K t $ 6 % /J' t£
Fuyu kite um kakushi ni toniaru karasu kana

n ft

Winter having come. 
The crows perch

On the scarecrow. Kikaku

The value of things is in their use. All things may be 
used for every kind of use. Modern Science may prove this 
before it is generally accepted on the authority of the sages 
and poets. All things have therefore infinite value. (This 
is not quite syllogistic but * twill suffice.) The crows, like the 
poet, perceive that the scarecrow that can be called a scare
crow is not an eternal scarecrow, the name that can be

What is the eternal scare-named is not an eternal name, 
crow ? The answer to this is the poem itself.

The picture of the poem is a bare, colourless field, not 
an “eye of green” in it, with one miserable scarecrow, 
almost naked poles; a single crow on one arm of this scare 
crow and several on the ground nearby.

tlo 5 Z fa L X ft < & IU
Akikaze no ugokashite yuku kakashi kana

m &

The autumn wind 
Moved the scarecrow. 

And passed on. Buson

2
~=
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In this verse there are many oblique meanings. There 
is the unforgetfulness of the wind as it causes the scarecrow 
to wabble, yet passes on indifferent and sways the grasses 
in the next field already. There is the stolidity and yet the 
responsiveness of things, the scarecrow moving a little and 
then still again. There is the meaning of autumn in the 
instability and shakiness of the scarecrow, the dying down 
of vital energy, change and decay all around.

54

Mono no oto latori taoruru kaliashi kana

A sound of something: 
The scarecrow

Has fallen down of itself. Boncho

What the poet perceived here is what Wordsworth 
understood on Westminster Bridge: “The river glideth at 
its own sweet will.” Besides all outside circumstances there 
is something in each thing, some inner necessity which is so 
secret that no one can express it, yet all may feel and know 
it. Boncho has a prescript, the last line of a poem by Oanseki, 
2E 'By 1021-1086, famous Chinese poet and statesman :

MOUNT SHO

Soundlessly the valley stream winds round the 
bamboos;

The- plants and grasses of Chikusei show their 
budding softness.
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They and I sit facing each other, I under the 
thatched eaves, all day long;

Not a bird cries; the mountains grow yet more 
mysterious.

55

Mi Hi
mu -a m m m vr uu n n it & m &
&mm\miHo -aliam0

-#fK'£\U=r-% £ fr'tW&frtSL
Ichiban ni kakashi wo kokasu nowaki kana

The first thing
To be blown down by the tempest,

The scarecrow.

The frailty of the scarecrow is one of its most human 
characteristics, and when the autumn wind rushes across the 
fields, the scarecrow tumbles down almost immediately.

Kyoroku

Fukitaosu okosti fukamru kakashi kana
*

Blown over, set up, 
Blown over again,— 

The scarecrow! Taigi

This verse is a triumph of condensation. We see the 
scarecrow down, and up and down again so quickly, that like 
the scarecrow himself we hardly know whether we are on 
our head or our heels. The speed of it, the way in which
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the standing and the falling are telescoped gives us that 
peculiar feeling of the contradictory nature of things that is 
the “ ground ” of poetry and religion.

56

21 'b fc ** b ft & # 'f IU T tc. It Vi
Tachi nagara ojo mbsu kakashi liana

Giving up the ghost 
As he stands,—

The scarecrow. Hokushi

The scarecrow stands there on its last legs, doing his 
job and giving up his breath in that station in life to which 
it has pleased God to call him. The life of things, as opposed 
to that of animals or men, is a perfect one, for there is an 
undivided will to do what is done, until change and dissolu
tion demand its cessation.

MS j& y) * -ft
Sueburo no shita ya kakashi no mi no owari

Under the portable bath-tub,— 
That’s the final resting place 

Of the scarecrow. Joso

Even in his death he is more useful than most of us. 
The poet cannot withhold his unwilling admiration for the 
sterling qualities of endurance to which has now been added 
the final one, that of combustion.
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There is, however, a verse by Shoshu, %}, which 
denies this:

57

ffi t i>ts:b -c Yj aa s Hi
Takigi tomo narade kiicHntiru kakasH kana

No good for firewood,
It’s rotting,—

This scarecrow I
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Yamadcra ya en no tie naru shika no koe

A mountain temple: 
The voice of the stag, 

On the verandah. Issa

The temple in this wild, out-of-the-way mountain is 
visited by few people, and the wild deer come so near that 
when a stag roars in the rutting season, it sounds as if it 
is standing on the verandah outside. We feel the closeness 
of the world of nature and the world of man. But here in 
the temple before the images of Buddha, the animal world 
touches the divine. The voice of the stag mingles with the 
chanting of the sutra and the sound of the gong: Vox cervi 
vox dei.

a
Kami m lu too agete modoreba shika no koe

Having lighted a candle to the god. 
On the way back,

The voice of the deer. Shiki

The poet went to a nearby shrine in the early evening, 
lighted a candle, prayed, and returned to his house through

60
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the gathering autumn shadows. Now and again the cry of 
an unseen deer was heard from the mountain side. What 
is this strange harmony between the uprising yellow flame 
of the candle burning like a soul of fire in his mind, and the 
voice of the deer that comes through the darkness and fade3 
into the distance ? The light of the candle is the visible voice 
of matter, the cry of the deer the audible flame of life. How 
then should they seem anything but a two in one, a one in 
two, to the poetic mind?

4? X PB *. -f fc 0 to m O & m n
Sa?ido timte kikoezu narinu shika no koe

Three times it cried, 
And was heard no more. 

The voice of the deer. Buson

From olden times the voice of the deer was deemed 
a poetic thing, chiefly from its association with love and its 
lack of fulfilment or sad satiety, but from the time of Basho 
it began to have a deeper meaning, a returning to nature 
for its own sake, as we see in the following verse.

i ft < is m
Hii to naktt sldrigoe kanasJn yortt no shika

Hee............the lingering cry
Is mournful:

The deer at night. BashQ
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But even here the subjective element is too strong. 
Buson’s verse attains that subjective-objective level in which 
we are left without any feeling of reaction against wallowing 
in our own feelings, and yet not left out in the cold by a 
pure and artificial objectivity. The voice of the deer has a 
meaning which is not merely a non-human one, yet it is 
nameless; it leaves us where we are, and yet enlarges our 
vision and power beyond this present place.

62

ffifca* b III & Pile. A H ti'tsi
Sltika nagara yamakage mon ni irihi kana

The slanting sun:
The shadow of a hill with a deer on it 

Enters the temple gate. Buson

Tins is a picture in the Japanese style, but the lines are 
not static; they have some latent motion. This verse is one 
of the best examples of Buson’s dynamic objectivity.

m
Ksshamichi tu Jrikukii kari tobu tsukiyo kana

Low over the rail-road, 
Wild geese flying;

A moon-lit night. Shiki
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The word that gives life, that is, poetic meaning to the 
scene is “ low." The moon is high in the sky, but the moon
light, the railway track, and the wild geese are far below. 
The rails shine white in the light of the moon as they curve 
across the plain. The geese fly also flat and silent on their 
long journey towards the unknown and unseen. In this 
picture, we are irresistibly reminded of a colour print by 
Hokusai or Hiroshige. The following, by Yasui, belongs to 
spring. “Wild geese” belong to autumn, but “Returning 
wild geese ” to spring, when they go back to northern regions.

63

Mugi kuisfd kari to omoedo wakare kana

The wild geese,—
They ate barley, it is true.

But departing—

All parting is painful, even from enemies and hateful 
things; how much more so from the wild geese, which eat 
the young barley, but whose discordant voices, as they wing 
their way to other regions through the spring skies, strike 
on the ear with a strange sadness and sorrow.

3?
Kari yo kari ikutsu no toslu kara tabi wo slnta

Wild goose, 0 wild goose, 
Your first journey,—

How old were you? ISS3
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This is a question that Gilbert White might have been 
able to answer, but it is a question that Issa does not want 
answered, though it is not merely his way of expressing 
interest in the bird. It is the same with the following;
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Kacru kari as am a no ltcbttri ikudo mini

Departing wild geese,
How many times have you seen 

The smoke of Mount Asama?

Rakugan no koe no kasanaru yosamu liana
w5

Wild geese coming down, 
Their voices one upon another, 

The cold of night increasing.
Kyoroku

No sooner do the cries of one group of wild geese become 
faint than another approaches, and the cumulative effect of 
their cries is to increase the feeling of cold.

The word kasanaru applies to three things: the coming 
down of the geese, one group after another; the voices of 
each flock of geese that sound across the cold fields and 
then cease when they have come to earth; the cold that 
seems to increase with each batch of geese.
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-ff<D Hill * i'ria Hi K n * BP 'f
Ichigyd no kari ya Jiayama m tstiki too insu

m ts

Under a passage of wild geese, 
Over the foot-hills,

A moon is signed. Buson

The word “ passage ” is to be taken in the sense of a 
line of verse, which the geese resemble. On the edge of the 
picture, like the seal of the painter, is the oval-irregular 
moon. There is a similar play of fancy in the following:

m \t <0 & K 5l & ti* t£
NawasJuro no shikislu m asobu kaeru kana

In the coloured slip 
Of the rice seedling plantation. 

The frogs are making merry.

The oblong pieces of field containing the young rice 
seedlings are the coloured slips of paper upon which the 
songs of the frogs are inscribed.

To take this as mere fancy, even the fancy of genius, is to 
do injustice to the poet and to one’s own inner life. We term 
the imaginative power here exerted “ fancy ”, because the 
two sets of objects are widely separated in the ratiocinative 
processes. It is difficult, it is true, to keep them together 
for long, but it is worth the effort.

Tsuru nakti ya sono koe ni baslio yarena besJti
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The crane screeches:
At its voice

The basho will surely tear.

This is an early haiku of Basho. He has attempted here 
to resolve into one, sound and sight and texture, the voice 
of the bird and the rending of the broad leaves of the banana 
plant. This verse was actually written for and on a picture, 
evidently of a crane and a banana-plant. Bash6 imagines the 
bird suddenly crying out; at its harsh strident note the 
tenderly brittle leaf of the plant will slit like calico.
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Basho

S

JL %
Mozu tiaku ya irihx sashikomu mematsu-bara

Rays of the setting sun pass 
Through the red pine grove;

A shrike is crying. Boncho

The sharp cry of the shrike, or butcher-bird, the long 
slanting rays of the evening sun, and the red-barked pine- 
trees, all suggest a certain secret aspect of nature, a 
mystery which is seen and known but never understood.

Taka no me mo ima wa kurenu to tiaku uzura:
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Now that the eyes of the hawks 
Are darkened, in the dusk 

The quails are chirping. BashS

This might almost have come from White’s The Natural 
History of Selborne; but it is not an ornithological observation. 
Still less does it manifest “ the poet’s sympathy for weaker 
birds.” It simply says what Wilde wrote in De Profundis:

One of the many lessons that one learns in prison 
is, that things are what they are and will be what 
they will be.

7k j&» ft
Kitsutsuhi no has hi r a wo tataku sttmcd kana

Ah, this abode!
Oft the woodpecker

Will peck at its posts. BashS

Compare the verse on page 265, Vol. I, where Basho 
says that the woodpecker will not peck his old teacher’s 
hermitage.

Here also we have hyperbole, but of a peculiarly gracious 
kind, for it shows Basho’s deep love of solitude. This abode 
is Basho’s ideal home; living creatures are so much in 
harmony with his hermitage that Alexander Selkirk would 
say of them also,

Their tameness is shocking to me.t
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Basho himself living there has so tenuous an existence that 
he lives there as though he did not live there.

This is the bell that never rang,
This is the fish that never swam,
This is the tree that never grew,
This is the bird that never flew.1
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i
6

i

!

Teono utsu oto mo kobukashi keratsutsuki
m #

!
. In the far depths of the forest, 

The woodpecker,
And the sound of the axe. Buson

The sound of the distant sea, the wind in a lofty pine- 
tree, the echoing of the axe deep in the ravine of a forest, 
are things too great for the ear of man. Buson stands 
listening and hears nearby the tap-tap of the woodpecker; 
in the distance, faint but clear, the ringing sound of

the rude axe with heaved stroke.

It is nature and man in their constructive-destructive, life- 
death work, here and there and everywhere unceasing. We 
may quote once more Shelley’s lines from To Jane :

Even the busy woodpecker,
Made stiller by her sound 
The inviolable quietness.

1 Jingle on Glasgow City Arms.
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Kitsutsuki ya hilotsu tokoro ni hi no kururu

The woodpecker 
Keeps on in the same place; 

Day is closing. Issa
5

Monotony and dreariness. Does Issa represent himseli 
and his life as a poet in this verse?

Furusato mo ima wa karine ya wataridori
& #5

Birds of passage;
For also me now, my old home 

Is but a lodging for the night.
Kyorai

It is hard not to think that this verse was not written 
by Basho. It expresses that feeling of—not renuncia
tion, but something deeper, an anguished acceptance of 
the instability and non-ego, non-self nature of all things, 
ourselves especially. Even our birth-place, to which we are 
linked by the most sacred ties of blood and race, this too is 
only one of those

Homes that were not destined to be ours.1 
1 Arnold, Human Life.
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nO < ft* -f <’ ?k o 5 ft 0 Vft as fa
S/rigf /oftw A’KM/fl susugu ntizu no uneri liana

The snipe farther and farther away, 
The ripples

Of the washed hoe. Buson

and
The

The farmer goes to the river to wash his hoe, 
snipe, dart up from behind the tall grass and fly off. 
ripples caused by the hoe also spread out farther and farther
across the river. Both birds and water are moving into the
distance, near and far.

Taka-dote nl hiwa no nakn hi ya kttmo cldgire

Siskins are crying 
On the high embankment; 

Cloudlets float above. Chinseki

This verse gives a sensation of height, and of unseen 
animation.

/h & £ Hr 5 ft L $ X U & £ L ffi fa
Kotori kuru oto ureshisa yo itabisashi

The sounds of small birds 
On the pent-roof,—

What a pleasure! Buson
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It is very quiet; not a deathly silence, but that of a 
hermitage in the recesses of the mountains. Upon the 
pent-roof there are sounds of scuffling, pecking, chirping, 
fluttering, hopping,—all the life of a little world. To live 
for a while in this world, though only through the imagina
tive ear, is an exquisite pleasure. Thoreau writes in his 
Journals, 1850, of

Autumnal mornings, when the feet of countless 
sparrows are heard like rain-drops on the roof by the 
boy who sleeps in the garret.

O & <0 lift K & 0 Ox
Alii no ki no akatombd ni sadamarinn

a m

The beginning of autumn.
Decided

By the red dragon-fly. Shirao

This reversal of the common-sense order of cause and 
effect is found often in poetry, the song of the bird causing 
the sun to rise, the appearance of the red dragon-fly causing 
the advent of autumn. The dragon-fly and the autumn 
are thus confused and become the same thing. Compare 
the following, by Bakusei:

& fa ft
Ono ga mi ni aki ivo somenukit tombo kcma

He has dyed his body 
With autumn,—

The dragon-fly.
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Another way of describing the appearance of the multitude 
of red dragon-flies flashing to and fro under the autumn sky, 
is the following by Gotei,
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< ft in fo <0 If 6 & m Z> ftft Ufr tc
Kurencd no kagero hashifu tombo kana

Fleeting, crimson 
Gossamer-threads,—

The dragon-flies!

Tombo ya toritsuki kaneshi kitsa no ue
« m

The dragon-fly,
It tried in vain to settle 

On a blade of grass. Basho

One of the beautiful things about this is the fact that 
the dragon-fly does not show, because it does not feel, any 
irritation at the movement of the grass, blown by the wind, 
which prevents the dragon-fly from alighting on it.

H It §4 K. h A, f* fr
Hi wa nanamc sekiya no yari ni tombo kana

m ft

Dragon-flies
On the spears of the barrier,

In the slanting rays of the sun.
Buson
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Towards the end of this afternoon of autumn, the 
travellers passing tlirough the barrier are few and far 
between. Upon each of the spears or javelins standing there 
in case of emergency, a single dragon-fly is resting, its wings 
glittering in the level rays of the sun. Shadows are long, 
the wind sounds as if it comes from far away; the great 
gate is in the shade, and against this background the- spears 
stand perpendicular to the horizontal lines of light.

fitAOU L <DYf &
Naki hi to no sldruslii no take ni tonibo kana

ji m

On the bamboo
That marks the place of a dead man, 

A dragon-fly. Kito

The indifference of things is continually striking us, and 
striking us deeply before we think shallowly about it. The 
dead man, the bamboo, the dragon-fly have come together 
at this point of space, at this point of time. The same 
accidental-inevitable, free-determined nature is seen also in 
the following by Taiso:

Q'OX ItffcXW* M
Itte wa kite tonibo taezu fitne no tsuna

About the ropes of the ship 
The dragon-flies come and go 

Ceaselessly.
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Furuhaka ya akatombo tobu hare shikimi

Old graves;
Red dragon-flies flitting

Over the withered shikimi.

The author is unknown to me. The shikimi or Chinese 
anise has a small white flower in summer. The plant smells 
sweet, but is poisonous. Nevertheless, sprays are offered 
before the Buddha. The old grave, its withered offerings, 
the dragon-flies rustling to and fro,—what a scene of thought
less significance! Buson has a verse concerning the flower:

Yukasldsa yo shikimi luma saku ante no naka

What loveliness!— 
The shikimi

Blooming in the rain.

There is a slightly similar verse by Kyoshi:

Tombo tonde koto naki mura no hiruma nari

Dragon-flies
In an uneventful village,— 

It is midday.

YHztikidi tisiiki tqmbo no hakage kana
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In the evening sunlight, 
The faint shadow of the wings 

Of the dragon-fly. Karo

The poet, not content with the smallness of the insect 
goes as far as the faint shadow of its translucent wings. 
A man’s shadow is homogeneous, but that of a dragon-fly 
differs. The shadow of the body is dark, but that of the 
wings is faint, a lace pattern traced on the ground.

Ih fill * M £ A, «
Dertt tsuki to irilii no cd ya akatombo

Between the moon coming out 
And the sun going in,—

The red dragon-flies. NikyQ

This has a simplicity which is a good test of our poetical 
health. The same applies to the following by Senka:

S«* ^ ip 5 ® 0 tc
Tombo no kabe wo kakayuru nishibi kana

The dragon-fly 
Clinging to the wall;

Sunlight from the west.

lit#
Tombo no man ya irifu no icbisekai

ffi 25
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The dance of the dragon-flies:
A world

In the setting sun. Kigiku

We feel of thess dragon-flies what Lawrence writes of
fish:

And I said to my heart, there are limits 
To you, my heart;
And to the one god.
Fish are beyond me.

A more sober and less romantic but not inferior verse by 
Ryota, which also shows us the world of the dragon-flies:

5)1- o Aft jfr ft
Gorokusliaku ono ga kittnoi no tombo kana

The dragon-fly;
Five or six feet above,

Is his own sky.

Toyama ya tombo tsni yuki tsui kaeru

The dragon-fly,
Swift to the distant mountain, 

Swift to return. Akinobo

This expresses humorously the nature of the flight of 
the dragon-fly. It suddenly darts off towards the far-off
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mountains, as if it would never return, but in a moment it 
has (turned round and is coming swiftly back.

o <D K t % 0 IZ fa t£ m rs
Utsu Isne no saki ni tomarishi tomho kana

The dragon-fly 
Perches on the stick 

That strikes at him. Kohyo

This is a very simple kind of poetry, a mere - description 
of fact, an entomological observation. Whatever poetry it 
may have is derived partly from the frustrated, non-plussed 
state of mind of the man with the stick who is in the same 
position as the executioner with the Cheshire Cat’s head, 
and partly from the innocence of the dragon-fly. Other 
verses that are also practically descriptions of the nature 
of the dragon-fly, its stupidity that is not so foolish after all, 
its ‘‘equal mind,” are the following by Kojodo and Eiboku:

Tombo ya harm ni wa yorazu isln no ue 

The dragon-fly.
Not approaching the flowers,— 

But on the stone.

$>L O JJc Y«TT fa$k & h fa & fa ft
Kid no saki nani ka ajitvau tombo kana
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The dragon-fly 
Is tasting something

On the top of that stake.
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£?.;• jfcp o M. it ic fc IM Efl ft
Tonibo no liao wa okata medmna liana

til JH

The face of the dragon-fly 
Is practically nothing 

But eyes. Chisoku

This is what any child might say, but for that very 
reason, near to the kingdom of poetry.

2: ft L < «*** LX foh t OfH
a?

Otonaslnku rustt wo slate iro kirigirisu

Be a good boy
And look after the house well, 

Cricket! Issa
I

This may be taken in two ways, as an expression of 
unfeigned intimacy and equality with other living creatures, 
or as implying the poet’s solitary and lonely life. But these 
are not, after all, two separate things. One springs from 
the other, the other from the one. The same applies to 
another verse by Issa:

;

!.!
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fftro t ui-i 6 w % tzfr
Misosazai kyoro-kyoro nan zo otosliita ka 

The wren
Looking here, looking there,—

“ Dropped something ? ”

By the colloquial language Issa has got rid of that “ wonder M 
which has so falsely coloured much English verse.

0 0 -f & ffi
Muzan ya na kabuto no shita no kirigirisu

How piteous! 
Beneath the helmet 

Chirps a cricket. Basho

This verse comes towards the end of Oku no Hosomichi, 
and was composed after visiting the Tada Shrine, where the 
helmet and fragments of the clothes of Sanemori were kept. 
“How piteous!” comes from a No play called Sanemori, 
5^^. There was a battle between the Taira and the Mina- 
moto at Shinohara, 1183, in which the former were defeated, 
and all fled except Sanemori. He was killed, and the head 
brought to Yoshinaka.1 Sanemori was more than sixty, but 
had dyed his hail' and beard black, and the head was not 
recognized until.

See Volume III, page 393,
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iP#!3t tc.ti—UM.X'* & ft is $ A, ts: ffi 
M 53'J ft fcffi fc. X H- 5

Higuchi [Kanemitsu] came forward and with but 
one glance said, “ Ah, how pitiful! it is Saito Betto 
Sanemori l ”

This story comes from the Heike Monogatari. Basho’s verse 
is remarkable in the way he has used the pathos of history 
and the language of the No, and concentrated these in the 
cry of the cricket1 beneath the helmet before him.

80

Shiratsuyu no tama fungakit na kirigiristt

Grasshopper,—
Do not trample to pieces

The pearls of bright dew. Issa

This is the natural attitude of the tender-minded poet, 
as opposed to the tough-minded Zen adept who can enjoy 
cock-fighting and bear-baiting, not to speak of scenes of 
carnage on the field of battle. The poet, as such, disturbs 
nothing, not even the dew-drops on the morning grass. In 
addition, there is a kind of hyperbole; the grasshopper2 is 
seen as of enormous size and power.

1

1 It should be noted that the present use of kirigiristt, grass
hopper, and korog., cricket was exactly opposite in former times.

1 In this verse, the modem meaning of kirigirisu seems more
suitable.
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m <o & '\'W & 1C * U £ l' i 3®
^»w wo ya wa koebi ni majiru itoJo kana

In the fisherman's hut, 
Mingled with dried shrimps, 

Crickets are chirping. Bash 6

It is a kind of still-life, yet alive. The original does not 
say “chirping,” only “crickets!”

mx ft < *?# i < & o r *) ■?
Dete ikii zo ndka yoku asobe kirigiristt

Now I am going out; 
Be good and play together. 

Crickets. Issa

Issa is not pretending or being fanciful. He wishes the 
lion to lie down with the lamb, and infuses all things with 
his own benevolence.

-as
Io no yo ya tanasagaslii suru kirigirisu

My hut at night; 
The cricket

Is rummaging about. Issa



I
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A human being may be sometimes quite a companion,— 
much more so a mouse or a cricket. Just the silent night, 
an empty room, the flickering lamp, a cricket invisible but 
chirping here and there,—and nothing is lacking, above all 
the “loneliness” which is so near the heart of tilings.
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t 0 a's -MA*tz m n
Kiri girt su jizai wo nobont yosamu liana

■

A cricket climbing 
The pot-hanger;

How cold the night!

! •

Buson

The pot-hanger is a kind of long hook suspended over 
the open fire-place. It often had an artistic form, valued by 
poets and connoiseurs.

Buson is sleeping near the open fire-place, in which 
the fire is going out. Night deepens, and it grows colder 
and colder. Suddenly he notices, by the light of the night- 
lamp, that something is moving up the large hook over the 
fireplace. It is a cricket, that somehow has thought fit to 
perch himself there. It is a picture that would strike any 
poet or painter who can see much in little, the cricket 
brownish-green, the pot-hanger black, the embers still red.

mis. 9 *i- Z> ? X b £ 0 §-* 0 i- 35
Negaeri too sum zo wakiyore kirigiristt
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I’m going to turn over; 
Mind away.

Cricket. Issa

In one sense this is “mere’" gentleness of character, 
indeed, gentlemanliness of the best kind, that wishes to 
avoid all unnecessary pain. In another, it is the compassion 
of the Buddha, the love of Christ, the realization that not 
only all men but all things are equal. The truth is that 
we must have the second, but it should appear, as it does 
in Issa’s verse, as the first.

Ltrtfc* fr 0 if 0 -r & *
Waga kage no kabe ni shimu yo ya kirigirisu

My shadow soaks into the wall 
This autumn night,

A cricket chirping. Ryota

This verse expresses a somewhat unusual, almost 
abnormal experience. Things of two dimensions seem almost 
to have three. In Basho’s haiku, it is the voice of the insects 
which soaks into the rocks:

ffl £ A* K L * V' S 4$ O §2
Sfdzukasa ya itoa ni slumiiru semi no koe

The stillness!
The voice of the cicadas 

Sinlcs into the rocks.
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In Ryota’s verse the crying of the cricket exacerbates 
the sense of sight so that it feels the pressure and penetra
tive power of the shadow on the wall.

84

i.

Aid no ka ya shinuru kakugo de ware wo sasu

Autumn mosquitoes 
Bite me,

Prepared for death. Shiki

When autumn comes, and the air turns colder, mosquitoes 
become more sluggish in their movements, but more persis
tent in their biting, as though they knew their time on 
earth was short, and are determined at all costs to suck as 
much blood as possible before they die. The humour of 
this verse expresses something of the nature of autumn and 
of mosquitoes, something that could not be said except by 
way of the “pathetic fallacy.”

A similar verse by the same author, in which he shows 
his likeness, to Heine:

K fa It X fnj fa £ Ltm <D ii!
Slant kakete nao yakamashiki aid no semi

Dying,
All the more noisy, 

Cicadas of autumn.
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t -7? % f"/1 n® < <o M « '/a
Kumo nan to oto too nan to naku aki no kaze

With what voice,
And what song would you sing, spider, 

In this autumn breeze? Bash 6

Basho is sitting under the eaves, watching a spider in 
its web as it sways to and fro in the wind of autumn. It 
is a deep mystery, this silence profound that some creatures 
preserve, in contradistinction to the chattering and chirping 
of others. If the spider had a voice, what would it be like? 
Would it not, in its own unique, inimitable way, be singing 
now, in the soughing of the breeze, of the loneliness and 
desolation of autumn ? This verse is prophetic of the poetry 
of Issa.

m »
Kajika naku sode natsukasluki Uuchiishi

The “river deer” is crying:
In my sleeve.

My dear old flint-stone.

The kajika is a kind of frog, small and black, that lives 
between the boulders of valley streams. It cries in autumn, 
in a voice slightly resembling that of a deer, hence its name. 
Buson is climbing slowly up a ravins when suddenly, 
the sweet voice of a singing-frog ! It may be as Ryoto, fe. 
says in the following verse:

Buson

i
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JIltfKIOft-C "ft Hi 'f f"J M /->' fa
Kaiva-oto tii tsurete nakidasu kajika kana

Prompted by the sound of the river,
The “ river deer ”

Begins to sing.

The rippling, trickling water and the voice of the frog 
in this green, secluded place,—Buson must sit down and 
listen to them. Almost unconsciously his hand strays into 
his sleeve, and he feels the well-known touch of the flint-stone 
he has used for many years to light his short pipe. The 
beauty and delicacy of the one and the warm, human 
homeliness of the other, give him an ineffable feeling of 
perfection and bliss.
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'

Meigetsu ya kuraki tokoro toa mushi no koe
& n

The bright autumn moon: 
In the shadows,

The voices of insects Bunson

Beneath the moon, all is calm and bright; under every 
tree and bush it is dark, but all lands of insects are chirping 
and trilling: “all that we behold is full of blessings. ”

& © ft <D T K m t ill t JES $£ fo fa
MusH no tie no naka nx seU dasit nezame kana

3t #
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Waking in the night,
I mingle my coughs

With the cries of insects. Joso

The coughing of the sick man and the chirping of the 
insects,—how different! And yet, what is the difference ? 
Does God hear them differently? Do not they both accord 
in perfect harmony with the soundless music of the spheres, 
the spirit ditties of no tone? One is reminded of a verse by 
another sick man, Shiki:

o < o' < t & fa&M, z * a o m
Tsukuzuku to toaga kage miru ya mushi no koe

Gazing steadfastly 
At my shadow,—

The voices of insects.

X A <£ n&l'-C a&j&s&l £ * fr h Z,
Mushi yo mushi yo naite inga ga tsukiru nara

Ah, insects, insects! 
Can your Karma 

Be cried away? Otokuni

Literally, ‘‘If your karma is cried away by singing, 
[sing on !].” This has the idea of weeping away, by penitence, 
one’s fate,—and a deeper one, that the insects are fulfilling 
their destiny, obeying their original nature by chirping, and 
by thus not opposing their lot; they are working it out and 
tending towards their ultimate Buddhahood.
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Nigiyaka na ltojiki no toko ya mushi no hoc
TftJS

The nightly couch of the beggar,— 
How lively and gay,

With voices of insects! Chiyo-ni

This has a heartlessness deeply akin to Zen, that is, to 
life itself. Whether we eat or whether we starve, the planets 
revolve around the sun, the seasons follow one after the 
other, insects chirp all around. But this verse is not saying 
such a thing; neither is it full of self-pity. It is heart-less, 
like Nature, like Destiny itself.

:

a* s i w ft & w &
Mushi horo-horo kusa ni koboruru neiro kana

The sound-colour 
Of insects pattering down 

On the leaves. 3
Chora

As the poet shakes the bushes in passing among them, 
he hears the insects drop onto the leaves below. The insects’ 
bodies, soft and plump, or hard and light, falling on the thin, 
pulpy leaves, has a peculiar sound born of each yet different 
from each. This is what the sensitive ears of the poet catch, 
and in the timbre of the sound he hears the life of the 
leaves, he perceives with his ears the life of the insects. 
This is not a figurative way of speaking. We can hardly 
enter at all into the world of smell that a dog lives in, the
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world of touch inhabited by the ant, the mole, the fish. The 
world of sound known by birds and insects, we cannot even 
surmise. The poet, for an instant only, leaves this v/orld of 
light that is permanently our world until the darkness of 
death receives us. He comprehends an aspect of the nature 
of things through hearing. But what he hears is of course 
inexpressible. Man has never even attempted to form 
a vocabulary for such experiences.

< t U L M %o a
Mushi kiku to lianas Id wo kikit to belsu no niimi

We listen to insects. 
And human voices,

With different ears. WafQ

This is a didactic verse, and as such is devoid of poetry. 
It expresses, however, a profound truth. We are to listen 
to men, to listen to the talking of men, their praising and 
blaming, as the chirping of insects.

Listen to the fool’s reproach! it is a kingly title!

But a philosophic indifference is not what is inculcated here. 
The ear, like the eye, is to be single. Not to distinguish 
between Nature and Man,—this is the secret of living. And 
not to distinguish between Man and Nature and God,—this 
is to be a Buddha.
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[H: CD rl« fa < & $ ^ ^ Jb T :T' - 2?
Yo no naka tva naktt tnttsld sac mo jdzu heta

Even among insects, in this world, 
Some are good at singing,

Some bad. Issa

Listening attentively to the insects singing in the garden 
(and in this “ attentively ” consists the whole of this ex
perience), Issa hears differences in the chirping and trilling 
of the same species of insect. One is loud, another softer, 
one metallic, another mellow and subdued, one sprightly, 
another sad and weary. What a deep forgetfulness of self 
this distinction demands! This is a beautiful example of the 
paradox that only when the difference (between oneself and 
the insect) is forgotten, is the difference (between one insect 
and another) perceived.

Mushi naktt ya kino toa mienu kabe no ana

Insects are crying; 
A hole in the wall

Not seen yesterday. Issa

What an odd place to find poetry,—in the fact of noticing 
a hole in the wall that had not been remarked before. There 
is a strange affinity between the timbre of the insects’ voices 
and the broken plaster of the hole that is, as it were, 
seen with his ears.
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& ft < * n /ii -t? \ t.'.j <
Mushi naku ya tsuki idcte nao kuraki niioa

* m.

Insects are crying;
The moon comes out,

The garden is yet darker. Shiki

When the moon is behind a cloud, all things are dimly 
seen. When it comes out, the garden under the trees and 
bushes is in deep darkness, and we become aware of the 
darkness more strongly. And what of the insects? Their 
chirping so sweetly, so sadly, their melancholy-cheerful 
voices make our feelings more intense, they stimulate the 
organ of sight so that we can see the darkness.

ms©-7?& t ^ Kmm
MinomusTti no ne wo kiki m koyo kusa no io

IS

The voice of the bagworms; 
O come to my hut.

And hear them cry. BashS

There is no communion of saints without common union 
with things. Sodo, 5(5 says of the minomiishi, “ Its faint, 
uncertain voice makes it pathetic,” K? (0 is lt£ o^>ft 
irtr- In actual fact, of course, it does not cry or make 
any noise at all.
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■&***£ *51 ©1Ulcti'A, U fft - ^
Fttrtdnit ya mimiztt no uta ni kanjigao

The aged dog
Seems impressed with the song 

Of the earth-worms. Issa

In old Japan it was thought that worms made a 
chirping noise. It is said that this was a mistake made on 
hearing the voice of the mole-cricket under the ground.

The old dog lies in the autumn sun, his head on his 
paws, his eyes wide open as if listening to something, perhaps 
the song of the earth-worms that move in the earth under 
him.

Usosamu ya mimiztt no uta mo Iiitoya zxilsit

Getting colder,
The song of the earth-worm also 

Dwindles every evening.
;

Issa

Autumn deepens, the nights grow chill; and every 
evening the voice of the earthworm grows feebler and 
feebler. This is all there is in this verse, yet it sums 
up the loneliness and a certain apprehensiveness of late 
autumn.
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1>m< KtKZ Z fcl m
Warau ni mo naktt ni mo nizaru mtikuge kana

It neither smiles 
Nor weeps,—

This Rose of Sharon. Ransetsu

The Rose of Sharon, a bush about ten feet high, is used 
as an ornamental tree, and for fences. The flowers are 
purplish, white, or pink, both single and double. They open 
in the morning and close at night. Some say that the 
convolvulus of the Manydshu is really this flower. It is 
indeed a beautiful flower, says the poet, and yet has some
thing inhuman about it. “It looks neither like smiles nor 
tears/’ is the literal translation. It has a cold prettiness, 
without the tender charm of the violet or the blowzy 
heartiness of the peony. This way of looking at the Rose of 
Sharon reminds us somewhat of Lawrence in Birds, Beasts 
and Flowers. Again, in The Two Blue Birds we have the 
following :

i

There is a certain nonsense, something showy and 
stagey about spring, with its pushing leaves and 
chorus-girl bowers, unless you have something corres
ponding inside you. Which she hadn’t.

There is a similar critical spirit, an unwillingness to be 
pleased, about the following by Senna:

94
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S ft fa 5
TaJuitdro hint toa ntonottki hashira ham

The Tall Stone Lantern,
In the day-time

Is a melancholy pillar.

At night when the light is lit in it, it is a thing of beauty 
in itself, and adds to the beauty around it, but in the day
time it is uninteresting and a thing of gloom. There are 
many varieties of stone lantern, each having a special name. 
This particular kind is the most funereal in appearance.

95

(O /fc ft US K. *£ ft H tt V
Micldnobe no muknge 10a uma ni kuwarekeri

A Rose of Sharon 
By the roadside;

The horse has eaten it. Bash 6

There is an anecdote in connection with this verse, 
which, even if not authentic, brings out its pure objectivity 
and perfect directness. Basho was once reproached by his 
teacher of Zen, Butcho, for wasting his time on haiku. 
Basho answered,

ft r^ bo m 0 m & # K X fa 
“Haikai is simply what is happening in this place, at this 
moment,” and then quoted the above verse as an example. 
Butcho expressed his approval of this, saying:

fa fa # fa *>©££*
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“Excellent 1 Excellent! In haikai also there is such a deep 
meaning?” A verse of Issa’s worthy to stand beside it:

96

$ & L fa <D nj£ c. a* L H* ?(*
Saosldka no kuikoboshikeri hagi no liana

The stag eats 
And spills

The flowers of the lespedeza. 

A verse by Shiki very similar to that of Basho:
J

Olade no liana k& uma ya dm no kcnmri

A horse eating 
The flower of a knotgrass;

Smoke from under the tea-kettle.

.

Daidai no bimbogaki no muhuge kana

From generation to generation, 
The Rose of Sharon 

Of this poor fence. Issa

This has partly the idea of Tennyson’s The Brook :

For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever.

But much more than this, and deeper, is the feeling of the 
natural piety of the plant, and filial piety in the family.
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inn*mm& < pa t t£&ir-f
Kawa-olo ya mukugz saku to iva mada okizu

At U

The sound of the river;
The door where the Rose of Sharon blooms 

Is not yet opened. Hokushi

Over the river the morning mist still hovers; the sound 
of the rapids is high and clear. Under the wall, white 
blossoms are blooming, faint with dew,—but the door of the 
farmer’s house is still closed; no one is up yet. This closed 
door opens another in his mind. There is a certain remote 
harmony in the varied sensations of the early morning 
hour.

Te wo kakete orade sugiyuktt mukuge liana

I laid my hand upon it,
And did not break it off, but passed on,—- 

The Rose of Sharon. SampG

The position of “ The Rose of Sharon,” is significant in 
the original (and in the translation). It remains at the end of 
the poem, just as the beauty of the flowering bush remains 
in his mind long after his refraining from breaking off a 
branch has been forgotten. Compare the verse by Buson 
on the next page.
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Wb D ^ /HU** ft * &
Yanagi cluri nckuzu nagaruru ogatva ltana

The leaves of the willow fall, 
Scraps of vegetables

Floating down the brook. Shiki

A light wind sways the long hanging boughs of the 
willow-trees and the withered leaves fall, leaving the 
branches bare. Along the stream come flowing fragments 
from greens. Shiki has expressed almost unwittingly the 
“poetical” and the “unpoetical” of life, of human life and 
that of nature. The dry, curled-up, slender leaves fall from 
the hanging branches, fall on the surface of the water and 
float gracefully away down the current. From some un
known village, yellow, waterlogged leaves and stems of 
cabbages and greens come slowly down the stream, half- 
submerged, things of no value or beauty whatever, the 
refuse of human life, unwanted rubbish spoiling the pellucid 
water. Yet in their sadness they accord with the falling of 
the leaves of the willow-tree. They too express the melan
choly season and share in the poet’s life.

.:

J: b -ea-5 m #
Yorade sugiru fujisatva-dera no morniji kana

Not going in, but passing by: 
The autumnal leaves 

Of Fujisawa Temple. Buson
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The fact that Buson did not go in and worship at the 
temple (for some unknown, or rather, unstated reason) 
made the impression of the crimson and yellow leaves of the 
temple courtyard all the more unforgettable. In some ways, 
and at some times, v/e can enter into things and persons by 
holding aloof from them. It is said that the spectator sees 
most of the game, while the participants are aware only of 
a restricted portion of it. So in this verse, by not going 
into the temple, but walking by it, on looking back at the 
glowing leaves, distance lends a kind of enchantment to the 
view. The mind is not disturbed by details or inconsistent 
elements, and at the same time, the sense of remoteness, of 
something lost, strengthens the sensation of beauty. This 
comes out also in the following verse by the same author:

99
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mm
Shukke sldte oya itnasu sato no tnomiji kana

Renouncing the world,—
The autumn leaves

In my parents’ village.

The priest sees in his mind the scarlet and. vermilion leaves 
of the little village where he was born, and where his old 
parents are still living,—far away, yet so near to the 
heart.

Ill < 5 t? m
Yama kurete koyo no slut wo nbcd keri
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The mountain grows darker. 
Taking the scarlet

From the autumn leaves.

100

Buson

This reminds one of Virgil’s lines:
i

Ubi caelum condidit umbra
Juppiter, et rebus nox abslulit atra colorem.

When darkness hides the heavens,
And black night has taken away the colours 

of things.

Kbyosuru kodaclti mo naslii ni yama fukaslti

Of crimson foliage 
There is none here,

Deep in the mountains. Shiki

On the lower slopes of the mountains, autumnal leaves 
were glowing, scarlet and yellow colours gave animation 
and a false happiness to the mind; but here, higher up the 
mountains, not a red leaf is to be seen. All the trees are 
evergreen or leafless, dark and silent, with not a bird or 
animal, not a human being or a sign of habitation. There 
is not a touch of brightness or hope, only a solemn fatality.

=F &
Aki-ie no to ni neru inn ya yanagi chirn
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A clog sleeping
At the door of an empty house,

Leaves of the willow-trees scattering.
Shiki

The stray dog is sleeping where he knows no one comes 
in or out to drive him away. The house is empty, the 
shutters are up. Willow-trees are scattering their leaves 
in the wind. The whole creation “ seems to bear rather 
than rejoice.”

U'&tn 5 ;fe & &
Slnra-tsuyu wo hobosanu hagi no uneri kana

■& m

The flowers of the bush-clover 
Do not let fall, for all their swaying, 

Their drops of bright dew. Basho

The lespedeza, or bush-clover, is a graceful bush-like 
plant whose stems rise from the ground and bend over all 
together like the spray of a fountain. When the wind blows, 
the bushes move in waves, but the white and red blossoms 
do not drop the dew or rain that they hold. This verse is 
to some extent a picture, but only a poet could paint it, 
and only a poet could see it.

tS Ti
Nanii no ma ya koged ni majiru hagi no chiri
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In the surf,
Mingled with small shells, 

Petals of the bush-clover.

102

Basho

This verss comes towards the end of Oku no Hosomichi. 
Accompanied by Tosai, Basho went to the beach of Iro to 
gather small shells called masuo. The loneliness of the place 
made a deep impression on Basho:

L $ mm
SabisJdsa ya suma m kachitaru henna no aid

The loneliness
Of the autumn of the beach,

More even than that of Suma.

The next verse, the present one, turns from this vague 
sadness to the particularity of the small shells and the 
faintly red petals of the bush-clover that are seen in the 
back-wash of the waves as they recede. There is something 
of the sad loneliness of the autumn shore in these small shells 
and flower petals mingled together, the ones in their element, 
the others not, but both in the everlasting arms of nature.

Tasogare ya hag m itachi no kodedji

Kodaiji Temple;
A weasel in the bush-clover, 

At dusk. Buson
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Kddaiji Temple was built in Kyoto in 1601 by Kita no 
Mandokoro, widow of Ilideyoshi. A temple of the Zen sect, 
it is even now a very lonely place at the foot of a mountain 
where bush-clover grows profusely. The weasel, the temple, 
and the bush-clover are in an unintellectual harmony that 
may be the result of its being an imaginary scene. The 
same can be said of the following winter verse by Buson :

7k fill R #
Sid sen rd Htsune asobu ya yoizutdyo

Foxes playing
Among the narcissus flowers.

In the early evening moonlight.

rr * ^ m f k $ a © m
Oriori ya amado ?u sawaru liagi no koe

3

From time to time,
Brushing against the shutters,

The voice of the bush-clover. Sesshi

Bush-clover is growing so close to the poet’s hut that 
when the autumn wind blows, the long stems tap and rustle 
on the sliding shutters. In sucn a quiet place, touch and 
sound come closer together to the poetic mind.

5 * m
Tokibi no usbiro ni hikushi ter a no kabe
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Behind the Indian millet. 
The low wall 

Of a temple.

104

Shiki

i
This is a poem that is quite inexplicable to anyone who 

has not noted the peculiarly strong and beautifully-made walls 
of country temples, that are yet low enough to vault over 
should one be so inclined. There is something both symbolical 
and characteristic about the strength and lowness of the 
wall, and its relation of harmony with the “ Chines-millet ” 
that looks as if it also came from some far land in the south.

i

$8 7^ te <o k ns t ❖ < & <o §3 0
Asagao no liana ni nakiyuku ka no yowari

is m

Out towards the morning-glories. 
Mosquitoes fly humming:

Their languor. Bash 8

Basho got up early in the morning, opened the door, and 
as he stood looking at the flowers of the morning-glories, 
mosquitoes slowly came from behind and flew out towards 
them. Their voices were weak, the weather being cold. 
The ephemeral beauty of the flowers in his eyes, the lan
guishing sound of the mosquitoes in his ears, unite in giving 
him a physical feeling of early autumn.
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m m k & £ & % w © m -& A* t£
Asagao ni abunaki bo no keiko kana

m sx

Single-stick practice :
I fear

For the morning-glories. Chora

Literally the verse says : “ The stick-practice is danger
ous to the morning-glories.” Life means destruction. With
out death there is no birth. From the point of view of Zen, 
we must say that damaging or destroying the morning- 
glories would be giving them life, life more abundantly. But 
it is this which makes life a tragic thing, what gives to the 
word destiny its lugubrious sound.

Asagao ya icldrin ftikaki fuchi no iro
m ft

A single flower 
Of the morning-glory:

The colour of a deep tarn. Buson

There are three points to observe in this verse. There 
is the delight in the deep colour of the flower, infinite in 
meaning, contrasted with its smallness and ephemeral nature. 
This we see in the following, by Shiki:

H R <0 m K Jb US* © & M fa fc
Sanjaku no niiua ni ncno no ochiba kana

:
■-
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In three feet of garden,
The falling leaves 

Of Ueno.

Besides this there is the delight in colour as such, a blessed- 
of pure sensation which Buson shows in so many of his 

haiku. To take two only:
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ness

Tstttsuji saite katayama-zato no meslti slurosJu

Azaleas blooming;
In this remote hamlet 

The rice is white.

Teslioku slate iro uslunaeru kigikn kana

The yellow chrysanthemums 
Lose their colour

In the light of the hand-lantern.

Last we have to consider the prescript, which requires 
a long explanation:

M 7k $£ kn Hi
The valley water, accumulating, is like indigo. 

This comes from the 82nd Case of the Hekiganroku '•

mmum,
Mfcw&mo

• A monk said to Tairyd, “ The Body of Form 
suffers annihilation; how about this Eternal Body
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of the Law?” Tairyii replied, “The mountain 
flowers opening are like brocade; the valley 
water accumulating is like indigo.”

The monk speaks of the relative, and asks concerning 
the absolute, but Tairyu’s reply is not in either realm.

In his verse, Buson has most skilfully combined both 
lines of Tairyu’s answer, and his haiku is also the answer to 
the monk’s question and to all our questions. What is God ? 
Is the soul immortal? What is this world out of time that 
nevertheless is in time; that is spaceless, and yet in this very 
room ? Buson answers, ‘ ‘ Look at this fleeting flower: it is 
the colour of eternity.” But it is not an eternal colour.

Konkin no ma wo asagao tio sakari kana
*

While I intone the sutras. 
The morning-glories 

Are at their best. Kyoroku

As the poet sits reciting the Buddhist scriptures before 
the altar in his house, he glances out and sees the convol
vulus flowers blooming in the soft early sunshine. He too is 
at his best, but tne flowers somehow excel him, not merely 
in their beauty, but in their silent unselfconsciousness, their 
delicate warmth; in their living they excel him, and his 
voice falters as he chants. Nevertheless, his intoning of the 
sutra is a kind of funeral service for the flowers.
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Clurizuka ni asagio sakinu kttrc no aid

From the rubbish-heap,
A morning-glory has bloomed; 

Late autumn. Taigi

In this verse we feel the “ loneliness ” of nature, each 
thing living its own, solitary, secret life, of which the most 
profound expression is, “ My God! My God ! Why hast thou 
forsaken me?” But we feel, at the same time, the charm 
of the small flower that sheds its sweetness on the desert

w,1 •

air.

3?
Asagao ya hi to no kao m wa sotsu ga aru

The morning-glories; 
In the faces of men 

There are faults. Issa

The Japanese for morning-glory means “ morning face.” 
It is a strange thing, when one thinks of it, that the counte
nances of the morning-glories, however different they may 
be from one another, are all perfect, faultless in line and 
balance, colour and texture. There is no room for criticism, 
no point about which we can find fault with them, nothing 
to irritate or weary. A man who lived in a world of flowers 
would have no difficulty in being a saint.

m
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m ffi * z ft i> 4 fc n k tc b i* vi m
Asagao ya kore mo mala ivaga tomo narazu

The morning-glory too, 
Can never be 

My friend. Bash 6

Nothing transitory is fit companion for us,—and all is 
transitory; where then can we find rest? Emily Dickinson 
says.

In insecurity to lie 
Is joy’s insuring quality,

echoing Blake’s

But he who kisses the Joy as it flies,
Lives in eternity’s sunrise.

Yet somehow or other Basho’s verse is not so satisfying as 
a famous waka by the poet Tadanori:1

ft * z x x> <o £> * u ft e> t L
Overtaken by darkness,

I make this cherry-tree 
My lodging place,

The flowers, this night.
My hosts, my friends.

A verse by Basho similar to Tadanori’s:

*> 3 a* & it tt *5 * H © m
Asagao ya hint tva jo orostt kado no kaki

1143-83.
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A morning-glory,
On the fence of my gate, 

That is shut all day.

There is a verse by Ikkyu like the first of Basho’s verses, 
but it is a very grim vvaka indeed; we hardly care for the 
truth in quite such an unadulterated form:

lit <D T O £ (D K o tU* fr L

There is no companion for us 
On the road of this world 

Of life and death;
Only death in solitude.
Birth in solitude.

Asagao no clu wo hmwataru akiya liana

The morning-glory 
Trails over the ground 

Of the empty house. Shiki

The house and garden look forlorn and neglected, and 
above all the convolvuluses creeping aimlessly and unre
strictedly on the ground brings out the lack of meaning, 
the uselessness of the house that no one is living in.

< sis m
Asagao wa lieta no kaku sae aware nari
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The pathos.
Even when painted unskilfully, 

Of the morning-glory. Basho

Ransetsu, Basho’s pupil, painted a picture of morning- 
glories and asked Basho to write a verse for it. The flower 
of the morning-glory has something pathetic in it, lasting 
only a few hours, and the unskilfulness of the artist has 
inadvertently, and thus all the more effectively, brought out 
the essential aware, the gentle beauty of the flower. It 
is the more moving because like the mathemetician that 
Goethe speaks of, who

is only complete in so far as he feels within 
himself the beauty of the true,

the philosopher attains his full height only when, like Plato, 
he is a poet. There is a passage in Spangler in which we 
see the botanist apprehending the flowers in a more than 
intellectual aspect :

It is a sight of deep pathos to see how the spring 
flowers craving to fertilize and be fertilized, cannot for 
all their bright splendour attract one another, or even 
see one another, but must have recourse to animals, 
for whom alone those scents exist.1

n a
Asatsuyu ya susuki wa tayurm hagi iva fushi

Peoples, Races, and Tongues, 1.
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The morning dew:
The pampas grass is drooping, 

The bush-clover lies prostrate.
Chora

Chora’s verse gives us a feeling of wetness without 
mentioning it. The difference between the characters of the 
two plants is clearly seen.

lb ^ m »
Yama iva hire no wa tasogare no susuki kana: •

On the mountain, day has closed; 
On the moor, the pampas grass 

In the twilight. Buson

The sun has set behind the mountain and it is dark and 
formless, of two dimensions only. But on the moor, it is 
still twilight, and the white plumes of the pampas grass 
float like ghosts in the dusk.

a S3
Sagaju no sabisldsa hikuru susuki kana

The pampas grass,—
It sums up all

The loneliness of Saga. Ransetsu

f
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The subjective colouring of the desolate wilds of Saga 
is treated objectively in the pampas giass, that is both 
a symbol, and what is symbolized. It is a strange thing that 
a person to whom Saga is a name only should be able to 
get from this verse something which one who has lived there 
and knows its historical associations may receive. It is like 
“the farthest Hebrides" of Wordsworth’s Solitary Reaper. 
To visit Saga or the Hebrides might be to break the spell.

m

tiirdf ^ *in s- o £ //> l §■ 3?
Hosusuki ya hosoki kokoro no sawagashiki

The plume of the pampas grass,— 
The helpless tremblings 

Of a lonely heart. Issa

The actor and the spectator have powers and functions 
which are difficult to combine; action and contemplation are 
seldom found united, at their liighest, in one person. The 
love of glory, the feeling of power in the guiding of the 
destinies of a nation have been found in few of the poets. 
In spite of the great names of Dante and Milton, it is not 
without good cause that we think of poets as an effeminate, 
shrinking tribe. Of them, sensitiveness and compassion are 
required to such a degree that the possession and practice 
of the martial virtues becomes well-nigh impossible. In 
Christ alone, we see them combined in an almost unbearably 
poignant contrast, and even in him, the feminine predominates.
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Musashino ya liatake no sumi no luma-susuld

The plain of Musashino;
In the comers of the fields,

Flowering pampas grass.

Anyone who has looked out of the railway windows in 
autumn on his way from Tokyo westward, will recognize 
the justness of this description of the scenery. With this 
the picture is complete, and all farther details unnecessary. 
The following verse by the same poet is on the same subject, 
but the mere picture has changed into poetry:

Shiki

m O fnj 1C 0 £ L X ~Vc tif
Ta no naka ya nani ni nokoshite liana-siisuki

In the fields,
Why have they left

The flowering pampas grass?

This is in the form of a question, but the poet is not 
asking for the reason why the farmers did not cut down the 
pampas grass. It is simply the feeling of wonder at the 
existence of things; it has no ulterior motive. If we insist 
on an answer to the question, it is given in a poem by 
Robert Frost, The Tuft of Flowers :

A leaping tongue of bloom the scythe had spared 
Beside a reedy brook the scythe had bared.

The mower in the dew had loved them thus, 
By leaving them to flourish, not for us.
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Nor yet to draw one thought of ours to him, 
But from sheer morning gladness at the brim.

lit ffl* Afr IB
Yan tatete torn hi to nashi hana-susuki

None passes 
Bearing a javelin:

Flowering pampas grass. Shiki

When the pampas grass blooms and the plumes sway in 
the autumn breeze, one half expects to see once more the 
stately train of a daimyo passing slowly along the road. 
But no, men with up-pointing spears do not pass through the 
plumed pampas grasses.

+ ft
Jujo no sitgi rokushaku no susuki kana

The cryptomeria, a hundred feet; 
The pampas grass,

Six feet. Shiki

Though this seems to be but a lumberman’s calculation, 
it is really an etching in black and white, in which, however, 
the figures given express the wonder of the poet as he gazes 
up at the towering, age-old trees along the highway, and 
down at the frail reeds that droop their plumy heads far 
below. In their disparity of colouring, power, and form of
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life, is felt some common element symbolize:! in the figures of 
their respective heights. There is another and better verse 
by Shiki resembling the above:

Taiboku m narande takashi keitd-bana

Together beneath a giant tree. 
How tall

The cockscombs in flower 1

SI#/]'»* h % * X g - Tr
Hosusuki ya ore ga kobin wo tomosoyogi

Wisps of my hair 
Quiver together with the plumes 

Of the pampas grass. Issa

The white wisps of hair at the sides of the poet’s head 
are shuddering in the autumn wind; at the same time, the 
white plume of the pampas grass flutters and trembles, and 
with that wanton impartiality which makes it a symbol of 
the spirit of the universe, the wind sways both the grass 
and the man. Perhaps Issa remembered here Sora’s verse:

£P <D ft K & 2/j M,%> S & &
U no hana ni kanefusa miyuru shiraga kana

In the flowers of the u 
Are seen the white hairs 

Of Kanefusa.■> ■

■
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But this is a historical recollection; Issa's verse has in 
it a feeling of the continuity of his own body with that of 
the earth and the grass it produces. One wind trembles in 
himself and in the pampas grass. Thoreau says:

We see men haying far off in the meadow, their 
heads waving like the grass which they cut. In the 
distance the wind seemed to bend all alike.1

g£:g-t ^
I bar a oi susuki yase Iiagi obolsukana

m #

The wild rose growing old,
The pampas grass thinning,

The lespedezas faint and weak.
Buson

Walking through the fields Buson notes the flowers and 
bushes and weeds as they stand there declining from their 
summer beauty, yet unceasingly full of a meaning that has 
a relation to beauty but is not beauty itself. The wild rose 
belongs to summer, but now it is only a leafy plant begin
ning to wither. The time of the pampas also is past; the 
bush-clover is fading and falling unsteadily. Each thing is 
leaning towards “its grave i’the earth so chilly,” but each 
in its own way. Another translation:

The wild rose grown aged.
The pampas grass is sparse,

The bush-clover hesitating.

1 A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers.
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ie m<D ts: $ L
Rome no tiaki told wa hi sago ni om nacshi

When there is no rice,— 
The maiden-flower 

In the gourd. Basho

The ominaeshi flowers in autumn. The plant is three 
or four feet tall, and small grain-like yellow flowers appear 
on the group of stalks of deep yellow colour. These stalks 
are slender and look transparent, somehow reminding one 
of the horns of the snail.

Basho was born of a samurai house, and learned that

poem-composing pastimes are not to be engaged 
in by a samurai. To be addicted to such amusements 
is to resemble a woman. A man born a samurai 
should live and die sword in hand.1

The above verse shows that breeding will tell. Basho, as 
a poet and a samurai, puts blessedness above happiness. 
His life of retirement is that of a verse in the Zenrinkushu :

Breaking off a branch of crimson leaves, and 
writing thoughts of autumn;

Plucking the yellow flowers, and making them 
the evening meal.

There is a similar verse by Buson :

1 From the Code of Rato Riyomasa, famous general of the 16th 
century..
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Furusato ya sake to a ashihu mo soba no liana

My old home;
The wine is poor,—

But the buck-wheat flower!

However, Buson may well be meaning that the flowers of 
the buck-wheat promise a good crop, and he will be able to 
eat noodles.

x> x h x> x zvtiz&rtt ls m
Hyorohyoro nao tsuyukeshi ya ominaeshi

The maiden-flower.
So slender,

Seems the more dewy. Basho

The maiden-flower, literally, “harlot-flower,” has a soft, 
dewy appearance, and this is increased by the slimness of 
the stems. The mind of Basho is here as slender and dewy 
as. the flower itself. Further, the verse expresses in its 
rhythm and onomatopoeia the nature of the ominaeshi and 
its dew. Buson has the following verse:

Ominaeshi somo kuki nagara liana nagara

The ominaeshi, ah !
The stems as they are,

The flowers as they are.
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Taigi has made a similar attempt, but concerning the 
yamabuki, the yellow rose, expressing the multitude of green 
leaves and yellow blossoms mingled:

120

m Bk * m k k m k. w k m k
Yamabuki ya ha ni hana ni ha tii luma ni ha ni

The mountain rose,—
Leaves and flowers and leaves 

And flowers and leaves.

to o Vf b A, t V X DHO Tx
Ominaeshi akkcrakan to tatcri keri

The maiden-flower 
Stands there 

Vacantly. Issa

When we look at things we give them their value, (so 
Mahayana Buddhism tells us), but our experience is one of 
receiving, not of giving. We receive the beauty of the 
flower; we do not have any feeling of bestowing it. But in 
the above verse, Issa stands looking at the maiden-flower, 
and knows the life of the flower as its own, not his. It is 
standing there abstractedly, with a slightly foolish air.

Nani goto no kaburi kaburi zo ominaeshi
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What is it
You are nodding about, 

Ominaeshi ? Issa

This again is a verse in which there is a frank attribu
tion of human feelings to an inanimate thing, but without 
the so-called “ pathetic fallacy.” Issa feels that the ominaeshi 
is nodding in him and he in it. Onlv when the poet and the 
flower are taken as two things do we find the difficulty of 
attributing personality to the flower and simple movement 
to the motionless poet.

taw $ X -fi % © K
Fuyo sdte furn-ikc no sagi yatnome ttari

=F ft.

Rose-mallows are blooming; 
The widowed heron 

Of the old pond. Shikf

The fuyo has a white or pink flower, rathei gorgeous 
in character. In contrast to this, the pond is silent and 
deserted; only a solitary heron, whose mate is dead, stands 
there motionless in the shallower water. There is another 
very similar verse by the same author:

Haikan ni niwaton asobit fuyo kana

Round the ruined mansion. 
Hens wander;

Rose-mallows are blooming.

i
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55m ft
IQrisame no soya ivo fuyo no tenki liana

ft m

In the misty rain, 
The rose-mallows

Make a bright sky. Bash 6

This is a remarkable, if not remarkably good, verse. 
The great flowers of the hibiscus are so bright that the 
misty sky above is overpowered by them, and the weather 
there alone appears fine. The flowers have a kind of aura 
or halo. They exude a kind of light. They are like haiku, 
which shed beams out into our dark world and enlighten 
those that sit in its shadows.

cfciW- D
Yase-kusa no yoro yoro liana to nari ni keri

The feeble plant,
At last,

Has a wabbly flower. Issa

This has pathos and humour, a colloquial expression of 
rare symathy. Not only man but nature has its weedy 
plants, its distortions and stunted growths, its failures and 
monstrosities. The thin, helpless plant, with its flower too 
big aud heavy for its stem, has an appeal for us that the 
perfect flower of health and strength can never have.
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t b-rtl'-H tits. 0
Na toa sliirazu kusa-goto ni luma aware nari

& n.

The names unknown,
But to every weed its flower, 

And loveliness. SampQ

To walk in the country and see the myriad shapes and 
colours of leaves and stems and flowers among the grasses 
is one of the purest pleasures of life. When we are at our 
best, that is, at our least, every green leaf, even the leaves 
of the same plant in their different sizes and depths of tint, 
are the different expressions of itself; and each of these 
weeds, though nameless, has its flower of tender beauty.

The names are unknown, and best so. Walt Whitman 
says something which Thoreau found out by experience:

You must not know too much or be too precise or 
scientific about birds and trees and flowers and water
craft; a certain free-margin, and even vagueness— 
ignorance, credulity—helps your enjoyment of these 
things.

£&UBt: t tcRW-r * ft « %
Na wo kiitc mata minaosu ya kitsa no liana

A flowering weed; 
Hearing its name,

I looked anew at it. Teiji
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The poet looked at it with quite different eyes after he 
Associations of all lands, historical, poetical.■'1 knew its name.

medical, now coloured his vision. But this does not necessa
rily mean that his view was distorted by these associations. 
It might have been so, but on the other hand the name might

S!

have revealed to him the flower’s true nature, causing him to
know what to look for, what to see. Blake says,

The fool sees not the same tree that a wise 
man sees.

; ii

1
0 lb x h

Hyaku iiari ya tsuru Idtosuji no kokoro yori
T AS

■

f-r A hundred different gourds, 
From the mind 

Of one vine. Chiyo-ni

It is said that Chiyo, the most famous of women haiku 
writers, was asked by the Zen Master of Eiheiji Temple to 
illustrate in a haiku the teaching that a thousand meanings 
come from one thought. The above verse is the parabolic 
expression of this Zen principle, (which is that rather of 
Mahayana Buddhism). The Kegonkyd, :d{k Jfflc $2, says:

In the three worlds,1 all is Mind. Other than Mind, 
nothing exists. Buddha, mind, sentient beings,—these 
three are not different things.

1 This —J7}- does not mean past, present, and future (which is 
1fc)» but GkJih the three worlds of desire, form, and
no-form.
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Plotinus says:
In our realm all is part rising from part, and 

nothing can be more than partial; but There, each 
being is an eternal product of a whole, and is at once 
a whole and an individual manifesting as part, but, to 
the keen vision There, known for the whole it is. i

For haiku, a gourd is “ a part rising from part,” but 
it is seen as a whole, though at the same time as a part. 
For haiku, here is There, and There is here. The above 
verse of Chiyo is of course not to be called haiku, but it is 
nevertheless not disconnected with the state of mind which 
produces haiku, for it is the one Poetic Mind which produces 
all haiku and all poetry, and in so far as we share in It we 
are living There and here now.

# <o rntf k < ftx *1E A L
Yoru no ran ka ni kakurete ya luma sliiroslri

An evening orchid,— 
It hid in its scent.

The flower white. Buson

As it grew darker, nothing could be seen of the stem 
and the leaves, but the fragrance was stronger than ever, 
and the orchid hid in its own perfume, the white flower alone 
faintly seen, palely gleaming through the darkness.

1 V. 8,4
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Basko uete mazu nikumu ogi no futaba hana

Having planted a basho,
I feel spiteful now

Towards the sprouting bush-clover.
Basho

That spring,1 Rika, ^5 "f, a pupil of his had sent a banana- 
plant, and Basho had planted it in the garden of his 
hermitage, a hut with a nine-foot square room and a tiny 
earth-floored kitchen. Being near the river, the damp earth 
was suitable for the basho, but also for bush-clover and 
bulrushes that grew all around luxuriantly. These rushes 
that looked pleasant enough before, now began to take upon 
themselves a disagreeable aspect, when Basho thought they 
might choke and kill the precious plant he had so carefully 
planted.

We are at this moment Buddhas, and at the same time 
human beings with likes and dislikes. This “ at the same 
time ” does not mean that we are partly human and partly 
divine. Without these inscrutable preferences and this 
loving one above another, we are not Buddhas; without 
pure indiscriminate love of all things, we are not human 
beings.

RA* btttK 5 o'* MA'ft
Tonari kara tomostibi utsuru basho kana 

1 1681. Gradually people began to call him Basho.

* m

i
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The next-door lamp 
Lights up

The basho. Shiki

The banana-plant stands there in the darkness, when 
suddenly a door is opened in the neighbour’s house and the 
basho becomes illuminated. The great translucent green 
leaves become full of light, as if themselves luminous. The 
poet and the basho and the house next door immediately enter 
into a new and totally unexpected relation, whose outcome 
is the verse above. Another verse by Shiki, and one by 
Basho, showing the power of the banana-plant:

M <0 [lb 0 fill 0 ~M ft' ?£
Kcrirb no magari magari no basho kana

At every turn 
Of the corridor,—

The basho !

■

Kono ter a tv a nxiva ippai no basho kana

The garden 
Of this temple is full 

Of the basho.

!.

Aoao to shbji ni utsuru basho kana
=P m
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The green shadow 
Of the basho

On the paper-screen. Shiki

The shadows of things are without colour, but the broad 
leaves of the banana-plant are translucent, and its reflection 
on the milky-white paper is a coloured one, a tender green.

x. X ft ‘M ^ A © b tz £ n
Toro kiete basho ni kaze no tvataru oto

T- &

The garden lantern goes out;
The sound of the wind

Blowing through the basho! Shiki

The wind is blowing violently, and the light in the stone 
lantern in the garden suddenly goes out'. As the poet looks 
at the darkness, he becomes aware of the rushing of the 
wind through the great leaves of the banana-plant.

$ ft & i" & # <D M $ h
Yare-tsukusu bimbo-dera no basho liana

In the ruined, 
Poverty-stricken temple, 

A basho. Shiki

The temple is a small one, in a remote part of the 
country. It has fallen into disrepair; the monk has died,
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his simple grave is nearby. Though religion declines, Zen 
always flourishes. The small courtyard in front of the temple 
is filled with the green vigour of the huge leaves of the bashd.

12$

SFf t* & m ta
No-karasu no jozu ni tomaru basho liana

%

The crow from the moor 
Perches cleverly 

On the basho. Issa

The banana-plant, with its broad, yielding leaves, is 
a difficult thing for a big bird like the crow to land on. 
The crow too knows this, and when he alights, he looks 
round, as if he thinks he has made a good job of it, with 
a self-satisfied glint in his bright, black eyes.

it $n* c % o k&'bx&z-m
Kesa hodo ya kosori to oolite aru litoha

Just tliis morning,— 
A single paulownia leaf 

Has gently fallen. Issa

“ Just this morning ” implies that it is the first leaf that 
has fallen this autumn. “A single leaf” usually means the 
leaf of a paulownia. “ Has gently fallen ” shows the leaf 
on the dewy ground, but suggests the silence and stealth with
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which it fell. This verse is full of autumn, full of silence 
and stillness, yet with a morning freshness and newness that 
is devoid of melancholy.

130

m © * © r k t£
Kiri no ki no Haze m kamawanu ocluba kana

H &

The leaf of the paulownia, 
With not a breath of wind, 

Falls. Boncho

The inner necessity of the paulownia tree is strong. 
With other trees it is the outer necessity, the autumn wind 
which causes them to flutter down, but the large leaves of 
the paulownia, yellowed and crumpled by the frost, fall 
without a sound on windless days, when not a breath of 
air is stirring.

Sabishisa wo tote kttrenu ka kiri Jutolia

A paulownia leaf has fallen; 
Will you iv visit 

My loneliness? Basho

Bacon says in his essay Of Friendship that the chief use 
of friendship among men,

is the ease and discharge of the fullness and 
swelling of the heart, which passions of all kinds do
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cause and induce. We know diseases of stoppings and 
suffocations are the most dangerous in the body; and 
it is not much otherwise with the mind. You may 
take sarza to open the spleen; flowers of sulphur for 
the lungs; castoreum for the brain; but no receipt 
openeth the heart but a true friend to whom you may 
impart griefs, joys, fears, hopes, suspicions, counsels, 
and whatsoever lyeth upon the heart to oppress it, in 
a kind of civil shrift or confession.

Bacon, as always devoid of all poetical and tender feeling, 
interprets everything at its lowest level. Basho did not 
want Ransetsu to come to him for these reasons. He wanted 
to be with, physically, someone with whom he was always 
associated in spirit, someone of the same “ nationality ” as 
himself, a citizen of the city that is made glad by the river 
of poetry that flows through it. This “ physically ” is an 
important element of poetry because it is the bodily percep
tions as such that are the poetical life at its deepest, though 
not clearest, and it is only by being together when perceiving 
the same finite infinity that a touch, a breath, a smile will 
reveal that we are both gazing at the same thing, in 
communion, not with each other, but with the same single 
paulownia leaf that falls silently through the autumn air.

131

U 0 4 njUi-f 7kM
Mcdni chi toa budo mo kuwazu mizu-gitsuri

Every day,
Not eating the grapes,— 

Drinking medicine. Shiki
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Shiki’s verses on illness are all very simple, and portray 
the sick man’s mincl and feelings so directly that even some
one who has “ never had a day’s illness ” in his life can 
enter into the hopes and fears, the long-suffering and 
disappointment of those who are ill. There are the following, 
also by Shiki, who was inordinately fond of persimmons:

132

n & ft- <d fit* % & n to m ts:
Wa ga suki no kaki wo kuwarcnu yarned hana

The persimmons I love so much.
Can’t be eaten:

I’m ill.

However, when Shiki was well, he became ill from 
eating what he could not when he was ill. The translation 
of the following is rather laconic, but so is the original verse :

ffi tb t tz It x> vf z x »; 0 & ft
Kaki canata kidkent yori no yarned ketna

111,
From overeating 

Persimmons.

There is a kind of “ death-verse ” which says, literally, “ It 
should be transmitted (to posterity) that I was a persimmon- 
eater that loved hokku ” :

ffi < TXD SfrJSu ft-
Kaki kni no hokku suki to tsutau besld

Write me down 
As one who loved poetry.

And persimmons.
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Kaki ni omon nara no hatago no gzjo no kao
=p m

The persimmons make me think 
Of the face of a servant 

At an inn of Nara. Shiki

This is a simple example of the association of ideas, but 
to Shiki, and to the reader of the verse, if he is willing to 
put himself in the right frame of mind, the face of the 
servant, not necessarily pretty, but with something alive in 
it, is so near to the yellow-red persimmon that the proximity 
is quite shocking. A little more, and we shall be eating 
a servant’s face. The persimmon will be talking and 
smiling like the leg of mutton and the pudding in Through 
the Looking Glass. In actual fact, the maid-servant at the 
inn was a particularly charming and lovely young girl, but 
this does not affect the matter as far as the reader is 
concerned.

.

i
■

ifi

Sanzen no haiku wo etsushi kaki futatsu
¥ ft

Examining
Three thousand haiku: 

Two persimmons. Shiki

With no more than the above words we should be 
obliged to draw very freely upon our fancy to understand 
the connection, but fortunately Kyoshi has described the i
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matter quite minutely. Shiki was extremely painstaking 
and conscientious in his selection of haiku. Even when ill in 
bed, those haiku sent to newspapers and magazines for his 
criticism were all the more scrupulously read and judged. 
By his bedside was a big box in which all the haiku sent 
to him were kept. Though Shiki was weak in health, 
suffering from consumption, he was extremely fond of 
eating, and above all things he loved persimmons, which 
as is well known are not particularly digestible. In this 
verse then, Shiki has promised himself two persimmons when 
he has finished perusing what looks like about three thousand 
haiku. They are a kind of reward, which spurs him on to 
finish his labour. The feverish poet lies in bed I poring over 
the verses of nincompoops and poetasters, and ever and 
anon glances at the two persimmons which wait there to 
be eaten or not.

134

Kaki ktteba kane ga narti nan hd-ryuji
* a

Eating persimmons; 
The bell sounds.

Of Horyuji Temple. Shiki

Horyuji Temple was founded in 607 A.D. at Nara by 
Prince Shotoku. The oldest temple in Japan, it contains 
wonderful treasures of art. Shiki was sitting in a tea-house 
in Nara, eating his favourite fruit, when suddenly the great 
temple bell of Horyuji sounded. Eating and listening, the

!
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two elements of human life, material and spiritual, prose 
and poetry, practical life and religion,—these are so far 
apart when we think about them, but sitting in the tea
house eating persimmons and listening to the voice of religion, 
there is felt to be no disparity. The past and the present, 
the heard and the tasted are one.
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ffi J* b X fib* O /fc & fca ^ 4 fc L
Sa/o finite kaki no ki motami ie mo nashi

IE 50

The village is old;
No house

But has its persimmon tree. Basho

This was composed at the house of a man named Bosui. 
The age of the village, the old cottages, the age of the 
persimmon trees, with their twisted, rheumatic branches, 
everything seems to belong to the past more than the pre
sent. The old trees have a feeling of calmness which man 
did not give and man cannot take away.

if!

IiL £ l' h £ f§ W 0 Hi 0 fa &
Shibui toko halia go kuikeri yama no kaki

%

Wild persimmons, 
The mother eating 

The bitter parts. Issa
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This is the love that moves the stars, and is easier to 
it in this “impure” form than in the love of Buddha or 

Christ, where it often appears, at this distance of time and 
with the modern improvements, somewhat abstract and 
inaccessible.

136

see

Olsuru hi no kukurite somaru soba no kuki
m ft

The setting sun
Creeps through the stalks of buckwheat. 

Dyeing them. Buson

This is as near a purely pictorial representation of nature 
as can be attained to. There is nothing solemn or sad in 
the last rays ot the sun, only a stillness in which the red 
light reddens the red stalks of the buckwheat, passing 
through them horizontally. In the following verse, however, 
also by Buson, the human element, only alluded to, changes 
the picture:

m. <D << K ft* © ft
Michinobe m te yori koborete soba no hana

At the side of the road,
Flowers of buckwheat,

Spilled from someone’s hand.

When the buckwheat seeds were being transferred from 
the sack to the basket, some dropped by the wayside and 
have now flowered there. There is in this verse the pleasant
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surprise at finding the beautiful flowers here at the side of 
the road, with a feeling of time added, the faint presence 
of those who dropped the seeds in this place, the faithfulness 
of nature, the nature of the seeds and the rain and dew and
earth.

^ l' <D h tn fa b is 75 h' o b
Kakehashi ya inochi wo karaniu tsuta katsura

ts m

The hanging bridge: 
Creeping vines

Entwine our life. Bash 6

Basho, with his disciple Etsujin, was travelling towards 
Sarashina to see the autumn moon there. His journey is 
described in detail in the Diary of Travel through Sarashina, 
H IB ff- The above verse was composed when crossing 
the famous hanging bridge of Kiso, faff, after walking 
along the precipitous road leading to it. The vines spoken 
of are growing along the bridge over the deep ravine. 
They have entrusted their lives to the bridge just as Basho 
and Etsujin are doing. If we go beyond this and talk or 
think of human life and its precariousness, we are falling 
out of the suchness of things into thinking and talking 
about it.

b t* b wn ¥ 82
Waga koe no kaze ni nari keri kinokogari
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My voice
Becomes the wind; 

Mushroom-hunting.

138

Shiki

The first two lines are clear; the experience is common 
to every man who has spoken or called out in a strong 
wind. But what is the connection, the poetical connection, 
between this and the mushroom-gathering? If there is no 
intrinsic, unanalysable relation between voice and breeze 
and mushrooms, there is no poetry. If we can explain all 
the relation away, it is not poetry; if we do not feel, with 
our poetical instinct, some deep, inexpressible but definite 
poetical connection between them, it may be our own failure 
to enter into the poet’s experience, or it may be that there 
is no real experience behind the verse at all, and we can 
replace one or more of the elements by some other, quite 
different element, without altering the value, that is, the 
lack of value of the verse. The poetic nexus lies in the 
mind of the mushroom hunter. He finds an unusually fine 
mushroom; there are such a large number in this particular 
spot. He straightens his back and calls to his companions, 
who however do not hear or do not attend to him. 
voice fades out into the air as it passes in gusts over the 
dead and dying leaves, along the side of the autumn moun
tains. The mushroom is in his hand and yet it is not there. 
Together with himself, with his voice, with all things it 
becomes an air, a floating echo that passes into the 
timeless, placeless realm where nothing is, where all things 
have their real being, and the poetic soul is satisfied and 
content.

His
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Vf L o i'
Aki-kaze no fukcdomo aoslti kuri no iga

m ffi

The autumn wind is blowing, 
But the chestnut burs 

Are green. Basho

The power of nature is seen in the bright greenness of 
what should be by now yellow and dying. It may be too 
that Basho felt some harmony between the prickly spines of 
the burs and the chilly autumn wind. Compare the follow
ing, by a modern poet, Meisetsu:

t T-r&m
Kogarashi ya iso ni tobi-cfaru ao-tnatsuba

The cold winter blast;
On the shore,

Green pine-needles flying about.

The twisted pine-trees stand on the seashore, and 
beneath them and on the sand, green pine-needles are 
scattering and whirling. The cold, the greenness of the 
pine-needles, the sand, the strength and fitfulness of the 
wind that is seen in the twitching needles on the ground 
and the willy-nilly dancing of those still in the air,—all is 
as it should be. Nature is an enemy even to itself, but we 
faintly perceive a harmony in this, though our spirits are 
too weak to do other than see it as in a glass darkly.
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* & O Pfc £ ill tP ^ © '!»
OcJn-guri ya tnitshi no nahiyamu kitsa no naha

51ft ffl

A chestnut falls:
The insects cease their crying. 

Among the grasses.
Bosho

All is chance, all is fate; cause and effect works invari
ably, and to the intellectual eye there is no hiatus, no dark 
area other than that caused by ignorance. The chestnut 
falls, and the insects stop singing. But the poetical eye 
does not see this at all. The chestnut falls because it 
wants to fall, because the poet wants it to fall. The 
insects are silent because it is their nature and the poet’s 
nature to be silent at such a moment. Man gives to 
inevitability the nature of will, not only the will to power, 
but the will to be and to behold. So this falling of the chestnut 
and the sudden quiet of the chirping insects is felt not in 
the mind or the heart but in the pit of the stomach. It is 
so,—and being so, fraught with a meaning that the intellect 
could never conceive.

- 3?
Hirowarcnu kitri no migoto yo okisa yo

What a huge one, how splendid it was,— 
The chestnut

1 couldn’t get at! Issa

*
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Squirrel on a Chestnut-tree

by Oguri Sokyu, said to be a grandson
of Oguri Sotan, /J'JR&ft, 1398-1464. I





CHESTNUTS

This is the opposite of “ sour grapes.” It is this (from 
the Buddhist point of view reprehensible) attachment to 
things that makes a man a man, not a Buddha. Yet it has 
something divine, something poetical in it, that we feel in 
the above verse. It comes from the manhood of God and 
the Godhood of man that is symbolized in the Incarnation,— 
all this being seen, not in the abstract, not in the words 
or thoughts, but in the regret for not being able to reach 
a particularly fine chestnut.

There is a verse by a modern poet, Eugene Field, in 
which the rhyme and verbosity spoil the poetry and render 
it mere senryu:

141 :

I never lost a little fish—yes 
I am free to say.

It always was the biggest fish 
I caught that got away.

There is another example in Through the Looking Glass: % !l|
And it certainly did seem a little provoking 

(“ almost as if it happened on purpose,” she thought) 
that, though she managed to pick plenty of beautiful 
rushes as the boat glided by, there was always a more 
lovely one that she couldn’t reach.

“ The prettiest are always farther,” she said at

;

1I
last.

^ -e m * ffl & ± & ft /J' 2 l' T- &
Yude-guri ya agura jozu na chiisai hQ
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Boiled chestnuts;
A tiny boy

Squatting cleverly.

Sitting on the floor with legs crossed tailor-wise is one 
of the two beautiful ways of sitting, and the little boy is 
doing it as only Buddhas of iron and bronze can, with poise, 
with ease. He is, however, quite unconscious of this, and 
is busily peeling and eating boiled chestnuts. He is like the 
cat on the mantlepiece, more beautiful than any of the 
vases and pictures round him.
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lisa

< b < faoir&os 7k ul
KodacH kuraku nan no mi otsuru mizu no oto

In the dark forest,
A berry drops:

The sound of the water. Shiki

We may compare the mysterious simplicity of this with 
the wonder and beauty of another verse by Shiki:

£. IZ Lit D
Tori ndte akaki konomi wo kobosld keri

A bird sang,
Knocking down 

A red berry.

This verse belongs to the fairy-tale world of childhood 
and romance. The former is analogous to the verse written



PEARS

by Enju, &£ £?., 904-975, when he became enlightened on hearing 
a bundle of wood drop to the ground:

Something dropped; it is just this.
Nowhere is there any impediment.
Mountains, rivers, and the great earth,—
All manifest forth the Body of Buddha.
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■

as tr < *11- £ a- © & % tz z ^ =p &
Nasftt mttku ya aniaki shizuku no ha wo tar nr u

Peeling a pear.
Sweet drops trickle down 

The knife. Shiki

This is a very good haiku, but it might be difficult 
to prove this to someone brought up entirely on classical 
western poetry. It brings out the nature of a pear,1 the 
nature of a knife, the relation between the two, and this is 
the real function of poetry,—to hold the mirror up to nature 
in such a way that we perceive its workings. Haiku is 
“ such a way.”

m!
;r

■

I H»U ;■

Hechima sdte tan no tsionarisln hotoke kana

1 This a Japanese pear, shaped like an apple, hz^rd but very 
juicy and sweet,
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A snake-gourd is blooming; 
Clogged with phlegm,

A dying man. Shiki

This is the first of three death poems which Shiki wrote 
on his death-bed. Just at this time, the 19th of September, 
1902, a snake-gourd was in bloom. The juice of this plant 
is used for stopping the formation of phlegm, and this is the 
painful relation between him and the flowers. The last line 
is literally “ a Buddha,” which means “ soon to become 
a Buddha,” that is, a dead man.

& * < & k m * i' tz & kt o * m
Nusttmi-ku rings m tiara wo itamekeri

The stolen apples 
Which I ate.

Gave me a stomach-ache. Shiki

The humour of this is obvious, but what is not obvious 
is the peculiarity of the association of the stomach-ache and 
the stealing in our feelings. There is a kind of primitive 
fear that arises in us when the pain is somehow referred to 
the moral delinquency. It is some atavistic element in our 
composition (and this is biologically speaking, the origin and 
foundation of our poetic and religious life), which causes an 
emotion of (superstitious) awe and consternation.
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Ine katte nogihu olorou komichi kana
* ft

The rice having been reaped,
The wild camomiles weaken and dwindle. 

Along the path. Shiki

The nogiku has a stalk and leaves like the chry
santhemum, but shorter. In autumn it forms a pale purple 
flower with short, simple pstals. It is rather childish in 
appearance, as is shown in the following verse by Gekkyo:

#? t b &£' t\i =.~Y <o Iff 3$ ft' tg
Oritoreba kuki sanzun no nogiku kana 

Plucking it,
The camomile has a stem 

Of three inches.

While the rice was still standing, the camomiles were erect 
and bold, but now the rice is cut and the mud shows round 
the stubble, they droop, fail this way and that, and present 
a bedraggled appearance quite different from their erstwhile 
pertness and charm.

£l #j £ L L tz *§> ti & It § * a* & m
Shi raglkn ni shibashi tayutou has ami kana

Before the white chrysanthemum. 
The scissors hesitate,

A moment. Buson



■

ITrees and flowers

This hesitation, that comes out somehow or other from 
something unhesitating, is the life that trembles between 
law and freedom, spirit and matter. It is that which gives 
value to the flower, whether it is cut down in its prime or 
not. This pre-hesitation is paralleled by the post-hesitation, 
portrayed in the following, by the same author:

i46

.
I

Botan kitte ki no otoroishi yube kana

Having cut the peony,
I felt dejected.

That evening.

The following verse by a modern poet, Kyoshi Takahama, 
gives the objective side of the matter, although apparently 
hyperbolical in its expression :

< ta 0 K Irf 0
Botan kitte nitva tri mono naku nari ni keri

Having cut the peony, 
Nothing was left 

In the garden.

No meaning remained after the peony was gone, and 
where there is no meaning, there is no existence, there is 
no tiling. The garden became a mere emptiness.

Mono iwazu kyaku to teishu to shiragiku to
B? *
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They spoke no word.
The host, the guest,

And the white chrysanthemum.

I..

I
!Ryota

i

I1This white flower was whiter and more beautiful than 
the flower Buddha held up before the congregation of monks, 
or that which Christ pointed out to his disciples,—because 
it was silent. It uttered no aesthetic or spiritual truths; 
it did not preach Christianity or Buddhism or Zen; it was 
just its own silent self. And this silence was infectious. 
Host and guest found that they too had nothing to say.

Let my deep silence speak for me 
More than for them their sweetest notes.1

;j

i
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Mitsiikushita me toa sldragiku ni modori keri

My eyes, having seen all. 
Came back to

The white chrysanthemums. Issho

Christ says,
If thine eye is single, thy whole body is full of

light.

Davies, of the nightingales.
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When the eye, not the mind, judges, it may be trusted 
implicitly, but it needs a great deal of genius or determina
tion to distinguish what the eye sees and what the mind 
adds or takes away. Blake says precisely the opposite to 
all this; we are right,

When we see not with but through the eye.

It would be pleasant to say that Blake states the opposite 
and means exactly the same, but this would not be true. 
In some sense, Blake was an escapist:

The land of dreams is better far,
Above the light of the morning star.

146

However profound and spiritual these dreams may have 
been, there was the danger (into which he fell) of being 
engrossed in the reality inside to the exclusion of that same 
reality which is outside. The Japanese poet or artist seems 
by nature immune from such mistakes. Buson, another 
artist-poet, has Issho’s pure pleasure in colour;

a #0 * ^ * s m jEfc it & < r
Shiragiku ya kakaru medetaki iro iva naluite

White chrysanthemums! 
Where is there a colour 

So happy, so gracious?

T*. yM f'l yM Jk 0 VY <^x it ft < /j*‘ fc lit n
Kigiku shiragiku sono lioka no na wa naku mo gana
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White chrysanthemums,
Yel low chrysanthemums,—

Would there were no other names!
Ransetsu

From ancient times the thing and its name, God and 
I-Iis name, were considered as in some way identical. The 
name being known, the thing itself is apprehended in its final 
essence. The beauty of the white and the yellow chry
santhemums is so overpowering that any other colour is 
a desecration, a base imitation of them. But desiring that 
there should be no other names than these lifts them into 
the realm of which it is said.

The name that can be named is not an 
eternal name.

Nansen, 748-834 A.D., combines this thought of Laotse with 
the Mahayana idea that with the advent of the Buddha we 
have unenlightenment; with names the nameless is lost;

h

IW liE, 2. n# m — -s- 0{S $$ F &>

illm&m
Nansen said, “ In the Age of Void, there were no 

names or words. As soon as a Buddha appeared in 
the world, names and words came into being, and we 
became attached to the forms of things 
names and words, all things partake of the finite.”

One of Ransetsu’s many meanings is: “ If we must have 
names and things with names, let them be few.” There 
is combined here in a remarkable way a linguistic and 
material asceticism.

i$

With
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ft m m ft l §•
Shirags ku ya atari mo tomo tii uruwashiki

U A

White chrysanthemums; 
All around them is now

Full of grace and beauty. Chora

When one thing is seen as meaningful, all things acquire 
significance:

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

This is, superficially speaking, a matter of the association 
of ideas, and a question of what mood we are in at the 
moment, but in a deeper sense, since things are as we see 
them when we see them as they are, our perception of 
beauty and significance, from whatever indirect or fortuitous 
cause, creates the meaning and value that is there already. 
Thus, in the same nonsensical way, only by loving things 
do we realize their lovability and loveliness.

!:

■

AM* # m
Ningyo wo kizamu komise ya kiku no liana

A small shop,
Carving dolls;

Chrysanthemum flowers. Shiki

In this small shop, or workshop, the master and his 
apprentices are engrossed in their carving of dolls. In front
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of the shop arc growing some chrysanthemums. They are 
harmonious with the fine work on the dolls.

& A K * §■ fJU$
/QA’k ;jo ha ya tiara ni iva furttld hotoke-tacH

& n

At Nara;
The smell of chrysanthemums.

The ancient images of Buddha.
Basho

The connection between the smell of chrysanthemums 
and the ancient Buddhas is subtle and profound. It is 
utterly different from that of the Buddhas with the smell 
of incense, neither does it resemble Milton’s

Storied windows richly dight,
Casting a dim religious light.

Worthy of note, however, is the dignity of sound of the verse, 
suiting the graceful, silent voice of both chrysanthemums 
and Buddhas. Basho felt keenly the relation between sight 
and odour. We may take as an example:

Ul & ^ ^ if,' © j© &. ©
Yamabuki ya uji no Jtoro no nioit told

The yellow-rose blossoms, 
When tea-ovens at Uji 

Are fragrant.
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We may further compare and contrast the following verse 
by Kyoshi, where the past and the present are mingled:

152

'

m O ^ # K L
Ran 710 ka mo libryiiji ni tv a ima mekashi 

At Horyuji,
The scent of the orchids 

Is fresh and modern.

The scent of the flowers and the beauty of the wall- 
paintings are in harmony; the age of the temple brings out 
the newness and freshness of the orchids. There is a verse 
by Shiki in which the harmony is seen between the Buddhist 
statues and something quite different :

/s r ® & ft 0 ^ <D
Rokugatsu no wni miyurn 7iari tera no zb

The June sea 
Seen afar:

Temple statues of Buddha.

In the following, by Soseki, the harmony is felt between 
the flowers and the beautiful character of a dead lady :

to *) tc ft & ft V' ti X (D
Aritake ya kiku 7iageire yo kan no ncika

All the chrysanthemums you have—
Throw them upon 

This coffin!

This was written on the death of Otsuka Naoko, a close 
friend of Natsume Soseki. It may be compared in volume 
of emotional tone, in finality of utterance, to Basho’s verse
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on the death of Issho.1 We may compare also a couplet of 
Silesius, the seventeenth century German mystic :

Die Rose, welche hier dein aussres Auge sieht.
Die hat von Ewigkeit in Gott also gebliiht.

2

14> -t nz it m <d ft l m ^ to & o Zj
Tomo surcba kiktt no ha samuslii yamiagari I

That is what happens: 
Recovering from illness,

The chrysanthemums smell cold.
Oisuji1

This has the prescript “My old body.” The poet
goes out into the garden for the first time after his recovery. 
The chrysanthemums are beautiful; their scent is that of 
late autumn itself. But he begins to shiver. He is growing 
old, and with old age, the consequent and inevitable weaken
ing. The chrysanthemums themselves smell cold, smell of 
winter, of death.

,

i
I!

h. 31
Makegiku wo hi tori minaosu yvbe kana

That evening,
Looking again at the chrysanthemums 

That lost.

1 See Vol. Ill, page 409,
* Also read Otsuni.

Issa
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The Japanese mi-naosu means to look at a thing once 
more after one’s opinion or feeling has for some reason or 
other undergone a change.

There has been a chrysanthemum competition somewhere, 
and one of the losers stands in his garden looking at the 
flower he has brought back. After seeing the other chry
santhemums at the show, his own now appears quite 
different from what it did that morning. Buson has a verse 
very similar in content:

154
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’

5 IbtfSfcOEfe
Ytiktt liartt ya senslia ivo uramu lita no nusJti

Spring is passing;
The composer of the waka 

Hates the selector.

Issa expresses the elation of the winner as he comes 
back home, in the following verse:

BtelWc£/J'KSfi W- 0
Katta kiku ddmyb-koji torikeri

The winning chrysanthemum 
Passed along

The daimyo-road.

There are some lines in the Purgatorio also, strongly 
resembling Issa’s poem, though of a lower occupation :

Quando si parte il giuoco della zara,
Colui che perde si riman dolente 
Ripetendo le volte, e tristo impara;

Con 1’ altro se ne va tutta la gente.1

M

1 VI, 1-4,
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When the aarnc of dice breaks up, 
lie who lost remains sorrowing. 
Repealing the tlirows, and sadly learns; 

All the people go off with the other man.

^ * K 1- ,0. it ^ ASL it fa /o
Ncn nett ni kilitt ni omowcin omowaren

¥ ia
!

Every year
Thinking of the chrysanthemums, 

Being thought of by them.

:
Shiki

We remember things, and they remember us. We wait 
for the flowers, they await our coming. In other words, 
things are not merely passive; it is not simply that I sit on 
the chair, and the chair is sat on by me, but the chair 
supports me, and I am supported by the chair. There is 
something active in things that goes beyond the difference 
of animate and inanimate, willing and involuntary.

ill

m

! I
Si

i) tk fr* <o tx. tc.
Kiku-tsukuri nanji tva kikic no yakko kana

m « :

Chrysanthemum-grower, 
You are the slave

Of chrysanthemums!

*

Buson

This verse seems rather short, as if expressing Buson’s 
sense of exasperation. The chrysanthemum addict might
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retort that the poet is the slave of poetry, and there would 
be some justice in this, but the aim of the poetic life, or 
rather the condition of it, is freedom. People with hobbies 
and -isms, those who twist life to some set of principles or 
to some object, find themselves twisted and imprisoned 
within that which they thought to cage. The poetry of the 
above verse, if any, is in the anger at the misuse of life 
and beauty. What should be a flower becomes a bond, 
what should make us smile gives us wrinkles. Instead of 
following nature, we try to force it. The first shall be last, 
and the last first. But this is best taken, perhaps, as the 
poet (or the man cultivating the flowers) speaking to himself.

. From early morning till late at night he is tending the 
chrysanthemums, with never a moment free of them. In 
the evening he sees them through the twilight; the first 
thing in the morning, before he does anything else, he goes 
out into the garden and gazes down on them. He feels that 
man was made for chrysanthemums, not they for him. And 
which is it in truth? If you think that the sabbath was 
made for man, then we must say “ Man was made for 
the sabbath.” The truth is of course that neither was 
made for either, and both for each. The poet realizes 
this in his own »kelings, and though he laughs at himself, 
has a secret satisfaction at the self-forgetfulness with which 
he tends the plants.

There is a pre-Buson verse by Shukuzan, jjljf [ii:

156
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id & m & t t£ 0 A fate

Kyo kiku no doboku to narisJu teire kana
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Today, trimming, pruning,
I have become

The slave of chrysanthemums.

There is a verse by Issa where the fanatical devotion 
to the cultivation of chrysanthemums is brought out in 
a much better because indirect way:

Nyudb no ohachimaki de kiku no liana 

A shaven head,
A towel round it, at an angle,— 

Chrysanthemum flowers 1

The man, a lay priest, or more probably, an ordinary 
man with a newly-shaven head, has tied a band round his 
head to concentrate his energies on looking after the chry
santhemums. His way of wearing this band shows his zeal.

& *
Rankan ni noboru ya kiku no kagzboshi

Onto the balustrade, 
Rise up the shadows

Of the chrysanthemums. Kyoroku

It is a moon-lit evening of autumn, and beneath the 
eaves chrysanthemums are blooming, 
on the balustrade of the verandah. In tne phrase “ rise 
up,” we feel something that belongs to art rather than

Their shadows fall
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nature, and this is because Kyoroku has taken the verse 
almost bodily from Oanseki, ~\L S, d. 1086 A.D.

The scenery of spring troubles us, and we cannot 
sleep;

The moon moves the shadows of the chrysanthemums, 
and they rise up the balustrade.

bib Oft:**©#**:
Yase nagara toari ttaki kiku no tsubomi kana

Vk

The chrysanthemum 
Is thin and weak,

But has its fated bud. Basho

The original is rather different from the translation. 
Basho actually says: “ Thin as it is, the admirable chry
santhemum bud! ”

What Bash6 sees here is not merely the chrysanthemum 
on its too slender stem, or the small bud that surmounts 
it, but the inner necessity, destiny working, life as it is lived, 
existence as it is being fulfilled. Yet Basho does not see an 
abstraction, a cosmic law, or universal principle, but this 
particular chrysanthemum with its puny bud and scanty 

laves. Issa expresses this feeling more directly, more 
lloquially:
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M£ o if i J: A E h ts: <KZ jc &
/o no tone yondokoro naktt said ni kcri

The plum-tree of my hut; 
It couldn’t be helped,

It bloomed.

Compare also the following by Taigi, born thirteen years 
after the death of Basho:

ffl'* fc 3 * fc L tr ffl © =£ * It 0
Yasetaru wo kanashintu ran no tsubomi kcri

How pitiful it was, 
This thin weak orchid,— 

But it has budded!

The power and the weakness of nature are seen at one 
glance of the eye.

/M0! 0 ^ % 50 (T *) <D IE - T:
Shoben no ka mo kayoi kcri kiktt no liana

Chrysanthemum flowers; 
And wafted along also,

The smell of urine. Issa

The critic who thinks that the third line mentions 
something unsuitable to poetry had better remember what 
his own bladder is half-full of,—-and then forget it again. 
The urinal from which the smell comes is a small tub let 
in the ground not far from the house. The precious liquid 
is used on the garden or neighbouring field. Men, after
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all, are cannibals whether they like it or not. Which is the 
u poetical” smell, ciif why? Which is the “useful” smell, 
and why? These problems should not arise as a result of 
reading the poem. They are raised so that the “ choosing ” 
faculty of the mind may be somewhat blunted, in order 
that we may realize with a much deeper faculty, the faculty 
for the perception of reality, that the two things are, one 
nice, the other nasty, but both Good.

L X tele's 5 fta* & m
Teshokti shite iro ushinacru kigiku kana

The yellow chrysanthemums 
Lose their colour

In the light of the hand-lantern.
Buson

The strange fact that artificial light takes away the 
colours of things is scientifically explainable, but is none the 
less a wonderful thing, and the poetic mind will always 
wonder at it, especially if, as in the case of Buson, it is 
strongly interested in colours and forms. Other verses that 
show how keenly and deeply Buson felt the meaning of 
colour as such, are the following:

7E ■*» S-k: 4> ft r: % is & o fr ft
Cha no hcma ya shiro tii mo ki ?ti mo obotsukana

Tea-flowers;
Are they white?

Are they yellow?
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mpn(om\'\ < i0 < ^bb^^ts:
Noji no tone slii rokti mo ahdku mo aranu kana

The path through the fields; 
The plum flowers are hardly white, 

Nor are they red.

mm & < grin0
Wahaba shite mizu shiroku mttgi hibamitarx

Among the green leaves. 
Water is white,

The barley yellowing.

& ffi * HI K (5% V' tc Z> % b Z> * ii'*)
Ytigao ya ki ni sax taru mo arubekari

Evening-glories,—
There should be one

With a yellow flower.
■

III 0 jjp © IE <0 ^ V' it b
Yamabuki no u no hana no ato ya hana-ibara :

After the mountain rose 
And the flower of the u,

The wild rose.
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Winter is the season of cold; not only the cold that 
animals also feel, and the consciousness of it which 
exacerbates the feeling of it in human beings, but that 
cold whose deep inner meaning we realize only at 
moments of vision, often when connected with fear and 
loneliness, or with apparently unrelated qualities of 
things.

In the Solar Calendar, the end of the year does not 
coincide with any natural change, but in the old Lunar 
Calendar it marks the beginning of spring in Japan. 
The winter moon and the cold rain at the end of autumn 
have special meanings in this season. Snow in winter 
corresponds in its range of significance and variety of 
treatment to the cherry-blossoms of spring, the hototogisu 
in summer, the moon of autumn. Fields and mountains, 
when trees are leafless and thickets are a wild tangle 
of browns and greys, have a poetic meaning that the 
green of the other seasons does not know. In Japan 
the grass all dies and turns colour, making winter more 
of a time of death than in England. The pine-trees 
stand apart, as it were, from the seasons. The religious 
haiku are nearly all concerned with the processional 
chanting of the neributsu during the period of greatest 
cold. Plovers, owls, eagles, various water-fowl and fish 
are the only animals treated, and of trees and flowers, 
it is fallen leaves that give us the best poems.
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THE SEASON

r O T- K t b H Z>
Hcdsufuyu ya futatsuko m hashi torasekcru

& a

The beginning of winter;
Two years old,

I showed her how to hold chop-sticks.
Gyodai

If we put emphasis on the second and third lines we get 
a charming and. touching picture, the father, or perhaps 
the grandfather, teaching the little girl how to hold hashi 
in her tiny hand, one stick tight and the other wiggling 
up and down on top. But if we emphasize the first line, 
by putting it last, we rise into a more universal realm: 
the feeling of the shortening days, the death of the year, 
the relaxation of energy,—all these brought ont by the 
sweetness of thejdomestic scene.

O & K iJg p X a* ft 
Monolioslii no kage ni hakarite toji liana

¥ SB

I surmise
From the shadow of the clothes-pole. 

It is the depth of winter. Shiki

166



THE GOD-LESS MONTH

This is translated as if the original were Monohoshi- 
zao, but actually it means the two posts and the
bamboo pole that runs across them, the whole thing. Toji 
is the middle of the 11th month according to the Lunar 
Calendar, about the 22nd or 23rd of December by the Solar 
Calendar, when the days are shortest and the nights 
longest, in other words, the winter solstice.

Shiki has done in the above poem what Keats did in the 
beginning of The Eve of St Agnes; he has made us feel the 
cold as it is felt in other things:

The owl, for all his feathers, was a-cold;
The hare limped trembling through the frozen grass.

There is a similar, but less explicit verse by Issa:
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m O & & u
Asazamu ya kaki no chazaru no kageboshi

The morning is chill;
The shadow of the tea-basket 

On the fence.

.
Si

: ;: •

:::i
!;

Zendera no tnatsu no ochiba ya kantiazuki
H ilfc

m

HiFallen pine-needles 
In a Zen temple;

The god-less month. iBoncho
oil!

The “ god-less month ” is October, when the gods all 
over Japan leave their shrines and assemble at Izumo. The

t
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merit of this verse consists in the harmony between the 
time, the place, and the things. The Zen temple give3 
a plain, tasteless flavour of ascetic simplicity, accentuated 
by the season and the brown pine-needles scattered on the 
dry sandy ground. (See also pages 301-302.)
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O ib tz $ K X It & © T
Tsumetasa m hbki sutekeri matsu no shita

So bitter cold it was, 
1 left the bamboo broom 

Under the pine-tree. Taigi

Tsumetasa has here its original meaning of A fill 
“fingernail-pain,” implying extreme cold.

The poet went out into Iris garden one winter morning 
to sweep up the leaves that had fallen, but it was so cold, 
and the bamboo handle so painful to the touch, he left it 
under the pine-tree and turned to go into the house again. 
The broom stands there, shiny, pale yellow against the 
rough black bark of the pine-tree.

& K B ^ ml <0 ± <D $£ $ $£ -
Mi ni sou ya mae no aruji no samiisa made

2?

The previous owner:
I know it all,—

Down to the very cold he felt, issa
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When a man, especially a poor man, lives in a house 
he leaves indelible marks behind Jum of all the troubles and 
vexations he passes through. The nail with a piece o' string 
dangling from it (for the mosquito net), the writing on the 
door-post (for rice), the oil spilled from the lamp, children’s 
drawings on the wall, all the hundred and one signs of the 
struggle for existence of the previous family which Issa is 
repeating with his own household,—this is summarized and 
concentrated in the physical cold which Issa now feels as 
the former tenant felt it.

Another verse by Issa which has the same thought of 
things speaking to man but which actually belongs to the 
season of autumn:

I \

I
/J> fl! m c -n t X £ fa &

Shbbenjo koko to uma yobu yosamu katia

“ The latrine is over here,”
Says the horse;

Cold at night.

This has prescript “ At being bewildered on waking.” 
Issa woke at night, and, intending to go to the lavatory, 
stood up, but was utterly unable to get his bearings. 
Standing there trying to remember where the door was, the 
autumn cold strikes chill at this moment of indecision. 
Suddenly the horse in the stable (a part of the house, and 
next to the lavatory), makes a noise, snuffling or shaking 
himself or pawing the ground. Issa realizes where he is 
and recalls the strange feeling and the cold that accom
panied it. This haiku is somewhat senryu-like, but the 
emphasis is on the cold.

:
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*ft© m - as
Taihan ya hachigatsu hoshiki matsu no tsulii

The Period of Great Cold:
I would it were the Eighth Month,— 

The moon in the pine-tree. Issa

Taikan, starts thirty days after tdji. Between
toji and the beginning of taikan, there is shokan, A' 'M- 
This verse is not very deep in meaning. It corresponds to 
what Coleridge says in Dejection:

Yon crescent moon, as fixed as if it grew 
In its own cloudless, starless lake of blue;
I see them all so excellently fair,
I see, not feel, how beautiful they are1

It has its origin, however, not in the failing of the genial 
spirits, but in simple physical cold. The beauty of moon

s'

and pine are there, whatever our own feelings may be, but 
it is difficult to stand and gaze at them, letting the mind 
dissolve into thtir beauty, when the body is occupied with 
its own discomfort.

n ft
Nan to nakti fuynyo tonari wo kikarckeri

A winter night;
Without any reason,

I listen to my neighbour. Kikaku
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By extreme cold, not only the hearing faculties are 
made keener, but the whole body is strung up to receive 
outside impressions. Kikaku lies in bed listening to the little 
thuds and scufflings, the murmurs, and above all the still 
more unaccountable silences next door. It is the nantonaku, 
“without any reason,” which is the point of the poem, that 
indefinable, vague feeling of necessity, of destiny, that makes 
the listening and what is heard of inexplicable significance* 
Nevertheless, we cannot take this verse in as deep a way 
as that of Basho, Vol. Ill, page 336; Kikaku’s is more 
psychological, it belongs to winter rather than autumn. 
There is a certain numbing of the feelings by intellectuality.
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7 no moto e usuha wo otosu samusa kana
m #

I: : I ': ¥
A thin-bladed ldtchen knife 

Dropped at the edge of the well,— 
The cold!

:
Buson

:•The tinkle on the stone is hard and metallic and chilly. 
Another example from Buson is:

ji

SBotfJfc L $ i
Nokogiri no oto mazushisa yo yowa no fuyu

The sound of the saw 
Is poverty-stricken,

This winter midnight.
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Here, it is the grating sound that exacerbates the feeling 
of cold, but besides this, the saw sounds as if it comes from 
some poor workman forced to work far into the winter 
night while others are warm in bed.
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M 1--1 <mx>tzxtz% £ts in m
Ncgiskiroku araitaletaru samusa kcina

I

The leeks
Newly washed white,— 

How cold it is! Basho

Even in summer the leeks would look cool, but in 
winter, 'after having been washed, they look like snowy 
icicles: This verse is not objective, as if written:

Washed,
How chill

The white leeks!

It is not subjective, as if written:

!

;
The white leeks

Washed,
How cold I am!

Basho feels himself to be a white leek, newly washed, and 
stood there next to the others. But he does not say any
thing so absurd as this, nor does he think it.

Jl 7k KteJZ 5 ^
Ekisui ni nebuka nagaruru samusa kana
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A leek,
Floating clown the Ekisui,— 

Ah, the cold! Buson

Keika, ft'ij iJ&J, of the kingdom of En, jjjjS, who intended to 
lull King Shi, #/?, of the kingdom of Shin, Tj%, 222-206 B.C., 
parted from Prince Tan, f}, of En, at this river in North 
China. (He failed, and was himself killed). Keika composed 
the following verse at this time:

Hi* ± -ik'd-* & So
The wind is bleak, the Ekisui cold;
The warrior, once he departs, never returns.

In the Toshisen, there is a poem by Rakuhino, 
called Parting at the Ekisui, J? 7k 50 *

Htfft AE&» 4* El 7k$ft3&o 
At this place, Keika parted from Prince Tan of En; 
The warrior’s hair bristled under his hat.
This man of olden times died long ago,—
But still today the waters are cold.

Buson has taken this long, cold leek and put it in a place 
a thousand miles away, and at a time of two thousand 
years ago. What a long way to go to express the apparently 
simple sensations of whiteness and cold!

Usually Buson adopts the opposite method, of bringing 
the past into the present, for example:

.

Sturaiime ya sumi katnbashiki korokan
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The white plum-blossoms;
In the Korokan

The Chinese ink is fragrant.1

ffiL * W is JR (D n (O $ts $
Sara wo fittnu nezwni no oto no samusa kana

m n
i

The sound
Of a rat on a plate,— 

How cold it is! Buson

The sound of a rat’s claws as it runs over a plate or 
dish is what strikes Buson, though he lays the obvious 
emphasis on the coldness he himself feels, a coldness at once 
symbolized and intensified by the sound. But it is the peculiar 
and unique quality of the sound, identified in some mysterious 
way with the sensation of cold, which is here apprehended, 
and not expressed but pointed to. The following, by Taigi, 
belongs to autumn:

Mizuganie c nezumi no ochiru yosamtt kana 
A rat

Fell into a water-jar:
How cold the night!

This verse is a combination of the sensation of cold, the 
sound of the water, the creepiness of the rat, the darkness 
of the night. There is nothing pleasant or beautiful or 

See Vol. II, page 3001
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sentimental; there is a painfully deep meaning of the life of 
animate and inanimate nature. ,

!

Fwjuzarc no kontura too yitkcba inti hoyuru

The desolation of winter;
Passing through a small hamlet,

A dog barks.

Trees are bare of leaves, the streams run with a cold 
glitter, doors are shut, smoke rises from the chimneys, 
everything is silent. Suddenly a dog that has been half- 
asleep in a sheltered spot begins to bark. The whole scene, 
the wintry aspect is bitten into the mind by the barking of 
the dog. Or we may put the whole thing in a profounder, 
more poetical, and less psychological way. The barking of 
the dog, which can mean anything and everything, expresses 
at this moment the whole of winter in a small village. At 
one and the same time we see the character and habits of 
the village dog, and, as if accidentally, one of the infinite 
aspects of winter, one of its natural signs.

■

Shiki

:

! I !
■

|

f!ill
IfHI |

1
Satnnki yo ya ttrni ni ochikomu taki no olo

ffi 52

The sound of a waterfall 
Falling down into the sea; 

The winter night is cold. Kyokusui
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The grandeur of nature, the pitifulness of man are 
admirably united in this poem, without pomposity on the 
one hand or sentimentality on the other. The poet’s cold
ness is attributed to the waterfall and the sea, but in 
compensation, the chilly water falls ceaselessly into the cold 
ocean of his heart.
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i

■r a
To m taranu ko wo ter a e yarn samusa kana

A child under ten,
Taken to be given to the temple; 

Bitter cold! Shiki

One cold winter day a child of eight of nine is being 
taken by his parents to a temple where he will become 
a priest. The parents are +oo poor to keep him. The 
uncertainty of his life, and jhe treatment he will receive, 
the irresolution of his mother and father, the dark hall of 
the temple,—-all are felt in the cold.

2*C O P^l <D ft T' B K o < % $
Tsug, no ma no hi de zen ni tsuku saniusa kana

By the light of the next room, 
I sit before my small food-table; 

Ah, the cold! Issa



The cold

Issa is too poor a guest for the inn to provide him 
with a light for himself. He sits down in front of his humble 
meal, eating by the light of the room next to his.

We cannot say there is nothing of self-pity in this verse, 
yet the self that is pitied is seen so clearly, so truly, so 
uncoloured by the pity, that the wretchedness is all the 
deeper. The cold, again, is felt by Issa, but it is a coldness 
of all cold people, of mankind, of the universe, though in no 
sense impersonal. Herein lies Issa’s genius, to be able to 
talk of himself, as Wordsworth did, remaining untouched by 
the self-consuming emotion.

if?

if

:■

^5S^Ui of-33^0*
■T- m.

Hanatare no ko ga urenokoru samusa kana

The snotty child 
Is left “ unsold ”; 

How cold it is! Shilci

The prescript says: “ A child-selling game in my native 
place, Matsuyama.” In this game, usually for girls, one of 
two equal teams chooses the most charming child of the 
other team arid tries to get Jier by heads or tails. This 
goes on until the least attractive child is left “unsold.”

The not very pretty child, running at the nose, is left 
till last. He stands there stupidly, his hands in his sleeves,
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unhappy and unlovely, and the cold seems more painful 
when our eyes rest unwillingly upon him.

m -;k f i$ is V-i $
Ha arawa tti fitde no kori wo hanut yo hana

Night;
Biting the frozen brush

With a remaining tooth. Buson

As he sits there thinking what to write next, the tip of 
the brush becomes hard and frozen. He puts it in liis mouth 
and with one of his few remaining teeth he bites it back to 
softness. We see his poverty in this, but only indirectly, 
and quite unsentimentally.

tz * t\ Ji Irf X JL £ ^ fc Hi
Waga neta wo kubi agate mint satnusa hana

Raising my head,
I gazed at my recumbent form: 

Bitter cold. Raizan

This an example of “ seeing ourselves as others see us,” 
seeing ourselves as God sees us. There is a poem of Haku- 
rakuten very similar, but without the bodily experience that 
objectifies, personalizes, temporalizes and thus eternalizes 
the experience:
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IN EARLY AUTUMN, ALONE AT NIGHT.

The leaves of the paulownia move in the cool 
breeze;

The neighbour’s fulling-mallet sends out the 
voice of autumn.

I turn and sleep beneath the eaves;
Waking, the moonlight is half across my couch.

# m & m&
MlSlSTE. fto

The cold of winter is somewhat different from that of 
autumn, the former being perhaps more physical, the latter 
more spiritual. The following examples are all by Shiki, so 
sensitive to the cold of autumn, to which yosamu refers.

* i. & * *T K X Z> & & *'*) It 0
Yaya samtemi hi m yorti mushi mo nakarikeri

It is rather cold;
No insects approach 

The lamp.

jbjl m * =¥- <o «r ^ t L & Z
Hadasamu ya ko no hawaisa too dakishimeru 

The air is chill;
I crush the child to me.

So lovely she is.

© nn 4> ffi x. xmm-®.
Tsugi no via no tomoshibi mo kiete yosamu kana

The light in the next room also 
Goes out:

The night is cold.
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mw&'t'&vm t #■ #&
Kiimo korosu ato no sabisliiki yosantti ltana

After killing the spider,
A lonely

Cold night.

EJ: £ “ A lik* £ 'I'M fa ft
Haha to futari iinoto too inatsu samusa kana 

Mother and I
Waited for my younger sister;

The night was cold.

& Cili — A if G9 2£ A <0 & % t- is.
Bokushi Htori slunja shigonin no yosatnu kana

A pastor,
Four or five believers; 

A chilly night.

Se no oto no nisando kawaru yosatnu kana

A night of bitter cold;
The sound of the rapids 

Changed several times.

Ware too itou rinka kanya in nabe too narasu

My neighbours hate me, 
Rattling their saucepans 

This winter night! Buson



:

Pine-tree

:Verse and by picture by 
Gyodai, 1732-1793.

&
fc £

;■

In the cold sky of dawn 

Only a single pine-tree 

On the peak.

I jm ! ICD i! If'
*3.
CD
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The people next door are making something in a sauce
pan or cleaning the soot off. The thin wall between the 
two houses makes everything audible but leaves room for the 
imagining of more and greater delicacies than really so. 
Buson lies there on the floor with a thin quilt pulled round 
him, listening to

Man’s inhumanity to man.

The sufferer sees the cold indifference of his fellows as an 
active hatred, and so it is, for there is in practice no 
intermediate stage between love and hate, causing suffering 
or preventing it. Even when we do nothing at all, even 
when we rattle our own saucepans, our neighbours take it, 
rightly enough, as cruelty to themselves.

The excess of syllables in the first and third parts of 
tliis verse, and the repetition of the sounds o, n, ka, na, 
respectively, augment the feeling of oppression and suggest 
the sound of the saucepan being stirred.

It;

I

-•
I ■

.

0 SB Rfl K. $ frZ « »
Waga hone no futon ni sawaru shimoyo kana

My bones 
Feel the quilts;

A frosty night. Buson

Japan is not a cold country, comparatively speaking, 
but the number of haiku on cold and winter is very great. 
The Japanese never had and never seemed to desire any
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means of being comfortably warm in winter. Rich and 
poor alike shivered from the end of autumn until the middle 
of spring. Especially the poets, (who seem to have been 
indigent on the whole), more sensitive to the cold than 
ordinary people, spent many a night of grinding wretched
ness trying to sleep in spite of cold feet and thin shanks. 
The way in which Buson says “My bones feel the quilts” 
instead of “ The quilts touched my bones ” shows the activity 
of the supersensitiveness.

182

■jc £ <D Sfi o tz W <D & £ t£ 
Dctimyo no tbtta ato no samusa kana

A daimyo passed: 
Afterwards,

The cold! Shiki

When a feudal lord passed along the road, people had 
to kneel by the wayside and perform obeisance, not lifting 
their heads until he had gone by. During the excitement 
and stimulus of his passage, the cold is unnoticed and for
gotten, but afterwards, with the reaction, it comes with 
redoubled intensity. This, however, is not an expression of 
a psychological phenomenon, but of the experience of pure 
cold as such, together with the contrast between the warmly 
clothed, richly accoutred retinue of the daimyo, and the 
poet’s poverty-stricken apparel and blue-pinched face and 
hands.
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There is a distant connection between the above verse 
and the following by the same author:

jkom&x'M t \l\mm
Okami no kuso mite samuslu shiranegoshi

Crossing Mount Shirane, 
After seeing a wolf’s dung,— 

IIow cold it was!

r.

ASSORT £3$ <'£ !& Tr i&
Hitogoe no yowa wo suguru samusa liana

Voices of people 
Pass at midnight: 

The cold!
|j

Yaha
; iThoreau says in his Journals, 1851:

A traveller! I love his title. A traveller is to be 
reverenced as such. His profession is the best symbol
of our life. Going from----- toward----- ; it is the history
of every one of us. I am interested in those that 
travel in the night.

In Yaha’s verse there is the additional fact of the connection 
between the voices and the sensation of cold. The voices 
themselves have the quality of coldness and night in them.

II!

£> tz ± fa k £ o 0 tg tz (D $ a* & ia it
Atataka ni fttyu no liinata no samusa kana
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This winter day,
It is warm in the sun,— 

But cold! Onitsura

This perception of the relativity of the interpretation 
of sensory experience is on the border-line between psy
chology and poetry. The humour of it just pushes it over 
into poetry. What it lacks is depth, and depth as Spengler 
points out is the word which really expresses what distinguishes 

work of art from another. It is the amount of lifeone
in a thing which gives it this depth, this value. Between 
the poetic and the non-poetic there is a great gulf fixed, 
narrow, but infinitely deep. Sometimes we hesitate, as we 
do between beautiful growing crystals and the sea-slug, but 
there is no doubt in the end which is alive and which never

i

was.

'

■ i

n p Kmxsis & o
Kadogiichi ni kite kortt nari mii no kane

35

Reaching the gate, 
The bell of Mii Temple 

Freezes. Issa

Mii-dera, also known as Onjo-ji, [tfl M #, many times 
burnt down and rebuilt, dates from 858A.D., and is famous 
in history and legend. When Issa reached the gate of the 
house, the great bell sounded through the evening air. The 
flow of sound seemed to solidify in the freezing air around.'
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There is a kind of tactual perception of sound or perhaps 
a sensation perceived by another sense, or several senses 
combined. But the poetry of this verse is not here; it is 
in the humanization of the sensations of cold and sound, 
that is to say, the sound of the bell and the icy air reach 
the full stature of a man, they attain their Buddhahood in 
Issa as he stands a moment at the gate. :

;
X> l' §■ Id K & X £ ^ l' % & 0 

Hiikitne ni mite sae samiti soburi kana

Even considered 
In the most favourable light, 

He looks cold. -Issa
.i;

This is written concerning a picture of himself. We 
have five other versions of this verse, showing how Issa 
wrestled with his material, spiritual and verbal:

I !

S! ft
j

!
■

5 Jit
UsJnro hara mile mo samuge na atom a kana

Even seen from behind. 
His head

Looks cold.
; j:

!

CM' HI KJLX $
Hiikime ni mite sae samuki atama kana

Looked at most favourably. 
It is a cold 

Head.
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4> + m fc 7* & AV:O i' £ 0 k: a t $
Hi i hi me ni mitesae mo bunari na atama kuna

Looked at most favourably, 
It is a formless 

Head.

Hiikime tii mite sae samushi kagcboshi

Looked at most favourably. 
It is a cold 

Shadow.

Hiikime rd mite sae samuki sobun katia

Looked at most favourably. 
It is a cold 

Attitude.

This last one is the same as the original verse, but 
translated more literally. We can see Issa’s humorous 
mouth and critical eye, as he looks at himself in the 
picture.

$ <0 Sg tT o x ^ M
Ro no koe nami wo title harawata koru yo ya natnida

ft m

A bowel-freezing night of tears: 
The sound of the oar 

Striking the wave. Basho
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This verso was written when Basho was living alone in 
his hut at Fukagawa, HI & <D *&, and expresses his 
feelings one wintc r night wliile shivering in bed and listening 
to some passing boat. It is unusually irregular, 4, 11, 5. 
The poem is rather in the Chinese style. Compare the 
following of Hakurakuten :

I take up a roll of your poems and read 
them beside the lamp;

Finishing them, the lamp is low, day not yet 
dawned.

The lamp goes out; with sore eyes, still I 
sit in the dark,

And listen to waves that the contrary wind 
drives against the boat.

187

if

assail sew. s

•*
There are moments when we are simply organs of 

suffering; grief and pain alone are our portion; in our own 
person we bear the agony of humanity, meaningless, fruit
less, unrelieved misery. The sound of the oar in the rowlocks, 
the sound of the wave on the oar is as bitter as death. 
Even in retrospect there is no compensation, no relativity; 
life and hope have no place here; it is something absolute. 
Issa has his own way of experiencing the same thing:

[! n

!

I
— A h ipi^TTli \z.-r> < &

Hi tori to chomen ni tsuku yosanm kana

“I’m alone,” I said.
He wrote it down in the register; 

How chilly the autumn night!
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Issa goes into a very poor kind of inn for a night’s 

lodging. The clerk glances at him, sizes him up at once, 
asks his name and native place; then, though knowing 
perhaps that Issa is alone, asks with the cold indifference 
of routine, “How many in your party?” Issa with that 
feeling of irritation that we all have at being asked obvious 
questions, answers, “I’m alone.” At that moment, the 
annoyance, the cold, and that other meaning of “ alone ” 
comes over him in a single moment of grinding wretchedness.

k
.

5 Lt m m
Fuyu no yo ya hari uslv.nbtc osoroshiki

A winter evening:
The needle has disappeared,— 

How dreadful!
■; I,

ill
Baishitsu

The woman has been sitting alone, doing needlework in 
a large cold room by a flickering lamp. She pauses, lays 
down her work, and her thoughts wander down the past, 
her childhood, girlhood, marriage. With a sigh, she puts 
down her hand for the needle,—and it is no longer there I 
Can some demon have snatched it away? Has she been 
bewitched? Again and again she searches the same places 
for the needle, but it is nowhere to be seen. The cold seems 
to grow more intense as her fears increase.

This is a comparatively late verse (Baishitsu died in 
1852), but it represents the thought of Old Japan, when as 
in Europe also, superstition was rampant. In every age and

= J i V -

j
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Self-portrait 

by Issa

%v» as Even considered 

In the most favourable light, 

He looks cold.

X& v>$e
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t) n
(The one speaking of my 
figure is also Issa.)
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every country we all have chat feeling of the irrationality, 
the indeterminability, the fearful nature of things.

Compare a verse by Buson, and another by Taigi:

& A © m fc. fi'J ^ fx < # $ ft
Nusubito no yane ni kieyukit yosantu kana

The thief disappeared 
Over the roofs,—

A cold autumn night!

& A K. ££ o < # 4^ '4c jz.
Nusubito ni kane tsuku ter a ya fnyukodacJd

The temple bell is ringing 
On account of a robber:

The winter grove.

i
I
I

1
*

+ < /!'MM
Stiimogare ya nabe no sum kaku kokcisei

I- Tt

1
:

The winter season;
A young harlot

Scraping the soot from a saucepan.
Issa

The frozen ground and wilted grasses, the dishevelled 
and tawdry finery of the woman, the harsh scratching sound 
and uncouth filthy shape of the saucepan,—all these have 
a harmony of ugliness that lifts them into the realm of the
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significant. And the youth of the woman strikes a note of 
wasted and discordant beauty that deepens the harmonious 
pathos of the whole.

nm iStooffliaaso*
Karazakc mo kuya no jjasc mo ban no uchi

ts m

Dried salmon,
And Kfiya’s emaciation also, 

During the coldest season. Bash 6

Saint Kuya, 902-972, lived a wandering life, beginning 
the Kamakura democratic form of Buddhism already in the 
Heian Period, building bridges and roads, digging wells, and 
doing a great many other works of public service. There 
is a well-known statue of him exhaling the nembutsu.

Basho is reported by Toho1 to have said concerning 
this poem :I

To express the flavour of the inner mind, you 
must agonize during many days.

& & * ft bo 
siie-To

This kokoro no ajiwai, “the flavour of the mind,” is very 
important. Shiko, *£ in the Kokonhaikaikakai, speaks 
of Basho’s “physiognomic judgement,” ffi, and “mutual 
reflection,” 2l M, in regard to the dried salmon and Kuya. 
We may say also that it is Basho’s poetic spirit, but it

1 1644-1731, disciple of Basho,
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would be better with Nose Tomoji, 1^ 1 to understand
that it implies a sinking into the form of a thing sufficiently 
deeply to catch instinctively the life-flavour, tc O', of it. 
In this case it is some common essential element of dried 
salmon and the Buddhist Saint. To express the matter 
straight-forwardly (perhaps too much so for such a delicate 
matter), it is the simultaneous perception of the dried
fishiness of Kuya, and the Buddhahood of the dead salmon. 
To express this in words requires indeed that one “ agonize 
for many days.”

.

;
■
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SIii ;
!«$> < ^ A WJ o fa to ® ¥ iD*

Yiiku toshi ya shokunin mactu no yoru no oto

iiThe year is departing: 
A street of artizans,—

All the sounds tonight!

Mi

Gosh in i

It is the last night of the year. All the tinsmiths and 
tatami-makers, carpenters and basket-makers, weavers and 
printers are working up to a climax of various noises of 
hammering and sawing and rattling and cutting. The poet 
sits listening to them and hears these uncouth, discordant 
noises for what they are, as full of meaning and therefore 
as poetical as the song of birds or the ripple of a stream 
over the pebbles. Not only are the sounds clearer than 
usual in the cold air, but the poet is predisposed to hear 
what he hears.

1 In
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K3 Lft D
YkAjk /os/ii ya oya ni shiraga too kakusJukcri

m A

The departing year; 
I hid my grey hairs 

From my father. Etsujin

There is here the pathos of filial affection. All love has 
something pathetic in it. But beyond this, there is some 
deep irony in the hiding of age from the aged.

The saint, the sage and the poet express in their lives 
the reality of human nature. But do not the hypocrite, the 
fool, and the egotist also express something equally essential 
in human nature, omitted by these? Still more the delicate 
subterfuges, the subtle evasions of love that in their very 
denial of love (by lack of frankness and trust) yet proclaim 
and magnify it.

is m
Furusato ya hozo no o ni naktt tosjii no lucre

My native place;
Weeping over the umbilical cord, 

At the end of the year. Basho

It was the custom in Japan, and still is in many places, 
for the mother to keep the umbilical cord of the child, and 
when Basho went back to his native place, long after the 
death of his parents, he found this wrapped up in paper, 
with his name and the date of his birth written on it.

i I ;
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Basho made travel his home, but yet, and perhaps all the 
more, his feelings towards his father and mother and his 
old house were painfully deep. It is only those who realize 
the impermanency of things that can know the meaning 
of passionate attachment to things and persons and places.

■:

Shikar arum hi to urayaniashi toshi no kure :

I am envious
Of him who is being scolded: 

The end of the year. Issa

At the end of the year, relatives are reunited, parents 
and children feel their relationship more warmly and deeply. 
In such an atmosphere, Issa overhears a father or mother 
grumbling at a child. Guilt on the one side, anger on the 
other,—there seems little room for envy, but Issa, an 
orphan, envies the child his power to be reprimanded, that 
is, his having a father or mother.

!

i(
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I

t i> tz iT: -\t O ^ <D ££ —
Tomokaku mo anata makase no toshi no kure

$

Even so, even so, 
Submissive before Yonder,— 

The end of the year. Issa
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This was written on the 29th of December, 1819, ap
pearing at the end of Issa’s Oragaharu, with the following 
long prescript, in which he expresses his religious attitude. 
In part, it represents what Shinran was reported to have 
said in the Tanisho, ffli =& t'p; in part it is a criticism of the 
members of the Shin Sect to which Issa belonged. A rather 
free translation of what Issa says follows :

Those people who put all their strength into Other- 
Power, and relying completely on it, say, "Faith in 
Other-Power, faith in Other-Power,” bound with the 
bonds of Self-Power, fall with a crash into the Hell 
of Self-Power. Then they request Amida to cover the 
filthy dirt of their own unenlightenedness with gold 
foil. Though they pretend to be imbued with the 
Buddhist spirit, they are really the embodiment of 
Self-Power. They may ask, "What condition of mind 
would fit your conception of things?” The answer 
is: There is nothing especially difficult; only get rid 
of all the nonsense about Self-Power and Other-Power^ 
letting it float away to Chikura Sea. The Great 
Thing of the next world, is simply to throw yourself 
before the Nyorai and beseech that you may be sent 
to Paradise or Hell according to his good pleasure. 
Having decided the matter in this way, we say namu- 
amidabutsu; and we must not darken the eyes of 
others with the lustful nets of the long-legged spider, 
or like the world-o’er-passing wild goose have any 
inclination thievishly to draw others’ water into our 
own field.

At such a time, why should you say the Nembutsu 
in a feigned voice? Without being asked, the Buddha 
will keep his word. This is the true peace of mind.

194
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The anala which is translated “ Yonder ” is the Japa
nese word commonly used to mean “you,” literally, “on 
that side.” This word brings out the difference between 
Jodo, the Pure Land Sect, and Zen, which lies not so much 
in the distinction of Other-Power and Self-Power as in the 
manner in which the oneness of these two is realized. In 
Jodo we simply submit (with emphasis on the “ simply ”) to 
the Other-Power; we realize that we were, from the first, 
nothing of ourselves, and when we have no will of our own, 
God’s will is done in and through us. The danger here, as 
pointed out in Issa’s prescript, is that in submitting to the 
Other-Power, people think they are submitting something, 
that they are submitting something. That is, the danger is 
in the division of self and other.

In Zen, this division of the world into self and other, 
this and that, good and bad, enlightened and unenlightened, 
—the destruction of this distinction is the great aim. And 
the farther we go into Jodo and Zen, the less the difference 
between them becomes. If we compare, for example, Issa, 
a believer of Jodo, and Basho, a student of Zen, we shall 
be struck with the fact that it is Issa whose self colours 
every verse he wrote, and Basho whose self melts away 
at the touch of the slightest thing, a pebble or a spray. 
The “even so, even so” is the fox that gnaws at Issa’s 
entrails, grief and remorse for the past, a divided mind in 
the present, hopes and fears for the future.

But the meaning of the verse, submission and renuncia
tion, are in accord with the season, the winter of the mind, 
the end of Issa’s year.

195
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IE B&F < h &X m ** tc fa b
Toshi kurenu kasa kite toaraji hakinagara

The year draws to its close: 
I am still wearing

My kasa and straw sandals. Basho

At the beginning ol Oku no Hosomichi1 Basho says:

n 0 it W ft <D L X* ft fa &
tz M A ft o

Months and Days are travellers through 
countless ages; travellers too are the passing 
Years.

It was this fundamentally Buddhist idea of the ephemeral 
nature of all things that gave to Basho Iris deep insight 
into their value. Other people are at home enjoying the 
reunion of their families and friends. Basho is on a journey, 
—but this is the true state of all men. The difference 
between one man and another is a matter of the degree to 
which they realize this fact.

v

Bastib satte sono nochi imada toshi kurezu
m m

Since Basho left the world,
Not yet has

“ The year drawn to its close.”
Buson

i Written and rewritten between 1689 and 1694.
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Bashd gave the words “ the year has drawn to its 
close ” a deep meaning that it never had before. While he 
was alive he used the words in this profound way, but since 
his death there has been no one to do the same, that is, 
the year has not drawn to its close since he departed 
from this world. This seems a simple verse but there is 
depth of emotion, reverence for the teacher, and the deep 
philosophy of the Mahayana behind it. Buson perhaps 
remembered a line from the beginning of Sotoba Komachi, 
the most profound and touching of all No plays:

* ii m i')ij oz k o* m w -tit k. m x -r.
The Buddha who was before is gone; the Buddha 

that shall be, not yet has come into the world.

'
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There is a passage which may serve as a prescript. 
Buson writes, quoting Basho’s verse on page 196:

L 0* ftfaX* fa
g i) &Z> &% < Z> VtSo fr$x> <tl®<kl, 
<D & <D to 0 £ t ft E it* ^ < i> tb b -f. V'
k 5 t-z X A £ k Z
k L < <D ± t 'h 9
x® < e* $kx*s?>
fa ts: Z> & It* fa fa ^ b ~fa ti A,c 

k L < ti & Xh>b C tt §■ ft fafp
jnuPSK. * 0 xilb^^rt^ ttfo % ir^btz
9X* fa ± Z # K. & It* k> l' k ® < ft V & 

Mak&X'f&ak fc L* it
2. ^

Rushing along in the road to fame and riches, 
drowning in the sea of desire, people torture their 
ephemeral selves. Especially on New Year’s Eve

9
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their behaviour is unspeakable. Despicably walking 
about knocking at doors, treating everyone with 
contempt unnecessarily, insanely vulgar behaviour, 
and so on, is not decent. Even so, we foolish mortals 
can hardly escape from this world of dust and sin.

The year draws to its close;
I am still wearing

My kasa and straw sandals.

Reading this poem quietly in a corner of the 
room, my mind becomes clear; were I living Basho’s 
life, how good it would be I The verse is uplifting 
to me, and it may be called a Great Rest-and-Enlighten- 
ment as far as I am concerned. Basho once gone, 
we have no master to teach us, whether the year 
begins or ends.

193

6

;mHi
Pit.

Wan to ie si ie inn mo toshiwasure

“ Bark! come on now, bark! ” 
The dog also speeds the year,

With the rest of the party.

v.

Issa

Toshiwasure is the meeting of friends or relations to eat 
and drink and forget all the troubles of the past year, in 
other words a New Year’s Eve party. Basho has a verse 
that might well have been written by Issa:

& H A ^ o x Pft m *' ft
Toshiwasure sanniti yotte kenka ham
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Three men meeting 
For a New Year’s Eve party.

And quarreling.

In Issa’s verse, the family are all together, enjoying 
themselves in their humble way, and the children are trying 
to get the dog to bark for something “on trust.” The dog 
jerks his head and wishes to bark but is not yet quite 
worked up to it. It is this moment of the dog’s inability to 
express himself that Issa has caught, with his “ sa, ie! ”

199
i

!

;?
:& # na k m i & t z> ^ & ti

Onakama ni tieko mo za torn ya loshitoasure
as

As one of us,
The cat is seated here; 

The parting year.
In

Issa

I
fThe mildness of Issa, his power to be pleased and content 

with little, his lack of distinction between human and non
human animals, his “politeness” to all and everything that 
is itself and sincere, his living in the eternal present which 
is also the fast-fleeting time,—all these are manifest in the 
artless simplicity that he attained to with so much effort 
and practice.

I
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Funzu ketsu ato mo miztt shite tosJu zo yuku
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Kicking and spuming. 
With not a look behind, 

Off goes the year!

200

Senkaku

Time and tide wait for no man. Sometimes, in what 
are wrongly called moments of weakness, we perceive that 
God cares nothing for us, Nature is heartless and mechanical:

And that inverted Bowl they call the sky, 
Whereunder crawling coop’d we live and die.
Lift not your hands to It for help—for It 
As impotently moves as you or I.

But when we have taken this agonising truth alive into our 
hearts, we understand for the first time that

Underneath are the everlasting arms.

& P t -\b ^ © £ 88 © U £
Yoarteki ya toshi no nagiri no yitki ga furit

Walking in the night; 
Snow is falling,

A farewell to the year.

v

Shara

There is always something wistful in the fall of snow, 
but especially at night, and most of all at the end of the 
year. Its silence, the way in which it appears from no
where, and seems to disappear immediately, has something 
of pathos in it, and the poet walking in the darkness 
through which snow-flakes are falling feels them to be 
a farewell to the old year which is about to end.
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ES h tst o n t? jffiS fri I7*]
Kakurega ya ha no ttai koe de fnku wa uclu

From a hermitage,
A toothless voice crying, 

“ Blessings inside! ”
!

Issa '

At the time of Setsubun, the eve of the Spring Equinox, 
people scatter beans in the house, calling out, “Devils 
outside! Blessings inside!” The above verse portrays the 
weakness and pathos of human nature. The old man, not 
many more years of life left to him, is still praying for 
external happiness, asking that he may be spared the 
bludgeonings of fate. Where are

The years that bring the philosophic mind,

where is the saint that should be living in this quiet hermi
tage? This may well be Issa himself.

U

i!'i
I

Iza ya nen ganjitsu wa mata asu no koto
& #

Come now! I will sleep; 
New Year’s Day

Is a thing of the morrow. Buson

This verse goes beyond the words of Christ, 

Take no thought for the morrow, 

and includes tomorrow’s joys.
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We look before ancl after.
And pine for what is not,

and this is part of our human nature, to some extent 
inescapable, but it is our littleness. The poetical is the 
victorious life, of which the life of Christ is the shining 
example. With him too, as men, we say

If it be possible, let this cup pass from me,

but the final word is that of the poet; whatever he sees or 
hears or suffers, all that happens, the falling as well as 
the blooming of the flowers, sleeping tonight and waking to 
the first day of the new year; it is

Not my will, but Thine be done.

njj ft
Toshi toranu tsnmori narishi ga kane no naru

I intended
Never to grow old,—

But the temple bell sounds!

J

; -v Jokun

What a universal emotion is expressed in the first two 
lines! Making our peace with age is part of our acceptance 
of death. The bell speeding the old year comes sounding 
across the fields. We are a year older whether we will it 
or not.
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H H n % * % $£ $ k. ^ * 3?
Mikazuki tva soru zo samusa tva sackacru

The crescent moon 
Is warped and bent: 

Keen is the cold. Issa

The translation misses the onomatopoeia of the original- 
There is nothing in the verse to suggest it, but we can 
hardly avoid connecting the cold with the shape of the moon.

mi> & < bfi n © ft
Tsure mo nakti no ni suterareshi fuyte no tsuki

Companionless,
Thrown away on the moor. 

The winter moon.

1

Roseki

The poet has seen an aspect of the moon that Shelley 
also portrays in To the Moon:

Art thou pale for weariness 
Of climbing heaven, and gazing on the earth, 

Wandering companionless 
Among the stars that have a different birth ?

It is the separateness of things that we see here; they are 
joyless, unwanted, useless.

204
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A verse by Meisetsu :

|lA: W * & r- c /, //. % JJ - o
Kogarashi ya sora ni korogaru tsuki hitoisu

In the withering blast,
A single moon

Rolls through the sky.

This has simplicity, grandeur, and perfect objectivity. 
The adjective “ rolling ” unites the moon and the winter 
blast with a Shelleyan violence of movement. We may 
compare it with a very different, a lyrical and weaker 
treatment of the same subject in a waka by Azumamaro, 
1668-1736:

1
■

!

E efc < ^ a m (d ± a.
n <0 i-tr b ts

The tempest roars,—
But above the clouds.

Where the din 
Cannot reach her.
Dwells the moon serene.

&n i 0fT<iOf * m
Kangetsu ya ware hi tori yuku haslu no oto

I walk over it alone.
In the cold moonlight:

The sound of the bridge.
-

Taigi
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Taigi is walking on gota. It is not the crunching sound 
of shoes, as in Buson’s verse, page 219, but the hard-soft 
wooden sound that lias a sympathetic tone with that of the 
wooden bridge. The cold, the round silver moon, the lone
liness,—all are contained within “ the sound of the bridge.” 
A verse by Shiki with the same consciousness of self and 
the outer world:

206

* o ^ w a* & W) < & o n
Ki no kage ya waga kage ugoku fuyu no tsuki

The shadow of the trees; 
My shadow is moving,

In the winter moonlight.

Kangetsu ya so ni yukiau liashi no ue

Meeting a monk 
On the bridge:

The winter moon. Buson

The black-robed monk in the bright moonlight, the 
crunching of the geta on the frozen road in the silence,— 
all these things have an exacerbating effect on one another. 
The fact also that the man is a monk has a deepening 
effect upon the meaning of the verse, in an altogether 
inexplicable way. His inscrutability of countenance, the 
feeling that he belongs in part to a different world from 
ours,—this gives him a ghostly appearance that belongs 
especially to the moon of a winter night.
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8 U <0 ij« ^ fir <D & X £ d h
Tsuki yu/d no naka ya i nochi no sutedokoro

X ft

WThe moon-lit snow 
Is where life

Is to be thrown away.
I;iiKikaku

This was written for the night of the 14th of December, 
1701, when the Forty Seven Ronins attacked their enemy 
Kira Yoshinaka, under Oishi Yoshio. In the snow and the 
moon, their purity and quietness, the poet sees the calm and 
disinterested action of the samurai. Kikaku, 1660-1707, was 
a contemporary of those concerned.

ii Ii! III I

jjH K 5L o zE <D fa b M

IKangetsu m tatsu ya nio no kara^sune

The Deva kings standing there, 
The icy moonlight

On their bare legs. Issa
fitI ill]

iThere is always a roof over each of the two Nio that 
guard the entrance to the temple gate, and the cold, slanting 
rays of the moon fall on their sinewy legs, which express, 
themselves also, something of the coldness of the night. 
Karassune is the point of this haiku. It emphasizes and 
isolates the legs of the giant figures, as if only they can be 
seen, the rest of the figure, the clenched fists and scowling, 
threatening faces, being hidden in the shadow*
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£ Xt£ L <D ft 
but wo utsu ishi no sate naslti fuyn no Isuki

* SI*

Not a single stone 
To throw at the clog: 

The winter moon. Taigi

A real religious poem. The circumstances of the poem 
are thus well described by Mr. Miyamori in An Anthology 
of Haiku :

The poet was walking home along the road by 
night. A dog barked at him. He wanted to throw 
a stone at it. So he looked all round for a stone on 
the road bathed in an icy bright winter moon; but to 
his mortification, he could not find one.

If you wish to know where the religion is in this, think of 
the lines in Expostulation and Reply :

Nor less I deem that there are powers 
Which of themselves our minds impress.

“Of themselves.” Man’s extremity (just that moment of 
ego-lessness, when mental and physical action is suspended) 
is God’s opportunity,—something, Something, some Power, 
slides imperceptibly into the mind in the form of cold 
moonlight.

- y'i

te

Think you, mid all this mighty sum 
Of things forever speaking,
That nothing of itself will come. 
But we must still be seeking?

A similar verse by Joso:
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r> b W\ <o ft /I*, f 'It ^ & <o ft
Noraneko no kakedasu noki ya fuyu no tsulii 

A stray cat
Running off under the eaves,—

The winter moon!

209

I
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ft /!' TT o $ ft & -& <D
Kangetsu ya koislii 710 sawartt kutsu no oto

m * j

In the icy moonlight. 
Small stones

Crunch underfoot.

.
1Buson ft {

31This poem represents a poetic experience similar to 
that of Taigi’s verse given on page 2?5, but goes deeper. 
Here also, the feel of the small stones under the feet shod 
with leather, the sound of them, is in mysterious accord 
with the light of the moon and the wintry chill of the air. 
How is this? Is it purely fanciful? Is it only subjective? 
Is it a coincidence of visual, tactual, and auditory sensations 
which, because of some primitive undifferentiated core of 
sensitivity, cause us to suppose a transcendental unity of 
the objects which give rise to those sensations? It may 
well be so, but further, it may be that this elemental 
core is the microcosm, the objects part of the macrocosm, 
and these two be an interpenetrated one. The experience 
itself, though actually internal, is an experience of external 
unity.

!.
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mn f
Kangstsu ya sekito no bag’ matsu no kage

T- &

Winter moonlight;
The shadow of the stone pagoda, 

The shadow of the pine-tree. Shiki

There is no moon or pine-tree or grave-stone here, 
only the icy moonlight on the frozen ground, with the edge- 
clear outline of the pagoda and tree in the shadow.

B K 'M & #J £ # © % fc
Kangstsu ni ki wo warn tera no otoko kana

ffi ft

The old man of the temple, 
Splitting wood

In the winter moonlight. Buson

The temple is in the shade, the chilly moon shining over 
the roof onto the man-of-all-work who is late with his 
firewood. The axe flashes up and down in the light of the 
moon. The crash of wood sounds clear in the silent night.

C

)

*nfc u m ft
Kangstsu ya mon naki tera no ten takashi

The winter moon:
A temple without a gate,— 

How high the sky! Buson
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Every temple has a great gate at the entrance to the 
grounds. For some reason or other this particular temple 
has none, and when the poet comes out of the temple 
building and finds his view completely unobstructed, the sky 
is unexpectedly vast and lofty, with a small moon rolling 
through the clouds. The following are by Kikaku and Taigi:

211

lib (D F' Ml (D $ $ fr X <D ft
Kono kido ya Itusari no sasarete fnyn no tsuJd

This small gate,—
It is bolted :

The winter moon !

m * m X & B i£i L £ & H
Kago wo dete kangetsu takaslu ono ga mon

Getting out of the palanquin. 
Over my gate the winter moon 

Is high in the sky.

m ft * © m it a & * b # a* & e
Ajirogi no sorowanu kage wo tsukiyo kana

A moonlit night:
The sticks of the wicker fish-trap,— 

Their shadows are uneven. Shirao

In rivers and ponds, a kind of fish trap is mide of 
slender stakes bound together to make a sort of matting. 
One part is left open, and when sufficient fish enter, it is
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shut and the fish caught. The tops of the slicks are uneven, 
and their shadows on the placid surface of the water 
exaggerate this irregularity. The poet sees this unevenness; 
it catches his eye, his mind, it will not let him go. What 
is this deep meaning in imperfection, in asymmetry, in 
discord, in sin and death?

Yarn no ue ni kaji mint hi to ya fuyu no tsuki

Upon the roof, 
People looking at a fire: 

The winter moon. Shiki

Japanese roofs are low, and not steep, in old Japan 
almost touching in the cities. There is a fire not far off, 
and spectators are on the roofs, getting as good a view as 
possible. Above them in an inky sky the wintry moon is 
shining.

Si b i>$£L&i£\c&r(DR
Yuki yori mo samushi shiraga ni ftiyit no tsuki

Colder even than snow. 
The winter moon 

On white hairs. Joso

To the samurai, for whom poetry and duty are one, 
dishonour is worse than physical death. To King Lear, the
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unthankfulness of his daughters is more painful than cold air.

Blow, blow, thou winter wind!
Thou art not so unkind 
As man’s ingratitude.

These feelings are spoken of physically because felt so. The 
white light of the wintry moon upon the head of the old 
man intensifies the feeling of the irrevocable advance of 
time of which Ids white hairs are the token. The moonlight 
too shines more chill above the white hairs of old age, for 
the icy and the merciless enhance and reinforce each other.

:
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Se no takaki hi ski m cdntc fuyu no Isuki
m is !

I met and passed 
A tall Buddhist priest,

Under the winter moon.
i i

Baishitsu
5ill IThe interesting point here is the relation of tallness to 

the moon. The gaunt, pale-faced monk clad in black robes 
seems to belong to winter, night, and the moonlight.

iilllfi: :
!

!:
Fuyu no tsuki kaiuakaze itva wo kezteru kana

ft A ! 1

S-iUnder the winter moon, 
The river wind

Sharpens the rocks.
i ;

Chora ‘ j if
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If the wind may be said to have any effect at all upon 
the rocks, it blunts them; it does not sharpen them. But 
Chora is not pretending it does. He is saying something 
else, something that cannot be said in words. Not that the 
words themselves are lacking. It is something that a man 
may experience so that he knows what the poet might have 
said, were it not for the fact that the saying of it would 
have robbed it of the life which of its nature can never be 
solidified into words. The unsaidness is the express attesta
tion of the unsayableness that is part of the essential nature 
of poetry.

Poetry has an onomatopoeic character, an affinity to 
nonsense verses, in which certain concatenations of words, 
an apparently fortuitous juxtaposition of certain sounds 
raises in the depths of the mind meaning-echoes that go 
back down into the past, grow into the distant future, in 
a way that like life itself, defies analysis. So in the above 
poem, (omitting the purely sound elements which can never 
be reproduced in translation) the words winter, moon, 
river, wind, sharpens, rocks, produce in the (poetic) mind an 
effect out of all proportion to dictionary definitions of them, 
and quite regardless of their logical and intellectual relations. 
The poet is pointing to something in his mind which corres
ponds exactly with what is happening outside it. 
“wind” in his mind “sharpens” the “rocks” in it.
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1

The

Yamadori no nekaneru koe ni tsicki samtishi
«• ft
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At the voice of the copper pheasant, 
That cannot sleep,

The moon is chill.

215

I
* i *

:
Kikaku

I!The sliarp voice of the sleepless bird, the pale, clear- 
cut moon, and the bitter, silent cold intensify one another. 
There is in the world outside a unity of these three things 
that corresponds to the single poetico-physical feeling of the
poet.

; ■'

i

IISUt4:« H# (£ h. ts 9J B# ns
Tabibito to ivaga na yobaren hatsushigure

a Zl

The first winter rain.
And my name shall be called, 

“ Traveller.” iBasho

:In October, 1689, Basho set out from Edo on a journey 
to his native place in Iga, and in his Oi no Kobumi says: l .

•Dty&fcotg % ft 
L X

In the Month-when-the-gods-are-absent (Octo
ber), the sky when I set out was uncertain, 
myself a leaf blown by the wind, unmindful 
whither.

The above haiku then follows. It shows Basho setting out 
in a drizzle, soon wet through from the knees downward, 
alone, yet not lonely, not knowing where he would lay his

I (IIii !!
,

ill I
;

ill u
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head that evening, if at all; but in everything, he 

Turns his necessity to glorious gain.

ft it $ 5 fc i- # © n$ m A* &
Bakeso na kasa kasu ter a no shigure kana

ft

It may transform itself, 
This umbrella lent by a temple, 

In the winter rain. Buson

Rain begins to fall, and Buson goes to an old temple 
nearby and asks for the loan of an umbrella. The monk 
gives him one, so old that it is hardly worth while returning. 
As he leaves the temple in the gathering darkness, the rain 
falling steadily and monotonously, Buson feels that this aged 
umbrella may suddenly transform itself into a fox or a witch 
or goblin. The old monk, the old temple, the rain, the 
tattered umbrella, the evening, the thoughts of ghosts and 
apparitions are all blended together with a power and 
compactness in the original which even a literal translation 
cannot emulate. “Rain of a temple lending a bewitched 
umbrella ” is nearer the Japanese, but omits the “ may be ” 
element of “looks as though it may be going to transform 
itself” expressed by “bakeso.”

1

XUkK&Qbmi,
Ikite yo vx nezame uresliiki shigure kana

3 22
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To wake, alive, in this world, 
What happiness!

Winter rain. Shoha

Happiness is from within. Though winter rain is almost 
a symbol of dreariness, the poet finds the cold rain no 
hindrance to joy:

Only to be,
Made quiet his breast.

it

BL t & ft
KanasJusa ya sfdgure ni somaru haka no moji

1The winter rain dyes 
The letters on the grave-stone: 

Sadness. Roka

UThe grave-stone is covered with green lichen, and as 
the cold rain falls on it and trickles down over the name 
of the dead person carved on it, it begins to turn almost 
black. The sadness of the poet is what enables him to 
‘"see” this fact, that is, to attend to it so that its meaning 
reflected from his mind sinks back again into his heart.

ii

!

Hitm a
Sfdnnitva ya isld mo ocJdtsitkit hatsusldgure
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In the newly-made garden,
The stones have settled down in harmony; 

The first winter shower. Shado

“ Ochitsuku ” has both the physical meaning of the 
stones subsiding into.their place, and the aesthetic meaning 
of their becoming an artistic unity with the rest of the 
garden. The rain that begins to fall adds the final touch 
of nature which makes this world kin.

In the wilderness of nature, man has made a garden, 
by impressing upon the mechanical disorder of natural 
things the activity of mind. But we must not make the 
mistake of supposing that things are simply passive in this 
relation. The material itself both assists and opposes. 
From the point of view of art, Nature suffers most from 
a superabundance, an excess, a plethora of material. One 
or two stones here and there, a pine-tree, an evergreen 
bush, a small, half-seen pool of water,—this is enough. But 
when upon this the life-giving rain falls, especially for the 
first time after the garden is finished, we feel rightly that 
Nature is herself confirming the deeds of man. Thoreau 
says,1

Thus all things pass directly out of the hands of 
the architect into the hands of Nature, to be perfected.

*
Ikutari ka shigurekakemiku seta no has hi

1 A Week on the Concord.
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How many people in the winter shiwer, 
Running across to the other end 

Of the Jong bridge of Seta! Joso

A sudden shower has come on, and people on the long 
bridge begin to run through the slanting rain with umbrellas 
and kasa tilted in all directions. It this verse we feel 
through the length of the bridge the nature of the shower. 
The scene is without colour, and in this is superior to the 
ukiyoe which portrays it. Another verse like an ukiyoe, by 
Masahide, JE^y, d. 1723, wtiich shows man not subdued by 
but rather defiant of the rain :

■ •

i
■

Yarimochi ya nao furitatsuru shigure kana '
.

The javelin bearers 
Still brandish them 

In the winter rain.

On the daimyo procession rain has begun to fall, but they 
still raise and lower their spears and continue their accom
panying rhythmical cries. *!

:

:

i.i!Karakasa ni oshimodosarurn shigure kana

As I walk in the winter rain, 
The umbrella

Presses me back.
i!

§hisei-jo
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Is it the umbrella, or the wind that presses me back ? 
Or is it something else entirely?

I felt you push, I heard you call,
I could not see yourself at all.1

In tliis realm of mystery that the reason endeavours in vain 
to diminish, to penetrate and conquer, the soul wanders 
freely, feeds on pure joy and knows no sadness,—and yet it 
is only being pushed back in the cold rain by an umbrella.

220

R5. <D fife K ^ h $ 11$ W ts.
Kogarashi no chi ni mo otosanu shigure kana

*

The gale will not let 
The cold winter rain 

Fall to the ground. Kyorai

This is a verse portraying something we have all seen, 
a wind so strong that the naturally perpendicular rain 
seems to become horizontal, or even to rise rather than fall.

Isogashi ya oki no shigure no maho kataho

How busy they are 
Out at sea in the rain,

Full sails, close-hauled sails!
Kyorai

Stevenson, The Wind,

i
/f vv\ - (v\ r^rt___
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iii
Entering Chikurisha Hermitage 

Verse and picture by Seira, WJffi, 1739-1791.
.

I:
The first winter shower;

The bamboo of the kettle-hanger 

Is blown to and fro.

IN
Yf & m
1C CD* : r; 1I(For kettle-hanger, invisible in 

this picture, see frontispiece.) !i

1it ;
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The “busyness” is in the poet’s mind as he stands 
watching. The reader’s mind, if Kyorai can succeed in 
making it “ busy,” perceives the value, the poetic significance, 
but can never explain it. All pictures are the same; 
the picture, the picturesqueness is nothing, unless we share 
in the activity or rest that is pictured there.

221

#J A © ffi <D £ it $ J: <$7 t <\h
Tsuribito no jo no kowcsa yo yushigure

The angler,—
His dreadful intensity,

In the evening rain!

:

Buson

What is there about the fishing that causes the man to 
sit there stiff, cold, hungry, wet-through, for fish that may 
never bite, for fish that could be bought for a paltry sum 
at the fishmonger’s? It is not merely blood-lust, the desire 
to get something for nothing, brute obstinacy, the so-called 
sport, that is, the chances of the game, though all these 
enter into it. It is man against nature, the struggle of 
Jacob with the angel, the desire of the moth for the star, 
something as blind, as fatal, as fearful as life itself.

!
& 0 is < ifSMji'fc * K

Yanefuki no tcmi wo furimuku sldgure hana
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Rain begins to fall:
The thatcher turns

And looks at the sea.

222

Joso

The thatcher is engrossed in his work; the rain begins 
to fall and he raises his head and looks towards the sea 
that whitens in the distance.

This is explained as the thatcher being in a state of 
muga, egolessness, and then coming back to himself
when he feels drops of rain, and hanging his now suspended 
mind onto the sea. The only mistake in this interpretation 
is the “coming back to himself.” His state of mind as he 
gazes at the sea is not ego-centric.

• if:I I
!

[I

1: m
Yt # n$ rni vk a is & fa ft

Cliikiirin ni shigure fukikomu yiibe kana

Rain blows
Into the bamboo forest;

Evening.

T? *

Seisei

This may seem perhaps an over-simple verse, but after 
all, if “one thing is enough,” we have two here. There is 
nothing more beautiful in the world than bamboos in the 
windy rain, but that is not the point of the verse. The rain 
comes slanting into the forest through the green stems of 
the bamboos into the twilight beyond. As it dark, the 
bright rain-drops are seen rather clearly.

!
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7*Ji O h\ X it b It b t 0$ Mi $
Ike tio hosJii mat a hara hara to shigttre kana

ft

The stars on the pond; 
Again the winter shower 

Ruffles the water. Sora

The point of this verse is in the word “again.” The 
cold stars are brightly reflected in the cold dark water. 
Then wind and rain sweep the surface, and they disappear. 
This happens several times, with that wonderful regularity, 
that unchanging strangeness and depth of meaning that 
belongs only to the simplest tilings of life.

i
Q £r. <o m H Jf e <o l® B it

Hanko no s'wjitsu henun no shigttre kana
m n

Sunbeams slant onto one side of the river; 
From a floating cloud 

Cold rain falls. Buson

It is a pleasure to read a poem that is purely objective, 
partly because it is in the Chinese, classical style without 
the possibility of any subjective overtones. It is the world 
as it is, as it would be without man. And yet we know 
that the drive and direction of this “ slanting ” and “ falling,” 
the weight of this “mass” of cloud all have their origin in 
the lively power of the mind that perceives them, all are

but the painted vicissitudes of the soul.

:
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o As'C-W Z> 'b ill- ■T- m
Ushi tsunde wotarti kobune ya yushigure

With a bull on board, 
The ferry boat,

Through the winter rain.
a-

Shiki

Across the river passes very slowly a flat-bottomed boat 
with a few country people, and a bull. Rain is falling 
steadily and human beings and animal alike,

If I might lend their life a voice,
Seem to bear rather than rejoice.1

But Shiki only wishes to paint a picture in black and white.

■

!

m n
Kusu no ne wo shizuka ni nurasu slugure kana

The drizzling winter rain 
Quietly soaks

The roots of the camphor-tree.
Buson

Under the great tree rain does not fall, but down 
the trunk trickle lines of water that darken the bole 
and roots and disappear in the ground. There is a certain 
loneliness, sadness here, but it is something inherent in 
the things themselves, a heaviness that belongs to brute

1 Matthew Arnold, Resignation.
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matter, to darkness, to old age, something that the bright 
seraphim never know. Contrast this with the subjectivity 
and moral-drawing of Shelley’s lines:

Rough wind that moanest loud 
Grief too sad for song;

Wild wind, when sullen cloud 
Knells all the night long;

Sad storm whose tears are vain,
Bare woods whose branches stain,
Deep caves and dreary main,—

Wail for the world’s wrong!
Si

i;

l <*£ ± oh bt)'£<Dmtsn © n
Shigururu ya ta no arakabtt no kuromu hodo

!i-iIIt has rained enough 
To turn the stubble in the field 

Black.

■

. fill
&Basho

If one has seen this, both in reality and in ukiyoe wood- 
prints, the poetic meaning, as a picture of life, is obvious. H !■ :

L <* 5 £ ft t B ^ h £ 3? ^ O 4- R3 E ill?Shigururu ya tsuno majieiru nobe no ushi
:
it! i .

Cold winter rain; 
Mingling their horns.

The oxen of the moor.

■

iHi
Ranko
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There is something in this herd of cattle with the rain 
falling on them, their horns all pointing upwards, which 
reminds one of Monet’s picture of Umbrellas.

226

i> ts: t Sft * B$ m Z> ktzA, ± m 
Kasa mo naki ware wo sHgureru ha nan to nan to

To be rained upon by the winter rain, 
And with no kasa,—

Well, well!

i

Basho

The meek shall inherit the earth. God is not a respecter 
of persons. He maketh Iris rain to fall upon the just and 
upon the unjust. Man has dignity before men, but none 
before Nature. To describe the above verse as a religious 
poem may well seem to some an absurdity, and yet it is 
such. There is no ecstasy, no lofty flights of the imagina
tion; it is life lived at its common level, the will of God 
accepted and cheerfully fulfilled.

SOSClfS 4- g fc
Niwatori no hoe ni shigururu tishiya ltana

m m

Winter rain 
Falls on the cow-shed; 

A cock crows. Basho
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The harmony between these three things—the cold rain 
slanting down, the huge black cow-shed with its high steep 
roof, the shrill, falsely triumphant cry of the cock—is partly 
in the rise and fall of the cock’s voice that blends with the 
rise of the roof and the fall of the rain; partly in the 
shrillness of the cry with the chilly drops that fall.
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& itf m -n m & * in
Yitslugure gama Jdsomi ne ni ureu kana

m &

Cold winter rain;
In the subdued voice of the toad, 

Grief and woe. Buson

Rain is falling on the dead leaves. The deep voice of 
the toad has grown weaker as winter begins, and expresses 
the sadness and pathos of the ending of life and warmth.

L <* £ i * W i> * A O ft tc M tz z m n
Sldgururu ya ivare mo kojin no yo ni mtaru

The evenings of the ancients 
Were like mine,

This evening of cold rain. Buson

Compare this to the following, by Southey, from The 
Scholar :
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My days among the dead are past;
Around me I behold,

Where’er these casual eyes are cast,
The mighty minds of old ;

My never-failing friends are they,
With whom I converse day by day.

The Japanese poet listens to the sound of the rain, the 
English poet looks at the volumes that rise in serried ranks 
around him. The one attains to unity with men of past 
times through nature in its simplest form, the other through 
books, through men. But both realize a deep truth, that 
we look not with our own eyes, but with the eyes of the 
great men of the past. We hear not with our own ears, 
but with those of long dead poets.

The heroic Heart, the seeing Eye of the first times, 
still feels and sees in us of the latest.

There may be in Buson’s verse a reference to Basho’s:

'££&

: 5

lit K & Z> % M K & E 0
Yo ni furu mo Sara ni sogi no yadori kana

It rains o’er all the earth;
Still more upon the dwelling-place 

Of Sogi.

This again comes from the verse of Sogi, 1420-1502:

Yo ni furu tva sara ni sfugure no yadori kana

It rains o’er all the earth,
Still more it falls

On this my dwelling-place.
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Even this seems to depend on a waka by Nijoin Sanuki in 
the Shinkokinshu, first compiled in 1205:

ill* K. & z> fi t # i <D * co & tc 
& < i>'M< Zts b R.’f M *4fc 

Painful it is indeed,
Passing through the world;

But in a hovel like this,
I live on in peace and quiet.
Winter rain falling.

0 wi % iH tits n if m ts:
Ganzen wo mukasfu ni misuru shigure kana

The winter rain 
Shows what is before our eyes, 

As though it were long ago. Buson

We expect this verse to run, “ The winter rain shows us the 
past, before our very eyes.” By a kind of trick of words 
Buson has blurred the present and the past, the looker and 
what is looked at. He has done here rather artificially 
what it is the aim of all poetry to do, to confuse while 
keeping distinct, to enable us to lose ourselves in mutual 
interpenetration and yet preserve the identity and uniqueness 
of the thing itself.

Wi Z> ± * J& © b ti Z ^ O ±
Shignrurtt ya nezntni no wataru koto no ue

m *r
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Winter rain;
A mouse runs 

Over the kolo.

The poet or someone else has been playing the harp 
and at last leaves it on the tatami. Standing on the verandah, 
he gazes out at the rain which has fallen all day. It grows 
darker and darker. Suddenly, the koto gives out a slight 
sound; a mouse must have scuttled across it. Contrast this 
with the following by Ranko :

i Buson
i

Sami dare ya nezumi no mau) ant fur u Isitzura \

The May rains;
A mouse is running round 

The old wicker basket.

In this verse it is the old wicker basket that, because 
of the mouse’s activities, has become alive and meaningful. 
The rain is merely a setting. In Buson’s poem it is not the 
koto or the mouse that is significant, but the rain which is 
expressed through these two apparently unrelated things.

Another verse of Buson’s, already given, where coldness, 
a mouse, (which in many cases if not all, must be a rat), 
and a certain sound all express the same thing:

)

ML * K? JR <0 -7T- <0 £ is £ tz
Sara wo fttmu nezumi no oto no samusa kana

The sound of a mouse 
Treading on a plate 

Is cold.

1 A kind of harp, about six feet long, played horizontally.
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The association of mice with coldness is common in Buson:

WL % it ts JR <0 A <D 15 % L
Telsu ivo ham it nezumi no kiba no oto samushi

The sound of the teeth 
Of a rat biting iron 

Is cold.

i

m < ffi it tf£ A H ft
Tern samukit shikimi hamikobosu nezumi kana

In the cold temple,
The sound of a mouse

Nibbling a Chinese anise.

KF# t xlofcfc sae
Noioaki shite nezumi no ivataru tiiwatasumi1

A mouse
Crossing a puddle

In the autumn tempest.;
I

i

i t t' 2> & <D 15 a m
Sayo shigure tonari e liairu kasa no oto

■

On an umbrella, a patter of raindrops, 
But it enters next door;

The evening darkens.
.

Ranran !;
The poet is sitting alone in the house, reading desultorily, 

and though he does not realise it, lonely. It is raining 
outside. The sound of raindrops suddenly becomes louder.
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It is the patter on an approaching umbrella. Will the 
person come here ? The sound passes by and seems to enter 
the neighbour’s.

Silence is scattered like a broken glass.
The minutes prick their ears and run about.

Then one by one subside again and pass 
Sedately in, monotonously out.

You bend your head and wipe away a tear.
Solitude walks one heavy step more near.1

Nanibito no nenu tomoshibi zo sayo shigurc
& *

Who is it that is awake. 
The lamp still burning ?

Cold rain at midnight. Ryota

As is so often the case, the order of the parts of the haiku 
is of the greatest importance. If this verse had been written, 
as it could easily have been,

/J'&lMfa A<om ^
Cold rain at midnight:

Who is it that is awake,
The lamp still burning?

the emphasis would be and remain on the light burning in 
the lonely hut on the distant mountain-side. The rain would 
be only part of the scenery, a mere season-word in the 
poem. In the actual verse however, the melancholy of that 

1 Solitude, by Harold Monro.
I
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one star of light in the dark outside enables him to hear for 
the first time the rain that has been falling since dusk.

t £ SB El fn 
Halsusjumo ya meshi no yu amaM asabiyori

U A

The first frost:
Fine morning weather,—

Iiow the rice-water tastes! Chora

The weather has got suddenly colder. This morning, 
frost lies white under a blue sky. The water in which the 
rice has been boiled, tasteless for a long time, is now deli
cious to sip.

Where is the poetry in this? The poet felt there was 
something significant in it. The rice-water tastes different 
from before. Is there some change in himself or in the 
rice-water? The answer is yes. Scientifically speaking, he 
has changed. Poetically speaking, what he eats is changed 
for this morning he is tasting the blue sky and the white 
hoar-frost.

■

■

aI
i.

^ ft — o d
Akaki mi lutotsu koborenu Shinto no niwa

t- m

■■A red berry
Spilled iiOn the hoar-frost of the garden.

Shiki
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This red berry must be that of a nantcn or nandin, but 
the (deliberate) lack of the name makes the verse a pure 
picture, instead of a representation of life. It is a spot of 
red upon white. Yet it is still hoar-frost, not mere whiteness; 
it is a berry, not a piece of red paper. Noteworthy is the 
4, 7, 5. The shortness of the first 4 syllables brings out 
the round, hard clarity of the red berry on the white 
frost.

234

3fc JJC
SabisJusa no soko nukete fur it mizore liana

Sleet falling: 
Fathomless, infinite 

Loneliness. Joso

Soko nukete, literally, “the bottom falling out,” is a 
Zen expression (applied to sudden enlightenment) very much 
more concrete and less sentimental than “fathomless, 
infinite.”

A leaden sky, bare branches above, dead leaves under
foot, not a sound anywhere. Then there comes falling, not 
rain, which has the promise of growth, its many-sounding 
music, and the charm of its round bright drops; not the 
snow which unites all things as it beautifies them; but wet 
cold sleet, with neither life nor hope in it. It needs a God
like mind to rejoice in it, and this is what the poet has 
given us in this verse, and enabled us also to do.
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i!r fill ic v,'c H -7/. -C .7,. tt * ft
Fur take iii zori shizumite mizore hana

38 If

The old pond;
A straw sandal sunk to the bottom, 

Sleet falling. Buson

We cannot help thinking of Basho’s verse, Volume II, 
page 253, when we read the first line of this poem. Perhaps 
the simplest thing to say is that one represents spring with 
all its power and possibility; the other winter, the death 
of all things.

; .
I

§1 ■%> 7k fill o M o tz kt ts * t?
Hatsuyuki ya suisert no ha no taioamu made

■& m

The first snow;
The leaves of the daffodils 

Are just bending.

i

Basho
1

The delicacy of the observation is not less than that of 
Nature itself. A few flakes of snow, and the mind of the 
poet bends with the long, slender leaves. There is a similar 
but rather less simple verse by Buson:

II
:

I
Harusatne ya koiso no kogai nururu Itodo 

Spring rain.
Enough to wet the little shells 

On the small beach. H II|;

1
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Note how Buson makes everything as small as possible. 
Shiki has a verse which is almost a parody of Basho’s:

^3'£.*? & OiKH %iL I* E
Yudachi ya kaerti no tsurn ni mitsit bit hodo

A summer shower;
About three drops 

On the frog’s face.

i o tz ± « m
Hatsuyuki ya kake kakaritaru Iiashi no ue

The first snow of the year. 
On the bridge

They are making. Bash 6

This was composed when Basho was living at Fukagawa; 
the bridge was half-finished. The poetical point of this is 
of an extreme delicacy. It concerns the bringing together 
of the first soft, white snow and the new white wood of the 
bridge over which no traveller has yet passed. The vir
ginity of both is brought out by their juxtaposition.

ifirjMoiii
Hatsuyuki ya umi wo hedatete doko no yama

The first snow;
Beyond the sea,

What mountains are they?

T- a

Shiki
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The snow falls for the first time, and as the poet 
gazes over the sea, he sees, as if also for the first time, 
distant mountains capped with white snow shining in the 
morning sunshine. The snow can say too, “ Behold, I make 
all things new 1 ”

.
5
'

m 4 & L K M <D ^ 0 L §■ 0 ft E
Ten mo chi mo nashi ni yitki no furishikiri

There is neither heaven nor earth, 
Only snow

Falling incessantly.

U
i.Hashin

i in-Thomson has expressed this, though in more words: -u
Earth’s universal face, deep hid and chill.
Is one wide dazzling waste, that buries wide 
The works of man.

Joso has a very similar verse:

i
!

I& K % ft L
No mo yama mo yitlti tii torarete nani mo nashi

Fields and mountains,—
The snow has taken them all.

Nothing remains.

3!

I

Kinden no tomoshibi hososhi yorn no yuki
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The lights of the palace 
Are narrowed,

This night of snow.

On ordinary nights, the lamps of the palace blaze out 
into the darkness, but after the fall of snow, everywhere is 
lighter than usual, and when the lamps are lit, they appear 
smaller and dimmer by contrast. This is poetry from the 
degree of delicacy and fineness of the perceptions of the poet.
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Shild

•£ fill <D K9&£ & t)* &
Furtdke no oslddori ni yttki fttrtt yiibe liana

Evening snow falling, 
A pair of mandarin ducks 

On an ancient lake. Shiki

There is a remarkable harmony here. The age of the 
lake has a deep affinity with the snow, which though it may 
be new in time is old in its seasonal meaning. The mandarin 
ducks also are somewhat artificial and more picturesque, 
less alive than other birds.

it? m
Niwatori no note irtt uchi no miyuhi kana

While the fowls 
Were asleep,—

A heavy fall of snow. Kien
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The interest of this verse lies in the fact that the poet 
has written it from the point of view of the fowls, not his 

And implied is a picture that could never be painted, 
the fowls sitting on their perches in the dark hen-roost, 
eyes shut, oblivious of everything, while outside, in equal 
darkness invisible snow is silently falling; deeper and deeper 
it lies on the roof and the ground.
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own.

;

Karinokosu susuki no kabu no ynki tokos Id
* &

■

On the stubs
Left after cutting the pampas grass. 

The snow is high. Shiki

This is a scene which everyone has seen in the Japanese 
countryside in winter. The pampas grass seeds, and it 
is cut down, and when the snow falls, accumulated snow 
makes a heap where the stubble of the pampas grass stood. 
This verse is simply a picture of a familiar scene, and its 
poetical virtue lies to a large extent in the very fact of 
choosing it out. It is an example of

:

E
lit

:

1And you must love him ere to you 
I-Ie will seem worthy of your love.

n fits 4*® © m
Rakugaki no kaba tvo awaremti kesa no ynki

m ft
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The scribbling on the wall,— 
It looks pitiful,

This mom of snow. Buson

The pictures and writing that children have done on 
the white wall with charcoal have been there for a long 
time, but as a result of the fall of snow in the night the 
wall is brightly illuminated by the reflection of the snow in 
the morning sunlight. The snow has shown up human 
nature in its triviality, its stupidity, its vulgarity, its worth
lessness. But the poet feels worth and value in this very 
absence of it. In the same way, “ wonder ” will not account 
for poetry; it is the “ ordinary-wonderfulness ” of things 
which we want, and it has.

& * s ^ & *5 tr s m <L> fc L tc. it s m
Uma wo sae nagamuru yiiki no asliita katia)

We gaze 
Even at horses,

This mom of snow! Basho

Goethe says, as before quoted: “ Ein wenig Regen, ein 
wenig Sonne, und es wird jeden Fruhling wieder grim.” It 
is the same with winter. A little coldness in the upper air, 
and the whole world is renewed. Everything is dazzling 
white, sounds and sights completely changed. The poor 
pack-horses that our eyes avoided from pity or indifference 
are now objects of interest again.
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/x //' fa //' t }\\ - m n it?.
Naga-naga to kawa lutosuji ya yuki no hara

)L &I

One long line of river 
Winds across

The snowy moor. Boncho

The mind fluctuates between two desires, a desire for 
novelty and a desire for repetition. It yearns for both 
variety and uniformity, the Manifold and the Unity. This 
is true of the mind’s everyday workings and its highest 
flights. We see it in works of art and in science. If two 
Incomparables may be compared, we must say that the 
pleasure of recognition goes deeper than that of surprise, 
and the true spirit of wonder is at what Emerson calls 
“the Ever-blessed One.” The river is this, and the snowy 
moor is this. A modern verse, by Meisetsu, is also a beautiful 
picture in black and white:

f

II;Onna hitori so hitori yuki no loatasln kana

A woman and a monk.
Ferried across

Through the falling snow.

The boat glides across the black water, the white snow 
falls down over the whole picture, and there is a repetition 
of this spatial motive of horizontal and vertical movement 
in the spiritual realm. The monk and the woman, though 
in the boat together, are moving in different directions. 
This poem is a picture, but the significance of the form is
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deepened by the correspondence and consequent intensifying 
power of the meaning of the objects composing the picture.
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l h yra- < ft m
Higoro nikuki Itarasu mo yield no ashita liana

How beautiful 
The usually hateful crow, 

This mom of snow! Basho

“Hateful” is a very strong word and it is probably 
applied by Basho to the greedy, miscliievous, impudently 
cynical, maliciously inquisitive, Iago-like character of the 
bird. But one touch of nature makes all things kin.

') W fc. Ill k: 5 ^ < m & L ® <o
No tii yama ni ugoku mono nashi ytiki no asa

T-ft-te
I

On moor and mountain 
Nothing stirs,

This mom of snow. Chiyo-ni

This verse has a simplicity that is supremely fitting to 
the subject. Snow has a simplifying effect equivalent to that 
of the greatest artists. All unnecessary detail is obliterated, 
all unnecessary motion obscured.
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V;>K % tz ft £ U-tf/u m X tf f5 *(i
/{?>«/ /« wo tahe yoki mono mi sen yukimuruge

You light the fire,
And I’ll show you something nice,—■ 

A huge ball of snow! Bash 6

This is hardly poetry, but shows Basho’s overflowing 
gentleness and hospitality in a life of abject poverty, his 
sole worldly possessions being a few books and writing 
materials. At tliis time Basho v/as living at Fukagawa. 
Sora, the disciple who accompanied him on the first part of 
his journey to Michinoku, provided him with a one-roomed 
hut, food, and firewood. One morning when Sora arrived 
at the hut, Basho had been playing with the snow, rolling 
it into a great ball. The picture we get here is well done 
in the following haiku by Oemaru:

Yukimaruge okin nattc shimaikeri 
The snowball 

Finally grew 
Immense.

One can see the exhausted toilers standing there with 
red hands and glowing faces, gazing on their handiwork, 
now too heavy to roll another inch. Compare also the 
following by Yaezakura:

m * h W It ^ g 5
Yukimaruge hay a mo chikara no oyobazaru 

I-Iow soon 
The snowball

Got beyond our strength!

y
■

!■;

:i!
?• •
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The snow falls down without weight or strength and we 
begin to roll a ball of it. It gets bigger and bigger, until, 
quite suddenly, we find we cannot move it, it is too large 
and heavy. The poetic point is not of course the contrast 
between the snow and the snowball. It is in the contrast 
between our strength and the weight of the ball. It is in the 
suddenly perceived relation between spirit and matter. We 
forget when we talk in fine phrases of love conquering 
death, of eternal beauty, of the power of the mind, that 
after all it is matter that has the final word,—and this is 
what we perceive when the snowball will not budge.
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$E & i) k n*c & tr ffi A* i> t
Okumi nari ni fukikontu yuki ya makitra moto

- Vic

In the form of an okumi, 
The snow sifts in 

At my pillow. Issa
\

This verse has the prescript “Issa in a state of illness,” 
I'fc b < • The seams of the door and the 

space between the plaster and posts of the wall allow the 
snow to blow in. The fine particles gradually collect on 
the floor in a fan-shaped form which Issa has described as 
like an okumi, the gradually widening insertion or inset that 
lies along a kimono from the “ collar ” downwards. As Issa 
lies there, he watches the snow form into this simple pattern, 
and with the same “simple” mind, describes it. It is in 
this simplicity of mind that the poetry of this verse consists.
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£<£<kJbb'&&i&JS>£Z>(Dm w m
Saku'Saku to tour a k 3 ttma ya yoru no yuki

Crunch, crunch,—
The horse munching straw; 

An evening of snow. KyQkoku

The relation between the sound of the horse eating the 
chopped straw and the silence of the fall of the snow is 
a strange and deep one. How far off they are from each 
other, and yet the very contrast between them, each intensi
fying the other, makes us feel them both as “portions of 
eternity too great for the eye (and ear) of man.”

Massugu na slwben ana ya kado no yuki
%

The straight hole 
Made by pissing

In the snow outside the door. Isaa

The lavatory is outside the house, separate from it, and 
the snow has already fallen to the depth of two or three 
feet. Issa just opens the door and makes water into the 
deep snow. A round, straight hole is left in the snow, 
slightly discoloured, and it somehow makes an impression on 
him which is no different from that which is always the 
sign of the working of poetry, its secret life within him. 
He writes Ills verse, not in spite of, not because of the 
peculiarity of the subject, but simply because (and the
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“simply” has an important meaning here) it insisted on 
its being expressed. A good haiku is to be distinguished 
from a poor one by the depth of the impression it makes on 
the reader; there is no other standard, though we are on 
our guard against artificiality, sentimentality, exaggeration, 
intellectuality, excessive strain, cynicism, and some other 
unnamed enemies of poetry.
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;l iff
Tatazumeba nao furu yuki no yomichi liana

Standing still 
In the evening road,

The snow fell more insistently.
Kito

When we are walking along a snowy road at night, we 
are busy with our own locomotion, but when we stand still, 
the snow seems to fall more rapidly, and we can hear its 
soft swiftness.

'

V' tx h' tr U JL K £ h t X'
Iza yiikan yitkimi ni korobu tokoro made

t£ m

Now then!
Let’s go snow-viewing,— 

Till we tumble down! Basho
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This has the same vehemence of spirit as Christ’s 

Unto seventy times seven I 
upon a subject of similar gentleness.

!

± E % X tt X < iv it o m <o ffi.
Inudomo ga yokete kiirekeri yuid no mi chi

The dogs
Kindly get of the way, 

In the snowy road.
i

Issa
lj

There is only a single track in the middle of the road, 
where the snow has been trodden down enough to walk. 
Not being sure of their reception, dogs that come in the 
opposite direction move aside to allow someone to pass, and 
then come back and run along the narrow path again. 
Here is a whole world of feeling, of the lives of human 
beings who suffer their poor relations to dwell amongst 
them for profit, material and sentimental; and of dogs, who 
have enough intelligence to know who are the lords of 
creation.

;;;

■

I

:
ha m, & o tt * ts m

Futari ?>iisju yuki wa kotosJii mo furikeru ka
:

The snow we saw come down,— 
Has it fallen,

This year too?
!

Basho
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This has the prescript: “ Sent to Etsujin, thinking of 
our sleeping together in poverty last year,” k <L> &

fti L t fi A K 1$ £ • Tliis verse has several meanings. 
It asks whether there is any change of heart, any alteration 
of mind both towards the snow and towards himself. It 
also suggests that the snow last year and that of this year 
are no different. Time and eternity, the personal and 
impersonal are blended in this simple verse.

248

I

Kaze no yuki tatazumu ware wo furimeguru

The windy snow 
Falling and blowing around me 

As I stand here. Chora

What a world of unspoken, unspeakable poetic life is 
revealed in this verse, as surely as shrieks and cries attest 
agony of soul, as unmistakably as the cold corpse shows 
that the spirit has returned to God who gave it. And how 
is this done? With a paucity of material, surpassed per
haps in life, but not in art. In fact, it is the simple elimi
nation of the unessential that brings out what was there 
all the time,

As perchance, carvers do not faces make,
But that away, which hid them there, do take.:

1 Donne, The Crosse.
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n n <o Drf k. & t * a 4> s
Furu yuki no no ni shinaba ware mo yukibotoke

Should I perish 
On this snowy moor, I also

Shall become a snow-Buddha.
Chosui

A snow-Buddha is a snow-man, in Japan usually an 
effigy of Daruma. The poet says that if he freezes to death 
on this vast plain on which the snow is falling, he will 
become a Buddha. This verse is partly humorous, but 
partly serious. He has grasped his fate with a strong hand, 
and in so far as he does this, he has attained Buddhahood.

-Ad 1 < m&fi'ts: -5S&SL
Hitori ziitsu ftirikakureyuku yukimi kana

Snow-viewing,
One by one they disappear 

In the falling snow. Katsuri
■:

They have gone, as spectators, to look at the snow and 
the scenery it has recreated, but the snow is not thus 
passive. The snow falls upon them, as one by one, in single 
file, they walk along the narrowed path. The snow which 
they are going to gaze at swallows each one up into its 
silence and white darkness.

i

Is'M
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0 ® k & ^ (£m t & (D Jb
Waga yitki to omoeba kartislu kasn no tie

•Jt to

When I think it is my snow 
On my hat,

It seems light.

■

Kikaku

There is a short story by Chekov about a stray dog. 
A crowd collects and decides to get rid of the nasty creature, 
when someone says it belongs to the local Police Inspector. 
Immediately they all begin to praise the beauty and sagacity 
of dogs in general and this dog in particular, when another 
man says no, it only looks like the Police Inspector’s dog, 
and public opinion at once veers round, and all the Vicars 
of Bray decide that it is a blot on the landscape and 
a disgrace to the town, and so on and so on.

The mind is its own place, and in itself 
Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of heaven.

This explanation is of the following popular form of 
Kikaku’s verse:

i> <D ^U LS£<D|
Waga mono to omoeba karttsH kasa no yuki

When I think it is mine,
The snow on the umbrella 

Is light.

Shiki rightly says that it must be if. t x. l£, “ When 
I think it is my snow.”

As a haiku, the poetry lies in the intimate feeling of 
ownership by the poet of the snow which is on his own
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umbrella, but the verse lends itself to generalization so 
easily that it cannot be called a good one.

m * t tr ^ z nP < * n *> n
Oo to iedo tatoku ya yuki no mon.

£ #

“ Yes ! Yes ! ” I cried,
But someone still knocked

On the snow-mantled gate.
:

Kyorai

One cold snowy night the poet was sitting by the brazier 
when someone began knocking at the outer gate, 
hurriedly got up and went outside, calling out, “ All right! 
I am coming! ” but for some reason or other the person 
outside continued to knock.

The point of the poem lies in the poet’s lack of know
ledge as to why the person outside did not stop knocking. And 
this mysterious knocking is in some way connected with the 
snow that has piled up on the roof of the gate and blown 
halfway up the door itself. This too, the identity of meaning 
of the thick layer of snow and the dull, continuous, blind 
knocking, is a mystery. Compare Kyoroku’s quieter verse 
on page 311.

He :: .

fi
;

jf i

^Og§o3i3 gty < 808
Karakasa no ikutsu sugiyuku yuki no kure

lb #

Many umbrellas 
Are passing by,

This eve of snow. Hokushi
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The ai*t of haiku is not to make poetry, or even to see 
and record poetical things and events as they chance to 
appear and occur, but rather to seize the inner essence of 
any commonplace, everyday occurrence, to touch that inner 
nerve of life, of existence, that runs through the dullest and 
most unmeaning fact.

Snow has been falling all day. The flakes are large. 
Through the dusk people pass, their walk soundless, their 
origin and destination unknown, their form and sex indistin
guishable, hardly more than moving umbrellas, snow above, 
beneath and all around them. The snow and the umbrellas 
hide the unessential elements, thus revealing—what?

252

!

'

).

Waga ko nara tomo mwa yaraji yoru no yiefri

Were he my child,
He should not accompany you, 

This night of snow!I - Uko-ni

This is a very well-known verse, and expresses the 
tenderness of a “woman’s care’’ that overflows to children 
not her own, but some critics consider this to have no value 
at all as haiku. It needs, however, a tougher mind than 
mine to reject it, and it seems one of those rare exceptions 
where morality and poetry are indistinguishable. In any 
case, it is unreasonable to refuse the verse simply because 
it expresses a union of feeling between the woman and
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Winter Mountain

iAttributed to Kozenki, Chinese
painter unknown in China, said by Soami 
(d. 1525) to belong to the Yuan Dynasty, 
1279-1368.
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a boy, not her own, who was to accompany her husband 
through the snowy night wi h a lantern,—and does not 
deal with crickets or cherry-blossoms. Where it is lacking, 
is in the fact that the snow is only a stage-property; it is 
simply cotton-wool, paper snow, like that of Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. There is a similar verse, probably later than the 
former,1 by Kanri:

253

Yulit no hi ya are mo into 710 ko taruhiroi

A day of snow;
He also is somebody’s son.

That empty-barrel collector.

It may not be poetry, but it is good democracy.

1

UR#
Oyuki to nari keri seki no tozaslndoki

m n

s
:A heavy snow-fall,

They are just about to close
The great gate of the barrier.

:*

sBuson

;The poet has been plodding along the road towards the 
barrier. The snow is deep and is still falling. It is growing 
dark, and the soldiers are just going to shut the barrier

>8
!:'!

1 Uko-ni was the wife of Boncho, d.1714, and the elder sister 
Of Kyorai, b. 1651. Kanri died 1732.
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gate. As he hurries towards it, it looms up higher than 
usual with many feet of snow upon it.

The lofty barrier with its ponderous gates has some 
deep affinity with the snow in the gathering darkness. It is 
something more than the mere feeling of physical weight.

254

JUikki omote mo furantt fubitki kana
a

Eleven knights
Ride through the whirling snow

Without turning their heads. Shiki

These eleven horsemen ride through the blizzard, the 
wind blowing around them, but none of them turns his 
head to avoid the wind or look round. Besides the intensity 
of storm and riders, there is the straight lines of the eleven, 
and the swirling, criss-cross lines of the snowflakes.

I

m #
Yadokase to katana nagedcsu fubttki kana

Coming in from the whirling snow,— 
“ A lodging for the night! ”

And he throws down his sword.
Buson

It is not necessary to limit this man to a member of 
the samurai class, though for the picture it may be better
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so. The door is suddenly opened, the snow and wind come 
in, and with it an exhausted traveller who has at last 
reached this hut as night is beginning to fall. He throws 
down his sword on the tatami and gasps his request, almost 
a demand, for a night’s lodging here. “ Throwing down the 
sword ” expresses perfectly his state of mind and body, 
his extremity of feeling. The onomatopoeia is noteworthy. 
The sounds of d, t, g and k predominate.

IS £ & X
Yaclo kasanu hokage ya yiiki no ietsuzuki

&
| ?

Denied a lodging,—
The lights from a row of houses 

In the snow. Buson

On a journey, the poet reached a village when dusk 
had already fallen, and was refused a night’s lodging,—not 
altogether unexpectedly, for solitary travellers late at night 
were not welcomed. Buson retreats from the house, and 
looks back at it and the houses that stand beside it. The 
lights from within shine over the snow under the dark sky. 
He gazes at this scene for a moment, not objectively, as 
without human meaning; not as “man’s inhumanity to 
man,” but as life, as existence, as poetry, in which the 
poet and the scene are undivided. When they are seen as 
two things, we get the always solemn words of Marcus 
Aurelius;

:
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Let aught external, that so chooses, befall those 
parts which can feel the effects of its incidence. They 
may complain if they will. But I myself have taken 
no hurt, so long as I refrain from pronouncing what 
has chanced an evil. And this abstention is within 
my power.

256

Andon no susuke zo samuki yuki no Imre
m A

The night-light is smoke-stained, 
Snow falls chill

Through the dusk. Etsujin

An andon is a kind of night-light made of wood and 
paper. In Etsujin’s life-time (he was a pupil of Basho) 
they were usually small oil lamps emitting more smoke 
than light. The whole thing would soon become sooty, and 
it is this sootiness which is the central point of the poem. 
The cold night, the gloom, snow falling with its almost 
soundless sounds, the melancholy of it all in a straw-thatched 
hut that leaks here and there,—it is summed up in the soot 
that begrimes the paper and wood of the lamp. This is as 
cold to the mind as the snow outside.

i:

Karakasa no Intotsu sugiyuku yuki no here
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An umbrella—one alone— 
Passes by:

An evening of snow. Yaha

It is a never-ending source of intellectual wonder that 
the more we decrease the quantity of material, the number 
of things, the deeper the meaning becomes. For poetry it 
is hardly necessary to be able to count above one. This 
single umbrella, nothing else seen, moving through the snowy 
dusk,—as we gaze at it passing by, the mind moving with 
the umbrella and with no more thought and emotion than 
it, we know the meaning of the umbrella and him who holds 
it, and That which holds all things as they pass by. But 
this is what we say to anyone who asks what we are 
looking out at. This is not the realm of our experience, 
not the movement of things which we share, but only the 
chattering of words around it. The same experience is seen 
in the following by Boncho; it belongs to autumn:

O /k <D M. K i* t ^ to fc
Kiri no Id no kaze ni kamaivanu ocldba hana

Regardless of wind, 
A leaf of the paulownia 

Falls.

JfeG O % ft J&' *f U <0 $
Hiyodori no sorekiri nakazu yuki no hure

3S ft
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A bulbul cried,
And cried no more:

Snow fell through the dusk.

253

Aro

After the bulbul1 cries, “Pee-a, pee-a,” there is silence; 
it grows darker, and the snow seems to fall more swiftly.

Tokidoki ya arare to natte haze tsuyosJu

Now and again 
It turns to hail;

The wind is strong. Shiki

This is a scene in which the vagueness is the beauty of 
it, vagueness of scene that is left undescribed, vagueness of 
time. There is nothing but wind and gusts of rain and 
hail, but in them we feel the power of nature in its destruct
ively constructive forms. In the following verse, also by 
Shiki, there is an addition of place, of the human element, 
of loneliness, given by the empty boat:

')

41 Kifcw: u
Sutebune no naka ni tabasfnru arare ham

1 The Brown-eared Bulbul. Its body is bluish grey, the cheeks 
reddish brown. It has a habit of flying from branch to branch, calling 
“ pee-a, pee-a.” “ It also likes berries, and sometimes it ventures 
to come to the garden to eat the fruit of “ nandin ” and of other 
trees that bear berries.” The above verse is a modern one.
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In the abandoned boat.
The hail

Bounces about.

In the ordinary way the hail bounces only at one angle, 
but the inside of the boat is curved and the hail dances 
about in every direction. There is also a connection between 
the wanton, free-for-all antics of the hail, and the boat left 
there without owner or boatman. The hail is thrown away 
into the thrown-away boat.

H ■'s i~ Ml Mj x. iti. b fr fa ts:
Yobikaesu funauri trnenu arare kana

fl &

Going out to call back the cruican-seller. 
He was not to be seen;

Hail began to fall. Boncho

This verse needs no explanation, but literally it is: 
“ Calling back the crucian-seller, not visible, hail.”

Such a state of mind, an extremity which is God’s 
opportunity, is perhaps the commonest poetic experience of 
so-called unpoetic people. Poets and psychologists attend to 
such things, for they are accustomed to notice how a dilemma, 
a lack of outlet for action causes the mind to become 
abnormally receptive. They are quick to remark upon the 
peculiar meaning of some trivial or habitual occurrence. 
The hail would never have been attended to were it not for 
the non-plussed condition caused by the disappearance of 
the fishmonger when he was expected to return.
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j&> hb L It ® ^ fc b tt 0 *fr 55:
Ikamcslnki oto ya arare no hinokigasa

TS 25

How sternly majestic, 
The sound of the hail 

On my hinokigasa. Basho

The rattle of the hail-stones, like arrows on armour, 
gives a feeling of the nature of both the kasa, a kind of 
umbrella-hat made of strips of cypress wood, and the hail. 
In another verse by Basho we see the same thing with hail 
and rocks:

'B hi JB K tc. It'S. L Z> $£ ts:
Isfayama no ishi in tabashiru arare kana

The hail-stones 
Glance off the rocks

Of the Stony Mountain.

A modern poet, Kyoshi, adds humnn emotion to the 
mere sounds, reminding us of Wordsworth as a boy:

Nnsundaru kakashi no kasa ni ame kySt nari

How heavy the rain 
On the kasa I stole

From the scarecrow!

Thoreau says in Walden, Higher Laws :

Our whole life is startlingly moral. There is 
never an instant’s truce between virtue and vice.

Even to steal from a scarecrow makes us uneasy, and
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renders us more sensitive to impressions. So the rain that 
falls on the kasa that he has “ appropriated ” fairly thunders 
in his eai*s.

Yama-kaze ya arare fuftikomu ttma no niinti
* ft

The mountain blast! 
The hail is driven

Into the horse's ear. Tairo

This verse expresses the power and omnipotence of 
nature in a homely and humorous way. We see clearly the 
small pellets of ice, and the coarse hairs in the ear of the 
horse.

m
Kampan m arare no oto no kurasa kana

On the deck 
The sound of the hail 

Is dark. Shiki
■

■\iOn hearing the hail, the idea of an overcast sky is 
instantly presented to the mind, so that the sound seems 
dark as ice looks cold. But in addition to this, the hollow, 
pattering sound of the hail on the deck above sounds dark 
in itself.

i;:

II
;;
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i' £ -T-m*
Iza kodorno hashiriarukan tamaarare

13 ffi

Look, children, 
Hail-stones!

Let’s rush out! Basho

This may bs compared with some of Wordsworth’s 
minor poetry, where superficial readers can see but little. 
It is little, but that little is something precious. The poet 
felt that “twinge” at the moment, even when he failed 
to express it, even though there was a still-birth, and 
the appropriate language was not generated by the experience. 
What is peculiarly beautiful about Basho’s verse is the fact 
that Basho’s ejaculation, “Let’s rush out,” expresses the 
hail far more than it does Basho’s attitude towards the 
hail. It gives us the very nature of the hail itself, in its 
swift, bouncing, rushing mobility.

3?
Issan ni to tide hi ni iru arare kana

Hail,
Flying into the fire

As fast as its legs can carry it.
Issa

The faithfulness of things, their will to live which is 
united to an equal will to die, the constructive and destruc
tive both working to the utmost limit, begins to be deformed



I

ICE

in the higher animals and is hopelessly perverted in men. 
The (apparent) power to choose that human beings have 
makes them heat the fire hotter, into which they fall as fast 
as the rest of things, as swiftly as the hail-stones. Issa is 
also perhaps thinking of the moths of summer that flutter 
round the lamps, attracted yet afraid.

263

|

111 # 0 SS K ¥ L #J yk
Yamadera no suzuri ?ti hayashi hatsugori

In the ink-stone 
Of the mountain temple,

The first ice is early. Buson

The night before, he was writing, and when he gets up 
he finds the ink frozen. The season is too early for this to 
happen in ordinary places. In the ice that has formed in 
the well of the ink-slab, Buson sees the remoteness and 
height of the temple where he is staying.

:

Karne wareru yorti no kori no nezame kana

I woke up suddenly,
With the ice of a night

When the water-pot burst. Basho
I:-

The form of the expression in Japanese shows us that 
what Basho experienced was an aural perception of the

If]
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“ Buddha nature” of ice. 1-Ie “woke up” to what ice was.

264

& <D 4» K fill & 0 )k fc O £ $
MoW wo wafoz ni ike ari kbri atsuki kana

-? m

A pool,
Deep in the forest; 

The ice is thick. Shiki

In this simple verse, in the mere thickness, the extra 
thickness of the ice, a whole world is revealed. The depth 
of the forest, its remoteness from human habitation, the 
pale sunlight that leaks through the highest boughs of the 
trees, the late morning, the early evening,—all are contained 
in this one phrase, “The ice is thick.”

It is thick because the sun hardly penetrates to the 
surface of the pond, but this explanation, however true, is 
not the living, poetical truth. In the mere thickness of the 
ice we see the power of nature, the stern inevitability of 
things.

)

* &
Tomoshibi ni koreru fude wo kogasfnkeri

I burnt
The frozen brush 

In the lamp-flame. Tairo
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:The night was so cold that when the poet opened his 
brush and ink-box, and made ink with the ink-stick, he found 
that the brush was frozen. lie tried to thaw it in the flame 
of the lamp, but through his carelessness, the brush was 
burnt, or rather, singed. The whole verss, and the final 
picture, the poet sitting looking at the spoiled brush, the 
silence outside and inside, the intense cold, the feeble light 
of the wick floating in oil,—this is all an expression of lone
liness, inevitable, and of no ulterior meaning.

1 I

!

yjc Z> %£ <D ffh 5 & & U ft
Korn Id no abura ukagau nezitmi kana

m &
1
i

A rat approaches 
The freezing oil 

Of the lamp. Buson

There are certain subjects, such as scarecrows, mice, 
fallen leaves, chrysanthemums, upon which all poets write 
well. There must be some deep relation between human 
beings and these things. The light of the lamp flickers, 
gutters, goes out; the oil begins to solidify in the cold. A 
rat approaches the lamp, its nose twitching, its jerky move
ments betraying its fearful eagerness. The extinguished, 
silent lamp, the motionless yet palpitating rat,—“ these have 
a deep meaning, but when we wish to express it, the words 
suddenly fail us.”1

See Toenmei’s poem, given in Zen in English Literature, page 61, lii
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Mmh jwc ?m nagarnijika am tsurara zoya
«. Tt

Why
Are some icicles long, 

Some short? Onitsura

We are poets and sages in so far as we do not ask such 
questions, or rather, asking them we expect no answer, and 
do not desire one. To keep things in this state of wonder 
and suspense, to want without desire, to love deeply without 
attachment,—this is the real part of all our living. Then the 
different lengths of the icicles, the different heights of wooden 
palings, the difference between the sun and the moon, these 
things are of perpetual and never-ending surprise, for

A long thing is the Long Body of Buddha;
A short thing is the Short Body of Buddha.

)
SU' 0U © & <o $ C? b O b b tc as

Nobotoke no liana no saki kara tsurara kana

The Buddha on the moor. 
From the end of his nose 

Hangs an icicle. Issa

We see here the difference between Christianity and 
Buddhism, or rather, between the English and the Japanese, 
in their concept of nature, of religion, and of the uses (and 
necessities) of humour.
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C t* b L*£HC»fr?JC©#
Kogarashi ya iwa ni sakeyuku mizx no koe

m *r

The winter storm,
The voice of the rushing water, 

Tom by the rocks. Buson

The phrase ^ might be translated literally “ tearing,” 
that is, the “tearing” is literal, for the water swiftly 
flowing is torn in two by the rocks which stick out above 
the water. However, this verse is entirely aural, as Meisetsu 
observes with his penetrating brevity: “This has its poetical 
import entirely for the ear,” -}& Ip fr+* fj* 0 <D j$5 tc. 0 •

S:

* tt ^ ft k m fttLo'iiiffl
Kogarashi ya take ni kakurcte shizumanntt

-& m

The winter tempest 
Hid itself in the bamboos,

And grew still.

A great gust of wind comes roaring towards the bamboo 
grove; the bamboos sway and toss, the leaves quiver and 
rustle, then everything is still and silent again, all that 
force and sound swallowed up completely.

Basho

8
'

£ a* b A<DM e m
Kogarashi ya hobare itamu hi to no kao I!
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The tempest is blowing: 
Someone's painfully 

Swollen face. Basho

The harmony here is one of grotesqueness; the swollen, 
disfigured, grimacing face, and the blustering, insolent, 
uncouth wind have a peculiar relation to each other that 
defies intellectual analysis.

It is interesting to compare this to another verse of 
Basho’s, in which he uses a boil to bring out the delicacy 
and femininity of the willow-tree:

tyo K $ £ #P O L ft ^ A' t£
Haremono ni sawarti ya?iagi no shinae liana

As if touching a tumour. 
The drooping branches 

Of the willow.

Spinoza says.

Whenever, then, anything in nature seems to us 
ridiculous, absurd, or evil, it is because we have but 
a partial knowledge of things, and are in the main 
ignorant of the order and coherence of nature as 
a whole, and because we want everything to be 
arranged according to the dictates of our own reason; 
although in fact, what our reason pronounces bad is 
not bad as regards the order and laws of universal 
nature, but only as regards the laws of oui* own 
nature taken separately.1

1 Tractates Politicos, Ch. 2,
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jr, -\b <d z ft z>m tie
KogarasH ya koishi no kokeru itabisaslu

m n

The cold blast;
Small stones rattling

On the planks of the pent-roof.
Buson

In this verse there is no talk about seeing the world in 
a grain of sand; it is actually heard in the small stones 
rattling over the pent-house roof. And in the dry harsh 
timbre, we feel the same meaning as in the sound of the 
wind, the bleakness and deathliness of winter, 
excellent verse with a slightly different meaning,—the sting 
and bitterness of winter, is the following:

Another

I
tr & x %

Ko garas Id ya kanc ni koisld ivo fuJdateru

The winter tempest 
Blows small stones

Onto the temple bell.

Other verses in which Buson has used stones to express the 
nature of the winter wind:

t

Kogaraslu ya no gawa no isld too fitmitoalaru

The winter tempest;
Crossing over the stones

Of the river on the moor.
!

If
JRL A* ffi O /b 5 8 K-'Ji *3> S

Ko gar as hi ya hatakc no koisju me ni miyitru,
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The winter tempest;
The small stones of the field 

Are clearly seen.

He has used stones also to show the peculiar quality of the 
winter moor, the cold wind being taken for granted:

X b X b b ft K. 0 (D M S #> IT* ft
Ter at era to is Id m Id no tern kareno katia

Brightly the sun 
Shines on the stones

Of the withered moor.

ft K ft * ft L X <* £ # HSF ^ &
Is Id rd slu wo daisldte sugar u kareno kana

Writing a poem about a stone. 
And passing on,—

The withered moor l

Sfiojo to sldte isld rd Id no iru karc no kana
Dreary and desolate.

The sun sinks behind the stones 
On the withered moor.

:}
■

.ate r ft <o >x * n s *£ m & ft
Ikizue m isld no Id wo miru kareno kana

Sparks on a stone
From the palanquin-bearer’s staff,— 

Over the withered moor.

<D ^ & 0 it 0 'M <D Vf Tf *
Kogarashi no hate wa arikeri ttmi no oto
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The winter blast 
Has its final end

In the sound of the sea. Gonsui

All day long the wind has been raging. Towards evening 
the wind drops, and the roaring of the waves is heard in 
the distance. There is a very obvious connection between 
the blowing of the tempest and the clamour of the sea-shore, 
between the subsidence of the sound of the wind and the 
rising of that of the water This is Emerson’s “systole and 
diastole of nature.” But we must also say, with Blake:

The roaring of lions, the howling of wolves, the 
raging of the stormy sea, and the destructive sword, 
are portions of eternity too great for the eye of man.

There is also a feeling of the unceasing work of nature, as 
in Keats’ sonnet:

ir;

It keeps eternal whisperings around 
Desolate shores, and with its mighty swell 
Gluts twice ten thousand caverns.

Fuyugare ya yo to a hi to iro ri kaze 710 oio
s

Winter desolation:
In a world of one colour 

The sound of the wind. itBasho
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The grass is brown, and branches bare,

The sedge has wither’d from the lake,
And no birds sing.

Winter has taken away the colours from the earth; the 
only sound is that of the wind, of no tone-colour, a wind 
that tells, in its harshness, of withered leaves, dry sticks 
and sharp stones, waste and empty places.

272

5 b £s J& % if1 < & 5 o to Hi n ft
Uragare ya icma. mo moclu hu utsu no yama

On Mount Utsu 
All is withered and desolate:

The horse also eats the mochi.
Kikaku

Mt. Utsu, ^ •#£ llj, refers to a mountain pass in Suruga 
no Kuni,1 Jf£ rHT <D P3, where there was the customary tea
house for the refreshment of travellers, with the equally 
customary special delicacy of the district.

All touches of nature make the whole world kin. Some
body gives the horse a rice-cake. The horse puts his ears 
forward, takes the cake with his thick lips, and begins to 
munch it. The sacrament of eating together is performed, 
all are companions. Eat and be eaten is the law of life. 
But what is this ‘‘touch of nature” in a world where 
everything is natural?

1 Shizuoka,
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vi & b l * o tz t o t o' < ;ji 5 j& m n
Kogarashi ya Itita to tsumazuku modori lima

A wintry wind:
The horse suddenly stumbles 

As it comes back home.

Evening is falling, a cold, gusty wind blows along the 
road. An old horse, thin and bony, hastens its step as it 
nears the villa.ge. Suddenly it stumbles over a stone in the 
uneven ground. And this pathos has something to do with 
the meaning of the poem. Sometimes, in some circumstances, 
in some moods, the breaking of a plate, of even a pencil 
point, some accidental occurrence causes us to feel in a mo
ment all the tragedy of life, its uselessness, its constant 
danger, the precariousness of happiness, the enmity of 
Nature, the anger of God, the ultimate annihilation of the 
universe. The verse above is born of one of these moments. 
If we speak of the tired horse, its thinness and hunger, still 
a long way to go,—this is morality; it may be sentimentality, 
but it is not poetry. The real “ pathos ” of the horse is 
seen when it is in its dark stable, eating its evening meal, 
its luminous eyes half-shut. It is the eagerness, the hopes 
which are tragic, not despair or desperation. It is the grati
tude of men that leaves us mourning. But the sudden 
stumbling of the horse has its poetic meaning in this verse 
by virtue of its mysterious relation with the violent wind that 
is blowing its mane and tail. When the horse stumbles, some 
feeling far above pity and fear is aroused, which nevertheless 
springs from them and cannot exist without them. The 
stumble causes us a deep, painful joy,-—which is, itself, the 
poetic life.

Buson

;

■

I
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/k *£ K ftvk £ t & S # Hi] /■» ft
Kogarashi ni iiva fuUtogaru sugina ham

B $

The rocks among the cryptomerias 
Are sharpened

By the withering blast. Basho

The scene is of the sharp rocks lying beneath the pointed 
cryptomerias, and the piercing wind that blows among 
them. The coldness of the wind and the jagged edges of 
the rocks are in a deep harmony that is expressed as causal 
in character. Compare Chora’s (later) verse on page 213.r

b x&zfi lmm®
Kogarashi ya karayobi sareshi ammabo

ft

In the winter blast, 
The amma

Is called in vain.) Issa

The winter wind sweeps away the voice of someone 
calling to the amma, or masseur, and the blind man walks 
on, blowing his plaintive whistle of two notes. This picture 
of futility Issa perfected after three trials:

% n * tr tz n O* $ L BUfig
Kangetsu ya ninda yobisaresJd zatobo

Under the winter moon, 
A fruitless cry

For the blind man.
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fc&m * is n n $ ft x n % n$ m
Yoamma ya muda yobisarete furu shigure

The masseur at night 
Is vainly called,

Cold rain falling.

n X* e *1 L
Yosfd gure ya kara yobisaresld antmabo

Cold rain at night;
The useless cry

For the masseur.

These examples will show how easy haiku are not, when 
a poet experiences something that demands expression, yet 
seems also to defy it.

—
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Snowy Landscape

by Ryflkai, flourished in the 
first half of the 13th century.
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<D & frC l' b <D rt' '6 II1; 3Ff- /J' ft
I/wa «o o ni ibara no kakaru kareno liana

m It

The horse’s tail 
Caught in the bramble 

On the withered moor. Buson

It is a scene of desolation, withered grasses, dead leaves, 
sticks and stones, frozen pieces of earth. But there is life 
here too. The long tail of the horse has caught on the 
thorns of a bramble by the side of the path. The life is 
not that of the horse and the bramble as animal and plant. 
It is that of the nature of the long strands of hair, the 
sharp thorns, and the potential relation between them that 
is suddenly actualized in a chance, yet pre-destined, yet free 
event. It is a picture, but a picture whose meaning eludes 
all analysis because it means no more and no less than itself.

^*m $ -f m?nfv® < fti
Te wo dasazu mono ninedyukn fuyuno liana

Carrying a load,
Both hands in his sleeves, 

Over the winter moor. Raizan

The point of this verse is the second line. There is 
something in the handlessness of the picture, or rather of 
the imagined experience, which strikes the poet. Sometimes 
it would be good to have no hands; they are useless encum
brances that have to be kept warm by tucking them in our
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sleeves or pockets. But the verse is not conscious of any
thing more than the feel of the hands in the sleeves as 
something peculiar, yet characteristic.

281

M nt Z> ft 1 W <D £ b L ft
Uma shikaru hoc mo kareno no arashi kana

ffi

The voice shouting at the horse 
Is part of the storm

Of the withered moor. Kyokusui

The voice of the people is the voice of God. The voice 
of man is the voice of nature. The voice of the carter 
raging at his horse is the voice of the storm that blov/s 
over the wintry scene.

I

;
i

111 % M i" A fc. BiJ ft *t 9IJ* ft iim n
Yama wo kosu Into ni wakarete kareno kana

Parting from him,
He crossed over the mountain: 

This withered moor!
i

Buson

The poet and his friend walk along the winter path, 
talking or silent, “revolving many things.” Parting, his 
friend crosses over the mountain, and the poet goes on 
alone. The face of nature is changed, the winter scene

m
■
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joyless and dreary. He sees only separation and death in 
it. This may be called a simple case of the association of 
ideas, but the barrenness and deadness of the winter moor 
that are seen subjectively, are also objectively there. It is 
only when we are subjectively in accord with some aspect 
of a thing, that we see that aspect, an aspect which has 
objective justification. But how are we to distinguish that 
objectivity from this subjectivity? Like Villaespesa in 
Animae Rerum,

Y en medio de este obscuro silencio, de esta calma,
Y no se si es la sombra la que invade mi alma,
0 si es que de mi alma va surgiendo la sombra.
And during this obscure silence, this calm,
1 know not if it is that the shadow invades my soul,
Or if it is from my soul that the shadow arises.

This question cannot be answered and should not be asked. 
What is wrong is the lack of something, the absence in the 
mind of those colours which will enable us to see them in 
the object. If our minds are coloured in any particular 
way, we can see that (actually existent) quality in anything 
we behold. God looks at everything with a mind which is 
coloured with every colour, that is, with

the bright radiance of eternity.

As human beings we can do this to only a limited extent, 
and in the above poem it is not attempted. The poet 
expresses his experience, not as simply registering a passing 
mood, but inwardly convinced that there is some unfathom
able correspondence between the cheerlessness of the wasted 
winter scene, and the dejection he feels,

282

i

:
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fiStt © - o •at K A S !Bf a* fc
Checkin no hitotsu ya ni ini kareno kana

* a

A lantern 
Entered a house

On the withered moor. Shiki

It is night, and in the distance, the light of a lantern 
is seen moving along. It enters a small house standing there 
in the midst of the cold winds, and all is dark. What this 
light and its disappearance into the unknown mean, no one 
can express, for all our thoughts and feelings are concen
trated on this wavering spot of light, a light that moves of 
itself and then goes out of itself.

lx
Tori ichiwa micluznre ni shite kareno kana

A solitary bird 
For my companion

Upon the withered moor. ftSenna

I
As he walks along the winter path, the dead grass, the 

fallen twigs flowing away beneath his lowered eye, a small 
bird of some unknown kind flits from one point to another 
beside the path he is treading, as if it finds a faint pleasure 
in the poet’s company. They are a strange-looking pair, the 
man and the bird, but there is something in common 
between them.
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± * © S K % O'* •§> S M U-J* $
Taibokit no kitmo ni sobiyuru kareno kana

7 m

A great tree
That rises up into the clouds,

On the withered moor.

There is something about an enormous tree that is 
different in quality from the trees of ordinary size. This 
particular tree rises up and up like the tree of Jack the 
Giant-killer, its head lost in the clouds, while all around 
stretch withered grasses and cold fields. We ourselves are 
lifted up out of ourselves and are subdued into the highest 
boughs and branches silently spreading out their hands in 
the misty air.

Shiki

Mon bakari nokoru fuyu.no no gar an liana
7- m

Only the gate 
Of the abbey is left,

On the winter moor. Shiki

As we look at this gate into nothing at all we feel the 
death of nature, the destruction of the world, the final 
extinction of human hopes. But the depth of the feeling 
makes it bearable. It is to experience death and all its 
meaning that man was born. The scene of desolation on 
the winter moor, the ancient gate, and the ruins of the 
temple beyond it, these have a significance that the spring 
flowers cannot attain to.
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t - /> z r /j % m m t m m a
Tokorodokoro nabatalte toki hareno ham

=E

Here and there in the distance. 
Fields of vegetables

On the withered moor. Shiki

These small patches of green on the brown and blighted 
moor bring out the ruin of nature still more strongly. And 
the fact that they are S2en far-off brings in an element of 
grief. Distance in space always implies distance in time, 
and time is the deepest and most mysteriously painful thing 
in our experience, the more indirectly perceived the more 
poignant.

r}\v* X ft < til 'Nty
Sato 710 ko Tio hiu hiite yukit karcTio kaTia

=F> a

A boy of the village 
Leading a dog

Over the withered moor. Shiki

The boy and the dog trudging along the cold, dusty 
road over the winter moor express each other, fulfil each 
other in some mysterious way. The little dog unconscious 
of everything but the smells and sights around him, the boy 
with some unknown object, pulling the dog along,—these 
two accentuate the loneliness of the road, the futility of life 
which must always end in death.

I
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ts $ $ V © /]' & ** 5f ft 9M »
Miisasabi no kotori hamioru karetio kuna

The flying-squirrel 
Is crunching the small bird 

On the withered moor. Buson

This example of “Nature red in tooth and claw,” is not 
to be followed by Tennysonian wails of distress or theological 
sophistries; neither can it be laughed off or ignored. It is 
as it is, and is, in its way, as good as anything else. The 
fall of the cherry-blossoms is as necessary, as poetical as 
their blooming:

All sounds are the voice of Buddha,
All forms are the forms of Buddha.

Hekiganroku, 79, Criticism.

-SJ'fe&fl'feo
Santayana1 says the same thing:

It is right that the world should illustrate the 
full nature of the infinite, and not merely the parti
cular ideals of man.

There is also a peculiar testimony from Newman in The 
Idea of a University :

And so again, the sight of beasts of prey and 
other foreign animals, their strangeness, their origina
lity (if I may use the term) of their forms and 
gestures.
Creator.

1 Introduction to Spinoza's Ethics.

.throw us out of ourselves into another
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~Jk ^ O M O' 0 & -f h'i 'M A' ft 
Dai toko no fun hiriowasu kareno kana

*£ *T

His Eminence the Abbot 
Is shitting

On the withered moor. Buson

There is a double contrast here, visual and mental: 
the monk in his multicoloured robes of silk and satin in the 
monotone of brown of the winter moor; the spiritual loftiness 
of the priest and his performing of what is considered the 
lowliest of all human functions. There is no thought in 
Buson’s mind of the fact that all cats are grey in the dark, 
or that all functions are human, are divine. Herein lies the 
Zen of the poem. In Nature, which includes man, there is 
nothing fair, nothing foul;

I would warn you that I do not attribute to 
nature either beauty or deformity, order or confusion. 
Only in relation to our imagination can things be 
called beautiful or ugly, well-ordered or confused.1

.

I

i

f

'Tabibito no nnkan kuiyuku kareno kana 8
The traveller walks 

Over the withered moor. 
Eating an orange. Shiki

1 Spinoza, Epistle 15.
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Oranges of the tangerine type appear in winter, and 
the solitary traveller walks slowly along the bleak road, 
peeling and eating one. The sourish taste makes him shiver, 
and the cold air makes the orange still more sour; one 
intensifies the other, so that all things imperceptibly draw 
closer to one another and to him.

2S8

'i£
Matsu sugi ya kareno no tiaka no fudodo

Pine-trees and crytomerias; 
A shrine of Fudo

On the withered moor. Shiki

Fudo stands within the shrine gnashing his teeth, his 
eyes glaring out of a crimson face. Around the small shrine 
are dark, evergreen trees, and beyond them stretch out the 
frozen fields and bare trees. There is something alive in 
the midst of the cold waste, under the black trees in the 
old-and silent shrine.

1& K m T? it & 31? £ It hb <* Z>
Tabi ni yande yume wa kareno wo kakemegunt

111 on a journey;
My dreams wander

Over a withered moor. Basho
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This is Basho’s cleath-verse, written for his pupils, 
though he had declared, the evening before, that for the 
last twenty years every poem had been his death poem.

Look thy last on all things lovely,
Every hour. Let no night 
Seal thy sense in deathly slumber 

Till to delight
Thou hast paid thy utmost blessing;
Since that all things thou would praise 
Beauty took from those who loved them 

In other days.

This poem, Walter de la Mare’s Farewell, shows what 
Basho meant by saying that all his real poetry was death- 
verses. And so this verse of Basho’s is simply his death- 
verse about life and death. What he showed them when 
they gathered round his bed in the morning has the subdued 
tones of Christina Rossetti’s Uphill :

Does the road wind uphill all the way?
Yes, to the very end.

Will the day’s journey take the whole long day?
From morn to night, my friend.

It has the Buddhistic agnosticism of Clough’s lines:

Where lies the land to which the ship would go?
Far, far ahead, is all her seamen know.
And where is the land she travels from? Away,
Far, far behind, is all that they can say.

But Basho does not look before and after, and pine for what 
is not. He does not look back at a well-spent life, nor hope 
for future bliss in Paradise. He has the habit of sincer

i
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for studia abeunt in mores. For many years he has looked at 
truth with her inflexible regard; what does he see at this 
moment? He is ill, dying; it is a withered moor through 
which he now journeys, and this too, is but a dream.

In Basho’s verse, there is implied also self-reproach, 
a continuous, daily, hourly thing for idealists. We may 
compare Issa’s verse written when he was forty-nine, as he 
thought of the way of poetry that he had walked through 
fair weather and foul:
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Tsuki hana ya slujU ku nen no rnitda Jioko

Under moon and flowers,
Forty nine-years

Of fruitless wandering.

Compare a verse of Basho’s written the same year:

lit * m K. ft fa < /h m <D ft £ % E 0
Yo wo tabi nx shiro kaku oda no yukitnodori

Journeying through the world,— 
To and fro, to and fro.

Harrowing the small field.

<D b <D M L X B £ ^ <D m
Noraneko no fun slute iru ya fuytt no mwa

T- &

A stray cat 
Excreting

In the winter garden. Shiki



THE WINTER GARDEN

This an extraordinarily good haiku. The harmony be
tween the tliree things is perfect. The thin, mangy, unlovely 
and unloving cat, sitting there in the cat’s only ungainly 
attitude, with its eyes vacantly staring; the cold hard ground 
and withered grasses and fallen leaves. Nature has its 
ungraceful and ugly side, which has, however, no less meaning 
than the comely and beautiful.
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^ ;i| K -f X ti Z> 0 t£
Fuyuhawa ni sutetarii inu no kabane kana

¥ 32
;;

ill!The body of a dog 
Thrown away

In the winter river. Shiki

This is a sight everyone has seen. Small boys pelt it 
with stones as it comes floating down, distended with gas, 
a straw rope round its neck. Women and girls say “Poor 
thing!” and mean very little; other people avert their 
eyes and pretend they have seen nothing. But in the river 
of our minds, drowned dogs are always floating down, their 
sightless eyes staring at us. These things cannot be over
looked; we and they are all floating in the same river, and 
from the disintegration and wreckage of their lives and ours, 
new forms arise, to gladden the hearts of new worlds of 
men. There is no pathos or sympathy for animals in this 
verse. The dead body of the dog brings out the nature of

■
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a river in its carrying along with it anything that may be 
thrown in, just as a mirror reflects all things without fear 
or favour; and the nature of a winter river especially, in 
its emphasis on death and desolation. There is no love or 
loveliness, only a narrow current of cold waters between 
wide banks of stones and gravel. Another vers2 by Shiki, 
which shows the life of the river :

& ;n <o & m m tr ne to a* &
Fuyiikawa no nakuzu tsuibamu ahiru liana 

Ducks dabbing
At leaves and stalks of greens 

In the winter river.
S

& Jll * S$TO m 35120 K. JiL b ft 7k
Fuyukawa ya ahiru shigowa ni tar anti mizu

The winter river;
Not enough water

For four or five ducks. Shiki

There are only a few ducks, but the water of the 
river is hardly enough for them, and in them we see the 
dryness of winter. They stand for the winter river, or 
rather, they express more than the river does. The ducks 
and the river are on the one hand a picture of desolation 
and water-poverty, and on the other hand the ducks manifest
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forth the nature of the river in winter. There is another 
verse by Shiki of similar import, but where the humour 
overflows from the small duck onto the life of
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men:

& SB $1 K. m Z> Z> /J' 'P£ ft
Fuyugomori tarcd ni naruru kogamo kana

Winter seclusion;
The kogamo

Is used to the tub.

^ ill B m n
Fuyukawa ya hotoke no hana no nagarekuru

The winter river;
Down it come floating

Flowers offered to Buddha. Buson

This is just a picture, a moving picture, of cold water 
flowing darkly, and a few flowers, half-submerged, that come 
floating down. But the reason for the significance (not the 
significance itself) is that these flowers once stood before the 
image of Buddha and received and shared and communicated 
the reverence and adoration of the worshippers. Yet ♦•hey 
are of no more and no less value now, sodden and limp, 
floating far away to lie rotting in some back-water. Their 
no-value, their really “religious” value is just the same, but 
more easily seen now than before, because they have been 
given the background of Great Nature, instead of the back
ground of Buddhism.

=
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& tn & Aills-;}® |
Taki karete ko no ha wo tatakn shizuktt hana

• ;!
The waterfall drying up, 

Water drips down 
Onto the leaves. Shinpu

“Drips down onto” is tataku, “strikes,” in the original, 
and has its proper onomatopoeic effect.

t
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Magintbeki monooto taete hachitataki
W A

The noises that must have mingled with it 
Died away:

The sound of bowl-beating remains.
Chora

At first the sound of the bowl-beating outside was 
blended with the noises of people passing, talking, working, 
but after a time these sounds died away and only the bowl
beating of the devotees was heard.

The twenty third day of the eleventh month according 
to the Lunar Calendar is the anniversary of the death of 
Saint Kuya, -Hi _b A, 903-972 A.D., who built bridges and 
dug wells in various provinces, preaching Buddhism especially 
in the provinces of Dewa and Mutsu. From about the 
thirteenth of November, for forty eight nights, the priests 
and devotees go round beating a kind of drum, chanting the 
name of Buddha. In some places they beat a gourd, chanting 
Buddhist hymns of the impermanence of things and receiving 
alms in the gourd in place of the usual bowl. From this 
comes the expression “bowl-beating.”

Oi
Hachitataki kao no shizuku wo nominikeri

296
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Bowl-beating,
And drinking the drops of rain 

From my face. Raizan

In the ordinary way we shake or wipe the drops of 
water from our faces, but when we are entirely engrossed 
in what we are doing, in chanting the sutra and beating the 
gourd, the drops of rain or melted snow run into the mouth 
and we swallow them naturally, involuntarily. In this involun
tariness, the secret will that is so much more powerful than 
the waking and conscious volition, the poet sees a profound 
meaning. It is so natural, so little in need of explanation 
that he cannot but record it.

■
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Z'ha iSS up S ft
Yonaki sunt koie mo sitginu hachitataki

A child weeping at night; 
We passed that cottage too,

1 Bowl-beating. Buson

The small group of believers passes from house to house 
beating their drums and gourds with monotonous and 
threatening regularity. From one of the houses, a poor 
cottage, comes the sound of the wailing of a child. As they 
pass by in the cold and darkness, the throbbing of their 
drums mingles with the woeful voice of the infant.

There is a kind of sad resignation about this verse. 
Some groan in their infantile anguish, some beat inexorable 
drums. It must be so, and we must bear it.

I
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Buson has a vei*se somewhat similar and yet differ ent:

-\b np
Ko wo nesasele ideyuku yami ya hachitataki

Putting the child to sleep,
And going out bowl-beating,—

The darkness!

Kyoroku, who died in 1715, the year of Buson’s birth, 
has a verse where contrast is the motif; not “ the woes that 
infants bear,” but the bustle of marriage:

&mp
Yomeiri no kado mo sugikeri hachitataki

Passing by
A house with a wedding service,— 

Bowl-beating.

rc a
Kyodai ga onaji koe narn hachitataki

Bowl-beating,
The brothers chanting 

In the same voice. Chora

When we read this we have a Dantean vision of all men 
praising God, with one heart and mind and soul and voice. 
But it can never be; and this it is which givte the meaning 
to the unison. We say,
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All love! could thou and I with Fate conspire 
To grasp this sorry Scheme of Things entire.

Would we not shatter it to bits—and then 
Remould it nearer to the Heart’s Desire!

This pseudo-ideal world towards which we aspire in our 
moments (and how many they are!) of weakness, at a low 
ebb of life, this world too has its use, in deepening the value 
of the real world of blood and tears. How different from the 
world of the poem is that which Christ prophesies of, where

the brother shall deliver up the brother to death, 
and the father the child.
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Chocfdn no nao aware nari kannembutsu
j

The hand-lanterns,— 
Still more pathetic; • 

Winter nembutsu. Buson

IFor thirty days, in the coldest part of the year, believers 
go round the streets asking for alms, beating a kind of drum 
and chanting sutras the while. As they come near the 
house, their unmusical voices sound full of pathos to the 
poet’s ear. Faith is more pathetic than disbelief, goodness 
than badness;

i
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Alas, the gratitude of men 
Hath oftener left me mourning.

They move away, their plaintively discordant voices more

ijiHI
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and more pitiful as they go farther and farther into the 
distance. At last, their chanting is no more to bo heard; 
only the lanterns they carry show spots of light on the snow.

300; i

rfi m 5$ t) % & 1-JU 
Shirayuki no naka ni hoe ari kannembutsu

n -k

Within the clouds 
There are voices: 

Winter nembuisu. Ryota

In a verse like this haiku has an unusual elan which we 
associate with the poetry of Shelley. There is felt to be 
something supernatural in nature. The mountain has the 
awe of Mount Sinai.

Tobi hyororo hiiyoro kami no otachigena

The gods are setting forth, it seems; 
Hyororo hiiyoro,

Cry the kites. Issa

On the 1st of October, all the gods throughout Japan 
leave their own shrines to assemble at the Great Shrine of 
Izumo. On this day, the kites are circling round in the pale 
blue sky, uttering their plaintive cry. This resembles the
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sound of fifes and pan-pipes that accompany the Shinto 
ceremonies.

Are there really heavenly beings that set out on the 1st 
of October? Have the kites any connection with the journey
ing of the gods? Both these questions have the same answer. 
If we say yes, we commit ourselves to superstition and 
fancifulness. If we say no, we deny the deepest intuitions of 
the heart, and the rights of the poetic imagination. This 
verse requires the religious insight that penetrates to the 
truth underlying all creeds and dogmas.

301

.

Rush no ma ni aretaru katni no ochiba kana

The god is absent;
His dead leaves are piling, 

And all is deserted. Bash 6

The god has gone to the gathering at Izumo. On this 
day, the whole shrine is unusually lonely and neglected. 
The fallen leaves lie here and there, and no one seems to 
care.

;L
■

The attitude of the Japanese to the gods is worth noting 
here; lr strongly resembles that of the Greeks, but the 
outlines are softer, lacking the rather hard clarity of the 
western mythology. In the following verse, Boncho has 
included Buddhism into this atmosphere of pre-history and 
legend ;
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Zcndera tii matsu no ochiba ya kannazuki

In the Zen temple.
Pine needles are falling;

The god-less month.

ill
\

{i!: -ft «t
M'rtjga «e no bintbokami mo otomo sc yo

- X

Poverty-stricken 
Gods of my house,—

Pray accompany them too!

r
Issa

Humble though they be, Issa wishes his own Lares and 
Penates to go together with the gods of august shrines to 
Izumo.

Humour and piety are here blended into one religious 
emotion. To believe deeply yet lightly, fervently but as 
though hardly at all,—this belongs uniquely to Zen, and 
Issa here shares in this “ national treasure,” though he was 
a believer in Jodo, as far his theology was concerned. 
Another verse by Issa has the same spirit:

Kami garni no rusu sentaku ya kyo mo amc

Doing their washing 
While the gods are absent,— 

Today also is rainy.
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J5 # © + tfc t&» ft: - 3?
Moromoro no gitsha mo tsukiyo no juya kana

The Ten Nights: 
Various sorts of nitwits, 

On a moon-lit evening. Issa

From the fifteenth to the twenty sixth of October, 
believers of the Pure Land Sect gather at temples and recite 
the Nembutsu.

When Issa uses the word idiots, fools, he is including 
himself and us as he gazes round at the motley collection 
of human beings. Yet however stupid and malicious we 
may be, the moon of truth and goodness shines clearly in 
•the sky above us.

Tetsuide ni kisertt migaktt ya otorikoshi

While about it,
Polishing the tobacco pipe; 

The ceremony in advance. Issa

The above version is, I think, a perfect example of the 
impossibility of understanding a literal translation of quite 
a number of haiku. The “ O-tori-koshi ” means the celebra
tion of Shinran Shonin’s death, 1268 A.D., a month before the 
actual date. At this time all the brass utensils of the 
family altar are taken out and polished. Somehow or other, 
because of this, someone takes the tobacco pipe (made also
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of brass), and polishes it up. To make a verse of this 
simple fact, with its implications of universal human nature, 
is a kind of poetical missionary work, declaring to us that 
every detail of our lives is meaningful, and must be done and 
seen meaningfully. Another verse by Issa, somewhat similar 
to the above in its senryu-like character:

304

i

Chito taranu boku ya tonari no yuki mo liahu 
Simple and honest,

The man-servant
Sweeps away next door’s snow too.

5? {*JU <o & (O £ §■ b o b b t£ - 2=
Nobotoke no liana no saki kara tsurara kana

The Buddha on the moor ; 
From the end of his nose 

Hangs an icicle. Issa

See also page 266. Issa is not “ debunking ” the Buddha; 
he is just telling the whole truth, not the romantic part only. 
To the icicle, all men are the same:

Nature, with equal mind.
Sees all her sons at play.

Aon
Hito no tame shigurete owasit hotoke kana
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Standing in the cold rain, 
For others’ sake,

Hotoke scima ! Issa

It is raining—winter rain—but Issa does not pass the 
wayside shrine without bowing his head. The verse expresses 
his state of mind as he stands there, in this desolate place, 
with bent head and clasped hands. He feels as one (for one 
they really are) his own poverty and gratitude, the misery 
and greatness of man, the suffering and the compassion of 
Buddha (Iiotokc sama). And we take all this from Issa as 
we would from no one else, because we know he is fully 
aware that it is only a bit of stone before which he feels 
this profound emotion.

■
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$!» ^ P % $1* % A ^ _k -T
Stisuharai ya katni mo hotoke mo kusa no tie

Spring cleaning,— 
Gods and Buddhas 

Out on the grass. Shiki

This “spring-cleaning” or “cleaning the soot off” 
really takes place in winter. The family altars, both to the 
gods and to Buddha, are dismantled, and the things, images 
of Buddha, sacred vessels and so on, are put out somewhat 
unceremoniously into the garden. To see them there lying 
on the gra; s in the cold and open air, is to get a new view 
of the nature of the gods and Buddha, that is, of the nature 
of all things, and of one’s own nature.

Oloroi ya ha tii kuiateshi nori no suna

Failing health and strength; 
My teeth grate

On the sand in the seaweed. Bash 6

What is the connection between old age and stones we 
suddenly bite on? When we are young we feel we can eat

308
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anything, pebbles or glass or grit. As we grow old, little 
things begin to pain us, to tweak our nerves, to press and 
strain us. Basho tees, not a world of place, but a world of 
time in a grain of sand of the seaweed he is eating.

In the following verse, also by Basho, the poet thinks of old 
age as something desirable, because, freed from passion and 
egoism, we may see things as they really are, and see the 
inner necessity of apparently dreary and meaningless things:

309

Kyo bakari hi to mo toshi yore hatsushigure

The first winter rain; 
Today alone.

May others also be old I

Home kai ni yuki no fukicro ya tiagezukin
■

Going to buy rice. 
The snow-covered bag 

As a kerchief.
Ijj

Basho

This an earlier haiku by Basho, about 1686, as we see by 
the word-play of yuki, snow, and yuki, going. A nagezukin 
was a four-cornered hood or wimple, the upper part turned 
over to the back. We have the scene of Basho plodding 
through the snow, in a sense only a picture, yet a picture 
of life, and the point of interest, his head-covering, is where 
life is being lived, because a tiling is being put to
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a use, like sticks and stones, which is above or 

beside their design.1

Sicmi no lii ya yowai no hern mo ano tori

This charcoal fire;
Our years decline

In just this same way. Issa

Compare and contrast this with Landor’s lines:

I warmed both hands before the fire of life;
It sinks, and I am ready to depart.

There is an obvious similarity of thought but a difference of 
mood. Landor says, “I have had a good life. In poetry 
and in communion with nature, I have lived fully. Life is 
drawing to a close, and I leave it without regret.” This is 
the Epicurean attitude, that of the Stoic philosophers, of 
Marcus Aurelius.

Issa sits, not before a large fire-place in a dining room, 
but over the glowing embers of charcoal in the brazier. 
Imperceptibly but irrevocably the red hue is paling, heat 
dying low, the ashes increasing. Issa draws his thin garments 
closer round him and huddles over the fire that is sinking. 
Life too declines unnoticed but inevitably. That is its nature.

Thoreau, A Week on the Concord.



A BANKED FIRE 
as it is also the nature of fire. But Issa does not say, and 
does not think, “ I am ready to depart.” While life continues, 
we must be ready to burn. Only when life has already 
ceased should we be willing not to be.
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JJIi ‘K & & H- X P'J £ tz tz <
Umorebi ya yo fukete mon too tataku oto

7? X.

A**-
A banked fire;

It is deep night;
Knocking at the gate.

r»-
Kyoroku

The charcoal fire is dead, yet alive the night is deep, 
but full of meaning in its silence, a latent meaning that is 
aroused by a mysterious knocking at the gate.

■ )
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Umorebi ya tsui ni iva iiieru nabe no mono

1A banked fire:
Later on, the things in the saucepan 

Are boiling.
j|

Buson

Putting the saucepan on a brazier in which the live 
coals are buried beneath the ashes, the people of the house 
have forgotten about it and are engaged in something else. 
Suddenly they are aware of a cloud of steam and a hissing, 
bubbling sound. The power of nature, our own limited

:
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feeble consciousness, the faithfulness of things, are perceived 
/unknowingly” in the fact that the saucepan is boiling.

312

tS Vx
Abitra kori tomoshibi liosoki nezame kana

Waking in the night;
The lamp is low,

The oil freezing.

Basho woke up shivering in the middle of the night. 
The tiny light, only a wick floating in oil, hardly more than 
enough to see itself by, is going out. Lifting up the small 
bottle of oil standing by the side, he tips it but nothing 
comes out; the oil is frozen. He lies there watching the 
flickering flame grow smaller and smaller. There is a verse 
by a modern poet, Kyoshi, which may be given here:

Basho

Heyabeya ni kubaru andon ya shika no koe

Bringing round paper night-lights 
For each room,—

The cry of the deer I

At this time (the Meiji Era) in inns at night, there was 
brought round to each room an andon, or paper lantern. 
The travellers sat and ate or read or slept by their feeble 
light. The verse was composed just when the servant was 
bringing round the andon. In this pause of faint expectation, 
and this is the point of comparison between the two verses.
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the voice of the deer is heard from the mountains outside in 
the darkness, and desolation and melancholy are seen in the 
lights coming and come, and heard in the cry of the deer.

& k & * ‘X m & it
Sttso ni okite kokoro ni toki hioke kana

n #

I put the brazier 
By my skirt, but my heart 

Was far from it.
'

Buson

The alliteration of this verse is important. Eight of the 
eighteen syllables contain the sound of “ o,” and six the 
sound of “k”. “O” gives the sensation of distance; “k” 
sharpens the cold feeling round the heart.

1

I
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Iff/M K & fi A It tr lX
Batigoya ni hiru iva into tiaki hibcchi kcjia

■

In the watch-shed, in the day-time, 
A brazier;

No one there. IIShiki

Once more we have the fact illustrated that the absence 
of a thing is more significant than its presence. In the 
hackneyed phrase, man is conspicuous by his absence. Again, 
in this verse the cold is not mentioned, but all the more we

u
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receive the sensation of it. The watch-shed is empty, and 
a brazier stands there, empty of fire. This empty hut and 
mute, insensate hibachi, or brazier, are more eloquent than 
the greatest orator. They tell us more

Of moral evil and of good 
Than all the sages can.

Zubunure no daimyo wo iniru kotatsu liana

Out there, a daimyo, 
Drenched to the skin,^- 

And I in my kotatsu ! Issa

A kotatsu is a small, covered-in brazier, over which 
quilts are spread. The feet and legs are put under these.

This verse is often taken as a kind of proletariat sneer 
at the aristocracy, but this is far from Issa’s meaning. 
He is simply saying, “ That is how things happen sometimes, 
inevitably.” We have the counterpart in King Henry IV, 
Part II, Act HI, Scene 1, where the sleepless king exclaims.

How many thousands of my poorest subjects
Are at this hour asleep!..........
Why rather, sleep, liest thou in smoky cribs.
Upon uneasy pallets stretching thee,
And hush'd with buzzing night-flies to thy slumber. 
Than in the perfum’d chambers of the great,
Under the canopies of costly state,
And lull’d with sound of sweetest melody?

:
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Mamoriint kotatsu wo io no honzon katia

The kotatsu
That guards my hermitage, 

Is my principal image. Jcso

In the winter the kotatsu, hibachi, stove, or whatever 
heats the room, takes on a very different appearance and 
significance from what it would have in the summer. 
Warmth is one of the few essentials of life. This is what 
Tanka, til, 738-824 A.D., a Chinese Zen monk, showed when 
he took one of the wooden Buddhist images and made a fire 
in order to warm himself. David did a similar thing when 
he partook of the sacred shewbread.

This verse has of course a fanciful humour in it, but 
behind this and through this there is faintly adumbrated the 
fact that the Buddha is not only the tree in the garden, 
a pound of flax, a sesame cake, but a kotatsu.

5!
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Mono kaktt ni sukoshi wa takaki kotatsu kana

m m

For writing on, 
The kotatsu

Is a little too high. Ensui jIIt is important to distinguish in this verse the (not very 
interesting) prose from the (not very remarkable) poetry. iI
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A koiatsu, when we sit in it, comes up to about the level of 
the chest, and that is too high for comfortable writing. 
But what was significant to the poet was not this indubitable 
fact. It was the feeling of discomfort, something not under
stood, something which could be explained but not expressed 
by the mere statement of fact, which made itself memorable 
to the poet and which he sought to put into in his verse. 
This verse is a failure because it has delayed too long, and 
allowed the rational faculty to pretend to give the whole 
matter in a statement of the excessive height and inconve
nience of the kotatsu as a writing table. This haiku might 
be taken as an example of “emotion forgotten in tran
quillity.0
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ft ft
Kirigirisu tvasurene ni nakti kotatsu kana

The cricket chirps 
In a forgetful way: 

This koiatsu / Bash 6

Basho sits alone in the kotatsu. From time to time 
a cricket chirps, as though it had remembered it was still 
alive, then relapses into silence again. Its melancholy note 
in the midst of the desolation of winter makes Basho feel 
his old age and failing strength more keenly, and he draws 
the quilts of the kotatsu more closely round him. Basho was 
at this time about forty six years old- He had four more 
years to live,
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Tanka burning the Wooden Image of Buddha 

by Fugai, 1779-1847

It "is I who am the Sarira.
J f f fr (the, holy substance found when 

a Buddha’s body is burned)
See Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, 1st Series, pp. 316-17.
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Suniitsuhanu tabi no kokoro ya okigotatsu

1* 1!x

Unsettled,
The mind of a traveller,— 

This movable kotaisu. Basho

At this time Basho was living with various of his pupils, 
moving from one to another quite frequently. To the kotatsu, 
which can be put anywhere in the room, he ascribes his 
own feelings of uncertainty and inconstancy of place, that 
characteristic which caused him to be always on the move.

=f- SI
Jitnen no kngaku ke no naki mb fit kana

Ten years of study in poverty: 
A threadbare 

Blanket. Shiki

The pain and poverty of those ten years of study are 
visible in the absence of wooliness in the blanket. How much 
can be seen in this blanket! The whole history of those ten 
years of study under difficulties, the struggle to learn, and 
make a living at the same time.

U X & <D * £ ii & tz g (f 0 m
Mcshitsubu de kamiko no yabure futagikeri
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Patching a tear 
In the kamiko,

With a few grains of cooked rice.
Buson

A kamiko was a kind of rain-coat, or rather, a thin 
overcoat for protection against cold. It was made of paper 
crumpled soft and treated with persimmon juice.

We forget sometimes that the most imposing edifices 
are only made of mud and branches of trees. We are still 
clothed in the skins of animals, living a borrowed life only 
a few hours from starvation, or death by exposure. Buson 
is mending a miserable kind of garment with a few sticky 
grains of cooked rice. In wet weather the tear will certainly 
open again, but we do not build houses or wear clothes for 
eternity, but only for a season. Shiki says, truly enough:

i

Haikai no harawata tniseru katniko kana

A kamiko 
Shows the bowels 

Of haikai.

=P a
Kiku karete kaki tii tabi Jiosu hiyori kana

Chrysanthemums withering; 
Socks drying on the fence;

A fine day. Shiki



WINTER SECLUSION

It is cold, but the sun is shining. Flowers are there, but 
they are dying. White Japanese tabi are hung on the fence to 
dry. All nature, all humanity is there in the cold sunshine.
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^ 7c <o yt K UU < * III o m -
Fuyugomori sotio yo ni kiku ya yatna no ame

Winter seclusion;
Listening, that evening.

To the rain in the mountain.

'■

Issa

Winter seclusion, especially in the north of Japan, was 
a kind of hybernation. All the necessities of life being 
collected, each house underwent a kind of siege, as it were, 
by winter. Spiritually also, there was a kind of rest and 
digestion of all that had happened during the year. When 
the winter seclusion had begun, the mind not having attained 
its proper semi-comatose condition, the senses were unusually 
sharp and active. This particular evening, the silence, then 
the rustling of leaves, then the steady drumming of the 
rain, the regular drip-drip of the eaves,—these things have 
a meaning that cannot be fully understood except by those 
who have gone through this “ winter seclusion ” in a lonely 
mountainous place.

The last line shows that the poet has combined the 
sights of the day with the sounds of the night. It is not 
hearing with the physical ear the rain on the roof or the 
drippings from the eaves, but listening with that inward ear 
to the rain which falls through the darkness, the trickle of

.

;

■
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water down the trunks of the trees, the splash of rain-drops 
on the dead leaves below. And he hears those faint sounds 
of the ancient earth, that

have power to make
Our noisy years seem moments in the being 
Of the eternal silence.

Issa all the more appreciated the meaning of winter seclu
sion in one’s own home since for many years he was unable 
to have it. He writes, in his forty-third year:

S + & & ft: t>
Goju ni shite fuyugomori sac naranu nari

Fifty years old,
But no, never

Winter seclusion.

Another of his verses which describes the monotony, material 
and spiritual, of this hybernation of mind and body:

fig & 0
No nashi wa tsumi mo mata nashi fuyugomori

Merit-less,
And guilt-less:

Winter seclusion.

45- nS HfcJ: 0 Z it ^ jIU* L b *5 ffi
Fuyugomori mata yorisowan kono hashira

Winter seclusion; 
Again I will lean myself 

Against this post.•* Basho



I

32iWinter seclusion

Basho will once more rest his thin shoulders against 
this post; when weary of reading and writing he leans back 
against it. There is something about this verse that reminds 
one of Wordsworth. Basho’a pleasure in prospect also is 
“the bliss of solitude.” See the frontispiece.

if *:

i!
& H M, o tr If *

Kinbyobu matsu -no furubi ya fuyugomori
£ &

Winter seclusion; 
On the gold screen,

The pine-tree ages. Basho

The pine-tree drawn on the gold background of the folding 
screen is an old one, but added to this is the age of the 
screen itself. Time is being added io the timelesss. In his 
Ode on a Grecian Urn, Keats claims absolute timelessness 
for the urn. In fact, the urn, like all sublunary things, is 
transitory, but eternal like all art. Without time there is 
no eternity; without timelessness nothing can exist in time. 
This is what the everlasting pine-tree actualizes as it ages 
on the gold screen. This verse may also be taken as an 
example of what is called sabi both in its semi-literal and 
in its derived, spiritual meaning. The screen has sabi in that 
the bright golden colour has been toned down with age; it 
has sunk itself into the surroundings, and they in it, so that 
it is not now, what it once was, a separate thing, one of 
a random collection of objects, but has a deep and subtle 
relation of tone and position with the room it stands in.

! I
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The flame is motionless, 
A rounded sphere

Of winter seclusion. Yaiia

The round flame of the lamp does not move. It burns 
invisibly. The poet also is in a state of spiritual hibernation. 
Everything outside and inside is asleep; life is at a standstill, 
neither advancing nor receding. The poet’s life is contracted 
into a span, into the flower-like soul of the steady flame, that 
is at the same time his own changing, changeless being.

&&kx&tz §• m£> 0 * XL
Shaka 7ii toute mitaki koto ari fuyitgontori

Winter seclusion;
There is something I’d like to ask 

Shakamuni. Shiki

The significance of this verse lies in the fact that what 
the poet desired to ask is not stated. He does not state it 
because, in reality, if actually put to it, he would not know 
what to say. The reason for this is that our real problems 
are not intellectual and verbal, but practical and physical.

m n
Tori naite mizu oto kururu ajiro liana
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A bird calls;
The sound of the water darkens 

Round the fish-trap. Buson

Bamboo rods bound together like a long net are stuck 
in lines along the shallow bed of the river form.ing a kind 
of trap for fish in winter. In the evening, the trapper goes 
to see the place and shut up the narrow opening. At this 
moment some water-bird screeches, and at the sound the 
waters darken.

<8 K. If If ’(AO A. !&
Asabare ni pacliipachi sunii no kigen katia

A bright winter morning; 
The charcoal is in good spirits, 

It goes crackle ! crack! Issa .
The word “ winter ” is not in the original but is to be 

understood from the reference to charcoal.
It is early morning, cold, but with a clear blue sky; 

still dark, and the morning star still bright. The charcoal 
is being lighted with sticks and leaves. It crackles suddenly, 
with a cheerful, lively, energetic sound.

m * # * & % X $ & < tz < -7?
Fukeru yo ya sicrni mote sunii wo kudakii oio

U *
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Night deepens:
The sound of breaking 

Charcoal on charcoal. Ryota

It is an odd thing, but the best way to break a piece of 
charcoal, is to hit it with another piece. The poet is lying 
wakeful in a not over-warm bed. There is suddenly the 
sound, peculiar and characteristic, of someone breaking one 
piece of charcoal on another. The brittle, tinkling, faintly 
harsh sound expresses not only the character of the charcoal, 
but also his own feelings this cold winter night.

*
Te ni modoni : taka no manako ni irilii katia

The sun,
In the eye of the falcon

That returned to my hand. Tairo

There is a poem of Vaughan referring to the cock, of 
which the first few lines register the same feeling, though 
the object is related to the Divinity:

Father of Lights! What sunnie seed 
Hast thou confined within this bird?

n m
Sukumiyuku ya bajo ni koru kagebdshi
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On horseback;
My shadow

Creeps freezing below. Basho

The shadow is here treated (because seen and felt so) 
as a separate entity, and the poet disappears in his empathy 
with a feelingless object. But the object is not thereby 
falsified or sentimentalised. We may compare this higher 
subjectivity, where the poet and the object are divided only 
in thought, but not in experience, with the pure objectivity 
that we find so often in Buson:

XbXb k ft K-ROB* ft
Teratera to ishi ni hi no teru kareno kana

The sun glitters 
On the stones

Of the withered moor.

We may compare also the following waka by Saigyo:

ftJ £ ft < ts K %j. ts >0 ft 
# <D K

Somehow or other, whenever I draw water— 
My figure reflected 

In the waters
Of the spring under the rock—
My heart is cleansed.

This loses in objectivity but gains in mysteriousness. Basho’s 
verse by comparison is almost flat, two-dimensional in feeling 
as in space.
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m & k u x *> u $ x ■& m
Onkyo ni nite yukashisa yo furttgoyomi

b n

The old calendar 
Fills me with gratitude, 

Like a sutra. Buson

The ancient Japanese calendar was in the folding, con
certina form in which we still find sutras. The appearance, 
then, is similar. But more important, though implicit, is 
the feeling of the poet towards both, a religious feeling. 
The sutra is Buddhist, the calendar a mixture of Buddhism 
and the degenerate, superstitious forms of the teachings of 
Roshi (Laotse) and the Book of Changes, It contained
the very necessary information for farmers according to the 
Lunar Calendar, lucky and unlucky days, horoscopes, etc. 
Another verse by Buson on the same subject:

ffl <D K S m <0 ft
Yami no yo ni owaru koyonti no hydshi liana

In this dark evening,
The cover of the calendar 

Coming to an end.

Wife *m^7A-T- ft 0 35
Mochitsuki ga tonari e kita to izt ho nari

“ The rice-cake makers 
Have come next door,”

Says the child. Issa



RICE-CAKES

"Mochi” is made from a special kind of rice, boi!ed and 
pounded into a mass. Japanese people all enjoy it very 
much; it corresponds (in feeling, not in its taste) to Christ
mas pudding in Europe and America. Pounding the rice 
is hard work and needs a very large mallet etc., and 
specialists, so to speak, go from house to house making it. 
Some are too poor to afford it, and of such is the child who 
is speaking. He runs in to his mother and tells her that 
the men who make the mochi have come to the house next 
door. The mother cannot answer; there is nothing to say. 
They cannot afford it, and other children must have the 
happiness forbidden to hers. Even if she says this, it is all 
the more painful. This kind of thing must also be taken 
into account when we are considering the causes of social 
delinquency and of war amongst nations. But Issa is not 
thinking of this; he only registers the contraction of hi3 
heart when he hears the child’s words, and looks at its 
half-expectant face, and the wholly dejected face of the 
mother.
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Komori no kahttre snmikeri yaburegasa
m n

The bat 
Lives hidden

Under the broken umbrella. Buson

Buson probably saw a bat fly out from under a paper 
umbrella that had been thrown away near some deserted 
temple. The umbrella has a life of its own as it moves 
uneasily in the wind, and there is something about the 
colour and texture of it that makes it akin to the bat. The 
affinity between the two things, however, goes deeper than 
this. They both belong to a realm into which man can only 
occasionally enter, with a sense of the uncanny, the unknown 
and the unknowable.

itesa
Shiokumi ya chidori nokoshite kaeru ama

After carring the salt-water.
The fisherman goes home,

Leaving behind the plovers. Onitsura

Some commentators take the poetical thought of this 
verse as centreing in the state of mind of the fisherman.

332



PLOVERS

or fisherwoman, who has been carrying the salt water all day, 
and who regrets leaving the plovers alone on the darkening 
shore. To say that while the fisherman is at home eating his 
evening meal, the plovers’ cry still echoes in his ears, that 
they are still pecking about on the shore of his mind,—this 
is true enough. If it were not so, how should we also ever 
be able to see the poetry, the Fact of the matter? But this 
is not to say that the poem itself portrays the mind of the 
fisherman. It is a picture, no more, no less. No more, in 
that it has no conscious representation of the state of mind 
of the fisherman. No less, in that it is a picture of the 
same value and meaning as a Chinese landscape, as Gray’s 
Elegy.

333
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m
0% T & & * & b L X ^ IK 0 m ft

Isochidori as hi wo nnrashite asobikeri
\

The plovers of the shore 
Played about.

Wetting their feet.

■

.

Buson

■

Forgetting for a moment the never-ending search for 
food which is the price every creature pays for existence, 
the plovers are hopping and flying round each other in some 
game or which they alone understand the meaning. They 
alight in the ebbing water with a little splash and fly up into 
the air again, the water dripping from their legs that hang 
down ready to alight again. The poet, though he gazes with 
pleasure at their airy gambols, is more intensely moved by

i:

ill;
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the drops of water splashed up by the birds, the cold wet 
dripping legs as they swerve up from the surf. Just as in 
bowing, the lower the better, so in haiku, the smaller the 
better.

m x. x 4 * is m m n <o m t & n &
Kiete mo sen ariake tsuki no hantachidori

The moon at daybreak; 
The plovers of the shore 

Vanishing far away. Chora

In the western sky the pale moon is sinking over the 
sea. With plaintive cries the plovers are swiftly flying into 
the distance. Though it is the dawn of a new day, this too 
is impermanent. The moon, the crying plovers, the waves,— 
all are transitory, evanescent as a dream.

5 to *) m ft
Nabe arau mizn no uneri ya kamo ichiwa

Cleaning a saucepan,— 
Ripples on the water:

A solitary sea-gull. Buson

It is early morning. A woman comes down to the creek 
and begins to wash a saucepan in the fresh water that flows 
noiselessly into the sea. Over the smooth surface of the
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water spread ripples in ever-widening circles. A sea-gull 
that sits on the water is very gently rocked by them. 
There is the same feminine association in the following verse:

7k rt * /If K ft- & ± ft b
Mizutori ya fune ni na arait onna ari

The water-birds;
A woman in a boat,

Washing young greens.

Buson is looking at the water-birds; his eye is then 
caught by the sight of a woman leaning over the side of 
a boat, washing some greens. Between the birds and the 
woman there seems to be only a pictorial relation, but they 
are joined also by the water, the feminine element.

7k & -\b tfi 7k <D rfi K ffl r U
Mizutori ya kareki no naka ni kago nicho

Water-birds;
Among the withered trees, 

Two palanquins. Buson

On a lonely winter road beneath the leafless trees there 
stand two empty palanquins. Beside the path there is 
a marshy pool, on which a few water-birds are seen. The 
sky is grey and low, but it is too cold to rain.

(Meisetsu thinks that there are people in the palanquins; 
Shiki says not.)

: •
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These two palanquins, where are carriers, where are 
the passengers? What are the water-birds doing there?

■? M
Miyashiro ya niwabi ni told ukinedori

A shrine;
Birds float asleep;

Garden-lights are distant. Shiki

The Shinto shrine is almost in darkness; on the pool 
there float a few water-birds, their heads tucked beneath 
their wings. There is a faint, hardly - to - be - remembered 
connection between the sanctity of the place and the safety 
of the birds. But there are also the far-off lights of the 
gardens. Without them, the verse would be empty of poetry. 
Darkness is better than light, but it is nothing in itself.

«$* tc
Mizutori no mum ni kuchibashi oku ukine kana

The water-fowl 
Lays its beak in its breast, 

And sleeps as it floats. Ginlco

As he gazes at the bird, the poet feels towards it faintly 
the tender care, the unsleeping faithfulness which the 
Hebrew poet, because he too felt it, attributed to God;
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He will not suffer thy foot to be moved;
He that keepeth thee will not slumber.

The waking-mind of the bird is non-existent. It lives a plant
like life, swaying on the water like a water-weed. The body 
of the water-fowl “remembers” its levity. The water too 
is faithful, and cannot deny itself.

4 *
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7k<D >Tl tz < Ji x. X » K Vf *) A E
Mizutori no omotaku miete ukinikeri

The water-bird 
Looks heavy,—

But it floats!

■

!Onitsura : I
Is there anything in this beyond what an intelligent 

child could see and say? The fact that a child could have 
written this poem, or at least expressed the idea in it, in 
no way invalidates it as poetry; quite the contrary. But 
the question is, is the idea intellectual only, or is it poetical ? 
It is poetical, since, besides being an expression of Wonder, 
it is also an expression of Life, the Wonder of Life, its 
intellectual inexplicability. Why does the water-bird float? 
Because it is alive.

!

if

Mizutori ya katachi ni kage no haraawase
iS Kf
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The breast 
Of the water-fowl

Meets its reflection. Mahara

In Yarrow Unvisited we have the lines,

The swan on still St. Mary’s lake 
Floats double, swan and shadow.

Wordsworth sees this, but the Japanese poet sees something 
slighter and the more significant, the line where the breast 
of the water-fowl meets the water.

7k * & X 'M tz ffl co /J' T0 t£ * IX
Mizusoko wo mite kita kao no kogamo liana

The look on the face of the kogamo: 
“1 have been sight-seeing 

Under the water.” Joso

The kogamo or takabe is a kind of small duck, often 
seen on ornamental waters. It is smaller, neater, more 
charming than the ordinary duck.

The humour and sweetness here is not of a fanciful 
character. After diving under the water, the bird comes 
up with a jerk, and looks smugly round, as if she had done 
something clever,—which she has.

muittz % t* < ipfi<dm
Akegata ya shiro wo toritnaku liamo no hoe

ar- *
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Day is dawning;
The voices of wild ducks

Are surrounding the castle.
Kyoroku

There is a double figure of the imagination here. The 
wild ducks are spoken of as enemy soldiers; and it is the 
voices of the birds that surround the castle. For the ordinary 
man, the crying of the wild ducks round the castle reminds 
him of the war-cries of the besiegers, but to the man who 
has attained, the jjs A> the military man, the chameleon 
poet, this is not merely a matter of the association or 
disassociation of ideas. For the soldier, the poet, there is 
not so much difference, not so much illusion of separation 
between the wild ducks and the enemy. His state of mind 
towards them is not distorted by emotionality, by fear of 
the one or contempt of the other.

i

i

m < ft “t o & n <o frK l 6 u m
Umi kurete karno no koe honoka ni shiroshi

The sea darkens;
The voices of the wild ducks 

Are faintly white. Basho j |

Anatole France, in his preface to On Life and Litters, 
Second Series, quotes from the Progres Medical, 1SS7 :

Coloured audition is a phenomenon which consists 
in two different senses being si nultaneously put into
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activity by a stimulus produced by only one of these 
senses, or, to put it differently, in the sound of a voice 
or instrument being translated by a characteristic and 
constant colour for the person possessing this chromatic 
peculiarity. Thus certain individuals can give a green, 
red, yellow or other colour to every noise, to every 
sound which strikes their ears.

There is a verse by Buson that is somewhat more easily 
assimilable, in which colour is attributed to motion :

L b
Kagaro ya na mo sjiiranu muslii no shiroki tobu

I-Ieat waves of spring;
An unknown insect 

Is flying whitely.

A verse by Shiki, in which the motion is black:

340

mm(ojis£^< hio
Komori no tobu oto Ituraki yabit no naka

The sound of the bat 
Flying in the thicket.

Is dark.

A verse by Seifu-jo showing the origins of this mixture :

xi> n *W < mm
Osanago ya hana wo misete mo kudu wo aim 

The baby,
Even when shown a flower.

Opens its mouth.

This poetic confusion of the senses is akin to what is 
known in Buddhism as “Six senses, five uses,” A 1L fiJ,

;



A Cowherd returning through the Snow i
I

by Riteki, of the Northern Sung; 
entered the Academy of Art between 
1119 and 1125.
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that 13, the substitution of one organ for another, or the use 
of one organ to do the work of all the others; this is 
a Buddha’s power. Another verse, already given, by Shiki:

T U K fg co -7? <D < b S &
Kximpan ni arare no oto no kurasa kana

The sound of the hail 
On the deck 

Is dark..

Perhaps the best of such verses, this time by Issa:

f i
!

i

r
: :n * ft -ci & m X'U* n £

Uguisu ya kiiro na koe de oya wo yobu

The young uguisu 
Calls its parents

With a yellow voice.

!: S

Hi

!j’i1£ il xmCtc 0 ffit®
Kossori to shite kasegu nari misosazai

' :
! \

The wren 
Earns his living 

Noiselessly.

ia
Issa

One child will make more noise than a wilderness of 
monkeys or a jungle of elephants. As distinct from man, 
Nature works in silence and secrecy, with the minimum of 
work and commotion. Making much unnecessary noise is
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useless and dangerous. Issa sees the wren gliding to and 
fro in the half-twilight of the undergrowth, and feels the 
mystery of the tiny bird that lives in its world of silence, 
its world of power.

Misosazai chichi to iule mo hi ga kureru

The wren is chirruping, 
But it grows dusk 

Just the same. Issa

There is in this something of the feeling of Burns’ To 
a Mouse, which also belongs to the season of winter. Men 
may work and women may weep, the mouse build its house 
of “foggage green,” but the inevitable hangs over it, old 
age must come; in the morning the sun rises, in the evening 
it sets.

xi m
tbbW a?

At a sabishi tsulta wa itsumo no misosazai

Look! this lonely grave, 
With the wren

That is always here. Issa
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This was written at the grave of the haiku poet Bako, 
Jt§ 'Jt, who was buried at Toseiji Temple in Hon jo, T^kyo, 
where Issa lived for some time. Bako died in 1751 when 
Issa was a twelve year old boy in Shinano. The relation 
of the wren and the grave of the poet is one indeed of 
loneliness. Both bird and poet waste their sweetness on the 
desert and illimitable air.

& m <0 t fc £ m Jai A' t£
O kashira no kokoromolo naki namako kana

The sea-slug;
Which the head and which the tail, 

God only knows. Kyorai

The Encyclopaedia Britannica tells us:

Marine Pulmonata have in addition to the usual 
pair of cephalic eyes, a number of eyes developed upon 
the dorsal integument. These dorsal eyes are very 
perfect in elaboration, possessing lens, retinal nerve-end 
cells, retinal pigment and optic nerve.

But the poet, not having read the Encyclopaedia, stands 
aghast in wonder before the mystery of the sea-slug, its 
perfect life lived to the full, eating and drinking, marrying 
and giving in marriage, and yet apparently a mere blob of 
fleshy matter. There is a humorous verse by Shiki which 
portrays, not its lack of form, but lack of youth:
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m %k-lx mu - «£ a =f a
Mid ni shite namako ichiman hasscn sai

Doing nothing at all,
The sea-slug has lived

For eighteen thousand years.
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53 <r> ill <d +$ otttHfU 0
Washi no su no kusunoki no e tii hi too irinn

Jt &

The setting sun,
Behind the eagle’s nest.

In the boughs of the camphor-tree.
Boncho

Such magnificence with simplicity is not easy to attain 
in seventeen syllables. The blood-red sun, across it the bare 
black boughs of the enormous camphor-tree with its eagle’s 
nest at the summit,—this is a scene whose Byronic power 
of description makes it an exceptional haiku, like Basho’s 
“ A wild sea,” Vol. Ill, page 367.

Kangiku ya homika no kakaru ttsu no hata

Winter chrysanthemums; 
Rice-bran fallen

Round the hand-mill. Bash 6

The day is fine, the sky blue, no wind. In the court
yard, a farmer is pounding rice in his leisurely way. 
Winter chrysanthemums are blooming in the cold air, and

346
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some of the yellowish powder from the mortar has fallen 
on the ground and on the chrysanthemums near by.

Kiku no noclti daikon no hoka sara ni nashi
vl m

After the chrysanthemums. 
Besides the long turnip 

There is nothing. Basho
'It is a kind of off-season for poetry by the calendar of 

haiku. After the chrysanthemums have bloomed and faded, 
no plants remain as a subject of haiku but the daikon, a long 
kind of turnip, which is rather a thing pour tire.

This verse is hardly poetry, yet achieves something by 
reason of its expressing simply and spontaneously the poetical 
emptiness that Basho feels.

i

■ ••

I
:

Kuratsubo ni kobozu nosete daikohiki

Going daikon-pullmg, 
The little boy perched 

On the pack-saddle. Basho

The father leads the pack-horse, on the wooden saddle 
of which he has put the little boy, partly to save carrying 
him, partly to please him. This is a picture of rural life, 
of family life, of human nature, of the world we live in:
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the ill-suppressed jubilation of the little boy, the lesser 
pleasure of the parents, the faint annoyance of the horse, 
the sublime indifference of the daikon waiting in the dark, 
cold earth.

348

si it w: ft * a
Fumbarite hikeba ne asaki daiko liana

Straddling over the daikon,
I pulled it up with all my might: 

Its root was small. Gink 6

The disparity of cause and effect (as always when man 
enters), tumbling over backwards, the loss of self-respect in 
having made a mistake in overestimating the size of the 
daikon,—the whole is a sudden anti-climax in which the poet 
perceives the vanity of human wishes, the intractability of 
matter, the unforseeableness of life.

Daikohiki daiko de tnichi wo oshickeri

The turnip-puller 
Points the way 

With a turnip.

This turnip is not the round one, but the long, white, 
sausage-shaped turnip. The man who is pulling up the

Issa
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turnips is so much one with them that he uses a turnip as 
his own finger, to point the way. And see! the man points 
the Way with a turnip, of all things!

^ ;n m /a ?! t -t x l ftm
Fuyukawa ya ta ga hikisliteshi akakabura

m n

In the winter river,
Pulled up and thrown away,—

A red turnip.

There is something comically sublime about this turnip 
that bobs up and down as it floats in the river. Its redness 
an affront to the grey sky and murky stream, it goes on 
its way indifferent to its origin and its fate, and induces in 
us that same indifference. It was pulled up by someone and 
is going somewhere, it is a turnip, and a red turnip, and 
that is all there is to it. There are sermons in turnips as 
well as stones, but the sermon is in the turnip, not in the 
words about the turnip. This is what Wordsworth calls.

The light of things.

Buson

Mttgimaki no nibryo nagaki yuhi katia
m ff

Demons sowing barley, 
In the long rays

Of the evening sun. Buson
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A simpler, and perhaps earlier form of this verse:

&&U fr a* £ ^ a a*fc
Mugimaki no kageboshi nagnki yuhi kana

, Shadows of men 
Sowing barley

In the long rays of the evening sun.

The picture reminds us of the angular figures of the 
Siamese puppet shadow play. Moryd are spirits of mountains, 
water, trees, and stones. They have the form of a three- 
year old child, reddish-black in colour, with long ears and 
red eyes. They often make fools of people.

< lOrji * *5
Fuyugare ya suzume no ariku toi no ttaka

Winter desolation;
In the rain-water tub

Sparrows are walking. Taigi

Trees are bare, grasses withered; all around is silent. 
In the empty rain-butt is heard a faint scuffling, rustling 
sound. It is sparrows hopping about in it, the sparrows that 
come closer to us in winter than in the other seasons.

S JIIOJS & It
Fuyugare ya akuta shizumaru kauoa no soko
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Winter desolation;
Rubbish sunk

At the bottom of the river.

■

Ichilcu

In winter there is little rain; water decreases, and is 
clear. All kinds of odds and ends that have fallen into the 
river appear with a significant clarity. The desolation of 
winter is seen also under the water.

Ono irete ka ni odoroku ya fuyukodachi
m ti

m
Among the winter trees,

When the axe sank in,—
How taken aback I was at the scent!

Buson

The poet is cutting firewood in the forest, in rather 
a blank frame of mind. All is silent, except for the sound 
of the axe. All is colourless, flowerless, leafless, odourless, 
nothing to see or hear. As he plunges the axe into some 
insignificant branch, a sweet, powerful odour “ assails his 
nostrils.” The meaning of the apparently meaningless is in 
that strong scent, as inexplicable as the smell is nameless.

i

:i,
y

. ?•;
b £ H# <D n ft
Karabitaru mii.no nib ya fuyukodachi
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The two Deva Kings 
Stand weather-worn,

Among the wintry groves of Mii Temple.
Kikalcu

352

We have the dreary landscape of winter, snow lying 
here and there on the leafless branches. The temple of Mii 
is old with the centuries, and the two gigantic figures from 
the “far away and long ago” of ancient India stand lonely 
and desolate as they guard the entrance of the temple 
from malicious spirits. Everything in the world has withered 
to this moment of loneliness.

t) -
Fuyu\odachi mukashi mukashi no oto su nari

In the wintry grove,
Echoes

Of long, long ago. Issa

Occasionally there is a far-off soughing of wind in the 
tree-tops, then silence; a fir-cone falls on the dry leaves. 
Unnameable sounds, so slight that the ear cannot retain 
them, a sigh, a rustle, a motion in the air. But these sad 
sounds are not of today. They belong to a world that is 
past and dead, to all that lifeless, unchanging world that 
exists only the mind of man, the world that rises like

!

a phantom when we say the magic words, “Once upon 
a time. ”• This is the effect of Issa’s words “mukashi.
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mukashi...,” and is heightened by the rhythm and assonance 
of the verse. Four times we have the end-sounds of a, i:

iuyukodachi mukashi mukashi no oto su nari.

1&Z < ft 5 ® tc.Jl*PZ
Chine susuki sanuiku naru no ga me ni miyuru

Pampas grass is falling: 
The eye can see

The cold increasing. Issa

We can see before our very eyes the cold becoming 
intenser,—not by reasoning from the fall of the grass to the 
antecedent increase of cold, but actually see the cold, see it 
grow colder.

I I

i?
rtttrtr*' L fc o fc t £ S£ ■
I f

Karesitsuki mukashi onibaba atta to sa

; pWithered pampas grass; 
Now once upon a time

There was an old witch. Issa

Even at the age of fifty five, when he wrote this verse, 
Issa had preserved the spirit of fear which is part of the 
religious attitude of man to nature. Not to divide man from 
nature, or nature from man,—this is the secret of poetry.
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mn&x m ^ <o 11• & h o iff o
Negi kote kareki no naka wo kaer Uteri

m ft

Buying the leeks,
I came back

Through the withered trees. Buson

There is a secret relation between the white, chill leeks 
and the winter path beneath the leafless trees. The cold and 
the silence, the leeks in his hand, the motionless branches 
that wheel round him as he walks on and on, these are all 
one thing in his mindless mind.

tK 'fill * m. 1C $£ Z> £ ts yi Mi 111
Suisen ya kaki ni yuikomu tsukubayama

The daffodils,
Embraced in the garden fence: 

Mount Tsukuba. Issa

Mount Tsukuba is about a thousand metres high, south 
of Hitachi, Ibaraki-ken. It is seen rising up beyond the 
garden fence, which includes, visually speaking, the mountain. 
The daffodils blooming under the fence are thus embraced into 
the mountain, and the three things together form a unity 

6 visual impression, though actually separated in distance.

7kfill K m ^ # m ft
Suisen ni kitsune asobu ya yoi tsultiyo
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Foxes playing
Among the narcissus flowers; 

A bright moonlit night. Buson

Buson is a master, perhaps the only one, of this kind 
ot haiku. Though it may be purely imaginary, it is purely 
so, with no admixture of thought or sentiment, fancy or 
artificiality. How well the foxes and the moonlight and the 
narcissus flowers go together.

# m ^ tyt'K <D ^ -h %L -H! -
Yokagxra ya takibi ?io naka e chirtt momiji

Sacred music at night; 
Into the bonfires

Flutter the tinted leaves. Issa

This is a splendid piece of objectivity, worthy of Buson 
in its colour and scope. The kagura is a dance, originating 
in that performed in front of the cave where Amaterasu hid, 
by Ame no Uzume no Mikoto. It takes place at certain 
shrines to the accompaniment of flutes and drums. To give 
light, bonfires are lit around the platform, and into these 
fall the leaves that became scarlet in autumn.

w ^ o £ m <ofa. &
Hyakunen no keshiki wo niwa no ochiba kana

& M
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A hundred years old it looks. 
This temple garden,

With its fallen leaves. Baslio

Not only the stones and trees but the fallen leaves 
themselves, fallen only yesterday, “seem” the leaves of 
a hundred years ago. Not only to God, but to every poet, 
and to every man at some time or other,

A thousand years is as yesterday when it is past.

This is not seeming, or fancy, or illusion; this is enlighten
ment, seeing things as they really are, timeless. Everything 
is infinitely old and eternally new.

$ t L m u
Furndera no fuji asatnashiki ochiba kana

The leaves having fallen. 
How miserable the wistaria 

Of the old temple! Buson

While the flowers are blooming, and while the leaves 
are green the wistaria is a beautiful sight without apparent 
affinity with the weather-beaten and aged temple. But when 
the leaves have fallen, the grotesque and writhing stem of 
the wistaria looks uncouth and neglected like the discoloured 
and worn gates and pillars of the temple buildings.
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fill o vf \l\] < ft US ^ fc
Ochikochi ni taki no oto kiku ocliiba kana

IE ffi

From far and near,
Voices of waterfalls are heard, 

Leaves falling. Bash 6

Basho’s feeling here is that of submergence in Nature. 
All around is heard the voice of many waters falling from 
above into the boulders beneath, with high and hollow 
sounds. Here and there, withered leaves are falling through 
the cold, damp air, soundless, mysterious in their fortuitously 
destined way. The one who stands there, what is he? He 
is the hearing of the sounds of the waterfall, the seeing of 
the falling leaves.

: •

1

& < a E ti A tfi % x < * ft M it & n
Taku hodo wa kaze ga mote hunt ochiba kana

The wind brings 
Enough of fallen leaves 

To make a fire. Ryokan

This is the true and only meaning of Christ’s words:

Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, 
neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet your 
Heavenly Father feedeth them. If God so clothe the 
grass of field, which today is, and tomorrow is cast 
into the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, 0 
ye of little faith?
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It is expressed more directly, more heroically, with less 
“wishful thinking” by Marcus Aurelius:

All that is harmony for thee, O Universe, is in 
.Everything is fruit to meharmony with me as well, 

that thy seasons bring, O Nature. All things come out 
of thee, have their being in thee, and return to thee.

Neko no ko no chyoi to osaeru konoha kana
- 3K

The kitten 
Holds down the leaf, 

For a moment. Issa

As the leaf blows past, the kitten stretches out a paw 
and holds it down for a moment or two, dabs at it once or 
twice and then lets it go. This verse follows on, as it were, 
another verse by Issa:

n & % c * b l x ft & * o hi
Kadobata ya neko too jarashite tobu konoha

The flying leaves 
In the field at the front 

Are enticing the cat.

It is interesting to compare this verse with Wordsworth’s 
The Kitten and the Falling Leaves, composed in 1804, and 
classified by him under Poems of the Fancy. It has one 
hundred and twenty eight lines, of which two or three are 
similar to Issa’s verse:
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With a tiger leap half-way 
Now she meets the coming prey. 
Lets it go as fast, and then 
Has it in her power again.

But even these four lines have not quite got the nerve of 
life in them that Issa touches so unerringly. Wordsworth 
is at his best, at his greatest in lines of a philosophic tinge, 
in something which the Japanese poet (that is, of course, 
the Japanese mind) eschews, a reaching out from the par
ticular towards the universal, still retaining the warmth 
that comes from contact with living things. In this poem 
we have examples of this in such lines as these:

Yet whate’er enjoyments dwell 
In the impenetrable cell 
Of the silent heart which Nature 
Furnishes to every creature.......

“ Silent heart ” is a word of Zen, which has also a philosophic 
bent, yet praises silence:

Many words injure princely virtue,
Wordlessness is naturally effective.

»r is si s is*
But Wordsworth feels the danger of this generalizing of 
experience. He wishes

To gambol with Life’s falling Leaf,

and, gazing at the kitten and the baby, says.

And I will also have my careless season. 
Spite of melancholy reason.
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in order to get

Hours of perfect gladsomeness.

Comparing the two poems, we may say that what Words
worth aspires to do, Issa has done.

7h }& O KL h o < ^ ts:
Mizusoko no itva tii ochitsuku konoha kana

j'£

Fallen leaves have sunk, 
And lie on a rock,

Under the water. Joso

The leaves lie blackish-brown on the rocks in the bed 
of the stream. Life still runs in them, though a different 
life from that they knew when they fluttered against the 
sky of spring. After being hurled through the autumn skies 
they have settled here under the water,—but not for long. 
Sooner or later, they will be swept away, and

Leave not a wrack behind.

But this, the realm of Shelley’s leaves in Ode to the West 
Wind, is not the domain of the above verse. In a sense, it 
is purely that of the picturesque, yet with a poignancy of 
meaning not derived from personification or symbolism, or 
even from the lot and destiny of the leaves themselves, but 
from the mere fact of the leaves on the rocks under the 
rater. Somehow or other, the suchness of things breaks 
rough these particular leaves in this particular place, 
it is all we can say.
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ffi <D m <D J&* b TA. S
Nara no ha no asa kara cltiru ya tbfu-oke

3?

Leaves of the oak-tree 
Have fallen this morning; 

The bean-curd tub. Issa

The tub is a very large one, and in the clear water 
reflecting the blue sky is seen the milky-white bean-curd. 
On the top of the water float two or three leaves of the 
oak-tree, the crinkled, serrated, tinted leaves making a con
trast with the soft, formless white of the milky curd under 
the water. Occasionally the same wind that has caused the 
leaves to fall this morning ripples the surface of the water, 
and the floating leaves move a little.

£5 <D P
Uguisu no kuchisugi ni kuru ochiba kana

!Leaves are falling 
For the livelihood 

Of the uguisu. Issa

Issa does not mean, of course, that the leaves are falling 
in any way for the sake of the uguisu. The flowers do not 
bloom for us, the wind does not blow for us, com does not 
not ripen for our benefit, nor does the chair stand on its legs 
for our sake. The uguisu has a deep but chance connection 
with the leaves. And it is in this very fortuitousness tha 
life works its unknown and foiever unknowable purposes.

jr

• i
i
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tfr I Itft ‘7a £ m *> ft >) It 0 El m
Ochiba shite nukamso-okc mo naharikcri

Leaves are falling; 
Neither have I even 

A pickle-barrel. Bash 6

Nuka-miso is a ldncl of pickling material made of bran, 
salt, and water, kept in a barrel. Even the poorest house 
has a barrel of this. Basho had not even one of these at the 
time; but this is stated as an interesting fact, not as a 
complaint to anyone in particular or the universe in general. 
In the Tsurezuregusa, chapter 98, written three hundred 
years before Basho, the second of five maxims is:

He who desires the next world must not possess 
even a pot of rice-bran bean paste.

&1Lfc A, % © — o U #■
m ft 0 o

©PL K ft t % Y&Mfi'ts: m n
Nishi fiikaba hi gas hi ni tamarn ochiba katia

Blowing from the west, 
Fallen leaves gather 

In the east. Buson

All the meaning of Zen in contained in these lines, but 
<ly if no Zen whatever is seen in them. In a sense, it is
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purely a matter of cause and effect. The wind blows from 
one direction and the leaves collect against the fence on the 
other side of the garden. There is no mystery, no spirit of 
wonder here. Yet there is a painfully deep meaning of the 
suchness of things that has no concern with causality, that 
stands outside law, and mocks comparison.

It is interesting to compare this verse with another that 
seems to have been the earlier form:

Kita fukeba minami awaremn ochiba kana

When it blows from the north. 
The fallen leaves fraternize 

In the south.

The following two verses are by Buson:

7k & !& §* eb o £> tz 0 Hi M
Mizutori wo fukiatsumetari yama-arashi

The mountain storm 
Blows together

The water-birds.
p I

m - m & & < m. % & &
Kaze ichijin mizutori sMroku miyuru kana

A gust of wind,— 
And the water-birds 

Become white.

A % b 0 Tic (D % ■& h 0 « h 0 $ r?
Hito chirari konoha mo cliirari iiorari katia
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People are few;
A leaf falls here,

Falls there.

364

Issa

To know that people are leaves, that leaves are people, 
without thinking so, without making any odious comparisons, 
—this is the religious and the poetical life. Issa has ex
pressed this life in the most colloquial language, and in 
doing so, has hidden its depth and wonder under a veil of 
casualness.

Hakikeru ga tsui ni wa hakazn ochiba liana

Sweeping them up,
And then not sweeping them,— 

The falling leaves. Taigi

At the beginning of winter, we sweep up the leaves with 
pleasure and conscientiousness, but more and more fall, and 
nature is too much for us. We submit, and, as the poets 
say, “Winter reigns.”

Ochiba ocliikasanarite ante amc wo utsu
^ S
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Leaves falling,
Lie one on another;

The rain beats on the rain.

365

Gyodai

This is deeply expressive of destiny, inevitability, one 
thing following on another with irrevocable fatality, but in 
it we feel, with Marcus Aurelius,

What a wonderful power is man’s to do naught 
save what will receive the approval of God, and to 
welcome every dispensation he sends us.

A dead leaf falls, another falls and lies on it. Rain falls on 
the dead leaves, and other drops fall on those drops dashing 
them away. This is all there is, yet with what a painful 
intensity of feeling we watch it happen.

!

i&£*&&&*> 0 < &*>9
Shizukasa ya ochiba too ariku tori no oto

& i& I 3

• !The stillness;
A bird walking on the fallen leaves: 

The sound of it. RyOshi \
f

Some lines from The Task, speaking of the robin: II
Where’er he rests he shakes 

From many a twig the pendant drops of ice. 
That tinkle in the withered leaves below. 
Stillness accompanied with sounds so soft 
Charms more than silence.

'«•

,
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tz is % ix (T ti&Z> Z> £ * (DM® 57'- A 7x
Taorureba taoruru mama no nitva no kusa

The grasses of the garden, 
They fall,

And lie as they fall. Ryokan
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TRANSLITERATION OF HAIKU QUOTED 
IN THE PREFACE

Page
ii Yoku mireba nazuna hanasaku kakine kana. 

Mi ni shimite daikon karashi aki no kaze. 
Rokugatsu ya mine ni kumo oku arashiyama. 
Inazuma ya kino wa higashi kyo wa nishi. 
Futatsu mitsu hoshi miidasu ya naku kawazu. 
Hai sutete shiraume urumu kakine kana. 
Ham mo haya yamabuki shiroku chisha nigashi. 
Ume ochikochi minami subeku kita subeku. 
Na no hana ya hoshi ga yado wa to wade sugi.
Azamuite yukinuke tera ya oborozuki.
Nata agete kiran to sureba konome kana.
Kama wo togeba akaza kanashimu keshiki ari. 
Asasamu ya tabi no yado tatsu hito no koe. 
Tabibito ya yosamu toiau nebutagoe.
Musubu yori haya ha ni hibiku izumi kana. 
Uma no mimi subomete samushi nashi no hana. 
Ume no hana akai wa akai wa akai wa na. 
Isogiwa ni zaburi zaburi to nami uchite.
Sugi no ki ni su su kaze no fukiwatari.
Fu'iatsu naki kasa nusumareshi doyo kana.
Atsuki yo no ni to ni no aida ni netarikeri,

iv
.

i
v
vi

vii

viii

ix

x
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Page
Meigetsu ya funamushi hashiru ishi no ue.

xi Harukaze ya shirasagi shiroshi matsu no naka.
Suzume to koe nakikavvasu nezumi no su.
Natsugusa ya yamadera michi no ishibotoke.

xii Hototogisu yoru wa ki wo kirn oto mo nashi.
Aonori ya ishi no kubomi no wasurejio. 
Yamadera ya en no shita naru koke shimizu.
Tsuno agete ushi hito wo miru natsuno kana.

xiii Tagayasu ya tori sae nakanu yamakage ni.
To to to taki no ochikomu shigeri kana.
Cho no ha no ikutabi koyuru kaki no yane.

xiv Akatsuld ya kujira no hoeru shimo no umi.
Sayo shigure tonari no usu wa hikiyaminu. 
Akuoke no shizuku yamikeri kirigirisu.

xv Koi no oto mizu honoguraku ume shiroshi.
Odera no tobira aketaru haruhi kana. 
Kokokashiko kawazu naku yo ya hoshi no

kage.
Niwatori no koe ni shigururu ushiya kana.
Hi kuretari miidera kudaru haru no hito.

xvi Hito mo minu haru ya kagami no ura no ume. 
Uguisu ya geta no ha ni tsuku oda no tsuchi. 
Hototogisu naku ya konoma no sumiyagura.

xvii Mame ueru hata mo kibeya mo meisho kana. 
Kogarashi ya mabataki shigeki neko no tsura. 
Waka ayu ya tani no kozasa mo hitoha yuku.
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Pape
xviii Shizukasa ya kosui no soko no 

Nadeshiko ya 
Shiratsuyu ya

kumo no mine, 
jizo bosatsu no atosaki ni. 
imo no hatake no amanogawa.

Yudachi ya suna ni tsukitatsu ao matsuba 
Kiri no ha wa ochitsukusu naru wo mokufuyo. 
Ike to kawa hitotsu ni narinu haru no ame.

xix

Nowaki yande nezumi no wataru nagare kana. 
Furuido no kuraki ni otsuru tsubaki kana. 
Kishine yuku ho wa osoroshiki wakaba kana. 
Ugoku ha mo nakute osoroshi natsu kodachi.

xx

Mijika yo no aida ni sakeru botan kana. 
Aoume wo uteba katsu chiru aoba kana. 
Soko miete uo miete aki no mizu fukashi.

xxi

\

Hitokuchi ni taranu shimizu no totosa yo.
Shizuka naru kaki no ki hara ya fuyu no

tsuki.
Tachigare no ki ni semi nakite kumo no mine. 
U no hana no koboruru fuki no hiroha kana.

xxii

:
ike furushi. 

itachi kana. 
mugi no aki. 

taiga kana. 
mushi no koe.

Oshidori ya itachi no nozoku 
Kiku arete niwatori nerau 
Meshi nusumu kitsune oiutsu 
Haru same no naka wo nagaruru 
Gyozui no sutedokoro nashi

Yasezune no ke ni bifu ari koromogae.

xxiii
•;: ;:

xxix

Tori morotomo no ni deshi ware mo kasumuran.xxv
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Page
Dai no ji ni nete suzushisa yo sabishisa yo.

xxvi Yo no natsu ya kosui ni ukabu nami no ue.
Ware shinaba hakamori to nare kirigirisu.
Ikite iru bakari zo ware to keshi no hana. 
Cho ga kite tsurete yuki keri niwa no cho.

xxvii Takegari ya to wo agureba mine no tsuki.
Kochira muke ware mo sabishiki aki no kure.

xxviii Tsukishiro ya hiza ni te wo oku yoi no uchi. 
Tamacj-are yotaka wa tsuki ni kaerumeri. 

xxix Kogakurete chatsumi mo kiku ya hototogisu. 
Keisei no hata mitagaruru sumire kana. 
Samidare ya shikishi hegitaru kabe no ato. 

xxx Yuku ware ni todomaru nare ni aki futatsu.
Akindo ni yukichigotaru natsuno kana.

xxxi Meigetsu ya aruji wo toeba imohori ni.
Goriki wa tada ni misuginu yamazakura. 
Byonin no kago mo sugikeru mugi no aki. 
Suzukaze ya chikara ippai kirigirisu.

xxxii Cho tori no shiranu hana ari aki no sora. 
Kagiri aru inochi no him a ya aki no kure.

xxxiii Ran no ka ya cho no tsubasa ni kaorisasu.
Koe karete saru no ha shiroshi mine no tsuki.
Shiodai no haguki mo samushi uo no tana.
Tsuki izuko kane wa shizumite umi no soko. 

xxxiv Koi shinaba waga tsuka de nake hototogisu.
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William N. PorterA Year of Japanese Epigrams (1911)
An Anthology of Haiku,
Haiku Poems, Ancient and Modern (1940) Miyamori Asataro

Harold Gould Henderson

Miyamori Asataro

A Bamboo Broom (1934)
A Pepper Pod (1946)
Japanese Literature (1908)
The Literature of Japan (1929)

Shoson, Kenneth Yasuda 
W. G. Aston

J. Ingram Bryan 
Introduction to Classic Japanese Literature (1939, 1946)

Edited by the Kokusai Bunka Shinkokai 
Japanese Haiku (1955) Published by The Peter Pauper Press 
The Autumn Wind (1957)

(A Selection from the Poems of Issa) Lewis Mackenzie
Kenneth YasudaThe Japanese Haiku (1957)

Haikai and Haiku (1958) The Nippon Gakujutsu Shinkokai 
An Introduction to Haiku (1958) Harold Gould Henderson
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A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF HAIKU POETS
° means a poetess; x a disciple of Bashd;

one of the Ten Disciples of Bashd ;
§ a disciple of Buson; a disciple of Shiki.

Rytisui $C7.R2 ?
Ichd ftfcrji 1638-1692 

xTdrin 1638-1719
xSuid 7.kP5 ? 
x Ensui 3H8JI 1639-1704 

Saikaku 1641-1693 
x Shara ?
x Rakugo jgfg P-1691 

Socd 1641-1716
xRanran JiLuVj 1642-1689 

Koshun fflft 1644-1697 
Bashd SM. 1644-1694 

x Kyohaku P-1698
Gonsui 1646-1719

^SampCl 1646-1732
Wakyd WR 1648-1692 

xSora 1648-1710
x Shadd ?
x Shdhaku fftS 1649-1722

15th Century 
Sdgl 3420-1502 
Sdkan 1458-1586 
Moritake 14'2-1549

16th Century 
Zuiryu gg.gJD 1548-1628 
Teitoku 1570-1653

17th Century 
Ryuho *031 1601-1672 
Sdin ^0 1604-1682 
IshCi 1606-1680
Teishitsu 1609-1673
shdi ?
Rydshi ? -1681
Chigetsu-ni £?/!/£ 1622-1706 
Kigin 1623-1705

x Shintoku 1632-1698
° Sute-jo ft-iz 1633-1698

1. There were five poets of this name.
2. Disciple of Balsei, 1610-16S9.
3. There were five poets of this name.
4. Also known as Chinseki,
5. Also known as Shigeyori,
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xShih6 ?
xTakucbi iKftli ? 

x°Sono-jo mk 1649-1723 
YOsul ffi/k ? 

x Senna -pM 1650-1723 
xBanko P-1724
^Kyorai 1651-1704 
xUritsu ?
°Chine-jo2 -p=Pk ?
Isshd —55 1652-1688 

x Yas6 A^k ?
Raizan 5fc[I| 1653-1716 

^Ransetsu J&S 1653-17C7 
xSssshi ?

Rosen gg?£ 1654-1733 
jj-Kyoroku 1655-1715 

Saimaro 1655-1737
Masahide IE3f 1656-1723 
Yasui .^7j< 1657-1743 

x Riyfi 1660-1705 
Onitsura 5(2. U 1660-1738 

^Kikaku 1660-1707
&J6s6 3t^ 1661-1704 

Dansui gg7jc 1662-1711 
^Yaha 1662-1740

Toh6 ±z% 1662-1736 
^Shikd 1664-1731

Rosctsu Egfl 1666-1751 
Rdka jgffc 1669-1703 
Kanri 1670-1732 
Yascn IB£3 ?

^Etsujin UK P-1702 
xOtsuyO 1674-1739 
xRofcsfi $$5 ? 

x °Sh6fu-ni tftf0./S4 ? 
xBonchd P-1714 

x °Uk6-ni WeLfc ? 
xlzen #£■$ P-1710 

Hajin EA 1676-1742 
^Hokushi 4fc& P-1718 

Senkaku {tfj® 1676-1750 
Kodd P-1738

xKakei P-1716
x Bunson F-1713 
x Kyokusui P-1719
x Yamei §j?f]J3 ? 
x Otokuni Zijf'N ? 
xMokudd*2J ? 
xMdgan ?

Fugyoku ?
T6fu 1^ ?
Keisa ?
Kak6 nj^s ?
Teiji ?

! I,
i

'

1. Also read Fumikuni.
2. Kyorai’s younger sister.
3. Pupil of RyOkyo, ^f}, d. 1748.
4. Wife of Ry6hin, 1668-1758.
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Seisen ?
Rlkuto ?
Ryftsui ifiJD/Jc 1691-1758

Seira 1739-1791 
§Kit6 Jl’m 1740—1789 
°Koyft-ni dlMm ?
Juko WM 1741-1804 

°Sogetsu-ni 5ftJIM F-1804 
Chdsui £31 ?-1813 
Shlrd ±m 1742-1813 
Rikei ^ P-1819 

$Gckkyo flJS 1745-1824 
§Hyakuchi 1748-1836 
Seibi ]&m 1748-1816 
JfljG i*3t P-1830 

°Kikusha-ni 1752-1826
Otsuji ZiU 1754-1823 
Michihiko Mlg 1755-1818 
Ry6kan 1756-1851
Kien 1758-1834 
H6r6 M 1761-1841 
Issa 1763-1827 
Is6 \m- P-1853 
Baishitsu MM 1768-1852 
Goshin ^pi£> P-1817 
T6rin 1772-1806 
Tanehiko 1782-1842 
Ampd ?
Reikan F
Baikin ?
Nangai ?

18tli Century 
Kiin ^0 1697-1748 
Gochiku 3£tfr 1699-1781 

°Chiyo-ni 1701-1775
°Shisei-jo mfit ?
YayO ihft 1701-1783 
RyAta mX 1707-1787 

§Sh6ha F-1771 
Ichiku 1708-1759 

§Tairo F-1778 
§Taigi *jjjS 1709-1772 
°ShokyQ-ni milM 1713-1781 
Fuhaku Pfig 1714-1807 

°Oshft $LW ?
Aon pwff^ ?
Buson m# 1715-1783 
ShAzan 1718-1800
Oemarui *2£% 1719-1805 
Rank6 gfeH 1726-1799 
Chora 1729-1781 
Gomei S0J5 1730-1803 

°Seifu-jo 1731-1814
Katsurl nJM 1732-1817 
Gy6dai 1732-1793
Shirao 2 1735-1792

1. Also called Kyftkoku, [0g.
2. There is a second Shirao also.
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Koshti 3BH& ? 
Jakusui -Xifc ?

☆Goj6 EE#c 1871-1915 
☆Hek;go:?6 1873-

Kyoshi ilfJ* 1874- 
Kubutsu fij# 1875- 

☆Shfichiku 1875-1915

19th Century 
☆Meisetsu Pfijfg 1847-1926 

Hassel ?
Ch6sh0 1852-1930 
Kiichi 1856-?
Etsujin BA 1857-1836 
Sh6u I860-?
Hashin 1864- 

☆Sdseki ftps 1865-1915 
Watt Jfn& 1866- 
Shiki 1866-1902
Usen 1867-

☆Seisei ft* 1869- 
☆Rosski WPS 1870-1918 
☆Kanr6 2£{$ ?

Sazanami /J^ 1870-1933

20th Century 
Ar6 1879- 

☆Yaezakura 1879-
☆ Gusai ® ok1 ?

Ragaisu MB ?
Kinsai ?

<rKuson g&jfcf ?
Oisuji 1881-1919 
Kubonta i/LnriA 1881-1924 
Seisensui JtjjkTk 1884- 
H6;ha i&Ijl 1885- 
Shimpti 1887-
Shudshi 1892-

r
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Bach, 4, iii.
Bacon, 1, 210; 4, 130.
Baikin, 3, 380.
Baishitsu, 1,196,197; 2,148,277; 

3, 167; 4, 188,213.
Bakusui, 4, 71.
Banko, 3, 218.
Baring Gould, 1, 204.
Bash6, 1, viii, x, 6-8, 12, 26, 32, 

41,42,52,56,80,81,94, 112,113, 
120,123,129,146, 152, 157, 163, 
167,172,205,218, 219, 241, 244, 
265,266,277,296, 323, 328, 329, 
330,331,332,334, 335, 336, 337, 
340,346,348,354, 368, 374, 377, 
378,383,388,389; 2, 8, 58,71,72, 
83,98,107,113,138,158,183,187, 
195,198,204, 206, 225, 228,253, 
259,250,277, 289, 293, 299,304, 
307,309, 313, 315, 322,327,334, 
342,345, 347, 349, 357,360,364, 
367, 371,372,374, 379; 3, ii, iii, 
20,23,41,48, 50, 51, 52, 57, 72, 
77, 79,80,83, 90, 113, 118, 121, 
122,125,132,142,143 (7 verses), 
152,153,161,163,164, 165, 167,

Abercrombie, 1,301.
Abutsu-ni, 2, iv.
Aeneid, 2, 210.
Akahito, 2, ii.
Akinob6, 2,215; 4,76.
Akitoshi, 1, 370.
Alcott, 1, 193,
Alice in Wonderland, 1, 184, 194 

197,208,224,254, 255, 258, 267, 
283,364; 2, 339; 3, 338; 4,133,

;

141.
AmpO, 1, 165; 2, 202.
Aon, 3, 219.
Archer, 1, x.
Arnold, 1, iii, v, xiv, 102,171,187, 

192,210,231,233, 237, 303, 306; 
2, 3,5,24,74,154,165,192, 328; 
3,56,181,202,220,310 ; 4, xxvii, 
24,27,28,52,69,224.

Ar6, 4, 258.
Aston, 1, 160.
Augustine, 1, 200.
Aurelius, 1, 186, 238, 311; 4, 358, 

365.
Azumamaro, 4, 205.

382
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173, 175,180,189,194, 198, 207, 
215, 229,234,235,260, 263, 278, 
280, 284,302,309,311, 319, 331, 
334, 336, 338,342,351, 354,367, 
369, 370,376,384,385, 390, 392, 
393, 397,398,400,404, 407, 409, 
414, 421, 422, 424,427,428,440, 
441; 4, ii, iv, ix, xi, xiv, xv, xvi, 
xxvi, xxviii, xxix, xxxii, xxxii. 
(3 verses), xxxv, 11, 12, ^25, 31, 
35,40,61,65,66,67,72,79*81,83, 
85,91,95,101,102, 104,109,110, 
111,118,119, 122, 126, 127,130, 
135, 137,139, 151, 158,172,186, 
190,192, 194, 169, 215,225,226, 
228,235, 236, 240, 242,243,246, 
247,260, 262, 263,267,268, 274, 
288, 290, 301,308,309,312, 316, 
317,321,326,339, 346, 347, 355, 
357,367. (About 300 verses in

Blake, 1, 165,200,208,241,293; 3, 
49,89,193,205,336 ; 4, S9, 109, 
124,148,271.

Blunt, 1, 302,304; 2, 18.
Bonchd, 1, 12,129,295; 2, 78,214, 

332,382 ; 3, 59,87, 247, 379 ; 4, 
v, xiv, xvi, xvii, 25, 54, €6,130, 
167,241,257,259,302,346.

BoshO, 4, 140.
Bridges, 1, 301; 2, 343; 3, 380.
Brontg, 1, 308.
Brooke, 2, 200.

Browne, 1, 227,272 ; 2, 351.
Browning, 1, 210; 2, 346.
Bryant, 1, 307.
Bunson, 4, 86.

Burns, 1, 304; 2, 217; 3, 335,390
Buson, 1, 2,12,50,51, 97,98,114, 

116,119,124,166, 177, 180, 185, 
224,229,251,260, 270, 285, 290, 
291,292,293,294, 296, 315, 337, 
338,339,340,341, 348, 362, 364, 
366,369,370,378 ; 2, 46, 47,52, 
53, 55, 56, 57, 61, 62,63,64,65, 
66, 67, 72,75,80,82,84, 89,100, 
101 (13 verses), 106, 108, 109, 
110, 111, 117, 125,127,128,129, 
134, 145, 147, 149, 151, 155 (6 
verses) 161, 162, 164, 165, 167, 
170, 172, 174,177,179,186,189,

- 190,193,208,209, 210, 212,213,

i

all.)
Bash6, Korean monk, 1, 219.
Belloc, 1, 254.
Bible, 1,169,171,179,180,191,199, 

202,208,234,236, 248, 252, 275, 
311,312,313; 2, 9,118,122,164, 
206,219,220,228, 238, 254, 331, 
335; 3, 89,106,121,135,155,180, 
217,264,298,318,351,409; 4,11, 
26,37,47,114,147,201, 202,247, 
299,357.
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214, 217, 219, 220, 221, 222, (4 
verses) 235, 244, 252, 258, 261,
271, 273, 284, 290, 291, 295 (11 
verses), 293, 299, 300,301,307,
308,310, 312, 314,316,317, 318,
319,323, 325, 326, 327,331,345,
347,354, 355, 356,357,358, 362,

264, 369, 376,377 (13verses)
380; 3, 9,22,29,30,31,32,34, (4 
verses), 39,47, 48,52,53,54,55,
58,59,63,69, 81, 82, 83, 85, 90,
93,94,95,109,116,134,135; 139,
147,148,149,150, 155, 156,'157,
166,171,173,177 (7 verses), 184,
186,206,225,228, 232, 240, 248,
251, 254, 257,260,264,265, 269,
271,272,273,274, 275, 276, 277,
287,289, 290,291,294, 295, 296,
297, 308,313,321,330, 331, 332,
335,336,337,343, 344, 345, 351,
358,370,372, 373, 374, 381,389,
391,404,405,407,408, 416,418 (3 
verses), 420, 423, 425,426,427,
428,431,432,437; 4, vi, xiii, xvii, 
xix—xxiii (15 verses), xxiv, 
xxvii, xxx (5 verses), 2,3,4,6,
7, 18, 20, 28, 30, 32, (4 verses), Ch6i, 4, 39.
33,36,43,45,47,53,61,62, 65,68, Chora, 1, 102,243,247,389; 2,10,
70,72,74,82,85, 98,99,100,102,
103,105,106, 112, 117, 119,136,
145, 146, 148, 154, 155, 160 (6

verses), 171,172, 174, 178, 180, 
181,189,194, 201,206,209,210, 
216, 221,223,224, 227,229,230, 
231, (3 verses), 235, 239, 25?, 
254, 255, 263, 265, 267, 269, (8 
verses), 272,273,280, 281, 286, 
287, 293,297,298,299, 311, 313, 
318, 322,324,327,328,332, 333, 
334, 335,340,349,351, 355, 356, 
362,363. (About" 500 verses.)

-.*■ iJ*t .*
Butch6, 1, 24,277; 4, 95.
Byron, 1, 104,303, 304 ; 2, 135, 

185; 3, 336.

Carlyle, 1, 163,228,230, 252,253, 
288; 4, 228.

Cather, 1, 316.
Chasei, 4, 43.
Chaucer, 1, 300,304; 2, 299. 
Chigetsu-ni, 2, 191; 4, 37. 
Chine-jo, 3, 220.
Chinseki, 4, 70.
Chisoku, 4, 78.
Chiyo-ni, 2, 103,157,257,310 ; 3, 

43,200,222,388,436; 4, 88,124,
242.

53,139, 180, 184, 207, 268, 285,
286,307,316,330,338, (3 verses), 
360; 2, 12,43,114,145,239,270,
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280, 306, 341, 382, 410,430; 4, 
xxv, 88,105,112,150, 213, 233, 
248,298,334.

ClidshO, 1, 95.
Ch6shu, 3, 376.
Ch6sui, 4, 249.
Chusai, 1, 78.
Chuangtse, see S6shi.
Clough, 4, 289.
Coleridge, 1, 210, 225, 270, 297, 

303; 2, 268 ; 3, 41,211,277 ; 4, 
4,170.

Collins, 1, 303.
Confucius, 1, 66,67,68,69,70,79, 

110, 271, 273 ; 2, 238; 3, 298,

Dickinson, 1, 146 ; 2, 381; 4, 109* 
Dionysius, 2, 54.
Ddgen, 1, 195.
Donne, 1, 245,35-4 ; 2, 250 ; 4, 248.

Eckhart, 1, 169,186,191,196,198, 
207,227,233,235, 240, 241, 248, 
275 ; 2, 256,278.

Eiboku, 4, 77.
1 Eliot, G., 3, 395.

Emerson, 1,165,241,252,262,265, 
267,272,286,291,304 ; 2,84,183, 
362,368 ; 3, 399,403; 4, 35, 223. 

Engo, 1, 234.
Enju, 4, 143.

En6, 1, 91.
Epictetus, 1, 185.
Etsujin, 1, 177; 2, 369; 3, 21,318, 

390 ; 4, 192,254.
Field, 1, 250 ; 4, 141.
Fitzgerald, 4, 299.
France, Anatole, 2, 147. 
Freeman, 1, 365.
French, 1, 308.
Frost, 4, v; 114.
Froude, 1, 238.
Fugyoku, 3, 389.

Fukutsu, 1, 155.

t

351. j
Cory, 3, 396; 4, 29.
Cowper, 2, 91; 3, 437; 4, 67. 
Crashaw, 1, 355.
Dai6, 1, 204.
Dansui, 1, 222; 4, 42.
Dante, 1, 74,180,277,287,358 ; 2, 

‘ 152,196, 220, 250, 259; 3, 227,
314,422; 4, ii, 154.

Davenant, 1, 299.
Davies, 1, 300; 2, 179, 208, 213, 

268 ; 3, 398 ; 4, xii.
De la Mare, 1,245,306; 3,146,147, 

233; 4, 289.
Diamond Sutra, 1,91,92. 
Dickens, 1, 183,194,256.

■

Gah6, 1, 164. 
Gainsborough, 1, 87.
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Hakurakuten, 1, 46,53,54,55,56, 

57,58,59,60,106,175; 2, Hi, 35, 
127,368; 3, 98,151,334,386; 4, 
179,187,279.

Hardy, 1, 321 ; 3, 199, 253; 4, 
xxviii.

Hasliin, 4, 237.
Hazlitt, 1, 240; 2, 83.

Ileikemonogatari, 3, 376.
Hekiganroku, 2, 324; 3, 311,399; 

4, 104,286.
Henderson, 2, 321.
Henley, 1, 303.
Herbert, 1, 180,300; 4, 51.
Hitomaro, 1, 114,118,121; 2, 83.
H6j6, 1, 271; 3, 218.
Hojoki, 3, 106.
Hokushi, 1, 199; 2, 246, 3, 37, 45, 

298,393 ; 4, 56,97,251.
H6.6, 1, 283; 2, 182; 3, 284.
Horyu, 1, 370.
H6sha, 1, 384.
Housman, 1, 300,308.
Hughes, Langston, 1, 306.
Hyakuchi, 2, 87.

Garaku, 2, 261.
Gaspell, 1, 306.
Gekkyo, 4, 145.
Genjimonogatari, 3, 262.
Genjiiki, 2, 322.
Gensei, 1, 329.
Gstsura, 2, 20.
Gij6en, 1, 102.
Ginlc6, 4, 336,348.
Gochiku, 3, 357.

Goethe, 1, 236,242, 249,250,262, 
263, 287; 2, 308, 362; 3, 368, 
372; 4, iii, 111,240.

Goj6, 4, xi.
Goldsmith, 1, 258.

Gomei, 2, 274.
Gonsui, 1, 193; 3, 169; 4, 270. 
Goshin, 4, 191.
Gotoba, Emp., 2, 350. 
Gotokudaiji, 1, 123.
Gray, 2, 161,171.
Gusai, 4, xv.
Gybdai, 2,56,99,120,153,231,317, 

380; 3, iv, 160, 213, 225, 288, , 
365 ; 4, xiv, xv.-(W ■ 

Gy6gi Bosatsu, 2, 207, 270.
S~r

Ichiku, 2, 21; 4, 351. 
lch£>, 1, 37.
Ikenob6, 1, 150.
IkkyO, 1, 23, 154, 168, 186, 316, 

344 ; 4, 31,110.

Hagi-jo, 3, iii; 4, 4$. 
Hakki, 2, 8.
Hakuin, 1, 96. 
Hakurakuten, 1, 63.
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Jppekiro, 1, 376.
Ippen, 1, 166.
Isen, 3, 78.
Tsd, 2, 11.
Issa, 1, x, 6,100,114,149,177,188, 

209,215,220,221, 223, 229, 242, 
252,259,287,292,293, 294, 295, 
296,342,343,344,345, 349, 361, 
362,366,368, 382 ; 2, 9, 11, 12, 
13,14,15, 16, 17, 19, 20,23,24, 
25,26, 32, 38, 42, 44,45,50,61, 
70, 71, 77,79,81,85,86, 83, 90, 
91,93,94,104,110,111, 112,113, 
114,115,118,121, 122,123, 139, 
140,141, 144,149,150,152, 154, 
155,159,160,172,179, 180, 181, ‘ 
182,184,185,186,190, 193, 194, 
196,199,203, 204, 205,211,215, 
216, 220, 223, 226, (3 verses), 
228,229,230,231,232,(4 verses), 
235,236,237,238,239,242,244, (4 
verses), 247, 248,249, 250, 253, 
254,261, 263, 264,266,267,268, 
269, 270, 271,272,285,287,288, 
289,291,292,293,297, 303, 304, 
305,306,309,313,325, 332, 335, 
336,340,341,343,343, 344, 345, 
349,350,351,352, (7 verses), 355, 
363,367,375,381; 3,6,15,20,21, 
22,23,25, 26, 27, 28, 38,41,44, 
46,50, 60, 61,65,68,77,79,107,

108,110, 111,112,117, 118, 119, 
123,124, (3 verse<0,125,130,134, 
136,138, 140, 141,149,154,162, 
163, 164,170,171,172,176, 179, 
181, 182, 185, 186, 187, 188, (4 
verses), 190,191, 192,(3 verses), 
193,194,194,197, 198, 199, 200, 
203,206, 207, 211,212,213,214, 
215,223, 231, 235,238,240,241, 
242, 243, 245, (4 verses), 246, 
247,248,249,250, (3 verses), 251, 
(5 verses), 256, 263, 264, 267, 
293, 294, 304,306,307,309,316, 
317, 347, 348,352,353,361,368, 
373, 380,395,398,399,401,402, 

406,408,410,433,434, 435, 439, 
(3 verses); 4, x, xviil, xxv, 
xxvi, (3 verses), xxviii, 2, 13, 
14,22,26, (3 verses), 39, 41, 46, 
49, 60, 63, 64, 69,78,79,80,81, 
82, 90, 92,96,108,113,116,120, 
121,122,129,136,140, 142, 153, 
154,157,1*58,159,168, 169, 170, 
176, 184, 185, (5 verses), 187, 
189,193,198,199,201, 204, 207, 
240, 245,247, 262, 266, 274, (3 
verses), 290,300,302, 303, 304, 
305,310,314,319, 320,323, 325, 
328,341, 342,348,352,353, 354, 
355, 358, 361, 364. (About 480 
verses.)
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217,230,230,32F, 351; 3, 59,160, 
167,212,280,340,369 ; 4, 6,167

IsshO, 4, 147.
It6 Junsai, 1, 78,328.
Izen, 4, ix (3 verses), 51. 271.

Kegotikyo, 4, 124.
ICeisa, 2, 251.
Kien, 4, 238.
ICigiku, 4, 76.
Kigin, 1, 366; 3, 129; 4, 10.
Kiichi, 3, 285.

Kiin, 2, 201.
Kikaku, 1, 27,110, 147, 186, 220, 

225,348,374,38?, 390; 2, 50,118, 
178,192,207,227, 264, 315, 321, 
335,358; 3, 10,15,26,65,67,71, 
112,113,117,128,166, 180, 211, 
227, 249, 284, 374; 4, iv, xv, 
xxxiii, 28,53,170,207, 211,215, 
250,272,352.

Kikusha, 2, 173; 3, 127.
Kinya, 3, 200 (should be Kinsai).
Kirei, 3, 218.
Kishti, 3, 345.
Kitamura, 1, 318.
Kit6, 1, xi, 285; 2, 53,60,65, 92, 

96,^131,163,287, 3, 87, 371; 
4, xii, xii, 73,241^

Kiyomasa, 4, 118.
Kobori Enshft, 4, xvii, xxx.
K6hy6, 4, 77.
K6j6d6, 4. 77.
Kokinshu, 1, 108,117; 2, iv, 241

Jacks, 1, 207.
Jefferies, R., 2, 4; 4, xxxii. 
Jefferson, 1, 230.
Job, 1, 168.
Johaku, 1, 362.
John of the Cross, 1, 176,205. 
Johnson, 1, 187,246 ; 3, 111. 
Jokun, 4, 202.

J6s6, 1, 28,160,357 ; 2, 105, 191, 
194,245, 251; 3, 45, 174, 224, 
322 ; 4, 56,87,209,212,219,222, 
234,237,315,338,360.

J0j6, 2, 273.
Juk6, 1, 154.

Kageki, 1, 116; 4, xxiv.
Kaito, 1, 192.
Kakei, 2, 182,280; 3, 69,145,416. 
Kak6, 3, 8.
Kanri, 4, 253.
Kar6, 4, 75.
Kashinzono, 1, 360.
Kashiwaki, 2, 95.
Katsumine, 2, 79.
Katsuri, 4, 249.
Keats, 1, 168, 173, 182, 196, 208, 

249,269,333 ; 2, 163, 180, 194,
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K6my6, Em press, 4, 12.
Kongoky6, 3, iv.
Kdrin, 1, 98.
K6sen, 1, 78.
Koshu, 2, 381.
Koshun, 2, 83.
Kotomichi, 1, 128; 2, 256; 3, 388. 
KoyQni, 2, 365.
Kozan, 4, xii.
Kubonta, 2, 153.
Kubutsu, 2, 333.
Kuson, 3, 225.
Ky6gen, 1, 148.
Kyokusui, 4, 175,231.
Kyorai, 1, 129,163,378,392; 2,17, 

156,165,291; 3, 7,98, 104,175, 
176,281,314,315,429; 4, 69,220, 
220,251,342.

Kyoroku, 1, 249,322 ; 2, 197,327, 
360; 3, 76,289,326,381; 4, 54, 
64,107,157,298,311,338. 

Kyoshi, 1, 220,285 ; 2, 60; 3, 299 ;
4, 19,74,146,152,260,312. 

Kyukoku (=Oemaru), 4, 245.

207,235,236,247, 275, 285, 309, 
329 ; 2, 188,251,340; 3, 89,439; 
4. 76,94.

Lear, 1, 190,216.
Lowell, 1, 207,208,306.
Lyly, 2, 94,184.

Mabuchi, 1, 115,116.
Machiavelli, 1, 234.
Mahara, 4, 338.
Mana, 1, x.
Mansfield, 1, 321; 2, 15, 323; 3, 

126,295.
Manyoshu, 1, 121, 127, 158, 324;

2, ii, xii, iv, 83,326, 3, 261. 
Marlowe, 1, 239; 4, xxv.
Marsh, 1, 308.
Marvell, 1, 303,305 ; 2, 54. 
Masahide, 4, 219.
Masahito, 1, 122.
Masatsune, 1, 123.
Masefield, 1, 2,293,309 ; 3, 76. 
Masuo, 1, 370.
Matsuo, 2, 9.
Meiji, Emp, 2., 189.
Meisetsu, 2, 7; 3, 77; 4, vii;, 139, 

205,241.
Melville, 4, xxiv.
Meredith, 2, 381.
Mew, 1, 185.
Michihiko, 4, 3.

i

n

Lamb, 1, 216.
Landor, 1, 307,308; 3, 108, 342; 

4, 310.
Langland, 3, 439.
Lankavatara Sutra, 1, 322. 
Lawrence, 1, 145, 171, 184, 191,

I
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Newman, 4, 286.
Newton, 1/ 262.
Nietzsche, 1, 182; 3, 342. 
Nijoin Sanuki, 4, 229. 
NikyG, 4, 75.
N6in, 1, 117; 3, 282. 
Nyofti, 4, 37.

, 188.
X
0,224,292, 299, 330; 
3, 24, 122, 208, 409 ;
50.

X

208.

1.
Oanseki, 4, 154.
Oemaru, 2, 26, 87, 141, 169,243;

3, 155, 217, 292; 4, 243.
Oishi Yoshio, 1, 266.
Okura, 3, 241.
Onch6 (= Och6), 3, 219.
Onitsura, 1, x, 11,23,321,319; 2,

4, 33, 70, 91, 116, 126, 176 
(7 verses), 183,192,199,243,279,
283.330.337, 338, 361,366,367; 
3, 12, 19,108,118,141,228,253, 
255,395; 4, xxiii, 40, 184, 266,
332.337.

Oshu, 4, xxxiv.
Otsuji, 1, 124; 2, 104; 4, 152. 
Otsushti, ( = Otokuni) 4,. 87. 
Otsuyti, 2, 215; 3, 67, 71; 4, 50.

2; 4, 278. 
, 156.
5.

); 4, 232.
90.
3,359.
122.
7,307; 2, 312.
58.

.17.
(5.

, ix, 24,219,221,222, 
; 4, 14.

»5.

li, 1, 23.

8.

19.
4. Palgrave, 2, i.

Pascal, 3, 367.
Pater, 1, vii, 103, 199, 297. 
Paul, 1, 91,167,238,345,385. 
Peacock, 1, 301.

165.
308.

32.

1.
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Penn, 1, 227.
Plato, 1, 182. 265.
Plotinus, 4, 125.
Pope, 1, 203,257,36-1; 3, 193.

Rofu, 2, 157.
Rogetsu, 2, 147; 3, 88,226.
R6ka, 1, 292; 2, 238,284,364 ; 4,

217.
Rokusddangyd, 3, I, 142,433. 
Rokuto, see Rikuto.
Roseki, 4, 204.
R6shi, 1, ix, 30,31,32,61; 2, 35, 

79; 3, 49, 378; 4, 149.
Rossetti C., 4, 289.
Rossetti D.G., 2, 287.
Rotsti, 2, 299,344.
Rules of Pilgrimage, 1, 81—4. 
Ruskin, 1, 165,361; 2, 5. 
Rydkan, 1, 120, 182; 2, 252; 3, 

62,227,395 ; 4, 357,366.
Ryosen, 1, 122.
Rydta, 1, 28,99,192,232 ; 2, 191, 

195, 294, 339 ; 3, 56, 216, 221, 
329,376,394; 4, 76,83,146,232, 
300,326.

Rydto, 1, 101; 2, 7,243.
Ryuho, 3, 388.
Ryushi, 4, 365.
Ryusui; 3, 223.

Quevedo, 3, 334.

Raizan, 1, 215; 2, 10,98,230,255, 
351,873; 3, 81,312,320; 4, xi, 
178,280,304.

RakuhinO, 4, 173.
Raleigh, 2, 46.
Rank6, 2, 33,77,200,280 ; 3, 76, 

225,230.
Ranran, 4, 231.
Ransetsu, 1, 23, 157, 249, 278; 2, 

13, 148, 213, 218, 293, 370; 3, 
104,366, 382, 383, 411,415,434; 
4, 12,94,112,149.

Read, 3, 206.
Reikan, 2, 257.
Rikei, 3, 239.
Rikuto, 2, 198.
Rikyu, 1, 151,153.
Rinzai, 1, 209,219,282.
Rishi, 1, 32.
Ritaihaku, 1, 45,52; 4, xxvii.
RiyO, 3, 36.
Robinson, 1, 298, 302.
RdeisJiii, 1, 105, 106, 107; 2, iii, 

301; 4, 18.

Sadaie, 3, 340.
Saig6, 1, 266.
Saigy6, 1, 113, 115, 239,313,31^ 

317, 324, 369 ; 2, 138, 242, 35 
3, 262; 4, 327.
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Sesshi, 4, 103.
Sesshfi, 1, 95.
Setsugyo, 4, 42.
Shad6, 2, 366,373; 4, 218.
Shakespeare, 1, 200,201,256,257, 

259,283, 286, 289, 299,305,321, 
364; 2, 181; 3, 26,89,109,120, 
199, 256; 318, 353 ; 4, ii, 150, 
213,314,360.

Shara, 4, 200.
Shaw, 1, 232.
Shelley, 1, 164,191,203,299, 302, 

306,307,320; 2, 23,72, 83, 201, 
202; 3, 6,24, 231,340, 408,409 ; 
4, 14,68,225,282.

Shigyoku, 2, 8.
Shihd, 1, 131; 4, 131; 4, xvi.
Shihyaku, 4, 51.
Shiki, 1, viii, xii, 62,76,177,215, 

224,244,254, 272, 289,292, 293, 
346,347,348, 349, 350, 380,381, 
390, 2, iv, 5,6,18,21,22,25,34, 
36,37,39,41,42,43,48,49,52,58, 
59,73,74,75,76,77,81,85,87,98, 
99, 100, 107, 109, 115, 117,120, 
121, 123, 124, 125, 130, 131,132 
(5 verses), 135, 139, 150, 158, 
160,161,166, 168, 169, 171,203, 
205, 206, 224,235, 237,257,259, 
262, 269, 276, 277, 279, 281,282 
(4 verses), 286, 311, 318, 323,

Saikaku, 1, 193; 3, 107,402.
Sa ikon tan, 1, 70,71,72,73,74,75, 

76; 2, 242,319,320 ; 3, 85,229,
339.

Saimaro, 3, 55.
Sampft, 2, 134,197 ; 3, 47,56,61, 

66,255,339; 4, 97,123. 
Sanesada, 3, 165.
Sanin, 1, 259 ; 4, 38.
Santayana, 4, 286.
Sant6ku, 1, 371.
Sassoon, 1, 307.
Sazanami, 4, 52.
Schopenhauer, 3, 357.
Scott, E.G., 1, 302.
Scott, W., 1, 299,304.
Seibi, 3, 201; 4, 44.
Seien, 2, 200.
Seifu-jo, 2, 151; 4, 340.
Seika, 1, 77.^q 
Seira, 1, SXf; 4, xii.
Seisei, 4, 222.
Seisensui, 1, 370,376.
Sekiu, 2, 234.
Sengai, 1, 93.
Senka, 4, 75.
Senkaku, 4, 200.
Senki, 1, 50.
Senna, 1, 97, 250 ; 3, 106; 4, 95,

283.

Seppb, 1, 220.
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S28 (3 verses), 341,342,348,369 
(waka), 371,375; 3, iii, 4, 5, 7, 
9, 10, 11, 13 (3 verses) 14 (4 
verses), 16,17,18,19,20,24,25, 
32,33,36,37,39,40,41,42,61,63, 
64,65,70,72,79,84,86 (4 verses) 
93,95,98,99,102 (4 verses) 103, 
115,128,129,131(3 verses) 133, 
137, 139, 146, 161,162,168,169, 
183 (3 verses), 187,204,205,209 
210, 212, 220, 232,233,234,236, 
242,243,253,254, 257, 266, 267, 
268,269,270,273, 287, 296, 299, 
S00 (4 verses), 301,302,304,305, 
307,308, 311, 312, 317,318,326, 
327, 328, 329 (6 verses), 343, 
347,349, 355, 356,359, 360,364, 
365,369, 403, 412,413, 416,417, 
(3 verses) 419 (3 verses) 427, 
430, 431, 43S; 4, vii, xviii, xix, 
xxiii, 5, 15, 21,22,23,24,27,34, 
41, 44, 48, 50, 60, 62,81,91,96, 
98, 100, 101, 103, 106, 110,114, 
115, 116, 121, 126, 127, 128 (3 
verses), 131 (4 verses), 133,134, 
137,142, 143, 144,145, 150,152, 
155, 166, 175, 176, 177, 179 (7 
verses), 182, 183, 206,210,211, 
212, 224, 233,236,238,239, 254, 
258,259, 261,264, 278, 283,284, 
285,287,288, 291, 292,293, 304,

308,313,317,318, 324, 336, 340, 
341,343. (About 390 verses.) 

Shiko, 2, 170, 174, 224, 323, 359;
3, 121,354 ; 4, ix.

Shimada, 1, 102.
ShimpG, 4, 294.
Shinjinmei, 3, 68.
Shinkokinshu, 1, 112; 2, iv. 
Shintoku, 3, 298.
Shirao, 2, 80, 277, 362 ; 3, 137, 

160,279,287,315,360 ; 4, 42,71,
211.

Shird, 2, 181; 3, 4; 4, xiii.
Shise jo, 1, 272 ; 4, 219. 
Sh6fu-ni, 3, 387,253,316.
ShOha, 2, 10, 32, 81,96, 105,212, 

262,278; 3, 40,49,244 ; 4, 42,46. 
Shdhaku, 2, 324,333 ; 3, 174,231, 

337 ; 4, 23,217.
Shoi, 1, 215.
ShdkadO, 1, 89.
Shokyu-ni, 3, 314.
Shosei, 1, 294 
Sh6sh0, 4, 57.
Sh6u, 2, 27,40.
Shuchiku, 2, 142.
Shukuzan, 4, 156.
Shunkei, 1, 102.
Shudshi, 1, 295; 3, 359.
Shusai, 2, 23.
Silesius, 1, 212, 240 ; 4, 153.
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Sui6, 1, 225.
Suso, 1, 313.
Sutc-jo, 3, 238.
Suzuki, 1, viii, 91,256. 
Swedenborg, 3, vi.

Socrates, 1, 176.
Sod6, 1, 390; 2, 34; 3, 153, 403; 

4, vi.
Sogetsu-ni, 4, 29.
S6gi, 1, 128; 3, 385; 4, 228.
S6in, 1, 23, 37, 109 ; 2, 325; 3, 

133,163,316.
S6kan, 1, 8,9,154; 2, 5,241,242; 

3, 21.
Sonojo, 1, 8,154; 2, 373; 3, 10. 
Sora, 2, 258,311; 3, 282,442; 4, 

116,223.
SOseki, 3, 88; 4, 52, 152.
SOshi, 1, 33,34, 35,36, 37,38, 39, 

40,41,42,43,44,61,167,168,183, 
192, 226, 240, 273 ; 2, 51, 203, 
255; 3, 91,114,230,421.

Sotdba, 1, 48,280; 3, 291,303. 
Sotoba Kanaclii, 1, 356; 4, 197. 
Southey, 4, 228.
Spenser, 2, 346.
Spengler, 1, 229,242,244,253,262, 

264, 287, 293; 2, 14, 40, 41,47, 
56,168,193,198, 218, 354 ; 3, 5, 
357 ; 4, 4, 111.

Spinoza, 1, 163,183,205,236,237, 
238 ; 3, 35; 4, 268,287. 

Stevenson, 1, 173,186,228,263; 2, 
118,148,196,229 ; 3, 5,174,328 ; 
4, 220.

Suibutsu, 3, 333.

Tadanori, 2, 347; 4, 109.
Taigi, 1, viii, 215,235,250; 2, 41, 

45,74,89,95, 101, 121,129, 146, 
153,210,225,236; 3, iii, vi, 42, 
105,115,120,201, 216, 222, 255, 
256,371,402; 4, vii, viii, 27,34, 
50, 55, 104, 120, 159, 168, 174, 
189,205,208,211,350,364. 

Taiheiki, 1, 125.
Tairo, 1, 159; 2, 54,329; 3, 292;

4, 261,264,324.
Tais6, 4, 73.
Takakura, 1, 64.
Takuan, 1, 92.
Takuchi, 2, 27.
Tanehiko, 1, 100.
Tanisho, 4, 194.
Teasdale, 3, 215.
Teiji, 4, 123.
Teishitsu, 1, 214; 2, 124,333 ; 3, 

16,377.
Teitoku, 1, 107, 108, 129; 2, v; 

3, 357.
Tennyson, 1, 263,306; 2, 46,198, 

219,270; 3, 107, 309, 348, 379;
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4, 96.
Thompson, 1, 305.
Thomson, 1, 87, 303 ; 2, 227; 4,

Villaespcsa, 4, 282. 
Virgil, 1, 227; 4, 100.

237. Waffi, 1, 164; 2, 255; 4, 89. 
Wakyu, 2, 243.
Wesley, 1, 240.
Whitman, 1, 183,304,305 ; 2, 10;

3, 72,227 ; 4, 49,123.
Wilde, 1, 185; 4. x.
Wilson, 1, 87.
Wordsworth, 1, vii, 110,114, 158, 

165, 174, 189,190,195, 237,289, 
299,309,319,320,329,354 ; 2, 3, 
7,8, 73, 159, 163, 166, 171,193, 
205,228,252,263, 265, 294, 313, 
327,331,348,374,380 ; 3, ii, 23, 
104,119,123,146, 230, 263, 278, 
304,310, 346, 384,398,409,410;
4, xi, xviii. 54, 113, 181, 201, 
208,239,299,322,359.

Thoreau, 1, 175,190,233,247,267, 
304, 306, 308, 335 ; 2, 225; 3, 
229, 387; 4, xxxii, 31, 71, 117, 
183,260,310.

Toboku, 3, 411.
T6enmei, 2, iii, 247,265.
Toho, 1, 47, 48, 49, 111; 3, 310, 

320,400; 4, xxv.
TohA, 1, 111, 112; 2, 76; 4, 190. 
T6ju Nakae, 1, ix, 77.
Tolstoy, 2, 97.
Tori, 1, 77; 3, 184.
Torin, 3, 133; 4, x, 36.
TAsha, 3, 7.
Toshiscn, 1, 125; 4, 173.
TAzan, 2, 5.
Tsurayukr, 1, 106; 2, 315; 4, 47 
Tsurczuregnsa, 1, 136; 4, 11,362 Yaezakura, 4, 243.

Yaha, 2, 168,278; 3, 126,170 ; 4, 
xiv, 183,256,323.

Yamabushi, 1, 137.
Yamei, 2, 211.
Yasen, 1, 286.
Yaso, 4, xvii.
Yasui, 2, 203 ; 4, 63.
Yayu, 2, 16, 202 ; 3, 5, 105, 153, 

235,237 ; 4, iv, 38.

UkA-ni, 4, 252.
Unmon, 2, 7,306. 
Upanishads, 1, ix, 4,5. 
Uritsu, 4, xv.
Usen, 3, 379.

Vaughan, 1, 290 ; 2, 188; 3, 208,
222.
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Y6ka Daishi, 3, 399. 
Yorimasa, 3, 261, 282. 
Yuimakyd, 2, 51. 
Yuiren, 1, 242.
Yusui, 3, 340.

Zenrmkushii, 1, 10—23, 47, 169, 
197,199,202, 203, 206,207, 227, 
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